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Foreword by the President

Anil Ghanwat
President, Swatantra Bharat Party
and senior leader, Shetkari Sanghatana
email: ghanwatanil77@gmail.com
https://www.swatantra.org.in/

RELEASE OF THE PRELIMINARY DRAFT DISCUSSION PAPER
ON 21 MARCH 2022
I am delighted to release this preliminary draft of a Discussion Paper on agriculture policy today, on 21 March
2022 to solicit feedback from readers to correct any errors and to bolster its arguments for reform. I hope to
release the final Discussion Paper later in 2022 at an event in New Delhi, to be attended by farmers from across
India. In the meantime, this draft paper will continually get updated based on further research by the Party and
inputs received.

Setting the scene for a national White Paper on Agriculture
In a democracy, reforms should not be forced. They must be explained to the people so that a broad-based
consensus is generated. As Rajaji said:
Any object sought to be achieved in a hurry and without waiting for the necessary popular education
must necessarily be achieved through coercion; and the violence involved undermines and nullifies the
object. The long way is the shortest cut.

The debacle of the 2020 farm laws can at attributed both due to the haste in which they were introduced and to
Mr Modi’s failure to explain the benefits of these laws. He also seems to be easily captured by obscurantists who
take him down rabbit holes such as natural farming. His lack of action on approval of GM crops is also telling:
he is all talk and no action.
We must not allow the failed process of the 2020 farm laws to diminish the reform impulse that underpinned
them. Something worth doing is worth doing well. Our Party believes in deliberative democracy and considers
that the country should be taken along in the reform journey.
Over the past months I have repeatedly requested the Modi government to establish a Committee with
representation of all views to prepare a White Paper on agriculture that considers costs and benefits of options,
consults widely and recommends a way forward. The legislation resulting from such a process would be
acceptable to India’s long-suffering farmers. A properly done White Paper will persuade most the misguided,
protesting farmers about the genuine benefits of reforms and the community will not tolerate anyone blocking
roads after everyone has been given the full opportunity to present their views.
The White Paper must consider the total suite of reforms, not in a piecemeal manner like these three farm laws
had done. The White Paper must address both agriculture sector and governance reforms since these are interrelated. India’s pinch point is ultimately its incompetent and unaccountable governance system: a governance
machine that no one trusts. The liberalisation of 1991 was unable to achieve its potential because of this
governance failure. India therefore attracts only a fraction of the investment it could have. The failure of
governance has been particularly problematic for farmers who can neither make their ends meet under the
current dispensation nor hope for a better future for their children in the cities. The children of the poor receive
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shoddy education and virtually no vocational training. No wonder, farmers are suspicious of half-baked
attempts to reform the system. We need a complete package of reforms.
In our scriptures, the government’s duty, its Dharma, is to ensure justice, security and infrastructure. No more.
We have all heard of ‘Jahaan Ka Raja Ho Vyapaari, Vahaan Ki Praja Ho Bhikhari’. Where the king is a trader, the
people are beggars. Kautilya’s Arthashastra also emphasises free trade and good regulation.
The slogan Minimum Government, Maximum Governance may be new but its principles are thousands of years old, as
seen in the principles of economics articulated in Kautilya’s Arthashastra. In post-independence India, the
concept was articulated by Swatantra Party in its 21 principles: ‘The party stands for the principle of maximum
freedom for the individual and minimum interference by the state consistent with the obligation to prevent and
punish anti-social activities, to protect the weaker elements of society, and to create the conditions in which
individual initiative will thrive and be fruitful’.
Regulation must reduce harms but for agriculture, excessive regulation (much of it sheltered in the Ninth
Schedule of the Constitution) is choking farmers’ production and marketing efforts. Let farmers produce and
buy and sell as they think best.
There are many obvious limitations of this draft Discussion Paper. Agriculture is a vast area and this Paper only
explores a few key issues. It is also possible that errors might have inadvertently crept in, or some material might
be outdated. But this Paper does lay out a broad structure for a consultation document – and is intended to do
the work that the government has failed to undertake: i.e. to consult widely with the country.
It is my hope that the government of India will use this Paper as basis to appoint a Committee to produce a
genuine White Paper on Agriculture. Our Party is committed to working constructively with the Modi
government in the development of such a White Paper. And I am happy to go all over the country to explain the
reforms.
I invite readers to send their views (and any corrections) to discussion@swatantra.org.in.
Anil Ghanwat
President, Swatantra Bharat Party
21 March 2022
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1

Executive summar y

After over seven decades of government oppression, India’s farmers have become deeply indebted and
impoverished. Many members of their family are unemployed.
Indian agriculture can be summarised in this diagram (Figure xx):

Figure xx: Schematic depiction of the haircut that farmers get from the government every year

Every year at least $60 billion is taken away from the farmer even as $30 billion is spent on subsidising him. And
most of this $30 billion in subsidy does not reach the farmer, either.
This paper focuses on four issues:
a) Loss to farmers from property rights restrictions,
b) Loss to farmers from market restrictions,
c) Positive subsidies which neither reach farmers or distort incentives and harm the environment, and
d) The governance failures of India
The founder of our Party, Sharad Joshi, defined the basic requirements of a civilised society, thus:
The quality of life of an individual, as also of a community is to be assessed by the degrees of
freedom it enjoys. The four degrees of freedom are: 1. Number of occasions available for making a
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choice. 2. Number of options available at each point of choice. 3. The range of the spectrum of the
options. 4. Novelty of the options for choice. 1

This is effectively an operational definition of negative liberty: non-interreference in anyone’s life unless they
are harming others. Unfortunately, the degrees of freedom or choices of India’s farmers are constrained in
innumerable ways, such as:
•
•
•
•
•

limits on the amount of land they can own;
ad-hoc acquisitions of their land by government to hand over to private entities;
barriers to technology;
bans on exports and on alleged ‘dumping’ from abroad; and
restrictions on the movement, storage and processing of their produce.

The liberty of farmers is constrained in so many ways by the government it is hard to enumerate. Throughout his
life, Sharad Joshi highlighted the government tyranny which lies at the heart of the farmers’ agony:
The central and the most essential fact about Indian agriculture is that it suffers from either the caprices
of nature or, when the nature is benign, by the tyranny of governmental interventions. 2

This Paper explores the tyranny and oppression against farmers in India.

1.1

The need for a good policy making process in India

The main problem with Indian policy is that in addition to destroying the Ambedkar fundamental rights, we do
not have a consultative policy process based on a cost-benefit analysis of policy options. Therefore, the costs of
different policies are never evaluated, only imagined “benefits” are touted. Our Party is committed not just to
fundamental rights but to a transparent, honest, well-consulted cost-benefit test for all policy.
Had such a policy been in place, the bogus nature of socialist policies would have been exposed decades ago. For
instance, the market restrictions on farmers would have failed the CBA test: it would have been self-evident
using a CBA that these restrictions actively harm a vast section of India’s producers (farmers) even as consumers
are alleged to get their food a little bit cheaper than they might have, otherwise.
This Paper outlines a detailed policy framework 3 which we consider must be legislated, in addition to removing
all anti-farmer laws and restoring the Fundamental Rights.

1.2

Loss to farmers from property rights restrictions (>$20 b)

The first part of this Paper looks into the losses to farmers from destruction of their property rights in land from
elimination of the fundamental right to property, virtually unhindered power to the government to acquire any
land it wishes, and a large number of laws which are sheltered from judicial scrutiny in the Ninth Schedule of the
Constitution. We will discuss later how Rajaji objected to these approaches for they would suck out capital from
rural areas and stop the industrialisation of India.
No estimates are available of the annual economic loss to farmers from this destruction of property rights but a
ballpark figure of $20 billion is being considered in this Paper.
Just like loss of market income is an opportunity cost, so is the loss of ability to use land or to buy/sell land, an
opportunity cost. It is the loss of what farmers could have got without the property restrictions. It includes the
opportunity cost arising from:
•

Inability of productive farmers to expand their farms. Had the ceiling and other restrictions not existed, the
massive fragmentation of land that we see today would not have occurred.

1

Sharad Joshi, Visionaries of a New Bharat, http://www.sharadjoshi.in/sites/default/files/Visionaries%20of%20Bharat-PDF%20File.pdf

2

From Down to Earth by Sharad Joshi: https://www.sabhlokcity.com/2022/01/down-to-earth-by-sharad-joshi/

3

https://swarnabharat.in/policyframework
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•

•
•

Inability of farmers to buy and sell land or to lease it/ enter into contracts due to both legal restrictions and
poor land records means that a number of productivity-enhancing transactions are being blocked. A lot of
land is kept fallow or not multiple-planted when there is an opportunity for more productive farmers to do
so. 4
The threat of their land being acquired forcibly by governments to pass it on to private businesses reduces
the incentive of farmers to make capital improvements in their land such as better water harvesting.
The inability to convert agricultural land to other more productive uses imposes a huge loss on farmers
(particularly in areas near cities where farm land can be put to much higher value use) – Figure xx.

Figure xx: Loss imposed on farmers through land use restrictions near cities 5

Overall, there are two major pathways of economic harms from property rights restrictions to farmers: harms to
productivity (which then flow into farm income/wages for workers) and depressed value of land (which create
further impacts on productivity as well as reduce the lifetime earnings of farmers and their economic prospects
relative to Indians who don’t face such restrictions).
Overall, while no estimates of the magnitude of this loss are readily available, a number of studies throw light on
the kinds of harms arising from property restrictions. For instance:
There is a growing literature in economics that analyses the effects of restrictions on land markets on
household choices and outcomes. The literature has focused on the effects of restrictions on alienability of
land on the credit access, labour supply, agricultural productivity, and savings (see, e.g., Field, 2007), and
on the effects of uncertainty about property rights on incentives to invest (see, e.g., Besley, 1995; Jacoby,
Guo and Rozelle, 2002; Goldstein and Udry 2008). 6

It is an urgent task for the Government and universities to consolidate all such insights and prepare a combined
estimate of the harms caused to farmers by such restrictions. At this stage, our Party considers that it is
reasonable to postulate a loss in the ballpark of $20 billion per year from these restrictions. This $20 billion is to
be calculated as the annualised present value of these perpetual losses. This figure is likely to be a gross underestimate, given the size of the Indian economy of $2.63 trillion.
For instance, Australian GDP is $1.3 trillion today and its real estate is worth $10 trillion AUD (around $7.3
trillion USD). Using a similar ratio, India’s real estate should be worth around $14.7 trillion. Even if farmers’
property values are reduced by only 20% from property rights restrictions, the loss of total value of farmland

4 This 2021 paper by Marijn A. Bolhuis, Swapnika R. Rachapalli and Diego Restuccia suggests that variation in tenancy laws across India
contribute significantly to productivity of land: https://www.nber.org/system/files/working_papers/w29363/w29363.pdf - “an efficient
reallocation of land would increase agricultural TFP by 38 percent on average”.

In this case the value of farmers’ land near cities would follow the bell curve but restrictions on use mean that the farmers receive a
much lower value for their land.

5

6 M. Shahe Emran and Forhad Shilpi, Land Market Restrictions, Women’s Labour Force Participation and Wages in a Rural Economy,
Oxford Bulletin of Economics and Statistics, Vol. 79, Issue 5, pp. 747-768, 2017
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could be in the range of $500 billion to $1 trillion. Discounting at 5%, the annualised loss could be in the range
of $25 to $50 billion. For now, this Paper uses $20 billion as a conservative estimate. Economists need to work
out better estimates. This Discussion Paper is merely pointing out that AMS does not include property rights
losses.

1.3

Loss to farmers from market restrictions ($40b)

We have a lot more data on the net loss to farmers from market restrictions. For instance, as summarised in The
Economist magazine in 2018:
Researchers found that, although India spends around $30 bn a year on direct aid to agriculture, it also
deprives farmers of $40 bn, given the difference between international and domestic prices for the same
crops. 7

These data are reflected in Figure xx.
In addition to forcing farmers into a small parcel of land, and stopping them from selling, leasing, buying or
contracting their land, for seven decades, India has adopted a policy of output price control towards farming.
Its single-minded focus has been on keeping food prices low for urban consumers. The government’s ‘deal’ with
the farmer is this: ‘Heads I win, tails you lose’. The government is only happy when farmers get a really low price.
The moment farmers see a chance of getting a good price, the government floods the market with imports or
bans exports. Always the losers: India’s farmers.
Onions are a classic example. 8 Each time onion prices rise, governments dump the market with imports.
The Union and states provide a host of subsidies for seeds, fertilizers, electricity, water, farm machinery and
research and development to reduce input prices. As part of the measures to increase the price of the output,
Union and state governments procure food grains at minimum support prices for multiple crops. Simultaneously,
policy makers walk the tightrope of protecting consumers from high prices, and providing food security through
inexpensive grains to over two-thirds of the Indian population. … The government interferes with decisions at
every step of the production and sale process. Policies tell farmers what to grow, how to grow it, how much to
invest, how much to store, when, where and who to sell to, and how much to sell for. 9

Our Party welcome imports – equally as we welcome exports: so long as both are determined by markets, not by
the government. Shetkari Sanghatana’s slogan is ‘Bheek nako, ghamache daam hawe’ (No alms, just the market price
for our sweat).
The following matrix illustrates how India’s farmers loses every time:

We need to move away from Scenario 3 to Scenario 1.

7

Slim pickings, The Economist, 14 July 2018.

8

https://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-india-49933613

Bhuvana Anand, Ritika Shah and Sudhanshu Neema, From Annadata to Farmpreneur: Playbook for Reforming Indian Agriculture,
https://ccs.in/sites/default/files/primer.pdf
9
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Governments have diverted scarce taxpayer resources into curbing farmer’s inputs and outputs, in regulating
prices – thereby crushing farmers’ income, even as they then squander more taxpayer funds in alleged subsidies:
the net effect still being negative. The net negative market subsidy is a tax on farming and a wealth transfer
from famers to urban dwellers. The desperation of the farmers’ situation was articulated over two decades ago by
Sharad Joshi who documented how farmers effectively receive a negative market subsidy – something that
remains true even today. In his words:
The Government of India, in the document – which is well preserved by me – it was put on
the table of the Parliament, blandly accepted that the policy of the Government of India
has been: if the cost of production of an Indian farmer was Rs.183, that he should not
get more than Rs. 100 in the market. 10
As Sharad Joshi pointed out, India’s deliberate anti-farmer policy is in contrast to pro-farmer policies in Japan.
And we know the huge difference it made:
Nehru, with a marked animus towards agriculture, … deliberately followed a policy calculated to
depress agricultural prices. Had it not been for these Soviet-type policies, the problems listed by Jairam
Ramesh in the draft would not have arisen in the first place.
Japan is an example. It followed, from as early as 1921, a policy calculated to give its farmers a price for
their paddy that was as high as four times the international price. This created the primary capital in the
hands of farmers, which they promptly used for developing the cottage industries that Japan is justly
famous for.
These cottage industries, little by little, developed assembly plants to put together the parts they
produced. The consequence was that most of Japan’s major industries developed in the countryside,
with the capital owned mostly by farmers, the primary producers. 11

As a result of such anti-farmer policies, agriculture has become a losing vocation. Farmers are prematurely
leaving the farm. At times, the consequences of such policies have been even more dire, with high rates of
farmer suicide. Farmers are shackled and their hands tied with a knot behind their back even as they are charged
with the task of producing food for the country. In return, all they get is lip service from the big political parties
who ply them with cheap gifts before elections while fleecing them during the interregnum to the next election.
The 2020 farm laws could have reduced the negative market subsidy
Mr Modi implemented promising reforms in 2020 but then repealed them in November 2021. No one knows
what prompted Mr Modi to suddenly think of freedom for India’s farmers. But the enemies of farmers want to
keep farmers in perpetual bondage. Their brazen disinformation and propaganda campaign precipitated in a
political situation causing the Modi government to withdraw the laws. Such misguided leaders do not understand
the price system and how a minimally regulated free market can allocate national resources to their most
productive use. Such leaders have caused enormous national harm – not just to farmers. Anil Ghanwat of
Swatantra Bharat Party asked Rakesh Tikait for a public debate on the farm laws but he did not respond: he
knew that in a debate the hollowness of his arguments will be exposed. With the victory of obscurantist, antiliberty and anti-reason forces through the repeal of the three farm laws of 2020, millions of farmers are left
without hope.
The leaders who advised the agitating farmers never told them that the real fight is not against poverty but to
make India’s farmers rich. And they will never tell them that the only way to make India’s farmers rich is to
liberate the sector from the shackles imposed by the government.
Farmers must be able to become rich, not just avoid poverty
Nandan Nilekani is able in India to become a billionaire but farmers are blocked from becoming billionaires.
That is because Nehru’s socialistic model has been followed by all subsequent parties including BJP. Plus, a huge
amount of corruption has been engendered during this process.

Extract from Sharad Joshi’s speech at India Habitat Centre at the conference of India Policy Institute on 8 January 2004.
http://indiapolicy.org/seminars/2004-4-day-workshop-and-seminar/
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https://indianexpress.com/article/opinion/columns/no-freedom-for-farmers/
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While it might not be the best example, compare India with Australia, a nation that produces a huge agriculture
surplus, making it one of the world’s biggest food exporters. Australia does this with only 2.2% of its workforce
engaged in agriculture. The earnings of Australia’s farmers are comparable with those who work in senior roles in
well-paid occupations. In comparison, it takes 54% of India’s workforce to produce our food. No wonder most
Indian farmers can barely subsist. That is because in Australia the farm sector is free; in India it is restricted at
every step.
As part of our Party’s focus on wealth creation, we have a social insurance policy to prevent anyone from falling
below the poverty line, even as everyone is incentivised and provided with opportunities to achieve their highest
potential.
Paradigm change: liberate the farmer
For this to happen, we need, as Sharad Joshi said on 5 May 2015 12, a paradigm change in the government’s
role in agriculture. Agriculture in India is highly state-controlled and strait-jacketed by laws, by-laws, rules,
regulations, red-tape and more. Drastic reduction, if not complete removal, of state interventions from
agriculture is absolutely necessary. On 18 June 2018 our party’s adviser Sanjeev Sabhlok had summarised Swarna
Bharat Party’s position on farm sector reforms in the print edition of the Times of India in a piece entitled, ‘Get
out of farmers’ way: Government interventions end up sustaining, not reducing, rural poverty’ 13.
Domestic pressure has been applied since the early 1980s by Sharad Joshi’s Shetkari Sanghatana, including
through massive Rasta Roko agitations, to reverse the oppressions against farmers. More recently, on 30 January
2022, Anil Ghanwat launched the Feed India Movement along with Lalit Bahale of Shetkari Sanghatana to
demand the liberation of the farm sector, specifically technology freedom in this case. On that day, farmers
planted ‘banned’ GM seeds across the country. Our Party is not an academic entity – we will fight to get the
right policies for India, for everyone in India deserves the best.

1.4

Alleged positive subsidies ($30 b)

The third group of topics this Discussion Paper considers are the positive subsidies. These range from food
subsidies (which include the Minimum Support Price or MSP) as well as a wide range of other subsidies such as
fertiliser, water/irrigation, electricity, credit (interest rate) subsidy, and so on.
Politicians have created an impression that they are extremely charitable towards farmers because they throw so
much money at farmers. But the reality is that:
a) They take away much, much more from farmers than they give; and
b) Most of the subsidies don’t reach the farmers but line the pockets of the politicians and bureaucrats.
Most problematically, almost all subsidies have dire negative effects on incentive and cause overall national harm
by damaging the environment or by reducing crop diversification or by inculcating anti-social habits such as nonpayment of loans.
Our Party does not want subsidies – no one should be subsidised unless absolutely essential (and yes, there are
some rural infrastructure subsides that our Party considers could be justified in some cases). For poverty removal
we have a social insurance policy, so the only thing that subsidies do is to redistribute wealth, which is
fundamentally wrong.
Having said that, given the massive negative subsidies in India against farmers for over 65 years, our Party does
not recommend reducing positive subsidies but managing them better and phasing out after 10 years.

1.5

The governance failures of India

The last few chapters in this Paper are about governance reforms – since we have one of the worst, if not the
worst, governance system in the world. Our governance system is fundamentally corrupt and drives away anyone

12

https://swarajyamag.com/economy/we-need-a-marshall-plan-for-indian-agriculture

https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/blogs/toi-edit-page/get-out-of-farmers-way-in-the-end-government-interventions-end-upsustaining-not-reducing-rural-poverty/
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with competence and honesty. That is not how we can deliver any improvement to the quality of life of farmers,
let alone anyone in India. This last section discusses electoral, bureaucratic and justice system reforms in order to
try to get an honest government that we can trust.

1.6

Sequencing the reforms

This Discussion Paper outlines a range of reforms each with its own timeline. A Gantt chart can bring all the
reforms together. The general principles of the sequencing of reforms are outlined below.
Step 1: Stop confiscating the property rights of farmers and stop restrictions on marketing their produce. This
will eliminate the massive negative market subsidy that they face. Also establish a social insurance system for
poverty elimination and transform both the electoral system and governance system to ensure that corruption is
eradicated from India. Step 1 should take anywhere from 2 to 5 years to implement.
Step 2: Compensate farmers for seven decades of negative market subsidy by only slowly tapering off positive
subsidies. This transition should go on for 10 years.
Step 3: After 10 years of phasing out positive subsidies, transfer half the current level of subsidies to supplement
rural infrastructure.
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The critical importance of property rights in a free society

This Discussion Paper is framed around property rights. Property rights are an essential instrument for the
creation of prosperity. Socialists have attacked this instrument for 70+ years and blame everyone else for India’s
continuing poverty. Ours is the only party committed to the original, Ambedkar property rights.
Hernando de Soto put this very well in 2001:
What the poor lack is easy access to the property mechanisms that could legally fix the economic
potential of their assets so that they could be used to produce, secure, or guarantee greater value in the
expanded market... Just as a lake needs hydroelectric plant to produce usable energy, assets need a
formal property system to produce significant surplus value. (De Soto 2001) 14

Without a hydroelectric plant water can’t produce electricity. Without property rights, assets can’t produce
wealth. The mechanics of taking a raw natural asset and converting it into ever-increasing – and sustainable –
wealth, is possibly only with the magic of property rights.

Figure xx: A hydroelectric plant converts a natural asset into sustainable power. Likewise, property rights convert natural
land and labour into wealth.

It is not a its geography, not its culture, not its history explains the wealth of a nation. Only whether it has strong
property rights that underpin free trade:
The question of why some countries are rich and prosperous whereas others seem to be condemned to
the scourge of poverty has been around for centuries. Many factors have been argued to be the
determinants of prosperity: geographical, cultural, historical, etc.
Yet, since at least the publication in 1776 of The Wealth of Nations, we know that political and
economic institutions play a decisive role in this respect. Free trade, a reliable legal framework that
protects private property and enforces contracts, and sound money are necessary conditions for
countries to thrive. 15

It is trade that creates wealth and trade involves the exchange of property rights. Harold Demsetz wrote in 1967:

14

Hernando De Soto (2001), “The Mystery of Capital,” Finance and Development (IMF), 38 (2001).

Luis Pablo de la Horra, “How Estonia—Yes, Estonia—Became One of the Wealthiest Countries in Eastern Europe”, 23 March 2018,
Foundation for Economic Education, https://fee.org/articles/how-estonia-yes-estonia-became-one-of-the-wealthiest-countries-ineastern-europe/
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When a transaction is concluded in the marketplace, two bundles of property rights are exchanged. A
bundle of rights often attaches to a physical commodity or service, but it is the value of the rights that
determines the value of what is exchanged. 16

An illustrative set of rights that might be available to a “fee simple” property is shown in Figure xx.

Figure xx: An illustrative bundle of rights on land available with fee simple ownership 17

From the PhD dissertation
Likewise, towards the end of his life, in 2012, Armen Alchian (then aged 98), said that “in markets you trade
rights back and forth rather than goods”. Market exchange in actual fact is an exchange of property rights. It
doesn’t matter whether the underlying resource to which the rights are allocated relates to physical goods, land or
intellectual property. Farmers operate a commodity business, with only a few that own marketable intellectual
property. For the most part they own property rights (a) in their land; and (b) in their produce.
The ability of farmers to own and make use of their land, and to market their produce efficiently requires welldefined, secure property rights. Unfortunately, in India farmers’ property rights are truncated by the government
through:
•
•

restrictions on ownership and use of land (including what they can grow); and
freedom to exchange their produce.

The concept of property rights and negative externalities is intricately bound together, and to the extent farmers
cause harms to the environment from the use of their land, there might be a role for regulation of their actions.

16 Harold Demsetz (1967), “Toward a Theory of Property Rights”, The American Economic Review, Vol. 57, No. 2, May, 1967, pp. 347359, https://www.jstor.org/stable/1821637.
17
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And where it is found (in extremely rare cases) that public goods cannot be provided except through the
ownership of land by the government, then too, a property rights analysis can clarify such options.

2.1

Three main features of property rights

According to Armen Alchian, property rights apply to any resource (e.g. land, produce, information) and involve
three attributes:
1. Exclusivity of rights to choose the use of a resource
“A property right is the exclusive authority to determine how a resource is used”. 18

2. Exclusivity of rights to the services of a resource
“Thus, for example, the owner of an apartment with complete property rights to the apartment has the
right to determine whether to rent it out and, if so, which tenant to rent to; to live in it himself; or to
use it in any other peaceful way. That is the right to determine the use. If the owner rents out the
apartment, he also has the right to all the rental income from the property. That is the right to the
services of the resources (the rent).” (ibid)

3. Rights to exchange the resource at mutually agreeable terms
“Finally, a private property right includes the right to delegate, rent, or sell any portion of the rights by
exchange or gift at whatever price the owner determines (provided someone is willing to pay that price).
If I am not allowed to buy some rights from you and you therefore are not allowed to sell rights to me,
private property rights are reduced.” (ibid)

Property rights do not exist in a vacuum. They are accepted by the community and enforced by the government.
They can be considered to be institutions (in the Douglass North sense), or “rules of the game”, which are then
enforced (mainly) by the government as the umpire. Societal recognition of the rights is important and private
arbitration is also an option. However, over the course of time, the role in enforcement of these rights has
incrementally devolved – particularly for high value goods – upon the government. Thus, “property and
ownership rights are rights that will be enforced for one person against other people by the state police
power”. 19

2.2

Property rights systems

“Pure” or unqualified, absolute property rights do not exist except in Robinson Crusoe’s island (where, as
Demsetz notes, they don’t exist anyway, since such rights only come into existence when there is more than one
individual). Instead, in most nations the government enforces some rights for what it considers to be authorised
uses (“those whose consequences are somehow deemed acceptable” 20). To that extent, property rights are
conditional on the opinions of the government, and therefore there is a wide range of property rights systems
found across the world.
These variations have attracted the attention of economists for hundreds of years, for such variations have
predictive power in determining the economic outcomes for society. Alchian asks: “How do variations in
property rights affect the cost and reward systems of those who operate under them?” Or, Alchian and Demsetz
ask: “What consequences for social interaction flow from a particular structure of property rights?”
While there can be a vast number of variation in property rights systems, schematically, we can think of just four
main types (Figure xx).

18 Armen Alchian (1993) “Property Rights”, in The Collected Works of Armen A. Alchian, Volume 2 (Property rights and economic behavior),
Liberty Fund, 2006. Also available at https://www.econlib.org/library/Enc/PropertyRights.html.

Armen Alchian (1961), “Some Economics of Property”, RAND Corp., P-2316, May 26, 1961, in The Collected Works of Armen A. Alchian,
Volume 2 (Property rights and economic behavior), Liberty Fund, 2006.
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Figure xx: Schematic depiction of alternative property rights systems

Societies where property rights are not protected (or instead, seized by the state) are either primitive pre-modern
societies or modern “socialist” societies like India. In both such cases, poverty is rampant and there is no
possibility of escaping it. Merely by adding well-defined and secure (optimal) property rights, any society can
rapidly become rich. The institution of property is thus the most important institution for a government to
protect.

2.3

Justified restrictions on property rights

As noted above, there are no absolute property rights. We can all agree that no one should impose physical
consequences on others through the use of their property:
“Private” property items seem to be those that are “owned” by some person with the right to use them
in any way so long as he does not impose the obviously physical consequences on other people’s
“private” property (although informational and value consequences are permissible). 21

Restrictions on (1) – exclusivity of rights to choose the use of a resource are sometimes imposed by the state in order to
reduce the impact of any negative externalities that the use of a resource might cause, such as town planning
restrictions. (These restrictions attempt to solve a real problem but they might not be the most efficient. Marketbased solutions often exist to resolve such externalities. As Ronald Coase pointed out, such problems are more
efficiently resolved by clarifying property rights instead of allowing the legislator or court to decide.)

2.4

Unjustified restrictions on property rights

Unjustified restrictions are those which are widely off the mark in terms of addressing the underlying concern.
Such restrictions only harm society. Armen Alchian illustrated this with a couple of examples: 22
The exchange value of any item “owned” by a person depends not only upon what it is and in what
physical condition it is but upon the permissible, or authorized, uses and consequences from which an
“owner” may choose. … For example, if I had a car and was told I could exchange (transfer ownership)
to any other male but not to a female, or if automobiles could be driven legally for only five years and
then had to be junked, the exchange value of “my” auto would be different from what it would be if
such “restrictions” were not placed on it—regardless of its physical condition.

Such unjustified government restrictions drastically reduce the market value of a resource: in the case of farmers
both the value of their land and the value of their produce.
India’s socialist governments have attacked property rights in many ways. They have confiscated property
without compensation (e.g. agricultural land ceiling laws, land acquisition laws). Or imposed unjustified
restrictions on property (including of produce).

Armen Alchian (1961), “Some Economics of Property”, RAND Corp., P-2316, May 26, 1961, in The Collected Works of Armen A. Alchian,
Volume 2 (Property rights and economic behavior), Liberty Fund, 2006.
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For instance, in India there are many number of restrictions on (1) – exclusivity of rights to choose the use of a resource
such as restrictions on the use of agricultural land for other purposes based not on any demonstrable harm
caused to anyone but because of the government’s ideology and beliefs. Other restrictions of this type include:
To restrict me from growing corn on my land would be an imposed, or contrived, restriction denying
some rights without transferring them to others. To deny me the right to grow corn on my land would
restrict my feasible uses without enlarging anyone else’s feasible physical uses. Contrived or unnecessary
restrictions are not the basis of private property rights. 23

Restrictions on tenancy affect (2) – exclusivity of rights to the services of a resource.
And then there are price restrictions, on (3) – the right to exchange the resource at mutually agreeable terms. These include
rent controls, upper price limit on sale of produce, coercive sale of produce only to the government, banning
futures. These restrict the rights of people to arrive at a mutually agreed price.
This Paper separates property rights restrictions into two: land and markets. But basically these are of the same
species. As Alchian notes:
If someone is not authorized to sell something he “owns” at a lower price because it would affect the
prices of other people’s goods, or if someone is prohibited from offering for sale a new product
because it would affect the salability of other products (e.g., restriction on margarine to protect butter),
should this be considered a denial of “private” property rights? As usually defined, we believe the
answer is yes. 24
… To the extent that some contractual agreements are prohibited, private property rights are denied.
For example, … it may be illegal to sell at a price above some politically selected limit. These restrictions
reduce the strength of private property, market exchange and contracts as means of coordinating
production and consumption and resolving conflicts of interest. 25

2.5

Origin of property rights

From where did property arise? The two main theories are of John Locke and David Hume. These are
summarised below in order to highlight the significance of property in the life of people, particularly of farmers –
for whom land is the most important asset.

2.5.1

Locke’s labour theory of property

Locke began his book, Second Treatise of Government, by noting that we own ourselves (Nozick begins similarly, as
well 26). ‘Man has a Property in his own Person. This no Body has any Right to but himself.’ 27 Hence, Locke argued:
‘The Labour of his Body, and the Work of his Hands, we may say, are properly his. Whatsoever then he removes
out of the State that Nature hath provided, and left it in, he hath mixed his Labour with, and joyned to it
something that is his own, and thereby makes it his Property.’ He thus argued that property rights are created
by adding our labour to what we take from nature.
But who has authorized us to take things from Nature? Locke thought that our divine gift of life gives us a right
to the fruits of Nature. ‘Men, being once born, have a right to their Preservation, and consequently to Meat and
Drink, and such other things, as Nature affords for their Subsistence.’ But if everything is given to all of us in
common, then how can any one of us appropriate a particular thing for our exclusive use?

Armen Alchian (1987), “Property Rights” in The Collected Works of Armen A. Alchian, Volume 2: Property Rights and Economic
Behavior.
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Locke explained this as follows: ‘God, as King David says, Psal. CXV. xvi. has given the Earth to the Children of Men,
given it to Mankind in common. But this being supposed, it seems to some a very great difficulty, how any one
should ever come to have a Property in any thing’? He suggested here (a thread later picked up by Nozick) that we
can convert previously undiscovered (or unowned) natural resources into our personal property, provided we leave
sufficient for others. Nozick calls this the ‘Lockean proviso’.
Locke’s view doesn’t add up. Our labour (being the value of our time) when mixed with a large gold nugget that
we picked up during a walk through the woods, is an insignificant fraction of its value. Indeed, the finder of a
nugget and the one who steals it from someone will likely mix their labour with the nugget in similar amounts.
But mixing his ‘labour’ with someone else’s gold nugget does not give the thief property rights over the nugget.
Similarly, the owner of a gold mine who has received it as inheritance may never have touched any gold, but the
gold inside the mine would still belong to him. Property is therefore related only to accountability and has
very little to do with the labour expended in its creation or discovery.
Locke’s explanation was to later became the labour theory of value that Adam Smith and Karl Marx erroneously
propounded. That theory is now dead and so is Locke’s explanation of the origin of property.

2.5.2

Hume’s justice theory of property

In this theory property rights are a consequence of justice, of accountability. As David Hume (1711-1776) said:
‘‘Tis very preposterous … to imagine, that we can have any idea of property, without fully comprehending the
nature of justice, and shewing its origin in the artifice and contrivance of men. The origin of justice explains
that of property. The same artifice gives rise to both.’ 28
With this concept everything falls in place. If I happen to find a gold nugget on my morning walk, it is I who has
found it, none else. Prior to its being found it was lying on the ground unrecognized (unless someone had dropped
it accidentally – in which case the nugget will need to be returned to its rightful owner – if such owner can be
found). Our action of recognising the rock as a nugget and picking it up is sufficient claim for ownership. There is
not, and never was, a requirement to leave a part of that nugget behind for those who come later (Lockean
proviso). John Sanders points out that ‘the famous Lockean proviso …is both conceptually incoherent and selfdefeating’ 29.
How is property related to justice? Consider trade. Some trade involves an exchange of physical goods. But other
trades (such as a psychotherapy session) involve a mere discussion or sharing of ideas that leave only a memory
behind and might possibly change our future behaviour. In all cases, though, ownership is built through the
record of such memories which attribute actions to the relevant people.
We document certain memories based on the value of that exchange. In some such cases (e.g. exchange of land)
we might even ask witnesses to attest to the exchange and expect the government to record this exchange. In
other cases, our memory trace, or credit card statement, suffices (the psychologist will keep his own records, to
document the exchange of intellectual property, and for his future tax reference). All attributions and
accountabilities are therefore fully matched up. Payments are made where applicable. And relevant property
(physical, intellectual) is transferred. With intellectual property, something can become our property merely by
virtue of our having first thought about it. We create property inside our head – from nothing: a song, a poem, an
article, a book, a scientific theory. But unjust thoughts don’t generate property rights. A thief also thinks while
stealing, but he is thinking about how to divest us of our ownership. Such thoughts are unjust and do not generate
any property right. Instead, such thoughts generate punishment.
Since justice is always related to an individual, never to a collective, therefore property is necessarily individual.
There is no collective attribution, hence no collective ownership. Thus, it is Jack the Ripper who should go to
the gallows, not his entire village. Even where property is unbundled into discrete rights, each right portion is
attributable to specific individuals, like equity held in a company.

In his A Treatise of Human Nature, Book III: Of Morals, Part I: Of virtue and vice in General, Sect. II: Of the origin of justice and
property. [http://oll.libertyfund.org/title/342/55219]
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Through this process of justice, everything we are born with (our name, our body, and bequests received), as well
as everything we acquire through our actions and thoughts, becomes part of us. Property mirrors our actions and
thoughts. It is us: indistinguishable; our extension.
While justice explains the origin of all property and property rights are recognised by society, it is the role of the
state to enforce them as part of the system of justice. But state-contingent enforcement doesn’t mean that the
rights exist because of such enforcement. A sapling (property rights that arise through justice) can be trampled
upon and destroyed in some cases, but its coming into existence is not related to its destruction. Property rights
precede the state and, indeed, motivate the need for a state. The state does not create property, merely
protects it.
As Rousseau recognised 30:
Look into the motives which have induced men, once united by their common needs in a general
society, to unite themselves still more intimately by means of civil societies: you will find no other
motive than that of assuring the property, life and liberty of each member by the protection of all
…
It is certain that the right of property is the most sacred of all the rights of citizenship, and even
more important in some respects than liberty itself; either because it more nearly affects the
preservation of life, or because, property being more easily usurped and more difficult to defend than
life, the law ought to pay a greater attention to what is most easily taken away; or finally, because
property is the true foundation of civil society, and the real guarantee of the undertakings of
citizens: for if property were not answerable for personal actions, nothing would be easier than to evade
duties and laugh at the laws.

Note that this view – that we create the state to defend our property – sits in stark opposition to socialist views
(that also originated from Rousseau) that consider property to be an outcome of exploitation.
If property rights are not defended, we can no longer be sure how others will treat our efforts, and economic
activity will come to a standstill. If people have the option of not returning the money they have borrowed from
us, the society will descend into anarchy. The moment exchange stops, all entrepreneurship and innovation will
come to a halt.
If a farmer is not sure that his ownership over his farm produce will be protected by the state, he will stop
planting seeds. If an industrialist can’t be sure that he can retain the proceeds from sale of the cars he makes, he
will stop making cars. In place of cooperation, trust, innovation and productivity, theft, corruption, and pillage
will set in. Indeed, that is a pretty good sketch of non-performing Third World countries like India. People who
could produce something of value simply took their money and fled.
Fortunately, for thousands of years, people have (by and large) acknowledged each other’s property through an
implicit Nash equilibrium in which everyone reciprocally accepts others’ rights to keep what they have justly
earned. The overwhelming majority of people clearly want their property rights enforced. As Armen Alchian
noted, ‘private property rights are rights not merely because the state formally makes them so but
because individuals want such rights to be enforced, at least for a vast, overwhelming majority of
people.’ 31
In summary, if a person’s body and property (including land) are not secure then the incentive to produce is lost.
India’s misfortune was that Nehru (in many ways a great man) ‘believed and repeatedly expressed that ‘outright
expropriation of land could not be considered wrong as there was no moral right attached to property’’ 32.
But as we have seen, property is intricately linked with accountability and justice: therefore it is directly a moral
right, as much as a person’s body morally belongs to them.

30 Jean-Jacques Rousseau, The Social Contract and Discourses by Jean-Jacques Rousseau, translated with an Introduction by G.D. H. Cole
(London and Toronto: J.M. Dent and Sons, 1923). [http://oll.libertyfund.org/title/638]
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2.6

The origin and importance of property rights

A deontological perspective considers property to be an integral and inalienable part of the individual –
something without which our existence, let alone freedom, cannot exist. Such an approach does not support
harming others through the use of property. Our Party defends property rights on this more basis but there is a
more practical consideration: the impact of different systems of property rights on economic growth and
prosperity: i.e. their consequentialist or utilitarian impact. There is much theory and evidence that tells us that
without strong property rights a society will restrict its potential for innovation, competition and productivity; a
society with weak property rights will be much poorer than another one with strong property rights.

2.6.1

Property as an institution of modern civilization

Douglass C. North defines institutions as “the humanly devised constraints that structure political, economic and
social interaction” 33 – i.e. the rules of the game. These are both formal and informal. Examples of formal
institutions include constitutions, laws, property rights. In fact, constitutions and laws often themselves define
property rights.
Property rights are the foundation of a free society. As Ludwig von Mises wrote:
Private ownership of the means of production is the fundamental institution of the market economy.
It is the institution the presence of which characterizes the market economy as such. Where it is absent,
there is no question of a market economy. 34

In his paper of 1991 which also traces the history of property rights, North notes:
Economic history is overwhelmingly a story of economies that failed to produce a set of economic rules
of the game (with enforcement) that induce sustained economic growth. …
The technology associated with the growth of manufacturing entailed increased fixed capital in plant
and equipment, uninterrupted production, a disciplined labor force, and a developed transport network;
in short, it required effective factor and product markets. Undergirding such markets are secure
property rights, which entail a polity and judicial system to permit low costs contracting, flexible laws
permitting a wide latitude of organizational structures, and the creation of complex governance
structures to limit the problems of agency in hierarchical organizations. … A capital market entails
security of property rights over time and will simply not evolve where political rulers can arbitrarily
seize assets or radically alter their value. Establishing a credible commitment to secure property rights
over time requires either a ruler who exercises forebearance and restraint in using coercive force, or the
shackling of the ruler’s power to prevent arbitrary seizure of assets. …
International specialization and division of labor requires institutions and organizations to safeguard
property rights across international boundaries so that capital markets (as well as other kinds of
exchange) can take place with credible commitment on the part of the players. 35

Armen Alchian explained in 1987 that property rights enable diffused information to be coordinated (through
the price system) to ensure both the most efficient allocation of resources and greater innovation:
For the decentralized coordination of productive specialization to work well, … in a society with diffused
knowledge, people must have secure, alienable private property rights in productive resources and
products tradeable at mutually agreeable prices at low costs of negotiating reliable contractual transactions. That system’s ability to coordinate diffused information results in increased availability of more
highly valued goods as well as of those becoming less costly to produce. … It probably would not be
disputed that stronger private property rights are more valuable than weaker rights. 36

F.A. Hayek summarised this in 1960:

33 North, Douglass C. “Institutions.” The Journal of Economic Perspectives, vol. 5, no. 1, 1991, pp. 97–112,
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We are rarely in a position to carry out a coherent plan of action unless we are certain of our exclusive
control of some material objects; and where we do not control them, it is necessary that we know who
does if we are to collaborate with others. The recognition of property is clearly the first step in the
delimitation of the private sphere which protects us against coercion; and it has long been recognized
that “a people averse to the institution of private property is without the first element of freedom”
(Lord Acton) and that “nobody is at liberty to attack several property and to say at the same time that
he values civilization. The history of the two cannot be disentangled” (Bronislaw Malinowski). 37

Strong property rights are thus a necessary accompaniment to modern economic development.

2.6.2

Origin of private property as a solution to negative externalities

In his 1967 paper, “Toward a Theory of Property Rights” 38, Harold Demsetz provides a framework to explain
how private property emerged from what was once communal property.
A primary function of property rights is that of guiding incentives to achieve a greater internalization of
externalities. … property rights develop to internalize externalities when the gains of internalization
become larger than the cost of internalization. … The development of private rights permits the owner
to economize on the use of those resources from which he has the right to exclude others.... Whereas
no one had an incentive to store water on any land under the communal system, private owners now
can take into account directly those benefits and costs to their land that accompany water storage. … n
owner of a private right to use land acts as a broker whose wealth depends on how well he takes into
account the competing claims of the present and the future. But with communal rights there is no
broker, and the claims of the present generation will be given an uneconomically large weight in
determining the intensity with which the land is worked. (ibid)

In addition to internalising many externalities, “the cost of negotiating over the remaining externalities will
be reduced greatly” with private property.
Consider an example:
Suppose an owner of a communal land right, in the process of plowing a parcel of land, observes a
second communal owner constructing a dam on adjacent land. The farmer prefers to have the stream as
it is, and so he asks the engineer to stop his construction. The engineer says, “Pay me to stop.” The
farmer replies, “I will be happy to pay you, but what can you guarantee in return?” The engineer
answers, “I can guarantee you that I will not continue constructing the dam, but I cannot guarantee that
another engineer will not take up the task because this is communal property; I have no right to exclude
him.” What would be a simple negotiation between two persons under a private property arrangement
turns out to be a rather complex negotiation between the farmer and everyone else. (ibid)

In other words, while private property does not always resolve negative externalities completely, it allows
negotiation which can help resolve most of them. Demsetz then cites examples of how land property rights
emerged among American Indians of the Labrador Peninsula as a solution to the negative externality problem
during the growing trade in beaver fur. Without private property, there was over-exploitation of beavers, which
caused everyone to lose. Private property therefore evolved to resolve this problem: the negative externalities
were internalised. A similar evolution occurred during the long history of enclosure in England – a development
by which common land was privatised both to help foster private investment in better technology and to prevent
grazing by others’ animals. Almost all agricultural societies evolved such private ownership of land.

2.6.3

Individual property rights are not necessarily the most efficient

While in the example of the Labrador Peninsula, above, private property helps resolve a negative externality,
there are situations where communal property might cause a smaller negative externality. Communal property is
not always less productive or socially efficient than individual property.
There is no necessary link between the development of individualistic property rights and increased
investment. If individuals cared equally about all members of the community, then the incentive
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to invest need not be diminished by the fact that their land will revert to the community rather
than to their own progeny at the end of their lives. Similarly, if consumption is shared among
members of a community, then it is efficient to have investment on land decided at a community
leve1. Thus finding a link between investment and rights is not necessarily indicative of an
efficiency loss associated with communal tenure systems. Indeed, if there are important externalities from investing, for example due to soil degradation, then the opposite could be true.
Tensions between communal property rights and investment efficiency arise when other aspects
of the economic environment and the system of property rights are not in harmony, as has,
arguably, become increasingly the case in many parts of Africa during moves toward greater cash
cropping. It is this dysfunction between communal rights and individualized decisions that may
result in an efficiency loss. 39

This Paper does not take an approach, therefore, that communal land – such as in tribal areas – must
necessarily be broken up into individual land.

2.6.4

Economic pathways through which property rights operate

Property rights not only resolve the more obvious negative externalities (e.g. over-exploitation of a forest) but
provide an economic advantage to society through numerous pathways or channels. They release the fullest
productive potential of an asset, such as land. There are essentially two methods to increase productivity of an
asset: for the current owners to use it to the most productive potential he is capable of, and for the current
owner to transfer the asset to a more productive individual.

2.6.4.1 Maximising the productive potential of an asset by actions of an owner
No economic action possible without clear ownership
Without clearly defined boundaries of a resource or asset, it is unclear who owns something, so economic action
cannot even begin. Or if someone attempts to produce something from the resource, disputes can ensnare the
action. “Poor property rights not only reduce incentives to supply productive labor, it also diverts resources (here
labor) from productive to unproductive uses” 40. A key example is fencing and clarity of ownership which reduce
the need for wasted transaction costs and “guard labour” (i.e. labour spent in guarding the land). “Improvements
in the protection of property rights can then free up labor and enable households to make unconstrained
decisions” (ibid).
Investment and property rights may … be linked through the credit market, as has been suggested by
Feder et al. (1988) in the context of Thailand. If better rights make it easier to use land as collateral, then
constraints on funding investments can be diminished. … If land is easier to collateralize, then the bank
will charge a lower interest rate. Since farmers equate the marginal return to investing on land to the
interest rate, this increases land investment. … better land rights lower foreclosure costs. Improved
rights reduce the equilibrium interest rate, and since the interest rate is set equal to the marginal
productivity of capital invested in land, investment is stimulated. 41

Inability to lend without strong property rights (“dead capital”)
Without strong property rights, land becomes “dead capital” – it cannot be used as collateral to borrow.
“when agency or enforcement costs are important, lenders may not be willing to lend an efficient
amount or, in some cases, lend at all. Property rights improve the ability of borrowers to pledge their
assets as collateral, and thereby relax credit constraints.

Timothy Besley, Property Rights and Investment Incentives: Theory and Evidence from Ghana, Journal of Political Economy, Oct., 1995,
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A recent influential advocate of the importance of this link between property rights and economic
efficiency is de Soto (2000, 2001) who calls this the problem of “dead capital.” For example, he argues
that “What the poor lack is easy access to the property mechanisms that could legally fix the economic
potential of their assets so that they could be used to produce, secure, or guarantee greater value in the
expanded market”. He proposes the following metaphor: “Just as a lake needs a hydroelectric plant to
produce usable energy, assets need a formal property system to produce significant surplus value”.
While de Soto is the modern incarnation of this view, it has an important lineage. For example, in his
perceptive study of West African trade, Bauer (1954) also recognizes the importance of poorly
developed property rights and the impediment to trade that they create when he observes that: “Both in
Nigeria and in the Gold Coast family and tribal rights in rural land are unsatisfactory for loans. This
obstructs the flow and application of capital to certain uses of high return, which retards the growth of
income and hence accumulation” 42.

Reduction and/or resolution of conflicts
Alchian and Demsetz note, “Capitalism relies heavily on markets and private property rights to resolve conflicts
over the use of scarce resources”. This basically reduces wasted effort and transaction costs.
Freedom from appropriation
The traditional view, articulated in Demsetz (1967) and Alchian and Demsetz (1973), emphasizes
freedom from expropriation. Individuals do not invest if the fruits of their investments are seized by
others. 43

“Insecure property rights impede efficiency by undermining investment incentives, and creating barriers to
trade” 44.
Incentives to maximise productivity
“All private owners have strong incentives to use their property rights in the most valuable way” 45.
“Under private property—with whatever the ownership rights may be—the connection between choices and
consequences is more directly imposed on the responsible owners than under public ownership.” Or put another
way, “the effects of specialization of ownership is that with private property the costs-rewards incentive system
impinging on each person is more directly related to his own actions than in public ownership” 46.
This risk-clarifying function of private property is crucial to innovation and productivity. If someone bears all
costs and receives all benefits of a risky investment, that person can be expected to focus his or her mind to
maximise the return. If, on the other hand, if someone is paid regardless of financial output (as usually happens
with public ownership) then incentives to take bad risks or to increase costs for private gain can increase. The
behaviour of most public sector undertakings in India reflects this basic principle that derives from the nature of
property ownership. Waste, low productivity, lack of initiative are hallmarks of systems where property rights are
truncated.
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2.6.4.2 Maximising productive potential of an asset by transferring ownership
“[I]nvestment is encouraged if improved transfer rights make it easier for individuals to rent or sell their land. …
Superior transfer rights … lower the costs of exchange if the land is either rented or sold” 47. In this manner,
property rights play a “role … in assigning ownership to an asset to maximize its productive potential … the
current owner may not be the most efficiency potential user of an asset” 48.
“Economic efficiency is enhanced by having assets managed by those who can use them most productively ...
this depends on being able to write efficient contracts to trade” 49. Tenancy and contract farming come to
mind but the general principles apply to any arbitrage in productive use.
Gains from trade via a rental market in land require well-defined property rights in land. “Otherwise, land will
not be offered for rental [or sale] driven by the fear that lenders could lose the land with some probability, or
equivalently, receive only a fraction of the market returns to land due to imperfect property rights in land. …. As
a consequence, potentially gainful trades will be lost” 50.

2.6.4.3 Credit markets as a vital supporting infrastructure
It has been pointed out by some economists that it is not enough to simply create stronger property rights to
enable collaterisation. There is also a need to strengthen competition in the credit markets.
Attempting property rights reform in an environment where there is an additional distortion, that is,
competition is weak, can be quite a different proposition from doing so when competition is strong. 51

Of course, there is a natural effect of increased property rights on deeper and more credit markets. With a lower
risk of enforcement, more efficient lenders can enter at a lower cost, and drive down market interest rates. In an
ideal case, smart contracts can potentially be written to blockchains to further reduce risk and enforcement costs,
enabling land to be converted into pure capital that can be traded at a low cost.
To that extent, stronger property rights are desirable on their own, without waiting for deeper credit markets.

2.6.5

Empirical evidence that property rights foster wealth creation

There is enormous evidence available about the validity of the theoretical considerations outlined above. For
simplicity, we’ll just look at one for now. Figure xx plots the International Country Risk Guide (ICRG) and per
capita income. A higher ICRG score corresponds to better protection of property rights. It confirms that the
higher the ICRG, the higher the income. 52
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Figure xx: Stronger property rights lead to higher per capita income

In addition, there is an International Property Rights Index 53 is produced by the Property Rights Alliance. A
component of the index called PPR (physical property rights) comprises three components, outlined below:

This index is not specific to the agriculture sector, which is particularly badly affected in India, but even this
index shows how lower protection of physical property leads to lower per capita income (Figure xx). India ranks
at the 60th position in the world out of 129 nations in this index. This shows enormous scope for improvement.
COUNTRY

PPR

SINGAPORE

8.6

SWITZERLAND

8.4

HONG KONG

8.3

NETHERLANDS

8.3

JAPAN

8.2

NEW ZEALAND

8.2

TAIWAN

8.2

UNITED STATES

8.2

GERMANY

7.4

KOREA, REP.

7.3

CHINA

7.1

SPAIN

7.1

FRANCE

7

TURKEY

6.7

EGYPT

6.6

INDIA

6.6

Figure xx: A few countries and their PPR.
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2.6.6

The startling case of China

In his book, How China Became Capitalist, Ronald Coase outlines the expertise that Chinese economists developed in the
1990s in the field of property rights. China’s rise is not an exception to the rule about property rights.
At the time, Chinese economists drew much theoretical inspiration from a growing school of thought in modern
economics, the economics of property rights, as mainly developed by Armen Alchian, Steven Cheung, Harold Demsetz,
Douglass North, as well as Ronald Coase. What the Chinese economists and policymakers found particularly relevant
was the idea that the delineation of rights is a precondition for a market economy. If China was moving toward a
market economy, it had to clearly define all property rights. This basic idea of property rights economics thus suggested
a convenient way to “get property rights right” without changing the ownership structure via privatization. 54

2.7

The Indian farmer’s property rights have been confiscated by the State

Almost all actions to amend the Constitution since 1951 have been a direct or indirect attack on property rights,
particularly the property rights of farmers. Socialist are envious of poor farmers but they have a blind spot for
people like Narayana Murthy who are allowed to be as rich as they can become.
Through a range of laws socialist India has confiscated the property rights of farmers and placed a glass ceiling
on the amount of property farmers can have. There are not just limits on how much land a farmer can own
(ceiling laws) but great difficulties in selling farm land. Not only can famers not buy farm land without falling
foul of land ceiling laws, they can’t legally rent or lease land. And they can sell land only to other farmers: farmers
are prohibited from changing their land use pattern. Layer upon layer of regulations in the form of model land
leasing laws, contract farming laws and others are constantly introduced. The regulatory restrictions and laws
have choked farmers and the judicial system itself, making the task of enforcement of contracts a nightmare. 55
The destruction of property rights in India means that farmers can aspire to a lower-middle class economic
status if they are lucky – but never middle class, let alone the economic status of a Narayana Murthy.
Is this blind spot against famers because the socialists think that wealth is only stored in land? But as Julian
Simon pointed out (in his book, The Ultimate Resource), it is the human mind that creates wealth: land is just
one of the many resources we use to achieve our productive potential. Criminalising the occupation of farming
by confiscating the property of farmers is not consistent with India being a free country.

2.8

The communist/socialist idea of property as theft

After the Bolshevik revolution, Lenin nationalized land. There were many supporters of USSR’s methods in
India. During the Constituent Assembly debates, a proposal for nationalization of land was raised and shot down
by Rajagopalachari and others. Those who wanted nationalization of land wanted also its re-distribution. They
had animosity not just towards Zamindars but towards anyone who owned a large parcel of land. But on 12
September 1949 Sh. Syamanandan Sahaya refuted such claims:
Some friends have characterised property as theft. Sir, this I attribute to ignorance. They do not
realise that most of the property held now is really purchased property, whether it be landed
property or otherwise. Land was the safest investment till a [while?] ago and the hard-earned savings
of the people were invested in land. It was supposed to be an insurance against old age, against sudden
calamities, for widows and for orphans. It is another matter if we decide upon taking away those
properties; but let us not go to the extent of characterising property as theft. That, in my humble
opinion, would be a very wrong conception of property as it has evolved. 56
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2.9

Nehru’s was a fan of the confiscatory methods of communism

Jawaharlal Nehru visited the Soviet Union in 1927 on the 10th anniversary of the revolution, a time of transition
and turmoil that marked the beginning of Stalin’s rise that followed Lenin’s death in 1924. He was impressed
with the Soviet Union’s ‘growth phenomenon’ 57. In his presidential address to the 49th session of the Indian
National Congress in April 1936 he said:
I am convinced that the only key to the solution of the world’s problems and of India’s problems lies in
socialism... It means a new civilization, radically different from the present capitalist order. Some
glimpse we can have of this new civilization in the territories of the USSR... I look upon that great
and fascinating unfolding of a new order and a new civilization as the most promising feature of our
dismal age. If the future is full of hope it is largely because of Soviet Russia and what it has done, and I
am convinced that... this new civilization will spread to other lands and put an end to the wars and
conflicts which capitalism feeds... I do not know how or when this new order will come to India...
Socialism is thus for me not merely an economic doctrine which I favour; it is a vital creed which I hold
with all my head and heart. 58

It is not the intention of Swatantra Bharat Party to consider Nehru’s entire views about communism, which did
change over the years, but we do know that he continued to hold Stalin in perhaps greater esteem than he held
Mahatma Gandhi. Speaking on Stalin‘s death, Nehru told the Parliament on 6 March 1953:
[L]ooking back at these 35 years […] many figures stand out, but perhaps no single figure has
moulded and affected and influenced the history of these years more than Marshal Stalin 59.

It is astonishing that Nehru did not pick Gandhi as the most influential person in world history between 1918
and 1953, but Stalin. Similarly, Nehru warmed towards Mao – who arose on the world stage in 1949. The actions
of Nehru since 1951 to wipe out the Fundamental Rights, his support for a socialist pattern of society (Avadi
resolution 1955), and his active canvassing and support for the Ceiling Acts since at least 1951 (see the extract
from the First Five Year Plan in Chapter xx of this Paper) makes it clear that he was no supporter of liberty or
property rights. His stance towards land ‘reforms’ is consistent with a belief in the methods of communism.
In the next chapter we look at land ceiling laws, and later consider other restrictions on farmers’ property rights.
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3

The socialist war since 1951 on Ambedkar Fundamental Rights

India’s original Constitution created by the Constituent Assembly under the chairmanship of Dr B.R. Ambedkar
had very strong Fundamental Rights. That was a blow to socialists like Nehru, whose ideologically driven policies
involved trampling people’s rights – particularly confiscation of property. Socialist ideology has driven a major
attack against farmers since Nehru took charge, an attack that shows no signs of relenting.
In his 2014 book, The God who Failed, Madhav Godbole shows how important property rights were to the framers
of India’s Constitution:
Late Nani Palkhivala, eminent jurist and outstanding senior advocate of the Supreme Court, has
highlighted that right to property has been recognized in all democracies. It also appears in the Magna
Carta (1215) and the French Declaration of the Rights of Man (1789). Article 5 of the United States Bill
of Rights (1791) lays down that no person shall be deprived of property ‘without due process of law’,
‘nor shall private property be taken for public use without just compensation’. Similar provisions obtain
in the Constitutions of Australia, Japan, Venezuela, Nigeria, the Basic Law of Germany and so on.
Section 299 of the GOI Act, 1935, secured the right to property and contained a safeguard against
expropriation without compensation and against acquisition for non-public purposes.
Palkhivala has underlined that the debates in the Constituent Assembly, when the draft articles
corresponding to Article 19 (1) (f) and Article 31 came up for discussion, clearly showed that the
framers of the Constitution attached sufficient importance to property to incorporate it in the
chapter on fundamental rights. The Constituent Assembly did not agree to the suggestion to shift
this article to a separate part as was done in the case of the provision regarding freedom of trade and
intercourse.

3.1

Ambedkar: Fundamental rights are the heart and soul of the Constitution

During the Constituent Assembly debates on 9 December, 1948, Ambedkar said this about draft Article 25
which became Article 32 in the finished Constitution:
If I was asked to name any particular article in this Constitution as the most important — an article
without which this Constitution would be a nullity — I could not refer to any other article except this
one. It is the very soul of the Constitution and the very heart of it. 60

Without strong Fundamental Rights the Constitution would be a NULLITY. That’s the main point to note, just
as without the Bill of Rights, the US Constitution would be a mere administrative piece of paper.

3.2

Ambedkar made it clear that Fundamental Rights are NOT ELASTIC

Ambedkar disliked immensely the vicious attacks by Nehru on Fundamental Rights. He objected vigorously, e.g.
on 9 March 1955 in the Rajya Sabha 61:
It seems to be suggested that those who made the Constitution had no sense, that fundamental rights
must be elastic, that they must leave enough room for progressive changes. I must, Sir, as the Chairman
of the Drafting Committee, repudiate any such suggestion.

3.3

Ambedkar objected to unnecessary amendments to the Constitution

Jawaharlal Nehru viciously attacked Fundamental Rights, practically from Day 1. He encouraged the states to
pass unconstitutional laws and brushed them all ‘below the carpet’ through a newly created Ninth Schedule of
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the Constitution in 1951. These laws could not be challenged in the court. Ambedkar was upset at Nehru’s
repeated attempts to nullify Fundamental Rights.
Ambedkar said on 9 March 1955 in the Rajya Sabha 62:
‘tampering with the Constitution from time to time is a bad thing. ... People know that the Constitution
contains certain rules, certain obligations, and in accordance with them, they make their contracts, they
make their plans for the future. It is not right, therefore, to come in every year and to disturb these
values. That is the reason why I say the Constitution should not be so lightly and so frequently
amended.

3.4

Ambedkar said the 1955 Constitution was fit to be burnt down

So upset with Nehru’s attacks on Fundamental Rights that Ambedkar said on 9 March 1955 in the Rajya Sabha 63
ANUP SINGH (Punjab): Last time when you spoke, you said that you would burn the Constitution.
B. R. AMBEDKAR: Do you want a reply to that? I would give it to you right here.
My friend says that the last time when I spoke, I said that I wanted to burn the Constitution. Well, in a
hurry I did not explain the reason. Now that my friend has given me the opportunity, I think I shall give
the reason. The reason is this: We built a temple for a god to come in and reside, but before the god
could be installed, if the devil had taken possession of it, what else could we do except destroy the
temple? We did not intend that it should be occupied by the Asuras. We intended it to be occupied By
the Devas. That is the reason why I said I would rather like to burn it.
SHRI B. K. P. SINHA (Bihar): Destroy the devil rather than the temple.
B. R. AMBEDKAR: You cannot do it. We have not got the strength. If you will read the Brahmana, the
Sathapatha Brahmana, you will see that the gods have always been defeated by the Asuras, and that the
Asuras had the Amrit with them which the gods had to take away in order to survive in the battle.

The farmers know which socialist Asuras have occupied the temple of our Parliament since 1947. Farmers have
been made to serve these Asuras who have mega-mansions, with their children studying abroad - while farmers
live in mud huts and eat dry roti with salt and water.

3.5

The biggest attack on Ambedkar’s Constitution came from Indira Gandhi

Since the Ninth Schedule didn’t sufficiently protect unconstitutional laws from judicial scrutiny, Mrs Indira
Gandhi perpetrated perhaps the greatest attack against the Constitution by inserting Article 13(4) into the
Constitution in 1971. That effectively nullified every Fundamental Right.
This is what the original Constitution said 64:
Article 13(2) The State shall not make any law which takes away or abridges the rights conferred
by this Part and any law made in contravention of this clause shall, to the extent of the contravention,
be void.
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Mrs Gandhi’s newly inserted Article 13(4) says: ‘Nothing in this article shall apply to any amendment of this
Constitution made under Article 368’.
With this, whatever skeletal Fundamental Rights remained could be further demolished through the simple act of
passing a Constitutional amendment. There have been a number of occasions in India’s history when the ruling
party had brute majority: that’s when all kinds of arbitrary Constitutional amendments have been introduced.
Today, the Fundamental Rights are truly and conclusively dead even though their body remains.

3.6

Amar Habib’s study of anti-farmer laws

Amar Habib, who worked closely with Sharad Joshi and is founder of Kisan Putra (the association of the
‘children of farmers’, many of whom are searching for jobs outside the farm sector) has written a book, Antifarmer Laws (available free of cost at: https://sanjeev.sabhlokcity.com/Misc/Anti-farmer%20laws.pdf). This
Discussion Paper borrows liberally from his analysis.
Amar Habib identifies three types of anti-farmer laws:
•

Laws that create bonded labourers out of farmers

Ceiling, Essential Commodities, Land Acquisition, and Acts that prohibit the sale of agricultural lands by tribals
to non-tribals, by agriculturists to non-agriculturists etc., make farmers effective slaves of the government. They
are prohibited from doing anything meaningful with their life, being locked into the land they are born into,
unable to expand their land holdings, unable to move elsewhere, and unable to stop the government from
acquiring their land.
•

Detrimental laws

Acts like the Wild Life Protection Act, Progeny of Cattle Slaughter Prohibition Act, are detrimental to farmers’
business.
•

Deceitful laws

Such laws appear to be favourable to farmers but, in reality, they benefit others. For instance, the exemption of
farmers from income tax. Farmers have no use for this Act because their income is not sufficient to make them
liable for income tax. Such Acts only benefit those who generate black money through some form of corruption
and can show it as agricultural income to launder it into white. Likewise, the benefit of subsidies on fertilizers
and pipelines do not accrue to farmers but to industrialists and traders
All these laws, which are entirely violative of Fundamental Rights, are empowered by changes made to the
Constitution by the socialists. The main offending amendments are outlined below.
Industry and agriculture both suffered grievously from increasing socialist oppression that came in many forms,
not just through Constitutional Amendments. In the end the post-1947 socialists almost bankrupted the nation,
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forcing India to take a loan from the IMF in 1991 which then compelled the country to liberalise industry. Most
industrial barriers being administrative, they were relatively readily removed.
The IMF, however, ignored the agriculture sector, which employs the largest number of people in India. The
farmers still remain under socialist tyranny. Ashok Gulati provides a summary:
China, as many would know, started off its economic reforms in 1978 by taking up agriculture first. It
dismantled its commune system of land holdings and liberated agri-markets that allowed farmers to get
much higher prices for their produce. As a result, in 1978-84, farmers’ incomes in China increased by
almost 14 per cent per annum, more than doubling in six years.
In India, the 1991 reforms bypassed agriculture. There was only some indirect effect when tariffs on
manufactured goods were reduced. But Indian agri-food policies remained more consumer-oriented
with a view to ‘protect the poor’. In the process, they never allowed farmers to enjoy the best prices
they could get from free markets within India or abroad. Export controls, stocking limits on traders,
movement restrictions, etc all continued at the hint of any price rise. The net result of all this was
farmers’ incomes remained low and so did those of landless agri-labourers. 65

Nandan Nilekani is able in India to become a billionaire but farmers are blocked from becoming billionaires. For
instance, in states like Maharashtra, the Ceiling Act was implemented strictly. As a result, a farmer with 54 acres
who begot 4 children, gave 13 1/2 acres to each of them. In next generation the partition led to each member
becoming a small farmer. Since jobs outside agriculture did not emerge, the burden of employment on
agriculture kept increasing and land was further fragmented into tiny pieces. A two-acre farmer, even with
abundant production cannot attain a minimum standard of living comparable with a Class 4 government
employee (that’s why there are so many applicants for the lowliest government job).
The ceiling is just one of the many restrictions on farmers. The best of them are forced into penury. They are
blocked from producing, and they are blocked from selling. They are effectively bonded labourers of the state.
Farmers cannot be released from bondage without a complete overhaul of agriculture policy. Sadly, there is a lot
of resistance among city dwellers to reforms that will enable farmers to prosper, and maybe allow many of them
to send their children to cities to work in more productive jobs. This paper outlines the status of agriculture and
what needs to be done if farmers are to be allowed the opportunity to make to profits and have their children
well-educated so they can undertake even more productive jobs.
In the next chapter we outline the most important attacks on the Constitution, which have had a huge effect on
farmers’ livelihoods.
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4

Seven Constitutional amendments that have destroyed Fundamental
Rights

Political leaders in India do not hesitate to use emotion-ridden slogans like ‘Jai Jawan, Jai Kisan’, but their actions
are directed against farmers. Seven Constitutional amendments most grievously attack farmers’ livelihood and
basic human rights.
Ambedkar’s Fundamental Rights were severely diluted during the term of Prime Minster Nehru. During Indira
Gandhi’s tenure they were almost destroyed. The last nail in the coffin was hammered in by Janata Party which
abolished the Fundamental Right to property. The right to property is now only an ordinary legal right.
The BJP has actively continued to support this status quo, in which the people of India have effectively no
Fundamental Rights. Our Party is a party of liberty, of Fundamental Rights. We are committed to reinstating the
original Fundamental Rights and creating insurmountable barriers for any Asuras to destroy them in the future.

4.1
4.1.1

1st Constitutional amendment, 1951 - J.L. Nehru
Abolition of Zamindari as the beginning of the slippery slope

When the Zamindari Abolition Acts were passed in 1951, some people approached the courts against them. The
Patna High Court ruled against the Act, holding it to be unconstitutional. On the other hand, two other High
Courts ruled in favour of the government.
The idea of zamindari seems to have been a generalised claim to support an ideological, pre-judged claim by
India’s socialists to demand the confiscation of property. But on 12 September 1949 in the Constituent
Assembly, Sh. Syamanandan Sahaya rejected socialist claims that everyone’s property arose from theft:
Some friends have characterised property as theft. Sir, this I attribute to ignorance. They do not realise
that most of the property held now is really purchased property, whether it be landed property
or otherwise. Land was the safest investment till a [while?] ago and the hard-earned savings of the
people were invested in land. It was supposed to be an insurance against old age, against sudden
calamities, for widows and for orphans. It is another matter if we decide upon taking away those
properties; but let us not go to the extent of characterising property as theft. That, in my humble
opinion, would be a very wrong conception of property as it has evolved. 66

Not all zamindars had acquired property unethically. This point is even today hard to digest for multiple
generations of Indians fed socialist propaganda. While we discuss this further in a later chapter, the point here is
to identify the circumstances that led to the total disruption of fundamental rights within a year of the adoption
of the Constitution.
Even before the Constitution was adopted in January 1950, zamindars challenged the constitutional
validity of the Bihar, Madhya Pradesh, and United Provinces zamindari abolition laws as violating the
property and equality guarantees of the Constitution. … In each of these cases, the petitioners claimed
that the impugned acquisition law served no ‘public purpose’, did not adequately compensate them
within the meaning of Article 31(2) of the Constitution, and impermissibly discriminated against certain
landlords in violation of Article 14 of the Constitution. While the Allahabad and Bhopal High Courts
upheld the constitutional validity of the UP and MP laws, the Patna High Court invalidated the Bihar
law for violating the right to equality. The Patna High Court held that Article 31(4) only protected laws
against judicial review under the compensation provisions of Article 31(2), but not under the provisions
of other fundamental rights contained in the Constitution.

Some contemporary senior Members of Parliament advised Nehru that an appeal could be filed before the
Supreme Court against the Patna High Court’s judgement. But the Nehru government had other plans.
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Immediately after the Patna judgment, the Nehru government used its brute majority to change the Constitution
and protect all such laws from judicial review. The doors of the courts were closed on farmers.

4.1.2

The Constitutional black hole of the Ninth Schedule

The 26 January 1950 Constitution of India contained eight Schedules, each of them referenced in the
Constitution. On 18 June 1951 – barely fifteen months from the Constitution’s promulgation – the 1st
Constitutional amendment 67 was made to Article 31 and a Ninth Schedule added to the Constitution. The
Amendment inserted Article 31A (see the details above). Most problematically it inserted Article 31B – discussed
below.

4.1.3

Abolition of Zamindari as the beginning of the slippery slope

Article 31B states that no law include in the Ninth Schedule shall be deemed to be void for being inconsistent
with, or taking away or abridging any of the Fundamental Rights. Article 31B literally created a constitutional
black hole.
31B. Validation of certain Acts and Regulations.-Without prejudice to the generality of the provisions
contained in article 31A, none of the Acts and Regulations specified in the Ninth Schedule nor
any of the provisions thereof shall be deemed to be void, or ever to have become void, on the
ground that such Act, Regulation or provision is inconsistent with, or takes away or abridges
any of the rights conferred by, any provisions of this Part, and notwithstanding any judgment, decree
or order of any court or tribunal to the contrary, each of the said Acts and Regulations shall, subject to
the power of any competent Legislature to repeal or amend it, continue in force.’.

The Ninth Schedule was incorporated before any government was elected through general elections. It was
inappropriate for a provisional government 68 – effectively in caretaker mode – to take such a far-reaching policy
decision; apart from the fact that its actions amounted to a rejection of the basic structure of the original
Constitution. It is not good enough to suggest that since the Parliament at that stage had the same membership
as the Constituent Assembly, that this Amendment has the implicit blessing of the Constituent Assembly.
The fact was that by then politics had come into play – and the whole point of the Constitutional protection of
rights – to limit ad-hoc and arbitrary infringement of the Executive of rights, was effectively trashed. Either we
make rules and follow them, or we declare ourselves to be a banana republic.
The Supreme Court judgement of 11 January 2007 in the I.R.Coelho (Dead) By Lrs vs State Of Tamil Nadu &
Ors case recounts the events that led to the Constitution being violated within the first years of its operation:
The High Court of Patna in Kameshwar v. State of Bihar [AIR 1951 Patna 91] held that a Bihar
legislation relating to land reforms was unconstitutional while the High Court of Allahabad and Nagpur
upheld the validity of the corresponding legislative measures passed in those States. The parties
aggrieved had filed appeals before the Supreme Court. At the same time, certain Zamindars had also
approached the Supreme Court under Article 32 of the Constitution. It was, at this stage, that
Parliament amended the Constitution by adding Articles 31-A and 31-B to assist the process of
legislation to bring about agrarian reforms and confer on such legislative measures immunity from
possible attack on the ground that they contravene the fundamental rights of the citizen. Article 31B was not part of the original Constitution. It was inserted in the Constitution by the Constitution (First
Amendment) Act, 1951. The same amendment added after Eighth Schedule a new Ninth Schedule
containing thirteen items, all relating to land reform laws, immunizing these laws from challenge on the
ground of contravention of Article 13 of the Constitution. Article 13, inter alia, provides that the State
shall not make any law which takes away or abridges the rights conferred by Part III and any law made
in contravention thereof shall, to the extent of the contravention, be void. 69
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The Constituent Assembly had converted into the provisional parliament with the objective of organising the elections.
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4.1.4

The slippery slope: Excessive use of Ninth Schedule

Noorani describes the slippery slope into which Nehru entered. He wished that no more than the initial 13 laws
would be sheltered by the Ninth Schedule. But governments always expand the scope of their powers – even a
crack is enough.
From 13 to 284 Acts was only a matter of time.
On May 29, 1951, introducing the Constitution First Amendment Bill in the very constituent assembly
which had enacted the Constitution of India but which now functioned as a provisional Parliament
under it, prime minister Jawaharlal Nehru said ‘It is not with any great satisfaction or pleasure that
we have produced this long schedule. We do not wish to add to it for two reasons. One is that the
schedule consists of a particular type of legislation, generally speaking, and another type should not
come in. Secondly, every single measure included in this schedule was carefully considered by our
president and certified by him...’ (Proceedings Vol XII, 1951, Column 9632).
All the 13 Acts included in that schedule then were concerned with the abolition of zamindari and allied
matters relating to agrarian reforms. It has been amended several times since and now consists of 284
Acts, central and state, such as the Representation of the People Act, the Election Laws Act, the
Maintenance of Internal Security Act and the Prevention of Publication of Objectionable Matter Act of
the Emergency Era.
An incongruity, introduced as a result of sheer neglect, became an obscenity created by wilful resolve. 70

In addition to the Zamindari Abolition Acts, later, Ceiling Acts were passed and included in the Ninth Schedule.
For instance, the Maharashtra Ceiling Act was enacted in 1961 (but not implemented immediately). There are
currently 284 Acts in the Ninth Schedule, with more than 250 that directly impact farmers. For instance, about
27 Acts of Maharashtra are in the Ninth Schedule. Of them, 13 are directly related to land holding. Many of the
remaining laws also indirectly impact agriculture.
The following chart (Figure xx) shows the extent of the slippery slope – which continued till the time of P.V.
Narasimha Rao.

Figure xx: Number of laws added to the Ninth Schedule during each PM’s tenure 71

70 A. G. Noorani, “Ninth Schedule and the Supreme Court”, Economic and Political Weekly, Mar. 3-9, 2007, Vol. 42, No. 9 (Mar. 3-9, 2007),
pp. 731-734: https://www.jstor.org/stable/4419299
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There is neither any due diligence by Parliament while including laws into the Ninth Schedule, nor any
supervision or oversight:
Considering the exceptional nature of the power under Article 31B, it should be incumbent on
Parliament to apply its mind carefully before including a law in the Ninth Schedule and then
continuously monitor the status of included laws. However, it seems that Parliament has not been able
to discharge either of these responsibilities.
The process of en-masse inclusion of laws26 indicates that Parliament might not be applying its mind
before inserting each law in the Ninth Schedule. Moreover, since it is only the title of laws, rather than
the entire text of laws, that is included in the Ninth Schedule, it is very likely that members may not
even read the legal provisions receiving the unique constitutional protection. Non-application of mind is
especially worrisome because insertion of a law in the Ninth Schedule will result in a very limited
judicial scrutiny of the constitutionality of such law.
It also seems that Parliament does not monitor the status of laws subsequent to their insertion in the
Ninth Schedule. 72

It appears that many of India’s allegedly democratic political parties are quite comfortable in letting the Executive
off the hook merely because the agree with a socialist Big Government.

4.1.5

No defined criteria

In its 2007 judgement cited above, the Supreme Court of India was critical of the Ninth Schedule:
The Parliament has power to amend the provisions of Part III so as to abridge or take away
fundamental rights, but that power is subject to the limitation of basic structure doctrine. … Each
exercise of the amending power inserting laws into Ninth Schedule entails a complete removal
of the fundamental rights chapter vis-à-vis the laws that are added in the Ninth Schedule. Secondly,
insertion in Ninth Schedule is not controlled by any defined criteria or standards by which the
exercise of power may be evaluated. The consequence of insertion is that it nullifies entire Part III of
the Constitution.

However, the Supreme Court in 2007 failed in its obligation to disband the Ninth Schedule. Instead, it stated:
‘The power to grant absolute immunity at will is not compatible with the basic structure doctrine and, therefore,
after April 24, 1973 [the date of judgment in Keshavananda Bharati] the laws included in the Ninth Schedule
would not have absolute immunity.’ In other words, according to the Supreme Court, laws included in the Ninth
Schedule before 24 April 1973 are still sheltered from judicial review. This judgment has little practical utility to
farmers (or to the nation as whole) due to the following reasons:
•
•

Although the Essential Commodities Act, 1955 was included in the Ninth Schedule after 1980 (i.e. well after 24
April 1973), the judgement enables it to be exempt from the court’s jurisdiction since the original Act was
enacted prior to 1973.
Ceiling Acts were all enacted prior to 1973.

Surya Deva has pointed out
There is no express requirement in Article 31B that the laws inserted in the Ninth Schedule should be
related to agrarian reforms or the right to property. However, taking into account the drafting history of
Article 31B … it is appropriate to construe the scope of this provision narrowly. … limited to the
original intent behind this provision (ie, saving agrarian reforms or the zamindari abolition laws from
challenge on the touchstone of FRs). In practice, however, the Ninth Schedule has been used to
shield laws concerning a wide range of subject matters—from land reforms to bonded labour,
price of essential goods, trade monopoly, election, internal security, and foreign exchange. Out of 282
laws in the Ninth Schedule currently, the majority of laws (253 in total) deal with various types of
agrarian reforms or the abolition of the zamindari system. The remaining twenty-nine laws deal with

Surya Deva in Sujit Choudhry, Madhav Khosla, Pratap Bhanu Mehta (Eds.) (2016), The Oxford Handbook of the Indian Constitution, Oxford
University Press.
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diverse ‘unrelated’ aspects, and a few of them have no relation with even the right to property; for
example, the Representation of the People Act 1951 or the Maintenance of Internal Security Act 1971. 73

SBP disagrees with Surya Deva’s labelling of the seizure of private property as ‘agrarian reforms’, the point made
here regarding the slipper slope is valid. Nehru himself had stated that the Ninth schedule was intended to
shelter ‘a particular type of legislation…and another type should not come in’.
The mistake was therefore two-fold. Lack of specific scope and boundary conditions, and low-quality
parliamentarians who came in due to socialist incentive, who have no real interest in defending fundamental
rights. The whole process was bad from any angle: democratic or administrative, to allow an undefined,
unrestrained power to the Executive.
The scope was already getting expanded in Nehru’s own time. The Fourth Constitutional Amendment Bill
noted:
While the abolition of zamindaris and the numerous intermediaries between the State and the tiller of
the soil has been achieved for the most part, our next objectives in land reform are the fixing of
limits to the extent of agricultural land that may be owned or occupied by any person, the
disposal of any land held in excess of the prescribed maximum and the further modification of the
rights of land owners and tenants in agricultural holdings. 74

And then came the other laws, one by one. In this manner, virtually at the dawn of the independence itself, the
right of farmers to seek judicial redress was expunged. Most farmers were obviously not affected by the
Zamindari laws, or even the ceiling laws, but they were (and are) deeply affected by the Essential Commodities
Act. For instance, there is no definition of ‘Essential Commodity’ in the Essential Commodities Act, but
challenging that is prohibited.
It reeks of totalitarianism to continue to with Article 31B and the Ninth Schedule in the Constitution.

4.1.6

2018 challenge to Article 31B by farmers that the Court didn’t even bother to hear

On 16 March 2018, Makrand Doijad filed a petition before the Supreme Court (D. No. 10668/2018) challenging
validity of Article 31B of the Constitution. Key points made in the petition:
1) While one cannot move the Court against laws included in the Ninth Schedule, Article 31B – which was
inserted through a Constitutional Amendment (and which created the Ninth Schedule) can be challenged.
2) The Ninth Schedule perhaps had some relevance when the right to property was a Fundamental Right – even
disregarding the idea that it is acceptable to undermine fundamental rights. But when property is no longer even
a fundamental right, what then is the relevance of the Ninth Schedule?
3) Article 31B encroaches upon the rights guaranteed by Article 32. Article 32 is about the jurisdiction and power
of the Supreme Court and the right of citizens to approach the Court for enforcing fundamental rights. Dr.
Babasaheb Ambedkar had described Article 32 as the soul of Indian Constitution.
Sadly, on 24 January 2020, the Supreme Court even refused to hear the plea 75. Farmers have never felt more
disappointed. No matter which way they seek justice, they are denied.

4.2

3rd Constitutional amendment, 1955 - J.L. Nehru

According to the original Constitution agriculture is a State subject. The 3rd Constitutional amendment 76 reenacted entry 33 of the Concurrent List (in the Seventh Schedule) on 22 February 1955. The new entry 33
enabled the Central government to pass legislation with regard to agricultural produce. Specifically, the new entry
33 states:
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33. Trade and commerce in, and the production, supply and distribution of (a) the products of any industry where the control of such industry by the Union is declared by Parliament by law
to be expedient in the public interest, and imported goods of the same kind as such products;
(b) foodstuffs, including edible oil seeds and oils;
(c) cattle fodder, including oilcakes and other concentrates;
(d) raw cotton whether ginned or unginned, and cotton seeds; and
(e) raw jute.

Without this amendment the Central government’s Essential Commodities Act could not have come into being.
The EC Act came into effect a couple of months after this Constitutional Amendment – from April 1955.

4.3

4th Constitutional amendment, 1955 - J.L. Nehru

On 27th April 1955, Article 31 was again amended via the 4th Constitutional amendment 77 to give unrestrained
power to the government to acquire land. This amendment not only diluted the Fundamental Right to property
but also revoked the protections provided to Fundamental Rights under Article 13 by the framers of
Constitution. After this amendment the government appropriated from the people a right to acquire land that
could not be disputed in the courts. Related bills were then incorporated into the Ninth Schedule.
3. Amendment of article 31A.-In article 31A of the Constitution,-(a) for clause (1), the following clause shall be, and shall be deemed always to have been, substituted,
namely:‘(1) Notwithstanding anything contained in article 13, no law providing for(a) the acquisition by the State of any estate or of any rights therein or the extinguishment or
modification of any such rights, or
(b) the taking over of the management of any property by the State for a limited period either in the
public interest or in order to secure the proper management of the property, …
shall be deemed to be void on the ground that it is inconsistent with, or takes away or abridges any of
the rights conferred by article 14, article 19 or article 31:
Provided that where such law is a law made by the Legislature of a State, the provisions of this article
shall not apply thereto unless such law, having been reserved for the consideration of the President, has
received his assent.’

(The last paragraph was a saving grace but the President’s assent has been a mere formality: with the
protection under Article 13 having already been eviscerated).
In 2014 Godbole described the Amendment as follows:
The Fourth Amendment of the Constitution effected in 1955 had a two-fold objective. First— to
restrict the liability to pay compensation in cases of acquisition of property by the state; and, second—
to make the legislature the final arbiter of the quantum of compensation.
By the Constitution (Fourth Amendment) Act, 1955, the words ‘no such law shall be called in question
in any court on the ground that the compensation provided by that law is not adequate’ were added to
clause (2) of Article 31. A new clause 2-A was also added to that article which read as follows: ‘Where a
law does not provide for the transfer of ownership or right to possession of any property to the state or
a corporation owned or controlled by the state, it shall not be deemed to provide for the compulsory
acquisition or requisitioning of property, notwithstanding that it deprives any person of his property.’
(Sathe 1989; p.12) This was clearly and blatantly inequitable from the land-holder’s point of view, but
was fully in keeping with Nehru’s concept of socialism.
The Constitution (Fourth Amendment) Bill was introduced on 20 December 1954, was passed by the
Lok Sabha on 12 April and received the President’s assent on 27 April 1955. The Fourth Amendment
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made the adequacy of compensation non-justiciable. The objects and reasons of the Amendment
stated:
Recent decisions of the Supreme Court have given a very wide meaning to clauses (1) and (2)
of Article 31. Despite the difference in the wording of the two clauses, they are regarded as
dealing with the same subject. The deprivation of property referred to in clause (1) is to be
construed in the widest sense as including any curtailment of the right to property. Even where
it is caused by a purely regulatory provision of law and is not accompanied by an acquisition or
taking possession of that or any other property right by the state, the law, in order to be valid
according to these decisions, has to provide for compensation under clause (2) of the Article.
It is considered necessary, therefore, to restate more precisely the state’s power of compulsory
acquisition and requisitioning of private property and distinguish it from cases where the
operation of regulatory or prohibitory laws of the state results in ‘deprivation of property’.
It can thus be seen that the purpose of the [amendment] was to avoid paying compensation,
wherever possible. 78

4.4
4.4.1

24th Constitutional amendment, 1971 - Indira Gandhi
Constitutional amendments could ignore fundamental rights

Article 13 had mandated that India’s laws must be consistent with Fundamental Rights. But on 5 November
1971, Article 13 was amended through the 24th Constitutional amendment 79 to by adding Article 13(4) which
created a huge opening through which laws could be made that decimate fundamental rights.
This was achieved with a simple artefact, of adding Article 13(4) which states: ‘13(4) Nothing in this article shall
apply to any amendment of this Constitution made under Article 368’.
Article 368 was also amended and in Article 368(1) the words ‘in exercise of its constituent powers’ were
inserted. This implied that the Parliament itself had constituent powers; effectively any amendment therefore
created a new original Constitution.

4.4.2

Land acquisition powers made even less accountable

The amendment also effectively made land acquisition even more unhindered and unrestrained since the
President’s power of withholding assent was eliminated:
3. Amendment of article 368.-Article 368 of the Constitution shall be re-numbered as clause (2) thereof,
and(b) before clause (2) as so re-numbered, the following clause shall be inserted, namely:(c) in clause (2) as so re-numbered, for the words ‘it shall be presented to the President for his assent
and upon such assent being given to the Bill’, the words ‘it shall be presented to the President who
shall give his assent to the Bill and thereupon’ shall be substituted;

Effectively, the President became the rubber stamp of the government after this amendment.

4.5

25th Constitutional amendment, 1971 – Indira Gandhi

The Constitution (25th Amendment) Act, 1971 80 made two major restrictions to fundamental rights:
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4.5.1

Property rights effectively eliminated

The amendment changed the provision of Article 31 dealing with compensation for acquiring or acquisition or
properties for public purposes so that only the amount fixed by law needed to be given and this amount could
not be challenged in court on the ground that it was not adequate or in cash. The Amendment substituted the
word ‘amount’ for the word compensation.

4.5.2

Article 31c effectively makes Directive Principles supreme

A new Part (c) was added to Article 31 by which Directive Principles of State Policy were given precedence over
Fundamental Rights.
After Article 31B of the Constitution, Article 31C was inserted:
Notwithstanding anything contained in Article 13, no law giving effect to the policy of the state towards
securing all or any of the principles laid down in Part IV shall be deemed to be void on the ground that
it is inconsistent with, or takes away or abridges any of the rights conferred by Article 14 or Article 19
and no law containing a declaration that it is for giving effect to such policy shall be called in question in
any court on the ground that it does not give effect to such policy. Provided that where such law is
made by the legislature of a state, the provisions of this article shall not apply thereto unless such law,
having been reserved for the consideration of the president, has received his assent.

In the original Constitution, the Directive Principles were supposed to be non-binding. The 25th Constitutional
amendment deprived Indians of their freedoms under the pretext of promoting their ‘welfare’.

4.5.3

The 1973 Kesavananda Bharti judgement slightly reduced the damage caused by this
Amendment

However, on 24 April 1973, the ruling by a 12 judge Supreme Court bench in the Kesavananda Bharati v. State
of Kerala (1973) 4 SCC 225 case quashed a part of Article 31C (to the extent it took away the power of judicial
review). The Court held that Article 368 did not enable the Parliament to alter ‘the basic structure’ or framework
of the Constitution. This judgement is discussed in more detail later in this chapter.

4.6

42nd Constitutional amendment, 1976 – Indira Gandhi

On 18 December 1976, during the Emergency, 59 amendments were made through the 42nd Constitutional
amendment to Articles 31, 31C, 39, 55, 74, 77, 81, 82, 83, 100, 102, 103, 105, 118, 145, 150, 166, 170, 172, 189,
191, 192, 194, 208, 217, 225, 226, 227, 228, 311, 312, 330, 352, 353, 356, 357, 358, 359, 366, 368 and 371F of the
Constitution and to the Preamble of the Constitution. It also inserted articles 31D, 32A, 39A, 43A, 48A, 131A,
139A, 144A, 226A, 228A and 257A; inserted parts 4A and 14A to the Constitution and amended the Seventh
schedule. 81
The following extract from Granville Austin’s work illustrates the extent and magnitude of the fundamental
changes sought to be imposed on India through the 42nd Constitutional amendment.
the amendment’s twenty pages of clauses had four main purposes: to further protect from legal challenges Mrs
Gandhi’s 1971 election to Parliament and future elections of her and her followers; to strengthen the central
government vis-a-vis the state governments and its capability to rule the country as a unitary, not a federal, system;
to give maximum protection from judicial challenge to social revolutionary legislation—whether intended sincerely
or to cloak authoritarian purpose; ‘to trim’ the judiciary, as one Congressman put it, so as to ‘make it difficult for
the Court to upset her policy in regard to many matters’ In the category protecting social revolutionary legislation
from judicial challenge, the amendment—after adopting the Swaran Singh Committee’s expansion of Article 31C
giving all the Directive Principles precedence over the Fundamental Rights and its assignment to tribunals of tax,
land reform etc. matters—added a replacement Article 226. The new article prohibited high courts from issuing
stay orders relating to ‘any work or project of public utility’. No court was to have any jurisdiction over tribunals
A new Article 32A prohibited the Supreme Court from considering the constitutionality of a state law unless the
validity of a central law was also at issue—thus cutting deeply into the citizen’s recourse to Article 32 to protect his
fundamental rights. High courts still could determine the constitutionality of state laws.
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The amendment strengthened New Delhi’s power vis-a-vis the states in several ways. It incorporated the Swaran
Singh Committee recommendation that federal forces operate under federal control when in a state to preserve
order, making no mention, as had the committee, of consulting the state government concerned before sending the
forces. Its changes to the ‘Emergency Provisions’ went far beyond the committee’s recommendation by enabling
Parliament to make laws for any state if the security of India were threatened by activities in that state related to
(author’s emphasis) those in the area under emergency (Articles 353 and 358). Similarly, a new proviso to Article
359 permitted laws to be made and executive action to be taken contravening the Fundamental Rights in states not
under emergency.6 Centre—state relations were altered also by denying high courts the authority to rule on the
constitutionality of central laws (new Articles 226A and 228A).
Further ‘trimming’ the judiciary, the amendment incorporated the Swaran Singh Committee’s recommendation that
Supreme Court and high court benches that would rule on the constitutionality of state or central laws must have
seven and five judges, respectively, and take decisions by two-thirds majorities (new Articles 144A and 228A). The
government’s epitaph for the Supreme Court’s most fundamental function, the power to review constitutional
amendments, came in its adoption of the Swaran Singh Committee’s recommendations regarding Article 368. The
Forty-second Amendment said that amendments could not be questioned ‘in any court on any ground’; that
amendments to the Fundamental Rights were beyond review; and that there shall be no limitation on Parliament’s
power to amend the Constitution ‘by way of addition, variation or repeal’.
The shift in the balance of power within the new Constitution made it all but unrecognizable. The Supreme Court
had been divested of much of its original jurisdiction. The high courts had been hobbled, Parliament had unfettered
power to preserve or destroy the Constitution. Parliament now sat in judgement over the elections of its own
members and those of the President and Vice-President. The President had to assent to Parliament’s enactments as
presented by the council of ministers—an addition to Article 74 not among the Swaran Singh proposals, making
rigid a convention hitherto minimally flexible. Neither the central nor state governments were restrained from
acting in their respective legislatures by quorum requirements for the amendment abolished these. A single
government supporter in an otherwise empty house could pass a bill. Parliament’s and the legislatures’ terms had
been extended to six years from five. Finally, the council of ministers had extraordinary powers given by the
amendment’s final clause. This provided that if there were any difficulties in giving effect to the Constitution as
amended, ‘the President may, by order’, for up to two years, adapt or modify the provision to remove the
difficulty. 82

Among these changes, the main ones that affect farmers:

4.6.1

Further restricting the scope of Articles 14 and Article 19

The scope of Article 14 (which upholds the principle of equality before the law) and Article 19 (which gives the
right to a range of freedoms including to property) was narrowed, making these Articles ineffectual. This allowed
a free run to the Acts enacted for land acquisition,
The amendment
4. Amendment of article 31C.-In article 31C of the Constitution, for the words, brackets, letters and
figures ‘the principles specified in clause (b) or clause (c) of article 39’, the words and figures ‘all or
any of the principles laid down in Part IV’ shall be substituted.

When the current Article 31C is considered, the significance of this amendment becomes clear:
31C. Saving of laws giving effect to certain directive principles Notwithstanding anything contained in
Article 13, no law giving effect to the policy of the State towards securing all or any of the principles
laid down in Part IV shall be deemed to be void on the ground that it is inconsistent with, or takes
away or abridges any of the rights conferred by Article 14 or Article 19 and no law containing a
declaration that it is for giving effect to such policy shall be called in question in any court on the
ground that it does not give effect to such policy: Provided that where such law is made by the
Legislature of a State, the provisions of this Article shall not apply thereto unless such law, having been
reserved for the consideration of the President, has received his assent.
This effectively allowed any consideration derived from the Directive Principles of State Policy to over-ride
fundamental rights to property.
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4.6.2

Attempt to give unlimited powers to the Parliament

Article 368 was amended by the Constitution (42nd Amendment) Act, 1976. Inter alia, it inserted clauses (4) and
(5):
‘(4) No amendment of this Constitution (including the provisions of Part III) made or purporting to
have been made under this article whether before or after the commencement of Section 55 of the
Constitution (42nd Amendment) Act, 1976 shall be called in question in any court on any ground.
(5) For the removal of doubts, it is hereby declared that there shall be no limitation whatever on the
constituent power of Parliament to amend by way of addition, variation or repeal the provisions of this
Constitution under this article.

4.7

44th Constitutional amendment, 1979 – Janata Party

The biggest blow to property rights was not administered by Nehru or by his Congress party, but by a rag-tag
bunch of socialist factions calling themselves the Janata Party, in 1978 (this included Bharatiya Jana Sangh, the
predecessor of the current socialist group called BJP). While India remains indebted to this motley bunch for
reversing some of the more blatant impositions against freedom by Indira Gandhi‘s Emergency, they simply
added one more nail to the coffin of freedom in India. By the time the Janata Party formed the government, only
a sliver of property rights was still left in India.
Land reform legislation had already not only been enacted but had been placed under the Ninth Schedule of the
Constitution, sheltering it from judicial review. However, the risk, no matter how remote, of a constitutional
challenge to these laws prompted the Janata Party to abolish the right to property on 30 April 1979 through the
44th Amendment of 1978 83 when Moraraji Desai was Prime Minister and Shanti Bhushan the Law Minister. The
Janata Party entirely removed the right to property from Fundamental Rights and retained it as only
Constitutional Right (Article 300A). Now no petition can be filed before the Supreme Court against laws that
attack property rights.

4.7.1

Repeal of the right to property

Article 19(1)(f), that had till then, even through Nehru‘s time, guaranteed to the Indian citizens a right to acquire,
hold and dispose of property, was repealed. Article19(1)(f) originally read as follows:
19. (1) All citizens shall have the right—
(f) to acquire, hold and dispose of property…

No sensible reason was offered. To assuage people’s fear, it was announced that property, ‘while ceasing to be a
fundamental right, would, however, be given express recognition as a legal right, provision being made that no
person shall be deprived of his property save in accordance with law’. 1 This is an extraordinarily weak protection.
The law is a malleable thing in comparison to the Constitution. Citizens of a free country should not have to
depend on the whim of their ruling governments for the defence of their freedoms, and thus of their property.

4.7.2

Removal of the main Article 31 (not sub-articles)

The 44th Amendment omitted Article 31 of the Constitution and inserted a new Article 300 (A) was introduced
in its place, to make property only a legal right:
300A. Persons not to be deprived of property save by authority of law.-No person shall be deprived of
his property save by authority of law.

Any remedy in case of property issue is now available only through the High Court: the Supreme Court
has no jurisdiction on such matters.
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4.8

Why have a Constitution without fundamental rights?

There is no point in having a Constitution which does not defend the rights of the People against the powers of
the State. India’s poor (not just farmers) have been the worst sufferers of the paternalism that has framed public
policy in India since independence, first by politicians and then by the judiciary. The poor need liberty, security
and justice. And reasonable equality of opportunity. In that, and not in the destruction of their rights, lies the
salvation of the poor.
India’s judiciary has miserably failed to defend the People’s fundamental rights and in doing so, arguably failed in
its essential purpose.
Most judges have been very comfortable in the truncation of fundamental rights by socialists probably because
they themselves were socialists. And this issue is distinct form the issue of increasing corruption and inefficiency
in the justice system, about which our Party’s manifesto has much to say (see http://swarnabharat.in/manifesto).
As reported by Granville Austin, one of the judges thought that the Constitution is a worthless piece of paper
that can be amended without limit. Patanjali Sastri, India’s Chief Justice said in 1952, in the Supreme Court’s
decision in Shankari Prasad Deo v Union of India 1952 (3) SCR 106 that ‘[Article 368 empowers Parliament to
amend the Constitution] without any exception whatever’ 84.
One of the judges derided the need for fundamental rights themselves. who brushed them aside in 1981:
[Fundamental Rights] are precious, he [Justice P.N. Bhagwati] continued, but they ‘have absolutely no
meaning for the poor, downtrodden and economically backward classes’ who constitute the bulk of
the people’ 85

There is nothing more important to the poor than the defence of their fundamental rights. Nothing more
important than security and justice. And that can only be assured through fundamental rights. Our Party
disagrees viscerally with the paternalistic and ideologically driven interpretation of anti-poor Justice Bhagwati.

4.8.1

The 1967 Golak Nath case

The judiciary did fight back valiantly in 1967 against Nehru’s war against fundamental rights in the Golak Nath
case.
The Supreme Court, in its decision in the Golak Nath case on 27 February 1967, held that Parliament’s
power to amend the Constitution could not be used to abridge the Fundamental Rights, in part because
an amendment was deemed to be a law under Article 13 which prohibited Parliament from making any
law abridging the Rights. Chief Justice Koka Subba Rao, in his opinion for the majority, also invoked
the concept of implied limitations on the amending power. This precluded amendments that would
destroy a constitution (ibid, p.197).
Subba Rao explained at length in his opinion that there were limitations on the power of amendment in
the Indian Constitution. Specifically, the Fundamental Rights were entrenched, having been ‘given a
transcendental position under our Constitution and are kept beyond the reach of Parliament’. In support
of this position, lie cited the views of Motilal and Jawaharlal Nehru and a variety of American jurists. He
also was influenced, according to senior advocates in the case, by a German scholar, Dieter Conrad, who
believed that written constitutions have in them implied limitations on amendment and judges should use
these to protect the constitution. (ibid, p.201)
[However] the relevant, existing laws and amendments were deemed valid on the basis of previous court
decisions, but Parliament would have no power ‘from the date of this decision to amend any of the
provisions of Part III of the Constitution so as to take away or abridge the fundamental rights enshrined
therein’. (ibid, p.202)
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4.8.2

The 1973 Kesavananda Bharti case

But the Court capitulated in the 1973 Kesavananda Bharti case (also known as the Fundamental Rights
case). Key issues that the case highlighted include:
Substantively, the view that the Constitution had given Parliament unlimited constituent power—that is,
unlimited power to amend the Constitution—confronted the view that the judiciary, with the Supreme
Court at its head; was the Constitution’s ultimate interpreter—and therefore protector. (ibid, p.258)
Palkhivala began his thirty-three days of argument [for the petitioner] by saying that no one contended
that the Constitution could not be amended, only that a creature of the Constitution cannot increase its
own constituent power nor can it arrogate to itself the power to alter or destroy the Constitution’s
essential features—such as an institution like the Supreme Court.
he said that Parliament in India operated under inherent and implied limitations, for it was the ‘wellsettled’ meaning of ‘amend’ that it did not encompass altering or destroying constitutional fundamentals.
In particular, Palkhivala continued, Parliament could not abridge or destroy basic human rights and
fundamental freedoms ‘which were reserved by the people for themselves when they gave to themselves
the Constitution’. … Palkhivala told Justice Hegde that Parliament could add to the Fundamental Rights,
and it was inconceivable that the majority of the people would give them up. (ibid, p.260-261)
H.M. Seervai [for the government, argued that] the Fundamental Rights of the Constitution were not
‘human rights’, only social rights and thus did not belong to Indians before the inauguration of the
Constitution. Although he acknowledged that the Constitution contained basic features (such as
parliamentary democracy, federal structure, rule of law, judicial review), Seervai contended that the
founding fathers had not meant them to be permanent because a self-governing government has
unlimited constituent power. (ibid, p.262)
Just before concluding, Palkhivala … told the court that he wished to read views supporting his
arguments expressed some years earlier by an eminent jurist, Was it not time ‘we rekindled’ the
inspiration behind the Fundamental Rights, including just compensation’ and the freedom to carry on a
business and acquire property, this eminent individual had asked. There were ‘grave consequences’ to
treating the Constitution ‘as ordinary law to be changed at the will of the party in power’. If governments
always could be trusted, Palkhivala’s anonymous authority continued, there would have been no need for
the Fundamental Rights. When Palkhivala revealed that his eminent authority was none other than H. M.
Seervai 86. (ibid, p.262)

The arguments made by Seervai in the Supreme Court were clearly tendentious and frivolous. He claimed to
speak on behalf of the founding fathers when Ambedkar had said that access to fundamental rights is the soul of
the Constitution. It is possible that judges were under pressure from Indira Gandhi and their existence as an
institution was threatened.
Perhaps Madhu Limaye had this in mind when he wrote that what ‘weighed’ with the judges was
apprehension about the future of liberty and protecting the jurisdiction of the Court. A sense that the
Court as an institution was threatened likely is why the nine signers of the ‘statement’ upheld with one
hand the Twenty-fourth Amendment and most of the Twenty-fifth while strengthening judicial review
with the other. (ibid, p.270)

The judgement by 13 judges in the Kesavananada Bharti case was a let down. On the morning of 24 April 1973
in Chief Justice Sikri’s courtroom the thirteen judges delivered eleven opinions and what came to be called a
‘statement’ by nine of them. The ‘statement’ began, ‘The view by the majority in these writ petitions is as
follows’. (ibid, p.265)
The statement:
1. Overruled the Golak Nath case judgement, i.e. that Golak Nath had been wrongly decided.
2. Upheld the Twenty-fourth and Twenty-ninth Amendments except the third (or ‘escape’) clause in the Twentyfifth Amendment’s Article 31C which was held to be invalid.

Palkhivala was reading from Seervai, H. M., ‘Fundamental Rights: A Basic Issue, published in three installments in the Times of India, 14,
15, 16 February 1955. Seervai was commenting on the Fourth Amendment, then being considered by a parliamentary committee.
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3. Said that ‘Article 368 did not enable Parliament to alter the basic structure or framework of the Constitution’.
While the Parliament could amend fundamental rights (i.e. Golak Nath case judgement was over-ruled), eight of
the nine majority judges said, variously, in their conclusions that Article 368 did not include the power to
‘damage’, ‘abrogate’, ‘emasculate’, ‘destroy’, or ‘change or alter’ the ‘basic features/elements’, ‘fundamental
features’, or ‘framework’ of the Constitution. (ibid, p.265)
4. (Six of the nine majority judges) held … that any legislative act for insertion into the Ninth Schedule could be
examined by the courts to see if it abrogated any basic features of the Constitution. The other three of the nine,
and the four minority judges, were silent on this point.
Given the political pressures on them, Granville Austin considers that:
The nine judges seem to have performed an act of statesmanship, even of legerdemain. Under selfinflicted handicaps and pressure that approached psychological warfare from a government in search of
a favourable decision, the court mollified the government by over-ruling Golak Nath and upholding the
three amendments—in effect, nearly returning to the Shankari Prasad case position—while preserving,
indeed strengthening, its own power of judicial review.

The final consideration of the power to amend fundamental rights was through the Minerva Mills case.

4.8.3

The 1979 Minerva Mills case

In the 1979 Minerva Mills v. Union of India case, the Supreme Court considered the 42nd Constitutional
amendment and struck down clauses (4) and (5) of Article 368 finding that they violated the basic structure of
the Constitution. The Supreme Court quashed the amendments to Articles 31C and 368 as these were found
to contravene the basic structure of the Constitution.
the court on 9 May 1980 handed down its ‘first orders’ in the Minerva Mills case. These said that section
4 of the Forty-second Amendment was beyond the amending power of Parliament ‘since it damages the
basic or essential features of the Constitution and destroys its basic structure by the total exclusion of
challenge’ to laws to implement the Directive Principles at the expense of the Fundamental Rights in
Articles 14 and 19. (The ‘clauses’ of a bill are called ‘sections’ once the bill becomes an act.) Section 55 of
that amendment also was ruled beyond the amending power of Parliament ‘since it removes all
limitations on the power of the Parliament to amend the Constitution and confers powers upon it to
amend the Constitution so as to damage or destroy its basic or essential features or its basic structure’. 87

The contributions of N.A. Palkhivala to this case, as well, are worth noting:
In the hearings, Palkhivala described to the Court how Janata, in the Forty-fourth Amendment, had
tried and failed to repeal elements of Articles 368 and 31C. He said that Article 31C, by prohibiting a
challenge to laws made under the Directive Principles, was constitutionally bad beyond issues of
property, and that the Forty-second Amendment’s changes to the amending power, by making
Parliament’s power boundless, overruled the Court’s decisions establishing the basic structure doctrine
in the Kesavananda and Indira Gandhi Election cases. These clauses, said Palkhivala, were —the
impertinence of those in power’ and the philosophy underlying Article 31C ‘‘is the very quintessence of
authoritarianism’. He contended that because the Directive Principles covered the ‘whole spectrum’ of
governance, few laws were not in pursuance of them, and the article thus allowed establishment of a
‘non-democratic state’. The version of the article in the Twenty-fifth Amendment and largely upheld by
the Court in Kesavananda ‘had been limited to specific subjects like land reforms and other issues like
concentration of wealth’, Palkhivala explained in response to questions from the bench. This was the
Court’s ‘last chance’, he warned, to choose between a free and an authoritarian society in India’.

At this stage, one could say that there is at least a semblance of rights in India, with the Parliament’s power
checked to at least a small extent by the Supreme Court. Nevertheless, the situation is so far gone from the
original Constitution that it is virtually impossible for someone who is not familiar with the Original Constitution
to see how far down the road to totalitarianism and over-powering control by the government, India has gone.
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4.9

Comparing the original Articles 19(1)(f) and 31 of the Constitution with the current
version

The original Constitution of India is unrecognisable now, at least as far as many basic fundamental rights are
concerned. The following comparison of two Articles illustrates the enormous changes that have been wrought,
literally undoing Ambedkar’s work.

4.9.1

The original

The original Constitution is available at: https://www.sabhlokcity.com/2016/09/constitution-of-india-full-textand-notes/
Right to freedom
19. Protection of certain rights regarding freedom of speech, etc. (1) All citizens shall have the right—
(f) to acquire, hold and dispose of property…
Right to Property
31. (1) No person shall be deprived of his property save by authority of law.
(2) No property, movable or immovable, including any interest in, or in any company owning, any commercial
or industrial undertaking, shall be taken possession of or acquired for public purposes under any law
authorising the taking of such possession or such acquisition, unless the law provides for compensation for the
property taken possession of or acquired and either fixes the amount of the compensation, or specifies the
principles on which, and the manner in which, the compensation is to be determined and given.
(3) No such law as is referred to in clause (2) made by the Legislature of a State shall have effect unless such
law, having been reserved for the consideration of the President, has received his assent.
(4) If any Bill pending at the commencement of this Constitution in the Legislature of a State has, after it has
been passed by such Legislature, been reserved for the consideration of the President and has received his
assent, then, notwithstanding anything in this Constitution, the law so assented to shall not be called in question
in any court on the ground that it contravenes the provisions of clause (2).
(5) Nothing in clause (2) shall affect—
(a) the provisions of any existing law other than a law to which the provisions of clause (6) apply, or
(b) the provisions of any law which the State may hereafter make (i) for the purpose of imposing or levying any tax or penalty, or
(ii) for the promotion of public health or the prevention of danger to life or property, or
(iii) in pursuance of any agreement entered into between the Government of the Dominion of India or
the Government of India and the Government of any other country, or otherwise, with respect to
property declared by law to be evacuee property.
(6) Any law of the State enacted not more than eighteen months before the commencement of this
Constitution may within three months from such commencement be submitted to the President for his
certification ; and thereupon, if the President by public notification so certifies, it shall not be called in question
in any court on the ground that it contravenes the provisions of clause (2) of this article or has contravened the
provisions of sub-section (2) of section 299 of the Government of India Act, 1935.

4.9.2

The current version

The following is taken from the current version (as at 26 November 2021) available at:
https://legislative.gov.in/constitution-of-india
Right to freedom
19. Protection of certain rights regarding freedom of speech, etc.
(1) All citizens shall have the right—
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88[(f)*

*

*

*

*]

31. [Compulsory acquisition of property.].—Omitted by the Constitution (Forty-fourth Amendment) Act, 1978, s. 6 (w.e.f. 206-1979).
89[Saving
90[31A.
91[(1)

of Certain Laws]

Saving of laws providing for acquisition of estates, etc.—

Notwithstanding anything contained in article 13, no law providing

for—
(a)

the acquisition by the State of any estate or of any rights therein or the extinguishment or modification
of any such rights, or

(b)

the taking over of the management of any property by the State for a limited period either in the public
interest or in order to secure the proper management of the property, or

(c)

the amalgamation of two or more corporations either in the public interest or in order to secure the
proper management of any of the corporations, or

(d)

the extinguishment or modification of any rights of managing agents, secretaries and treasurers,
managing directors, directors or managers of corporations, or of any voting rights of shareholders
thereof, or

(e)

the extinguishment or modification of any rights accruing by virtue of any agreement, lease or licence
for the purpose of searching for, or winning, any mineral or mineral oil, or the premature termination
or cancellation of any such agreement, lease or licence,

shall be deemed to be void on the ground that it is inconsistent with, or takes away or abridges any of the rights
conferred by 92[article 14 or article 19]:
Provided that where such law is a law made by the Legislature of a State, the provisions of this article shall not
apply thereto unless such law, having been reserved for the consideration of the President, has received his
assent:]
93[Provided

further that where any law makes any provision for the acquisition by the State of any estate and
where any land comprised therein is held by a person under his personal cultivation, it shall not be lawful for
the State to acquire any portion of such land as is within the ceiling limit applicable to him under any law for
the time being in force or any building or structure standing thereon or appurtenant thereto, unless the law
relating to the acquisition of such land, building or structure, provides for payment of compensation at a rate
which shall not be less than the market value thereof.]
(2) In this article,—
94[(a) the expression ‘estate’ shall, in relation to any local area, have the same meaning as that expression or its
local equivalent has in the existing law relating to land tenures in force in that area and shall also include—

(i)

any jagir, inam or muafi or other similar grant and in the States of 95[Tamil Nadu] and Kerala, any janmam
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right;
(ii)

any land held under ryotwari settlement;

(iii)

any land held or let for purposes of agriculture or for purposes ancillary thereto, including waste land,
forest land, land for pasture or sites of buildings and other structures occupied by cultivators of land,
agricultural labourers and village artisans;]

(b) the expression ‘rights’, in relation to an estate, shall include any rights vesting in a proprietor, sub-proprietor,
under-proprietor, tenure-holder, 96[raiyat, under-raiyat] or other intermediary and any rights or privileges in
respect of land revenue.]
97[31B. Validation of certain Acts and Regulations.—Without prejudice to the generality of the provisions
contained in article 31A, none of the Acts and Regulations specified in the Ninth Schedule nor any of the
provisions thereof shall be deemed to be void, or ever to have become void, on the ground that such Act,
Regulation or provision is inconsistent with, or takes away or abridges any of the rights conferred by, any
provisions of this Part, and notwithstanding any judgment, decree or order of any court or Tribunal to the
contrary, each of the said Acts and Regulations shall, subject to the power of any competent Legislature to
repeal or amend it, continue in force.]
98[31C.

Saving of laws giving effect to certain directive principles.— Notwithstanding anything contained
in article 13, no law giving effect to the policy of the State towards securing 99[all or any of the principles laid
down in Part IV] shall be deemed to be void on the ground that it is inconsistent with, or takes away or
abridges any of the rights conferred by 100[article 14 or article 19;] 101[and no law containing a declaration that it is for
giving effect to such policy shall be called in question in any court on the ground that it does not give effect to such policy]:
Provided that where such law is made by the Legislature of a State, the provisions of this article shall not apply
thereto unless such law, having been reserved for the consideration of the President, has received his assent.]
10231D.

[Saving of laws in respect of anti-national activities.].—Omitted by the Constitution (Forty-third Amendment)
Act,1977, s. 2 (w.e.f.13-4-1978).

4.10 Foreigners have more property rights in India than Indians
Madhav Godbole has pointed out an even more bizarre situation with regard to property rights:
While the citizen of India has no right whatever to hold property and his property can be taken away by
the legislature without any restraint, a foreign investor has all the protection of his investment under the
bilateral and multilateral agreements entered into by India. The property of a foreign investor cannot be
acquired or expropriated without full compensation. If aggrieved, the foreign investor can ask for relief
from an international board of arbitrators or international court of justice. After the onset of economic
reforms and globalization, India has entered into such agreements with all concerned countries. Against
this background, it will be invidious to deny to an Indian citizen the right which is available to a foreign
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investor. It is therefore imperative that the Constitution is amended to reinstate the right to property as a
fundamental right. 103

4.11 Priorities for Constitutional reform
The original Constitution of India is based on the defence of individual liberty. SBP believes that without key
changes to our current Constitution, India cannot achieve freedom and good governance. The sorry saga of the
rapid elimination of India’s fundamental rights suggests the need for a multi-pronged effort to change the
situation. First, we need to get rid of the most offensive amendments that have reduced the People’s
fundamental rights. The seven amendments cited above should go. But there are other amendments that need to
go, as well. The abolition and repeal of Part 14 is crucial (discussed in a later chapter). Moreover, there is
probably a strong basis for establishing a new Constituent Assembly to create a Constitution from which the
fundamental rights cannot be ever reduced.

4.11.1 How critical is it to remove socialism from the Preamble?
While it is extremely important to remove the word ‘socialist’ from the Preamble, this term has not affected the
way policies are made or how India is governed. The bulk of the attack by Nehru and Indira Gandhi against
fundamental rights took place well before the word was included in the Preamble. Neither did this word, for
example, prevent the 1991 liberalisation of economic policy in India. Nehru had nationalised Air India in 1953 (a
socialist policy), Modi privatised it in 2022 (a free market policy). These policies have been implemented
regardless of the fact that socialism was not in the Preamble in 1953 and is now there in 2022.
The fact that socialism exists in the Preamble does not prevent, either, a modicum of property rights (albeit only
legal rights) from existing in India despite the removal of the Fundamental Right to property. It does not even
prevent our Party as a registered political party (we area mandatorily required to swear allegiance to socialism)
from actively advocating the abolition of socialism. That is mainly because neither the Constitution nor the
Election Commission of India define socialism, and anyone can assign literally any meaning to this term. Post42nd amendment, this issue has been raised in the Supreme Court a number of times, but the Court has
effectively said that this term is not possible to define.

4.11.2 Courts’ interpretation – that socialism cannot be defined
In the D.S. Nakara & Others vs Union of India, 1982, the Supreme Court ruled that:
the Preamble to the Constitution envisages the establishment of a socialist republic. The basic
framework of socialism is to provide a decent standard of life to the working people and especially
provide security from cradle to grave. 104

In 2007, Good Governance India Foundation lodged a PIL questioning the validity of Section 2 of the
Constitution (42nd Amendment) Act, 1976, by virtue of which the word ‘Socialist’ was inserted in the Preamble
of the Constitution. A bench comprising Chief Justice K G Balakrishnan, Justice R V Raveendran and Justice J
M Panchal said, ‘Why do you (petitioner) take socialism in a narrow sense defined by (the) Communists. In
broader sense, it means welfare measures for the citizens. It is a facet of democracy.’ 105
In 2013 a division bench of Chief Justice Mohit Shah and Justice M S Sanklecha of the Bombay High Court said
that to give a precise definition of ‘socialism’ would be extremely difficult and dismissed a PIL by Subhash
Sawant and Ajay Mafatlal which urged it to direct the Centre and six political parties to define the word ‘socialist’
in the Preamble to the Constitution. 106
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The word ‘socialism’ is effectively a meaningless word in India. While the academia might know the history and
meaning of this word, the Courts of India don’t really care. And parties like Congress that inserted this into the
Constitution don’t really care when the implement reforms that contradict the standard meaning of socialism. So,
while we must remove this offending word from the Preamble, its removal will not change anything on the
ground. Our Party would rather focus on the Constitutional provisions which cause specific harm to India.

4.11.3 Directive Principles and Article 39 were included to provide a welfare orientation
It will do us a lot of good to go back to the 15 November 1948 debate in the Constituent Assembly. Prof. T.K.
Shah wanted India to be called a ‘Socialist Union of States’. In response to his arguments Ambedkar said the
following:
Mr. Vice-President Sir, I regret that I cannot accept the amendment of Prof. K. T. Shah. My objections,
stated briefly are two. In the first place the Constitution, as I stated in my opening speech in support of
the motion I made before the House, is merely a mechanism for the purpose of regulating the work
of the various organs of the State [which includes preventing it from encroaching upon the People’s rights]. It is not
a mechanism whereby particular members or particular parties are installed in office. What should be
the policy of the State, how the Society should be organised in its social and economic side are
matters which must be decided by the people themselves according to time and circumstances.
It cannot be laid down in the Constitution itself, because that is destroying democracy
altogether. If you state in the Constitution that the social organisation of the State shall take a particular
form, you are, in my judgment, taking away the liberty of the people to decide what should be the social
organisation in which they wish to live. It is perfectly possible today, for the majority people to hold that
the socialist organisation of society is better than the capitalist organisation of society. But it would be
perfectly possible for thinking people to devise some other form of social organisation which might be
better than the socialist organisation of today or of tomorrow. I do not see therefore why the
Constitution should tie down the people to live in a particular form and not leave it to the people
themselves to decide it for themselves. This is one reason why the amendment should be opposed.
The second reason is that the amendment is purely superfluous. My Honourable friend, Prof. Shah, does
not seem to have taken into account the fact that apart from the Fundamental Rights, which we have
embodied in the Constitution, we have also introduced other sections which deal with directive
principles of state policy. If my honourable friend were to read the Articles contained in Part IV, he
will find that both the Legislature as well as the Executive have been placed by this Constitution under
certain definite obligations as to the form of their policy. Now, to read only Article 31 [which later
became Article 39], which deals with this matter: It says:
‘The State shall, in particular, direct its policy towards securing -(i) that the citizens, men and women equally, have the right to an adequate means of livelihood;
(ii) that the ownership and control of the material resources of the community are so distributed as best to sub serve the
common good;
(iii) that the operation of the economic system does not result in the concentration of wealth and means of production to the
common detriment;
(iv) that there is equal pay for equal work for both men and women;....’
What I would like to ask Professor Shah is this: If these directive principles to which I have drawn
attention are not socialistic in their direction and in their content, I fail to understand what more
socialism can be. 107

4.12 Preliminary cost-benefit analysis
Reverting fundamental rights to their original status in the Ambedkar Constitution is a paramount reform. It is
impossible to even begin to calculate the costs (harms) imposed by the almost complete eradication of
fundamental rights. No detailed CBA is needed of the reforms outlined in this chapter.
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4.13 Recommendations for the White Paper
1. Provide pathway to revert the Original Ambedkar Fundamental Rights. This can be done without the
slightest delay.
2. Provide pathway to further reform the Constitution including by removing the word ‘socialist’ from India’s
Preamble – and a possible pathway towards a new Constituent Assembly. At a minimum, get the socialist
allegiance requirement out of the Representation of the People Act 1951 immediately.
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PART I: A vision for agriculture
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5

A vision for agriculture and policy objectives

A farmer is both a valued citizen and a risk-taking entrepreneur – a businessperson with responsibility to
generate a profit in order to remain solvent for the next season.
India’s governments act as if farmers are somehow different. They are treated paternalistically. Busybodies claim
to be helping farmers even as they interfere in their lives and business. But farmers don’t need help. As Ronald
Reagan said, ‘The most terrifying words in the English language are: I am from the government and I’m here to
help’. No help, please, only the market wage for the farmer’s sweat and labour.
In many cases farmers are lumped into an ideological category under models of communism or socialism, based
on attributes derived from stereotypes. These ideologies involve a pre-judgement about farmers and do not
consider their individual circumstance. This leads to ideological policies such as ‘land reforms’ which are not
reform by any stretch of imagination but illiberal pre-conceived notions about eliminating zamindari or cutting
down ‘big farmers’ to size. It is true that in a few cases there might be a rational basis for such concerns but by
reckless lumping everyone together, the ordinary, law-abiding farmers are punished.
The government has actively harmed farmer since independence. The destruction of Constitutional fundamental
rights hurting farmers the most. Farmers have been treated as bonded labour of the government, their job being
to supply city dwellers with cheap food. Or they are treated as producers of a food reserve and considered
‘essential’ for the society – hence regulated at every stop.
If they had been treated like any other business, the laws would have been entirely different: there would have been
virtually no laws for agriculture.
New Zealand and Australia represent a good example of what happens when agriculture is treated like any other
businesses. The governments of these countries do not purchase anything from farmers (hence no MSP), nor do
farmers receive any subsidies (except subsidised loans during droughts). There are effectively no restrictions on
imports or exports, either. Agriculturists live and die on their ability to compete in the global market. If, after
that, someone falls into poverty, the social insurance system kicks in – as it does for any other citizen.
The resulting market competition has not only led to huge productivity gains and increase in farmers’ incomes in
these countries, but enabled the ongoing, incremental restructuring of their economy: a transition that is long
overdue for the Indian farm sector.

5.1

Sharad Joshi’s perspective on agriculture policy

The lifelong work of Sharad Joshi regarding the situation of farmers should be considered in order to formulate
the vision and policies for agriculture. Some of his thoughts are outlined below.

5.1.1

Report of the 2000 Task Force on Agriculture

The report of the 2000 Task Force on Agriculture is available at https://www.sabhlokcity.com/2011/02/thereport-of-the-sharad-joshi-national-taskforce-on-agriculture/. The Task Force noted:
Opportunists would like us to believe that there is happiness in living as slaves and that freedom is
dangerous and painful. Farmers cannot be deceived by such calumnies and allow themselves to be
deviated from their determination of living in self-respect and freedom.

(Our party supports most recommendations of the 2000 Report but not those which call for the state to play an
ongoing active role in the farm sector.)
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5.1.2

In Economic Times on 11 July 2000

In an interview with the Economic Times on 11 July 2000, Sharad Joshi, who was chairman of the Task Force on
Agriculture at the time, said 108:
Lack of international competitiveness
The biggest and completely unnoticed, problem for us is that the produce of most developing nations is
not acceptable in world trade. We need to admit honestly that we are deficient there rather than blame
the world for not buying our goods. Some self-criticism is needed here. We can prepare to join the
market as it is, rather than expect markets to change for us. The world does not owe us a living.
Opening up of competition will be painful but it is the only way to grow
You can’t learn swimming without being pushed into the pool. It is a part of the whole learning process.
So their suffering is almost like drug addicts getting treatment – painful but necessary.

5.1.3

From a speech on 8 January 2004
[A]nybody who gets into the Government suddenly gets anti farmer. They talk of being good to the
farmer during the election campaign. But once they get into the Mantralaya or Sachivalaya, they become
indistinguishable from their predecessors.
Those who talked of poverty eradication and garibi hatao have only increased garibi and we’ll
have to formulate an alternative plan where the preponderant importance is given to those who produce
wealth and which provides for encouragement and support to those who need help but there will be no
free lunching that will be permitted in that system.
The voter is going to know, if he doesn’t know today, little by little in a few years time, he is going to
come to know, that protection and the system of free lunches don’t work. The only way that we can
survive, the earth can survive, is through the liberal way.

5.1.4

In the manifesto of Swatantra Bharat Paksh

Sharad Joshi’s Swatantra Bharat Paksh committed to the following in its 2014 manifesto 109:
1. Untrammelled freedom to farmers of access to market and technology;
2. Full liquidation of all agricultural loans and electricity bills; and
3. Accepting the farmer’s fundamental right to acquire, to hold and to dispose of the landed property
which was contained in the original Ambedkar Constitution that was gradually eroded by
Jawaharlal Nehru and Indira Gandhi.

The manifesto said:
The various maladies of the country can be cured not by going back to some obscurantist form of
government like socialist of welfarist but through further affirmation of the sanctity of the
individual and the family.

5.2

Our Party’s vision for agriculture policy

We consider that the following vision be adopted by the nation:
Vision for Agriculture Policy
1. India’s government should respect farmers as entrepreneurs and treat agriculture as any other business.
2. Any restrictions on agriculture business should be imposed only to address significant harms caused, and any
such regulation must be targeted and proportionate.
3. The government must not take property from a person and give it to another on any pretext. Land must be

108 The interview as a PDF and image file, along with text, is available at: https://www.sabhlokcity.com/2016/05/anything-which-isprotected-gets-stifled-sharad-joshis-interview-in-economic-times-in-2000/
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acquired only for a national public purpose, and with significant compensation.
4. Any farmer who falls into extreme poverty for reasons outside his control, must be covered – like all other
citizens in a similar situation – by a taxpayer-funded social insurance system.
This vision for agriculture policy, if accepted by India, can provide a framework for the design of optimal policy
for agriculture.

5.3

Three policy implications of the Vision

This Vision leads us to three overarching policy objectives for agriculture:
1. Maximise farmers’ freedom subject to any harm they may cause
2. No redistribution of farmers’ land
3. Ensure that poor farmers are covered, like any other poor citizen, by a national social insurance program.

5.3.1

Maximise farmers’ freedom subject to any harm they may cause

One of the unthinking, pejorative ways to attack liberalism (the philosophy of liberty) is to equate it with laissez
faire (‘leave us alone’). Indeed, laissez faire does summarise the broad thrust of the philosophy of liberty – after all
the very meaning of liberty is to be left alone, so individual can decide for themselves. As Ludwig von Mises
wrote:
Laissez faire does not mean: Let soulless mechanical forces operate. It means: Let each individual
choose how he wants to cooperate in the social division of labor; let the consumers determine what the
entrepreneurs should produce. 110

But liberty in the sense that the moral philosophy of liberalism talks about was never intended to be unbounded.
Liberty has always to be constrained by accountability 111. That is why F.A. Hayek wrote in The Road to Serfdom:
Probably nothing has done so much harm to the liberal cause as the wooden insistence of some liberals
on certain rough rules of thumb, above all the principle of laissez faire.

A person’s liberty to swing his fist must end where another’s chin begins. Everyone must have untrammelled
liberty until their actions start causing harm: of course, this needs a clear understanding of harm. There must be
real, genuine harm caused, not harm caused by someone else (such as by someone dead and gone long ago –
which rules out retribution against or compensation for historical crimes) or imaginary (such as ‘psychological’
harms). Likewise, broad-brush ‘collective’ harms that are often conjured up by collectivist ideologies of socialism,
communism and fascism (e.g. Hindutva), do not qualify as harm. Harm must be caused to a living individual –
and it must directly attributable to a living person. Then, and only then, can the state intervene to either prevent
harm or dispense justice.
Therefore, to the liberal, a government’s key function is to ensure justice where harm is caused. In (rare cases)
the government could regulate private citizens’ activities in order to minimise the prospect of harm. Farmers
must be left free by the government to pursue their happiness unless they cause any harm.
This is effectively the model of Minimum Government, Maximum Governance. The government’s role in such a
system is that of a night watchman: defence, security and (mainly post-harm) justice. In addition, there may be
scope for rules (that pass the social cost-benefit test) to minimize individual ethical failures or accidents.
Beyond that, there would be a role for the government to support the market system: e.g. to specify the location
of markets or resolve any negative externalities (e.g. pollution of the soil, water or air; or noise, traffic, waste). In
most cases, though negative externalities are either not significant or can be resolved by the market (cf. Ronald
Coase, Harold Demsetz). Should the government get involved, its regulatory process (including the behaviour of
its regulators) must not themselves become a cause of harm. This requires keeping regulators in check, given
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Ludwig von Mises, Human Action: A Treatise on Economics (1949), Fox & Wilkes, San Francisco, 1996 – 4th edition, p.731.

111 This issue is discussed at great length in the manuscript, The Discovery of Freedom by Sanjeev Sabhlok, at:
http://sanjeev.sabhlokcity.com/book2/discovery.pdf
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their tendency to be captured by regulated entities (cf. George Stigler). Any regulation by governments beyond
this ‘free-market level’ has a great downside and lowers a country’s potential for wealth generation.
In the case of agriculture India’s regulation has itself been the cause of enormous harm – both to
farmers and to the environment. We have had a 70+ year regulatory attack against farmers. The farmer is
treated in India’s laws like a bonded labourer of the government, not a risk-taking entrepreneur. The regulation
imposed on farmers has not been socially beneficial – not one agriculture policy of independent India would pass
a cost benefit test. Regulation has choked farmers’ production and marketing efforts, apart from causing huge
environmental harm. Much of this bad regulation is sheltered in the Ninth Schedule of the Constitution: away
from judicial scrutiny. All that needs to change.

5.3.2

No redistribution of farmers’ land to others

Gandhi showed how socialism is immoral – because it seeks to achieve its ends by impure means. ‘Impure means
will result in an impure end. Hence the prince and the peasant will not be equalled by cutting off the prince’s
head nor can the process of cutting off equalise the employer and the employed. One cannot reach truth by
untruthfulness […] Harbour impurity of mind or body and you have untruth or violence in you.’ 112
Such niceties were entirely lost on Nehru. His First Five-Year Plan (1951) elaborated his socialist arguments to
justify plundering those who held land bigger than a specified size. The Plan struggled to define a genuinely
equitable measure of the land ceiling:
The future of land ownership and cultivation constitutes perhaps the most fundamental issue in
national development. … The abolition of intermediary rights has been the major achievement in the
field of land reform during the past few years. …until quite recently, in some States, they were the
essential elements of power in the feudal structure. As a result of the elimination of these rights, in
States which had zamindari, jagirdari or other similar tenures, the State has now come into direct
contact with the occupier of the land.
It appears to us that, in relation to land (as also in other sectors of the economy) individual property
in excess of any norm that may be proposed has to be justified in terms of public interest, and not
merely on grounds of individual rights or claims. We are, therefore, in favour of the principle that
there should be an upper limit to the amount of land that an individual may hold. In theory,
there are five possible criteria with reference to which the limit may be fixed. Thus, the limit may be a
varying multiple of (i) land revenue, (ri) value of the gross produce of land, (lii) value of net produce
(or income) of land, (w) sale value of land, and (v) lease value of land.
As one method of determining a limit, … it may be useful to apply a rough and ready criterion such
as, for instance, a multiple in terms of what may be regarded as a ‘family holding’ in any given area. A
family holding may be denned briefly as being equivalent, according to the local conditions and under
the existing conditions of technique, either to a plough unit or to a work unit for a family of average
size working with such assistance as is customary in agricultural operations. 113

Things moved fast and by 1960 most States had introduced a ceiling on land. There were huge injustices
incurred during this process, but most problematic of all is that the ceiling prevented farmers from ever growing
their business – permanently freezing their occupational growth.
Despite its title, land ‘reform’ legislation is anything but a reform. It was about reparations for what the ancestors
of the current zamindars had allegedly done. Land was ‘legally’ taken away from anyone and everyone who had a
large parcel without recourse to a trial: mainly from people who had not themselves committed any crime and
accumulated their land through legitimate means. This ‘reform’ was robbery by the socialists on a grand scale.
The state itself became the Big Thief. Theft does not become less blameworthy just because the state has
legislated it. Plunder and crime do not become ethical merely because these are legislated by a Parliamentary
mob.

In a written conversation with some socialists on a day of silence in 1947 when he communicated through writing on slips of paper;
cited in Fisher, Louis, ed, The Essential Gandhi, Vintage Books, New York, 1962, p.306.]
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What had India not achieved through its independence movement that it needed to attack its own citizens and
divest them of property without trial? Had we not already divested the princes of their monarchical powers? Had
we not declared adult franchise and empowered the entire Indian community? Could we not have, through equal
opportunity and the rule of law, made zamindars completely irrelevant?
In the extremely favourable environment for the advancement of freedom that existed just after independence
under the tutelage of people like Gandhi, Sardar Patel and Rajaji, India had a golden opportunity to aspire for the
world’s highest standards of governance. We had the opportunity to build a new culture of freedom and justice.
That would have led us without fail to Nehru’s promised tryst with destiny; indeed, it would have led us to a tryst
with greatness. But Nehru allowed his baser instincts, and baser elements in society who belligerently bellow for
plunder, to override the basic reason for our independence: namely, to achieve freedom and give the People
justice.
What should have Nehru done, instead? He should have ensured that the yardstick of accountability was applied
equally to each citizen, irrespective of the citizen’s social, cultural or economic background. By equally enforcing
the rule of law, the evil of feudalism would have been wiped out in a decade without impinging on anyone’s
freedom. The following are illustrative measures that could have been taken:
•

A strong police and judicial system would have ensured that if a zamindar had personally stolen someone’s
lands, he would have been punished and the stolen lands returned. Unfortunately, Nehru’s shoddy system of
law and order allowed bully zamindars to run amuck and cheat the system as never before.

•

A strong land records system coupled with mildly progressive taxes and a land tax could have transparently
deployed the land wealth of India to the public cause. But instead of taxing them, zamindars were rewarded
by socialist governments with complete tax-exemption and land revenue was discarded as a source of
revenue.

Ethically, the country was finished. On the one hand Nehru encouraged his Ministers and bureaucrats to seize
people’s so-called ‘excess’ lands. On the other he wanted corruption to stop. But if we confuse people about
what is right and what is wrong, then why will corruption stop? And so, Ministers and bureaucrats extorted
money out of traders and manufacturers on the plea that they were taking away ‘excess’ money from these
‘capitalists’. When ethics are negated even in one case by our leaders, there is no stopping the decay of morals in
a society. Corruption received a significant boost in Nehru’s time and has never looked back since.
As would be expected, under such moral anarchy, India’s land reform experience went to seed. Except for a few
places like Kerala, where these reforms ‘worked’ (actually led to enormous fragmentation of land and loss of
agricultural productivity), for the most part the so-called land ‘reform’ legislation could not be enforced. Not
having strengthened the government’s machinery to enforce the rule of law, this socialist task of stealing land,
too, failed, like all other tasks taken up by India’s socialist governments. Since Nehru’s functionaries 114 were paid
very poorly, 115 … they became easy prey to the manipulations, in self-defence, of the same feudal lords whose
lands they were supposed to forcibly acquire. Landlords transferred their lands in the names of their dogs and
cats with the connivance of local land revenue officials. To unearth the truth behind these ‘benaami’ deals would
have required a machinery with honesty of purpose – which the thoroughly corrupt socialist government could
never possibly muster. Hence, virtually no land finally got ‘stolen’ by the Impotent ‘Big’ Thief. Some low quality
parcels of wasteland were all that the socialists manged to get.
Indeed, as a result of Nehru’s wasteful efforts, the feudal system remains as strong as ever before in the villages.
The principles of accountability and justice can be denied only at pain of the moral degradation of society.
Land ceiling legislation has been one of the most destructive policies for agriculture. Likewise, the threat of
compulsory acquisition of his land always hangs over the farmer’s head. It is not improper for government to

Technically speaking, Nehru did not directly run the state administrations, which were under the State Governments. It was mostly
Congress Governments that he was able to influence directly. But even non-Congress State Governments could easily be influenced in
many ways by the powerful Centre.
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115 The pitiable condition of police stations, judicial courts, revenue offices and that of ‘lower’ staff who are responsible for crucial
functions has meant that corruption has perhaps become the sole lingua franca of the police and the revenue systems. Anyone with a bit
of money can almost readily buy “freedom” in India, even after murder.
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acquire land from farmers for a genuine public cause, with proper compensation, but it is grossly improper to
give such land to private business. All redistributive policies must go. They fail all tests of public policy.

5.3.3

A social insurance program to cover all poor people, including poor farmers

Social insurance is another fundamental principle of classical liberalism. A detailed discussion is provided below
in order to demystify the false narratives about liberalism as being anti-poor. The truth is exactly the opposite:
socialism creates poverty, liberalism eliminates it. Liberalism considers ethics, costs and benefits, social stability,
long-term sustainability and elimination of poverty. Unlike the socialists with their single-minded envy of the
rich, the liberal thinks of ethics all the time. For the poor, a social minimum is part of the concept of reasonable
equality of opportunity that underpins classical liberal thinking.
The founder of liberalism, John Locke, had argued that ‘[m]en, being once born, have a right to their
Preservation, and consequently to Meat and Drink, and such other things, as Nature affords for their
subsistence.’ Locke insisted that ‘everyone must have meat, drink, clothing, and firing’. Locke argued that
property rights can be over-ruled under conditions of extreme want: ‘[C]harity gives every man a title to so much
out of another’s plenty as will keep him from extreme want, where he has no means to subsist otherwise’. This is,
however, true only in the sense that the starving man has no choice but to get food by any means – fair or foul;
being an amoral action not comparable with theft. At that stage we become a pure animal.
F.A. Hayek observed that ‘[t]here can be no doubt that some minimum of food, shelter and clothing, sufficient
to preserve health and capacity for work, can be assured to everybody’ (The Road to Serfdom). Further, in his 1973
Wincott Memorial Lecture he wrote: ‘We can of course in a free society provide a floor below which nobody
need fall, by providing outside the market for all some insurance against misfortune.’
Ludwig Von Mises similarly noted, while arguing against claims that social policy should aim for happiness,
that ‘All that social policy can do is to remove the outer causes of pain and suffering; it can further [advance] a
system that feeds the hungry, clothes the naked, and houses the homeless.’ Milton Friedman proposed a
negative income tax system to deliver equality of opportunity.

5.3.3.1 Distinguishing social insurance from redistribution
The idea of redistribution is clearly wrong. But would such action – to take money from taxpayers and give to
the poor – amount to redistribution? No. Social insurance is entirely different to redistribution since it is
available to everyone as part of a national insurance program. It is not as if the rich would not be entitled to it if
they became poor.
It is not good enough to know that liberal thinkers support social insurance. We need to articulate the reasons
for such a program for the poor and disabled:
1) Strategic reason: Stability of the social contract
Perhaps the strongest reason for a social insurance program is to ensure the stability of the social contract. Our
allegiance towards our country can weaken if even a modicum of equal opportunity is not ensured. This is what
Locke meant when he wrote: ‘[C]harity gives every man a title to so much out of another’s plenty as will keep
him from extreme want, where he has no means to subsist otherwise’. The starving man obeys no laws. If the
social contract permits starvation, then our amoral animal powers to defend our existence are invoked. What is
typically called crime could then increase steeply, as the starving man cares for no law but the laws of nature. His
stomach and his need to feed his starving children can lead to unrestrained actions. Nothing is really secure
where men and their families are starving. If for nothing else but to permit civilised discourse and general
protection of property, a social minimum is called for. Even George Washington was compelled to let illegal
squatters settle on his estate because he realised, as his lawyer advised him, that if he physically ejected them, they
‘would probably burn his barns and fences’.
We treat the poor with contempt at peril to ourselves, for they have nothing to lose and are innately powerful as
anyone else. Equal opportunity is not only a balm for the aggrieved, it is a glue that holds together a free society.
Despite fundamental differences with John Rawls we can agree with him that ‘one must take into account the
problem of stability. A just system must generate its own support. This means that it must be arranged so as to
bring about in its members … an effective desire to act in accordance with its rules’.
2) Economic reason: Insurance for uninsurable events
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Consider Hayek’s experiment:
The conclusions to which our considerations lead is thus that we should regard as the most desirable
order of society one which we would choose if we knew that our initial position in it would be
decided purely by chance… [A] better way of putting this would be to say that the best society would
be that in which we would prefer to place our children if we knew that their position in it would be
determined by lot.

There are many foreseeable but often uninsurable contingencies that can make us, or our children, destitute or
otherwise cause severe distress. This thought experiment also leads us to the remedy of a social minimum
program (as part of social insurance). Contingencies that face us might include:
•
•
•
•

Even smart parents sometimes bear mentally handicapped children. Genes regress to the mean.
In the marketplace, luck plays a crucial role. Rich people’s children can end up on the footpath despite their
best efforts.
We may need emergency health care in circumstances in which our identify and financial status can’t be
verified (such as in a severe road accident). We’d want the best care regardless of our financial circumstance.
About half the children in pre-modern societies died before the age of five. Our children have a better
chance of survival today, on average, but if we become poor for reasons outside our control, the survival
chances of our children decline.

It is in our (narrowly defined) self-interest to pay a social insurance premium through taxes to cover us and our
children for a range of uninsurable contingencies. This is effectively a poverty, disability and emergency care
fund to insure us all against extreme, uninsurable events. This fund will ensure our children’s survival and pay
for their education should circumstance prevent us from looking after them. We all benefit either in this or a
future generation (our children) through such insurance. We pay for the defence of India because it might
personally protect us in the event of an attack by an enemy even though the chance of such a thing happening is
very low. Likewise, we must pay for a social insurance program.
3) Secondary reasons
Other reasons include:
3a) Positive externalities
If we get the state to contribute towards the basic education of all children, we gain personally:
•
•
•

Genius lurks among poor children, who are like unpolished gems. If funded to study, some of these children
could grow up into Einsteins or Edisons, their brilliance providing even us or our children with jobs.
The more educated the people around us are, the brighter own prospects become and those of our children.
We are better served through healthy and well-educated health workers, soldiers, and farmers.

3a) Empathy for the poor
Our happiness is adversely affected if a fellow citizen dies of starvation or suffers poverty. Private charity has
never succeeded in supporting everyone who may be in desperate need: no one can personally fund all the poor.
And although it is wrong to use our personal emotions as a basis for public policy, it is not just strategic or
economic reasons that justify an element of social insurance in society.
3c) Inability to eliminate all sources of disutility
In a civilised society a disabled child’s parents are not free to kill their child just because the costs imposed on
them exceed the benefits that they may derive from that child. If society (rightly so) prevents such free choice
then it is obliged to help those who come under a significant duress because of reasons outside their control.

5.3.3.2 The main characteristics of the social insurance program for India
The guarantee of a social minimum – comprising poverty elimination (through a negative income tax type
scheme), school education (through vouchers for the poor), health care (through health insurance vouchers),
emergency care, etc. – should be modelled as an actuarially fair insurance scheme across multiple generations.
The design of this scheme should be sensitive to incentives. Thus, the insured package must be barebones,
frugal, even as the school education provided to children is world class; else social insurance will create moral
hazard and impact work incentives. It must also be simple to administer, and non-discretionary. Thus, a frugal
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top-up payout can be provided but only after a claimant has proved that he has worked, or sought to work, to
the extent feasible. Likewise, the premium paid by taxpayers for social insurance must be ring-fenced from
political and bureaucratic discretion.

5.3.3.3 A single point of consideration for a social minimum
A free society must use a single point of consideration for an individual’s (or family’s) needs. Someone who falls
below the social minimum must be provided a top-up – but after that the market must once again take over. No
special poverty alleviation schemes are admissible once a generic social insurance program kicks in. All
special government concessions, such as for students, the elderly, or for special occupations such as farmers,
must go. If someone receiving a social minimum can’t pay his electricity bill because he has spent too much on
entertainment, then he must live without electricity. No additional concessions for electricity would apply.
If in addition to the social minimum there are additional ‘welfare programs’ then society will soon degenerate
into full-blown socialism and enter the danger zone – of redistribution. There will be a negative spiral in which
every group that can, would lobby for a special share: the society would have stepped on a slippery slope (Figure
xx).

Figure xx: Schematic depiction of the slippery slope

The social insurance program would largely wither away once India becomes a free society. As Hayek said,
‘developed capitalist market systems have no need for government maintenance of a social minimum’.
But although the need for social insurance would decline, it would not disappear. A large number of involuntary
factors would inevitably lead to distress among a few people in every generation: for their sake a social insurance
program remains an adjunct of the free, liberal society.

5.3.3.4 An outline of a single-point anti-poverty program
Based on Milton Friedman’s ideas, Sanjeev Sabhlok (adviser of Swatantra Bharat Party) has long advocated the
direct transfer of funds to the poor. As a senior IAS officer in 2020 he provided a paper 116 to the Planning
Commission, Finance Ministry and the PM Office to launch a pilot project on this issue. Unfortunately, the
Vajpayee government was not reform oriented. Subsequently, governments have attempted direct transfers but
not the way these should be done.
For instance, the Modi regime has segmented India’s population into farmers and others. The Modi dispensation
purports to help farmers through:
Old age pension: Pradhan Mantri Kisan Maan Dhan Yojana (PM-KMY) provides qualifying small and
marginal farmers over the age of 60 with an old-age pension of Rs. 3000.
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Support for farmers below 60: Pradhan Mantri Kisan Samman Nidhi (PM-KISAN) provides three
monthly payments of Rs. 2000 for a total of Rs. 6000 per year to farmer owning less than 2 hectares of land 117,
with some exclusions for higher-income groups, to cover expenditures associated with agriculture and allied
activities, as well as home requirements. According to the Agricultural Census 2015–16, India has over 14.6 crore
farmers of whom 86.2% or 12.6 crore are small and marginal farmers 118. Of this, around 11.5 million farmer
families have received a total of Rs. 1.6 lakh crore thus far.
But this only helps landowners: About 145 million landless labourers do not receive this support and survive on
seasonal employment on farms. 119
Moreover, even within famers, ‘The present criteria could … give rise to a situation in which relatively
prosperous households end up getting benefits of the scheme at the expense of those who may fall under one or
more categories of exclusion for PM-KISAN but still may be under extreme financial distress’.
There is a broader anti-poverty program called PM Gareeb Kalyan Yojana (PMGKY) 120. This is a sign of hodgepodge policy, not well targeted to the poorest of the poor. Such programs are an improvement to the older
programs such as Integrated Rural Development Program (IRDP) but they will need to be consolidated into a
single, well-targeted anti-poverty program.
Nor do these programs in any way compensate farmers for seventy years of negative market subsidy.
The Modi government should restructure its anti-poverty programs into a single direct transfer as detailed
in Swarna Bharat Party’s manifesto: http://swarnabharat.in/manifesto. Shetkari Sanghatan also said to the
Supreme Court Farm Laws Committee: ‘For poor families, GOI can transfer food security subsidies by direct
bank transfers on a monthly basis so that they don’t have to depend upon ration shops.’ 121
The anti-poverty program will include two vital components:
School voucher: As detailed in the Swarna Bharat Party manifesto, a school voucher in the range of Rs 3000 per
month per child should be given to all poor parents. The voucher would be redeemable only for school
education, including in any government school of the parents’ choice. This program should be announced and
implemented after proper planning. Fine tuning should then be undertaken later, as detailed in Swarna Bharat
Party’s manifesto.
Health premium: The government should also contribute to the health premium of the poor and implement a
comprehensive health insurance program as detailed in the Swarna Bharat Party manifesto. Emergency care
(such as for accidents and other trauma) would be free of cost to all people regardless of their income level.
To implement such a system, in order for the money to reach all the poorest of the poor (and only the poorest
of the poor), will take a minimum of two to three years of hard work. The government should therefore
announce that they will implement a comprehensive anti-poverty program, upon which all other programs
including old-age pensions will be disbanded. Doing so will permanently bring an end to the lame excuses used
by governments to intervene in the farm sector.

A family for this purpose is defined as “a family comprising of husband, wife and minor children who collectively own cultivable land
up to 2 hectares as per land records of the concerned state/UT”. The responsibilities of state and UT governments include identifying
beneficiaries, creating the database and integrating banking infrastructure with GOI’s Public Financial Management System (PFMS)
among others. Families with one or more members having a government job, with an income tax paying member, with a member
receiving a monthly pension of at least Rs.10,000, or with a member who is professionally qualified and is practising as a chartered
accountant, doctor, lawyer, engineer or architect or any other profession are not entitled. Farmers who receive the money are not required
to undertake farming activities. Aadhaar enrolment is compulsory.
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Of course, during the period when the new program is finalised and implemented, the government should
continue its current programs but the amounts should be modest so as to not create a problem when these funds
have to be withdrawn from the relatively better-off sections in the future.

5.4

A legislated policy framework for India

A key element of governance reforms should be the reform of our policy frameworks. A good public policy
process should consider all aspects of information and incentives, including the likely behaviour of the
government’s own employees. Members of a free society have a right to know the reasons for specific
government policies and regulations. It is not enough for the government to issue an ‘order’ and to expect the
people to obey. The order must be supported by a rigorous and competent justification.
Our Party has a 10-point policy framework which could be developed into a legislative requirement, so that
policies in India are not made on the basis of arbitrary whims of politicians and bureaucrats but are wellanalysed, include a cost benefit analysis, and are publicly consulted. All policy statements will must provide
detailed answers to the following questions:
Q1

What would happen without any involvement of the government?

Q2

Identify any problems with the base case and explain why these are a problem

Q3

First principles test (should government intervene at all?)

Q4

What exactly can government do about the societal problem?

Q5

Freedom and property rights test

Q6

Strategic gaming test (sabotage by market players)

Q7

Government failure test (sabotage by government functionaries)

Q8

Real experience test (how has the proposed policy worked elsewhere)

Q9

Cost benefit test

Q10 Transition path to the new policy
More details on these questions are available at: https://swarnabharat.in/policyframework

5.5

Agriculture policy reforms without governance reforms will fail to make India
Number One

India was gifted by Ambedkar with a reasonably good Constitution upon its independence. The Constitution was
largely based on the principles of classical liberalism: individual liberty and strong Fundamental Rights. A bit of
welfare orientation such as the Directive Principles of State Policy was thrown in, but it was not justiciable: and
the word ‘socialist’ was specifically excluded from the Constitution.

5.5.1

Low levels of freedom and poor governance are the hallmarks of India

But the promise of an India where people’s rights were to be protected was short-lived. Since Nehru, India has
experienced decades of growth in the size of the government machinery and intervention in the lives of citizens.
Big government (both incompetent and corrupt) has systematically destroyed enterprise and curbed liberty of
thought and expression. India now ranks poorly on international comparisons of liberty and prosperity. With
some economic liberalization in the 1990s, a form of illiberalism (statism) did recede in some sectors, leading to
spectacular improvements in many aspects of life. But even today, by all benchmarks, India is independent but is
definitely not free. Moreover, the agriculture sector has continued to remain badly chained to totalitarian laws.
We can understand India’s Third World performance in almost every field only if we set its policies in the
broader global context of liberty. India ranks close to the bottom in the world on all indicators of freedom and
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good governance (table below from SBP’s manifesto 122). India’s extreme levels of poverty are entirely voluntary:
attributable to its own conscious choices and actions: socialism and scientific obscurantism.
Indicator

Rank

Source

Year

138/180

Reporters Without Borders

2018

FREEDOM
Press Freedom Index
Index of Economic Freedom

130/180

Heritage Foundation

2018

Human Rights Risk Atlas 2011

180/197

Maplecroft

2011

Gender Gap Index

108/144

World Economic Forum

2017

Global peace indicator

137/163

Institute for Economics and Peace

2017

81/180

Transparency International

2018

Per capita GDP

139/187

International Monetary Fund

2018

Global hunger index

100/119

International Food Policy Research Institute

2017

Global Competitiveness Index

40/137

World Economic Forum

2018

World Competitiveness Scoreboard

44/63

IMD International

2018
2018

GOVERNANCE
Corruption Perception Index
ECONOMY

Ease of doing business

100/190

World Bank

Global Innovation Index

60/127

Index of Globalization

101/209

INSEAD, World Intellectual Property Organization, Cornell2017
University
KOF Swiss Economic Institute
2018

IT Industry Competitiveness Index

34/66

BSA Global Index

2011

66/80

Economist Intelligence Unit

2013

131/188

United Nations

2017

177/180

Yale University

2018

QUALITY OF LIFE
Where to be born index
Human Development Index
ENVIRONMENT
Environmental Performance Index

Only a liberal party can get India out of its misery. That is why SBP is fighting for liberty and good governance: a
fight that will not end only by liberating farmers; all Indians must be liberated from unnecessary government
control – and the government should be put back in its right place: as a night watchman, not our master.
Gandhiji was absolutely right about this when he said:
Government that is ideal governs the least. It is no self-government that leaves nothing for the
people to do. (p.196) 123.
I look upon an increase of the power of the State with the greatest fear because, although while
apparently doing good by minimising exploitation, it does the greatest harm to mankind by destroying
individuality which lies at the root of all progress. (p.304)

5.5.2

We need to leash the government and unleash the people.

We need a complete overhaul of our governance systems and policies. Our party’s manifesto (at
http://swarnabharat.in/manifesto), underpinned by the philosophy of liberty, proposes reforms to ensure that
(a) only honest politicians are motivated to join the political system and (b) our bureaucracy is accountable and
competent. It also proposes a suite of economic reforms and world-class regulatory models and frameworks to
enhance liberty and accountability. These reforms involve an overriding emphasis on individuals over
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institutions, with a government that acts in the general public interest rather than particular vested interests, a
government that is less costly but more effective, small but strong, less intrusive and which ensures the rule of
law and equal treatment for all.
The kinds of reforms detailed in the party’s manifesto include:
1. A new machinery of government and world-best governance frameworks. This involves:
a) State funding of elections on per-vote basis, fast-track courts to dispose all cases involving elected
representatives within one year, and high salaries (but no perquisites or pensions) for politicians to
ensure good and competent people enter politics, and the criminals and the corrupt stay away.
b) Consolidation of Central Governments departments into no more than ten, contractual
appointment of each secretary (selected from the global open market except where national security
is involved), with all further senior appointments made by the secretaries or their delegates on
contractual basis without any right to natural justice upon dismissal. Replacement of the IAS and all
other tenured services by contractual, accountable executives at senior levels of government, with (at
the earliest opportunity) repeal of the Constitutional provision for all-India services and special
protections for public servants.
c) Strong and independent tier of local government, with the power to employ CEOs on contractual
basis to deliver high quality local services and infrastructure.
d) Implementation of world-best policy and regulatory frameworks (including regulatory impact
statements, cost-benefit analyses that are independently assessed; and policies to maximize
competition and ensure competitive neutrality). In general, a government should provide almost no
services directly, including utilities and education, but enable the people – also known as the private
sector – to do so, subject to appropriate (including incentive) regulation.
e) Elimination of corruption within three years through a radically improved governance and
accountability system, including a radically restructured real estate system.
2. A focus mainly on first order functions, being the essential functions of the government (defence, law
and order, internal security, police, and justice):
a) Urgent establishment of law and order and the rule of law, including security for everyone
(particularly women) and quick and effective justice for all. This would include freedom of speech at
the level assured by the First Amendment of the American constitution to its people, and religious
freedom: with the state and religion kept entirely separate. Emergency management is part of this
core function of government.
b) Reducing taxation (e.g. GST to not exceed 10%), broadening the tax base, and significantly
increasing tax compliance to end black money. Along with pruning unnecessary functions, this
would bring down inflation and achieve triple-A rating for any remaining government debt.
c) Economic reforms, including removal of unnecessary restrictions on production and trade, to
enhance productivity and create opportunities for entrepreneurs, thus creating a vast number of
jobs. This will include facilitating deeper engagement with Asia and delivering more growth from
Asia.
3. Performing second order functions only after the first order functions have been performed well:
a) Procuring or motivating the creation of high quality infrastructure, including in the areas of
transport, power, water, sanitation and broadband. Our focus will be on ensuring world-class 21st
century infrastructure to facilitate commerce, reduce congestion and increase productivity.
b) Reasonable equality of opportunity for all, including access to high quality school education for the
children of the poor (through privatization of the entire school system, and targeted vouchers for
the poor), health cover for the poor, and total elimination of extreme poverty in three years through
targeted negative income tax.
Our party’s plan is to deliver freedom and (therefore) jobs with much higher real wages for all Indians. It is
reasonable to project India as a $50 trillion economy (in current US dollars) by 2050, should the reforms outlined
in this manifesto be implemented in their entirety.
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This Paper will outline the key governance reforms in a later chapter – without such reforms of governance,
there is no possibility of liberating farmers.

5.5.3

Market-based agriculture policy

Following from this vision, the only way India can honour its farmers is by liberating them from the shackles
imposed by the government and letting them compete in the open market. We need to get the government out
of agriculture almost entirely.
We need to remove all restrictions on the production, movement, and pricing of agricultural inputs; as well as
restrictions on post-harvest treatment, including on marketing and exports. We need to streamline regulation for
the conservation of environment (e.g. water table and biodiversity) and the regulation of logistics, crop insurance
and other support industries. Such market-based reforms will ensure that hundreds of millions of farmers get a
new lease of life, with major innovation in the sector supported by large-scale private investments in logistics
chains and crop insurance.
Deregulation must start from the Constitution. Land ceiling laws and the entire The Ninth Schedule must be
repealed. The Essential Commodities Act must go. Restrictions on the slaughter and trade of cattle must be
lifted. So also the restrictions, including ‘dumping’ restrictions, on the untrammelled global free trade of all
agricultural produce and commodities: whether onion, sugar or oilseeds. Barriers to the import of farm
technology must go, and also any remaining restrictions on the domestic movement, storage and processing of
agricultural commodities – such as the minimum distance requirement between farm and mills. The whole
apparatus of Agricultural Produce Marketing Committees must ultimately go. The minimum support price
system must be reviewed and when all reforms are in place, replaced with an alternative method to ensure food
security.
The Discussion Paper will go into great detail on many of these matters.

5.6

Recommendation for the White Paper

1. Provide an over-arching Vision for Agriculture Policy that is consistent with a free society.
2. Derive high-level Policy Objectives that must be met in order to achieve the Vision.
3. Provide a pathway to legislate a policy making framework for policy making in India (agriculture policy will
be just one of the policies that will need to comply with the policy making framework). Transparent and
consultative policy making process might need to be embedded in the Constitution for without it, whimsical,
arbitrary and ideological policy seems to have become the order of the day.
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6

Ceiling - the child of sadism (Rajaji) - has no justification today

The ceiling laws caused enormous harm to honest, efficient farmers who had acquired land through honest, hard
work. Moreover, the ceiling laws stop honest, efficient farmers today from growing big (when even the last
vestige of Zamindari is long over). Whatever bad arguments existed in the 1950s and 1960s for ceiling on
agricultural land, these arguments are long over.

6.1

Zamindari could have been abolished without destroying everyone’s property rights

Zamindari and ceiling issues are often conflated. The Ninth Schedule was brought in by Nehru in 1951 to shelter
Zamindari laws. (The same Schedule was later used for a wide range of Acts such as the Essential Commodities
Act and Ceiling Acts to preclude them from judicial scrutiny. Ceiling laws came in the 1960s (for instance, the
Maharashtra Ceiling Act was enacted in 1961 but not implemented immediately).)
An impression remans that all large land owners in the past were Zamindars, therefore ceiling on land was
justified. But merely owning a large tract of land does not create a Zamindar. And not all Zamindars had large
amounts of land. Zamindari comes into being when the people working on that land effectively become bonded
laborers of the Zamindar due to extortionate money lending practices, after which the Zamindar unlawfully
grabs their land. This occurred in some cases in pre-partition India – although it was not the general rule. Most
land was properly acquired and owned, as Sh. Syamanandan Sahaya pointed out in the Constituent Assembly.
In 1765, the English jurist William Blackstone wrote: ‘It is better that ten guilty persons escape than that one
innocent suffer’.
As noted in Chapter xx, many sensible ways to deal with this problem could have been developed in independent
India. A way was needed to abolish Zamindari without disrupting Fundamental Rights. Special courts
could have been established, or other options explored. The most direct method would have been to abolish
bonded labour (which was later done). With the abolition of bonded labour, Zamindari cannot possibly survive.
Nevertheless, in a fit of hatred towards all large farmers, not just Zamindars, various State governments, abetted
by Nehru, brought in the Ceiling Acts to allegedly abolish Zamindari.

b
Figure xx: Motilal Nehru’s house in Allahabad

Jawaharlal Nehru was an extremely wealthy aristocrat (his father charged huge fees) but he was jealous of
farmers’ land that had been legally acquired through hard work. Honest farmers were cut to size even as Nehru’s
family is – and continues to be – ultra-wealthy. Socialism creates poverty but wealth for the rulers.
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6.2

Sardar Patel compared Nehru’s policy of land confiscation with dacoity

In his 2014 book, The God who Failed, Madhav Godbole writes:
another section [of people] towards whom Sardar Patel wanted a considerate policy to be adopted was
the jagirdars. He had no doubt that the system had to go, but he was against any sort of violent
expropriation, which he always described as choree (theft), or daka (dacoity). The criterion he
had in mind was, ‘if we robbed Peter to pay Paul, what was Peter to do?’ He was as much concerned
about the future of the jagirdars as about the future of the tenants. There was certainly no sadistic
socialism in his make-up. He felt that if the jagirdars were dispossessed without equitable compensation,
their basis of livelihood would be gone and they would be ready recruits to the ranks of anti-social
elements in the country. That is why he insisted that their lands should be taken only on payment of
reasonable compensation for a limited period so that they might be able to adjust themselves. He was
firmly of the opinion that the smaller jagirdars, who had nothing except their lands to live on, should
not be dispossessed. (Menon 1956; p.489)
Nehru’s views were quite the opposite. Nehru had no sympathy for landlords and believed that the
demand for payment of reasonable compensation was quite unjustified. …
In many cases the Sardar was responsible for delaying land reform legislation; he opposed putting a
ceiling on compensation to be paid to the zamindars; he got compensation amounts proposed to be
given to the large Bihar landlords increased; and he even … asked for cash compensation instead of
bonds... The compiler (V. Shankar) of the Sardar’s Select Correspondence has stated that the Sardar
took an ‘active and lively interest’ in the ‘safeguarding of property rights’.

6.3

Rajaji’s ethical and welfare critique of land ceiling (1959)

Nehru’s passion for the land ceiling was not universally accepted. It was particularly resisted by those who
understood Gandhi’s approach and methods. Gandhi did not like communism – he thought that communists
‘do not make any distinction between fair and foul, truth and falsehood’ 124. Towards the socialists, as well, he
held strong reservations, as pointed out earlier.
Rajaji was a committed follower of Gandhi’s ethical approach towards other humans. He led the resistance
against land ceiling which he called ‘a child of sadism’ 125. He wrote a stinging critique of Nehru’s ‘programme of
expropriation of land above a certain allowed maximum’ in his 16 February 1959 article in The Hindustan Times 126.
He wrote:
[I]t is injustice and tyranny to pass a decree of expropriation on a body of law-abiding citizens
serving the nation with marketable food-grains because their number is small and, presumably,
because they cannot offer effective resistance in a democracy based on universal suffrage.
It would be a tyrannical use of power, unless the purpose of the expropriation is entirely justifiable
and full market value plus a percentage for the compulsory character of the public acquisition is paid
and not merely promised in instalments as a miserable subsistence allowance.
The object of any infringement of the constitutional right to hold property should be justified.
Mere good intentions cannot suffice, but it should be shown that such good intentions will be carried
into effect and the object achieved. There is a great deal of reasonable doubt whether the ‘passionate’
desire of the Prime Minister of India will be achieved at all by the policies he has decided to put into
effect. His ambition is to do something great and good for the people of India in his lifetime. [T]he
means he is proposing to adopt involve an outrageous amount of disregard of established rights.
Ethics is a discipline of means, not of ends. Expropriation is not ethical at least according to
the accepted notions of our country and our Constitution.
Socialism, or a policy of general welfare, does not consist in any angry attack on those who have in
accordance with the laws of the land acquired a comfortable position.
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The land now sought to be expropriated was not acquired by any feudal law but under the
ordinary common law governing all property. There is no justification available for the measure
by way of punishment of sins committed by the present owners or their predecessors in title.
Everyone agrees that the progress of the country towards wellbeing depends on providing scope for full
employment. This cannot be done by providing government posts or jobs in government-controlled
industries…. The big industrialists are not going to bring these small workshops into existence. Nor can
the State undertake and manage a vast number of such small concerns through the bureaucratic
machine. The only hope for such rural industrialization, as is necessary for the well-being of this
large country, is that the richer landlords may find this a good investment, supplementing their
own interests. They are the natural entrepreneurs of the smaller decentralized industries that
should come into existence. It is, therefore, not good policy to depress them by so-called reform and
make them disinclined and incapable of any such enterprise which will be the result of the present drive
against the richer agriculturists.
The decrees of expropriation contemplated will not increase food production, and will not absorb
any additional unemployed men. They will fatally affect prospects of rural industrialization. … We must
depend on local capital and local enterprise and the urge of honourable self-interest for this change of
the face of India.

Basically, during the ceiling enforcement process, land belonging to good, hard-working farmers was
seized. As noted earlier, redistribution is fundamentally wrong. If a property is to be taken from someone and
given to another, it must be taken with his consent – or, if it has been acquired unlawfully, a judicial process
implemented to bring the person to justice. A ceiling on agricultural land for implementing land redistribution
cannot be justified. If giving land to the poor is an objective, its rationale must be carefully and transparently
disclosed and options to do so without undermining fundamental rights identified. As discussed in Chapter xx,
the poor need direct transfer of funds and support for their family’s health and the education of their children.
Anything beyond that is not justified and would amount to redistribution – something that takes society down
the slippery slope.

6.4

How the Ceiling Act works

Agricultural land ceiling Acts that fall within the jurisdiction of State governments place limits on ownership of
agricultural land – not on ownership of ‘land’ more generally. Urban land ceiling Acts came into being for a short
period but were rapidly repealed.
Different states have different limits for agricultural land that a farmer can own 127. The Maharashtra Agricultural
Lands (Ceiling on Holdings) Act 128 came into effect in 1961 and has been amended many times. The Maharashtra
Act 21 of 1975 had the following provision:
In pursuance of article 31-C of the Constitution of India, it is hereby declared that the provisions of this
Act are enacted for giving effect to the policy of the State towards securing the principles specified in
clause (b) and clause (c) of article 39 of the Constitution of India; and in particular, but without
prejudice to the generality of the foregoing declaration, for providing that the ownership and control
of the agricultural resources of the community are so distributed as best to subserve the
common good, and also that the operation of the agricultural economic system does not result in the
concentration of wealth and means of agricultural production to the common detriment.

In 1971, the Central government called a meeting of Chief Ministers, following which 17 states made changes to
the ceiling. Maharashtra fixed the ceiling of dry-land agriculture (one crop) at 54 acres for a family – the
maximum as per the Centre’s directive; and a limit of 18 acres for irrigated land (multiple crops) 129. The
implementation of the Act was done in Maharashtra after the drought of 1972. In comparison, the average farm
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size in Australia is 4,331 hectares (10,702 acres). Even if it is assumed that the market value of agricultural land is
Rs. 1 crore per acre, 54 acres are valued at Rs. 54 crores. A farmer in Maharashtra cannot hold agricultural
property worth more than Rs. 54 crores. Ambani, on the other hand, owns lakhs of crores.
Land in excess of the ceiling limit was confiscated by the government with meagre compensation. For instance,
the Maharashtra Agricultural Lands (Ceiling on Holdings) Act 1961 has the following provisions:
23. In each of the districts and takukas specified in column 1 of the First Schedule, for each class of
land described in columns 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 of that Schedule, the amount of compensation for surplus
land acquired by the State Government under section 21 shall consist of,–
(a) in case of dry crop land falling under column 5 or 6 the price calculated at the price per
hectare specified in column 7 of that Schedule, or
(b) in the case of land falling under columns 2, 3 and 4 of that Schedule, the price calculated at
the price per hectare of dry crop land increased by one hundred, by fifty and by twenty-five
per cent; respectively.
Explanation.–In the case of land referred to in clause (a), the price shall not in any case exceed one
thousand rupees per hectare, and in the case of land referred to in clause (b), the price shall not in
any case exceed five thousand rupees per hectare:
Provided that in the case of land which is not cultivated for a continuous period of three years
immediately before the commencement date, the price shall be twenty-five per cent of the price
calculated under clause (a) or (b), as the case may be:
Collector to give notice calling upon interested persons to submit claims to compensation.
26. (1) The amount of compensation may, subject to the provisions of sub-section (3), be payable in
transferable bonds carrying interest at three per cent per annum.

It was forbidden for someone in possession of ‘surplus’ land to sell it in the market and therefore reduce his
holdings: he was forced to get the low level compensation that the government determined. Moreover, anyone
who bought this land would be forced to forfeit it even if that buyer was not in breach of the ceiling law:
(b) any land is transferred in contravention of section 8, then in calculating the ceiling area which that
person, or as the case may be, the family unit, is entitled to hold, the land so transferred shall be taken
into consideration, and the land exceeding the ceiling area so calculated shall be deemed to be in excess
of the ceiling area for that holding, notwithstanding that the land remaining with him or with the family
unit may not in fact be in excess of the ceiling area.
If by reason of such transfer, the holding of a person, or as the case may be, of the family unit is less
than the area so calculated to be in excess of the ceiling area, then all the land of the person, or as the
case may be, the family unit shall be deemed to be surplus land; and out of the land so transferred
and in possession of the transferee [unless such land is liable to forfeiture under the provisions of
sub-section (3)], land to the extent of such deficiency shall, subject to rules made in that behalf, also be
deemed to be surplus land, notwithstanding that the holding of the transferee may not in fact
be in excess of the ceiling area.

It was then redistributed to the landless for cultivation. Surplus land under the ceiling Acts remains with the
government. A landless cultivator on that land is recorded as a secondary owner – with all land transfers to be
approved by the government. Effectively, this amounts to the nationalization of land.
29. (1) Without the previous sanction of the Collector, no land granted under section 27 or granted to a
joint farming society under section 28, shall be–
(a) transferred, whether by way of sale (including sale in execution of a decree of a civil court or of an
award or order of any competent authority) or by way of gift, mortgage, exchange, lease or otherwise; or
(b) divided whether by partition or otherwise, and whether by a decree or order of a civil court or any
other competent authority,
such sanction shall not be given otherwise than in such circumstances, and on such conditions including
condition regarding payment of premium or nazarana to the State Government, as may be prescribed :
(2) If sanction is given by the Collector to any transfer or division under subsection (1) subsequent
transfer or division of land shall also be subject to the provisions of sub-section (1).
(3) Any transfer or division of land, and any acquisition thereof, in contravention of sub-section (1) or
sub-section (2) shall be invalid; and as a penalty therefor, any right, title and interest of the transferor
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and transferee in or in relation to such land shall, after giving him an opportunity to show cause, be
forfeited by the Collector and shall without further assurance vest in the State Government.

As per the government data received under the Right to Information, a total of 7,25,078 acres of land was
declared surplus across the country. Out of that, 6,70,815 acres was confiscated by the government 130. If the
average rate of the confiscated land is presumed to be only Rs.50 lakh per acre today, the government
effectively looted up to Rs.3.35 lakh crores from rightful owners.
Of this, 6,34,158 acres of land was distributed to 1,39,755 people, with the average individual landless person
receiving 4.5 acres of land. Although there is no data available about what happened to these individuals, it is
likely that most of the land grantees sold their land to other landless people under the Act (each such sale being
‘approved’ by the Collector – who remains owner of these lands) and moved to the cities.

6.5

Effect of these restrictions: Can’t grow big nor exit if unsustainable

The ceiling law has to be read to understand how bizarre socialism is. The net result is that it is acceptable for an
efficient business or industry to grow in size in India but a farmer simply can’t grow. There is no limitation on
how many factories an industrialist can construct. Sahara group has 38,000 acres of land; a farmer is a secondclass citizen with extremely limited land ownership rights. An efficient restaurant owner can own thousands of
restaurants but the efficient farmer must stop after being an efficient producer within the allotted ceiling. No
restrictions apply on occupations such as lawyers, doctors, shopkeepers: no limit on the cases a lawyer is can take
up, no restrictions on the number patients a doctor can examine, no limitation on the number of heads a barber
is can shave or the number saloons he can set up. But not farmers.
Land is the most fundamental asset for an agriculture entrepreneur but if a farmer is a single-crop dry-land
agriculturist, he can keep 54 acres, if the land can be used for two crops, 18 acres is the limit. Any excess passes
on to the government.
The ceiling along with other restrictions on the sale of land create a cumulative bottleneck, with an efficient
farmer neither allowed to expand nor exit. One study has revealed that 40% farmers in the country are more
than ready to quit farming. But they cannot because they have no choice available. Those who get the
opportunity to escape get out immediately. Farmers are struggling to get their sons and daughters out of
agriculture. Foisting an occupation on someone is equivalent to forcing him to walk down the gallows. Farmers
are considered fit by India’s governments only to be beasts of burden of the state.
The 2019 Farmer’s Manifesto notes:
Farmers can neither quit agriculture, nor can they find alternative means of livelihood, given the poor
quality of education and health services, and lack of economic opportunities in the non-farm sectors.
Farmers have nowhere else to go, most are not just distressed, they are gasping for survival and
desperately looking for any opportunity to turn the tide and prosper. Indian agriculture has become
synonymous with poverty, not because the farmers are incapable, but because they are being prevented
from unlocking the wealth of their assets and unleashing their spirit of independence and enterprise. 131

6.6

Even if land ceiling was imposed in a fit of jealousy, why is it still needed?

No one has land today that exceeds the ceiling. So, if the jealousy-based retribution project against ‘big farmers’
of Nehru and his socialist successors has been completed, what is the rationale for continuing with the ceiling
laws? Why do these Acts exist today when there is no identified impropriety (e.g. Zamindari) and when India has
over 100 billionaires – so presumably ‘concentration of wealth’ which was the argument for ceiling laws is no
longer valid? The absurdity of the situation beggars belief.

Sourced from Amar Habib’s book, Anti Farmer Laws (2018). https://www.sabhlokcity.com/2018/09/please-download-and-shareamar-habibs-excellent-book-anti-farmer-law
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6.6.1

Structural change through repeal of ceiling laws

The land market will be freed if the ceiling is lifted (of course, other restrictions will also need to go). Productive
farmers will acquire as much land as they can manage. Someone who wants to exit agriculture will be able to
more readily do so.
Agriculture contributes just 8 per cent of overall GDP in China (with 26 per cent of the workforce). In Israel
agriculture commands 1 per cent of GDP, with less than 1 per cent of its workforce in agriculture 132. In India
agriculture commands around 15% of GDP with 54% of the workforce. This is simply not sustainable.
The model of ‘development’ in India is simple: let the rich grow richer but make sure that farmers are kept at the
barest of subsistence. Farmers are condemned by governments to live and die in farming, often forced into
suicide since exit is not even an option.
In the aftermath of the liberalisation of the 1990s, some children of farmers have started moving out of
agriculture. Today, many farmers are clear: that their children should not return to agriculture. But the lack of
opportunity in rural areas means that most cannot leave.

6.6.2

A disincentive for professionalization of agriculture

An efficient farmer effectively faces a quota – he is allowed to only produce so much, no more. In Australia
highly trained agriculture professionals buy and operate large farms. But agriculture professionals in farming are
extremely rare in India. Competent agriculture professionals who may be keen to prove their ability in large scale
farming cannot do so in India and either leave for countries like Canada, Australia or New Zealand (which have
many large-scale farmers from India) or switch to other occupations.
Once ceiling Acts are abolished, farming companies will also grow rapidly. No investor will risk capital to a twoacre farmer. For capital to be invested, efficient farmers need the ability to buy land from less efficient farmers.
Once individual farms or farming companies hold 1000-2000 acres of land, investors will step in, allowing the
professionalisation of agriculture. Such enterprises would likely also start food-processing industries, thus
generating jobs on a mass scale. While the rest of the world uses high-end technology with drones, satellite
phones, remote controlled irrigation and fine-tuned delivery of fertiliser only to the seeds, India’s farmers
continue to produce with 10th century technology. This is almost entirely due to land ceiling laws.
Further, due to fragmentation caused by the ceiling, India has very small farms. When the number of sellers is
large even as (thanks to the Market Committee Acts) the number of purchasers is low, farmers receive a very low
price. If the number of producers reduces as bigger farms emerge and buyers increase due to the phasing out of
APMCs, farmers will get a fairer price. And given access to warehouses and cold stores, the bigger farmers will
also have the ability to wait out low prices.

6.6.3

Global productivity increases and competition

Globally, many changes are taking place in agriculture. Costs of production have reduced, overall, and
agricultural production has shot up. As a result, prices of agricultural products are falling (despite recent covidinduced price increases). If India has to face efficient producers from across the world, we need to make many
fundamental changes. The beginning will have to be made by abolishing anti-farmer laws, including the ceiling.
This will lead to sustainable and high-paying employment in agriculture.
While our Party does not consider that larger land holdings are necessary for improved productivity
(professionalisation is the key), the fact is that is our land holdings remain extremely small. The Union
Agriculture Minster informed the Parliament in 2017 that the land holding of 91% of our farmers is less than 1
hectare (2 ½ acres). In comparison, the average holding in America is about 450 acres, in Brazil 200+ acres, in
Australia, 5000+ acres. In developed countries, the size of farm land is increasing. In India the size of land
holding is contracting. Around 200 acres land provides for a family in the West – but 100 families have to
survive on 200 acres in India: an impossibility. Forget becoming billionaires, how can farmer even survive in this
topsy-turvy socialist world?
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6.6.4

SBP is not advocating big land holdings

Optimal land holding size is not a matter for the government to decide. Farmers should decide – but they can
only do so if they are left free to choose. It is quite possible that some farmers will work wonders on a small
holding; even as others want to experiment on a bigger one. Both must have the freedom to choose. Farmers
should be also free to decide the kind of technology they want to use.

6.7

False arguments to continue with ceiling

In spite of these self-evident facts, some people still oppose the abolition of ceiling. The leftists and urban
intellectuals – who have never undertaken farming themselves – love the ceiling.

6.7.1

City dwellers on high salary don’t want farmers to migrate to cities

White-collar workers in cities with an attractive salary believe that farmers should live or die in villages. They
believe that if farmers leave agriculture and work in jobs in the cities, they will create congestion. Farmers are
genetically fit for only one thing: to cultivate food-grains, vegetables and fruits for the city dwellers – that too, at
a low cost. Political parties on the left of the spectrum always raise the bogey of ‘cities can’t cope’ to break the
spirit of farmers. Our Party has no doubt that India can create 500 Singapores if only we have sensible urban
policies, but that is a separate discussion.

6.7.2

Who will cultivate lands if famers exit farming?

The process of people leaving agriculture has been going on for a couple of centuries across the world as the
Industrial Revolution created diverse jobs and well-paying jobs in cities. Not all children of a farmer continue in
farming in the West: maybe three out of four brothers leave agriculture for other careers which are of greater
interest to them. The economic structure of the West has changed drastically over the past century, with
agriculture now employing only a very small proportion of the workforce (Figure xx).

Figure xx: Source 133

Given the exodus from farming in the West, their governments bribe farmers with subsidies to motivate them to
stay on their land. In India, governments compel farmers to continue tilling even though it is unremunerative.
A bogey is often raised by those who want farmers to continue to serve them as their bonded labourers: If
unremunerative farmers leave farming, who will produce our food?
The answer is simple: If there is freedom of occupation and strong property rights, the markets will find a
solution. Markets have a knack for allocating human recourses to their most productive use. This basic principle
that was discovered by Adam Smith in 1776 is foreign to the communists and socialists who have run India into
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the ground. The answer is that no one needs to worry about food. Highly trained professional agriculture
graduates will enter farming and produce the best quality food in abundance. Today, we are preventing
unproductive farmers from leaving agriculture even as we prevent professionals from entering agriculture.

6.7.3

The bogey that ‘capitalists’ will take over agriculture

The leftists (who claim to want to end poverty but always increase it) throw spurious questions like: ‘What if
‘capitalists’ step in to purchase land from small farmers and make them landless after the ceiling is lifted?’
First, capitalists (industrialists?) even now face no obstruction on the purchase of land. The ceiling Acts do not
limit how much land industrialists can buy. The restriction on land is only on farming.
Second, even if a ‘capitalist’ wants to engage in farming, he is not draining taxpayer money. That person is taking
a risk with his own money. If he fails, his enterprise will go sour. No ‘capitalist’ in his right senses will enter
farming under today’s regulatory system.
Third, the belief that farmers will immediately sell their lands if the ceiling is removed is misplaced. Like a person
who preserves his wife’s Mangalsutra even in the worst financial contingency, farmers do not generally part with
their land. It is their mainstay, their insurance policy for at least some food when everything breaks down around
them (as happened during the insane covid lockdowns of Mr Modi). Maybe when the shackles on farmers are
removed and India’s governance is also improved – so that farmers can see a future for themselves and their
children outside of farming – they might begin selling their land.
To say that ‘capitalists’ would grab land is fearmongering, like telling villagers of (the mythical) Rampur that
‘Gabbar Singh’ is coming. We should not use bad, imaginary reasons by ignorant and arrogant leftists who have
not the slightest understanding of agriculture or of markets, to stop a bad policy from being repealed.
In sum, the ceiling Acts never had any rationale and have no place in India. They must go. The Ceiling laws were
and remain unconstitutional as per the BR Ambedkar Constitution and must be abolished – right away.

6.8

Some minor reforms in a few states

Some minor reforms have been occurring in a few states:
Karnataka has amended the section 63 of the Karnataka Land Reforms Act, 1961 and doubled the amount of
land an individual and a family can hold. 134 But just like there was never any justification for a particular ceiling,
there is no justification for doubling that value. There needs to be compete abolition of the ceiling.
It was reported on 27 February 2019 that:
The Maharashtra government passed an amendment in the Maharashtra Agriculture Lands (ceiling on
holding) Act 1961. As per this decision, there will be no restriction on holding more than 54 acre of
land. The amendment enables developers to buy unlimited acres of land for development of
integrated townships and construction of affordable houses in Maharashtra. As per the earlier
provisions of the land ceiling act, a single buyer was not allowed to buy more than 54 acre of land.
‘By amending Maharashtra Tenancy and Agricultural Lands Act, section 47A of Hyderabad Tenancy
and Agricultural Lands Act, the restriction imposed under the said tenancy laws upon the sale of
agriculture lands for bonafide industrial use or integrated township projects has been removed,’ states the
Act that passes in the Maharashtra state Assembly on Tuesday.

This alleged reform is clearly insufficient: it might help get some famers who are located on the outskirts of cities
a better price for their land but it does not help the farm sector in any way.

6.9

Preliminary cost-benefit analysis

The idea of a cost-benefit analysis of ceiling laws is redundant. These laws have created so little gain (a few
landless people benefited) at such a huge national cost, that there is no doubt that a CBA of the ceiling laws will

134 Bhuvana Anand, Ritika Shah and Sudhanshu Neema, From Annadata to Farmpreneur: Playbook for Reforming Indian Agriculture,
https://ccs.in/sites/default/files/primer.pdf
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be overwhelmingly against their continuation. Nevertheless, the White Paper could provide a CBA so that the
People of India can see for themselves the colossal harms caused by Nehru and his socialists since 1951.

6.10 Recommendations for the White Paper
RECOMMENDATION FOR THE WHITE PAPER
1. Provide pathway to abolish Land Ceiling Acts including any necessary Constitutional amendments
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7

Simple things like leasing and selling land are a huge challenge

There is only one way to protect property rights and an infinite number of ways to disrupt them. We have
already discussed the innumerable ways by which property rights have been destroy in India but there is more.
Even simple things like proof of title over land, leasing land, selling it or changing its use, are a nightmare due to
total neglect of successive governments which have been more interested in running businesses than in
performing their core function. The resultant nightmare created for the nation means that almost 2/3rds of all
civil litigation in India is property-related 135.
Things are almost equally bad in India for all sectors including ordinary citizens in relation to land records and
land title but farmers are in a league by themselves – with huge additional problems that are largely unique to
them. For example, industrialists are able to freely enter and exit land but farmers face almost insurmountable
hurdles to change land ownership or exit farming. In particular, since non-farmers are not allowed to buy
agricultural land in many cases, farmers’ land is devalued and the farmer is forced to sell to his neighbours. The
suffering is even worse for tribal land owners since they can sell their land only to another tribal, not even to
farmers more generally. Under the garb of protecting farmers and tribals, these groups are forced into penury.
Effectively, since farmers cannot exit farming, or can only do so at a huge capital loss, they have become bonded
labourers on their own land.
This chapter discusses the land situation in the agriculture sector under four headings:
(1) land records system;
(2) proof of title;
(3) tenancy (leasing or otherwise contracting the use of land);
(4) sale of land; and
(5) change in land use.
As a result of tenancy, sale and land use restrictions, farmers are unable to convert their land into capital and
invest into other occupations or industries: they are forced to continue farming even though it may not provide
any meaningful sustenance.

7.1

Land records and the land revenue system are in a mess

Keeping an authentic record of land ownership and certifying ownership in the case of any dispute is one of the
most crucial functions of the government. However, in India this has not been the case.
Historically, “when the British arrived, they built upon Akbar’s land revenue system and took it through multiple
iterations like the Zamindari system, the Ryotwari system and the Mahalwari system before all of this was
abolished soon after independence” 136. After independence, India’s governments got busy with operating
businesses and trading, instead of performing their core functions. The governments deliberately let land records
to go to seed. A part of that was the conscious decision to downgrade land revenue as a source of funding for
the government. During British rule, land revenue was a form of land tax but it has been allowed to decay into
insignificance after independence, to the point when it does not fund even the management of land records. Its
importance in the rural economy continues, for purposes of proving ownership, so people are known to pay
bribes to intermediaries to even get their land revenue receipts.
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7.1.1

Reviving land revenue as a basis for a future land tax

A robust annual land revenue system is one option re-build a broad-based foundation to fund the management
of lands records. Our Party is committed to a land tax as one of the least distortionary methods to raise revenue.
The land revenue system can, in due course, converted into a universal land tax.

7.1.2

Management of land records is in disarray

Keeping an accurate record of land boundaries and ownership is a non-trivial exercise. It is a complex paperbased system with various land revenue officials involved from the village to the district level. As Terra
Economics & Analytics Lab, a company advised by some of the world’s best economists, notes:
Records are in a bad shape, many title transfers are unrecorded and changes on the land often go
undocumented. Existing records are fragmented and are maintained in different scripts and languages in
different states. The Courts are already overburdened by disputes due to the poor quality of land
records. Cases of fraud, forgery and misconduct surrounding land are common. 137

As a results, simple things like title deeds, land consolidation, change in ownership (mutation) after the
death of the owner, can take a vast amount of time and effort, crushing the prospect of an efficient agriculture
sector.

7.1.3

National land coordinates and ownership records

With the radical change in technology (satellites) there is no need to have a State-based land records system.
Google uses technology to keep a fairly accurate description of land coordinates across the entire world. A highly
competent national organisation (not necessarily owned by the government) can:
keep an authentic record of the location and coordinates of all land using GIS, satellite and aerial
photography, GPS, etc.). Cadastral surveys, that identify the location, coordinates, owners and other details
of land, are based on traverses starting and closing from a village tri-junction. However, this system is not
linked to any national reference system. Land parcels, therefore, cannot be located easily on the earth’s
surface, leading to encroachments and litigation, and enormous suffering to land owners. By combining this
data with satellite imagery, a national system of land coordinates is perfectly feasible today.
create a distributed blockchain-based record of land ownership. It should potentially be feasible to use
blockchain technology combined with the location database to maintain a fool-proof, guaranteed proof of
title that can only be updated once, after all necessary proofs have been provided. This will enable a Torrenslike system to be created for title ownership. Of course, blockchain for transactions can work only for
properties with clean title going forward but it doesn’t fix legacy issues.

•

•

In 2008, the Digital India Land Record Modernisation Programme (DILRMP) was launched with the intention
of computerising property records and registration, and to survey and prepare maps using IT, to facilitate a move
towards a conclusive land titling system.
In November 2018, Minister Narendra Tomar stated that more than 90% land records in 23 states and
UTs had been computerized under the DILRMP. In addition to this, 90% cadastral maps had been
digitised in 19 states and UTs. However these figures can be misleading. While these many records have
been digitised, the quality of the records may not have improved, as much of this data has not been
confirmed by additional surveys. In Jharkhand, where 99% of land records are digitised, locals have
been complaining of discrepancies in the online records as they discovered many parcels of land had
abruptly changed hands and strangers had been listed as heirs to family land. Jharkhand is also one of
the poorest performing states in the area of land surveys with only 2.33% of land surveyed and new
maps drawn. 138

In addition, digitisation of “abadi” or residential parts of villages is being commenced:
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In order to create and update the Record of Rights in all the Abadi areas in 6.62 lakh villages in the
country, the Government of India launched the SVAMITVA (Survey of Villages and Mapping with
Improvised Technology in Village Areas) scheme on 24th April, 2020. In this scheme, the Survey of
India (SoI), in collaboration with the revenue departments of the respective states, will use drones to
survey land holdings and create RoRs for residents. By undertaking this mapping and ownership
exercise, the government expects SVAMITVA to: (1) make rural landholdings marketable (since
financial institutions are more likely to lend against properties with clearly recorded titles), (2) make the
process of determination of property tax in rural areas efficient, (3) enable Gram Panchayats (GPs) to
prepare Gram Panchayat Development Plans (GPDP), and (4) help reduce potential future propertyrelated litigation in civil courts. 139

A blockchain project has been undertaken in Andhra Pradesh:
Many important prerequisites have to be fulfilled for the successful implementation of a blockchainbased land registry system. For instance, AP’s land records were already digitised, which made it easy to
enter them into the blockchain system. The planned survey of the state’s land using advanced
technologies is likely to further increase the accuracy of the land data. A high level of smartphone access
and technology literacy are also important. Commitment on the part of the government, political
consensus to promote the technology and broad public support are some of the key factors that lead to
large-scale adoption of blockchain in property rights enforcement. The blockchain-based land
registration system has received high political priority in Andhra Pradesh. 140

Our Party has very strong reservations about the capability of India’s miserable governance system to deliver
any such exercise successfully. These programs need to be radically upgraded by involving India’s IT sector to
directly manage them (the way Aadhaar was built). It will take the government decades even to start any
meaningful work – and any work it does will be a complete failure. The more the government makes contractual
arrangements with India’s world-beating private sector, the faster will farmers get relief from the chaos in the
land management of India. [See also the governance reforms chapter of this Paper for a discussion on how to
modernise India’s colonial bureaucracy.]

7.2

The system to register ownership needs to change

India’s system of registering land ownership ranks extremely poorly in international comparisons. The World
Bank ranked India 154th in the world in 2020 on ease of registering property. 141
Having a clean title to land is crucial for farmers for possible lease of that land and possibly also as collateral for
obtaining working capital from banks.
Small and marginal farmers, who account for more than half of the total land holdings, and may not
hold formal land titles, are unable to access institutionalised credit. 142

For collateral to banks, however, the Security and Reconstruction of Financial Assets and Enforcement of Security Interests
Act 2002 143 - excludes “any security interest created in agricultural land”. The Act is intended to empower banks
to initiate loan recovery but since they cannot repossess agricultural land that is used as collateral, there is only a
limited incentive for banks to lend to farmers. Our Party would not want this kind of an exclusion to continue in
the longer run, once a full-suite of reforms has been implemented.
The 1989 Wadhwa report ‘Wadhwa highlighted the helplessness of millions of small illiterate farmers in the
country whose only evidence of title was the entry in record of rights by the state governments. These farmers
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were often the victims of fraud, forgery and cheating in land transactions and had no means to fight
it’ 144.
Due to a poor quality land records system, land disputes languish in courts for years.
One needs multiple documents to establish ownership. These documents are not available easily as the
records are not digital, incomplete and held manually. Record-keeping involves different departments
and interdepartmental communication is poor. While the government has undertaken surveys to update
land records, the efforts haven’t culminated; a partial digitised dataset without accurate and latest
information is unreliable and doesn’t serve the purpose (Mishra and Suhag 2017).
The absence of land records has wide-ranging implications: it slows property sales and consequently
infrastructural development; land disputes have clogged the judiciary with more than half of all pending
cases relating to land; and it hinders credit growth as land without clear titles cannot be used as
mortgage (Mishra and Suhag 2017). 145

It is not just about land records. The government does not guarantee title over land in India, unlike with the
Torrens system in Australia. As a result:
the traditional system of conveyancing and registration in India contemplates that each private person
who wishes to undertake or enter into a transaction concerning immovable property must investigate
the title in the property himself. He may investigate it to the best of his ability and yet some defect may
remain. The reason is that while the successive links as investigated and as leading to the present
transaction may have been satisfactorily investigated as they stand, it is possible that some of the
intermediate documents might themselves be defective because of external factors (forgery,
want of consent, incompetence by reason of age, etc) and other causes. Sometimes, there may be
undiscovered wills. Apart from this, what is more important is that the source from which all the
intermediate documents are derived may itself be weak. It is elementary that no successive transaction
can ride higher than the original and ultimate source. 146

7.2.1

Moving from a deed system to a conclusive Torrens title system

Even though the government charges a fee for registration of sale deeds, it does not guarantee the authenticity of
the sale. As noted above:
In India property and land are transferred through registered documents (like sales deeds). While the
transaction is registered, the document alone does not provide any guarantee of land ownership,
meaning earlier transfers of the land/property can be challenged. This means the burden of ensuring a
clean title (taking into account previous transactions) lies on the buyer and not the registrar. 147

The presumptive titling regime (deed system) needs to move to a system of conclusive titling (e.g. Torrens
system of land registration), using insights from the 1989 Wadhwa report. The Torrens title system originated in
South Australia and has spread to nations like England, Canada, Singapore and Ireland. A certificate of title is
provided for every portion of land. The Torrens System operates on the principle of ‘title by registration’ rather
than ‘registration of title.’ It allows conclusive titles to be issued, allowing land owners to readily provide
collateral for credit. In conclusive titling the government guarantees land titles and compensates should the title
be disputed.
This system does not require government management. Victoria, Australia, privatised its Land Titles and Registry
office in 2018 148. Today, the Victorian Register of land allows anyone to search and get a copy (for a small fee) of
the registered proprietors’ names and addresses, mortgage details and information about other encumbrances
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affecting the land registration – even as the original is only available with the owner (or often by the bank that
provides a mortgage). 149

7.2.1.1 Title Insurance option
Land title insurance through private enterprise can be considered as a transitional option till the government can
get its act together. 150 The actuarial risks in such insurance would be huge, as big as that of a conclusive title
system for government. Of course, in Victoria, Australia, conclusive titles are now privatised, so there is
essentially no need for state involvement in land registration.

7.2.1.2 Some progress on titling but at a glacial pace
Terra Economics & Analytics Lab notes:
In 2011, the government drafted a Model Land Titling Bill 2011. The Bill aimed for States to move
towards establishing conclusive titles. However, the Bill was not clear on how the current system would
transition to the new system and what the roles of authorities and officers would be. It also did not
address how inadequate land records could be resolved to mirror the on-the-ground reality. For these
reasons, the bill did not incite much of a response from state legislatures. The only States that took
some steps towards conclusive titling were Rajasthan and Maharashtra.
The Rajasthan assembly passed the Rajasthan Urban Land (Certification of Titles) Act in 2016. The act
proposed that an IAS officer be appointed to adjudicate title to urban land. The officer was to receive
applications for certification and issue title certificate to the applicant if there are no unpaid tax dues or
disputes on the land in question. If later a defect is found in the land, the applicant will be compensated
by the State. However the Act is still inadequate as it fails to address critical issues. The certificate issued
under the titling law will not record details such as the nature of the land. Further there is a provision
for the certificate issued to be cancelled if it is issued under mistake. This implies the certificate is not
indefeasible and purchasers may still have to conduct diligence and enquiry into the nature of land and
title of seller.
In Maharashtra, a draft of the Maharashtra Land Titling bill was approved in 2019. The draft proposed
the creation of a Land Titling Authority for the creation and updation of land records. It proposed a
system where information relating to land (including encumbrances, litigation) would be available at a
single point. However it will still take at least 3 years to update all land records after the bill is passed
and it will be launched in a small area on a pilot basis initially.

7.3

Legal restrictions on leasing land

Leasing land has got a bad rap due to exploitation of tenants in the past. But it is inappropriate to force farmers
to till their land even when personal circumstances might forbid them from tilling it directly. Farmers need to
have the option to lease their land out to others (or lease other farmers’ land).
As Shetkari Sanghatana noted in its submission to the Supreme Court Committee on Farm Laws: ‘farmers
freedom to lease their lands to agri-professionals with capital and technology, and become in turn
shareholders and workers on the same land, or setting the stage to make forward contracts, transferring their risk
to businessmen, leading hopefully to a freedom to lease unviable lands for a job and a share in profits’. 151
The obverse is the ability of those who have capacity to undertake farming to lease as much land as they can
possibly manage. Unfortunately, both such transactions are severely hampered in India:
In 2016, researchers at NITI Aayog devised an Agricultural Marketing and Farmer Friendly Reforms
Index with land leasing reforms as one component (Chand and Singh 2016). According to the report, 21
States had bans on land leasing, and 10 states allowed leasing partially. 152
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Contract farming is a crucial way for farmers to reduce risk of price volatility, but tenancy Acts restrain farmers
from entering into contracts with other parties and achieving benefits from the newly introduced contract
farming laws and from enhancing the scale of farm operations by using technologies and machinery. 153
Regulations on leasing of agricultural land—introduced with the intent to protect poor tenants from
exploitation by land owners—either ban or restrict tenancy in most states. The Himachal Pradesh
Tenancy and Land Reforms Act, 1972 defines an ‘agriculturist’ as a landowner who cultivates land
personally. Regulation is of four types (Hanstad, Neilsen, and Brown 2004). First, some states like
Kerala and Jammu and Kashmir have a blanket ban on agricultural tenancy. Second, states such as
Himachal Pradesh and Uttar Pradesh ban tenancy but exclude some population segments like widows
and minors from this ban. A third category is states like West Bengal and Gujarat that have not banned
tenancy but have laws that grant owner-like rights to tenants. Finally, a few states have adopted a mix of
regulations: some to limit tenancy and others to modify the nature of tenancy by imposing rent
ceilings. 154

The current situation is that:
[T]he absence of a rental market for agricultural land render tenants without legal protection and limit
investment into farms. In 2016, just over 10% of agricultural land was under tenancy in India, ranging
from 0.15% in Jammu Kashmir and 30% in Andhra Pradesh. While 4% of farmers have benefited from
‘owner or owner-like rights’, others are either left without access to land or access informally,
exacerbating exploitation, and inability to secure institutional credit or state support (NITI Aayog 2016)

An option is to allow formal leases and contracts as they occur in other areas (e.g. in renting a house). A generic
law could be enacted across the nation to deal with all aspects of leasing farm land:
In March 2016, NITI Aayog proposed a Model Land Leasing Act (NITI Aayog 2016). The proposed act
suggests legalisation of tenancy. It allows for conditions of lease to be defined mutually by the tenants
and landlords. However, state governments have shown limited interest; as of 2018, three states had
shown interest (The Hindu Business Line 2018). At the time of writing this report, Uttarakhand appears
to have finalised a policy that will allow any institution, company, firm or self-help group, to lease upto
30 acres of agricultural land for 30 years (Outlook India 2011).
An alternative to adoption of the Model Land Leasing Act is to lift restrictions on leasing and allow laws
such as the Transfer of Property Act, 1882 and the Indian Contract Act, 1872 to govern agricultural
land. 155

7.3.1

Getting farming contracts into the formal sector

Given the natural lifecycle of humans, there comes a stage when farmers are unable to physically carry out
farming activities. As a result, around 20-50% of agriculture is under some kind of contract, largely informal. 156
In the absence of formal contracts that are recognised by the banking and financial system, the cultivators are
unable to access formal bank credit or access government schemes such as Kisan Samman Nidhi. (ibid)
It is not necessary to create new laws, merely to allow the Contract Act to be used for such contractual
arrangements:
An additional layer in the form of the new contract farming law is unlikely to resolve the challenging
ground realities. Once there is a credible effort to reform the factors responsible for the complexities
involved, more contracts may get formalised, and then most of these could be easily governed under the
existing Indian Contract Act, 1872 (which recognises formal, semi-formal, and informal contracts). 157
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7.4

Legal restrictions on sale of farm land

The inability of farmers to sell their property in the free market is yet another vicious attack on their property
rights. Farmers face severe legal restrictions on the sale of their land. In many parts of India there are restrictions
on whom farmers can sell their land to.
Selling of farmland is subject to several restrictions in India. While the state laws differ in details, they
typically limit who can buy land (Indian resident, individual or company, agriculturist, tribe members)
and the accepted mode of transfer (gift vs. sale) (Hanstad, Neilsen, and Brown 2004). …Besides these
conditions, there are also process related restrictions with some states such as Maharashtra requiring
government approval before sale of agricultural land (Hassan 2016). These restrictions depress the price
of agricultural land, affecting the ability to exit or draw investments.
Such limitations trap landowners. First, prohibitions on the sale of farm land assume that all land
transactions are exploitative in nature and are likely to work against the landowner; this assumption
ignores the agnostic nature of market transactions. Second, restrictions on purchase and sale of land
leads to depression of land price; land that cannot be sold with ease is of lower value than the land that
can be. Third, it ties the owner to its land, even those who seek an exit, making it difficult for one to
liquidate their asset or to diversify income sources (Hanstad, Neilsen, and Brown 2004). 158

Some minor reforms have occurred over the years but these is simply not enough. For instance:
Maharashtra amended section 63 and 63-1A of Maharashtra Tenancy and Agricultural Lands Act 1948 in 1994,
which eased the restrictions on buying and selling of land with the aim of boosting industrialisation 159
Karnataka has amended section 80 of the Karnataka Land Reforms Act, 1961 to allow sale of agricultural
land to non-agriculturists. 160

•

•

Stamp duties as a further restraint
In addition, high stamp duties during registration of a sale can deter farmers (those whose total land is below the
ceiling limit) from buying land. An annual land tax system (based on the foundations of the land revenue system)
to replace stamp duty should be considered to reduce friction in land transactions and allow more efficient
allocation of agricultural land.

7.5

Legal restrictions on the use of land

The legal quagmire doesn’t end there. There are innumerable restrictions on land use. That means in most cases
farmers are allowed to sell their land only to another farmer – but ceiling laws then intrude to prevent farmers
from buying land.
[L]and use restrictions do not allow farmers to make the most of their lands. Most states restrict the use
of agricultural land only to agricultural purposes. For example, Section 42 of the Maharashtra Land
Revenue Code, 1966 declares ‘no land used for agriculture shall be used for any non-agricultural
purposes.’ Conversation of land for other uses is allowed but with a complicated regime that requires
multiple approvals. Farmers cannot use their land for starting a business; they must do farming, even if
better alternatives are available. 161

7.5.1

Land use near cities: conversion to higher value use

Change in land use is a huge issue in the vicinity of towns and cities where farmers can easily get a better value
for their land if it is allowed to be used for a more productive purpose (housing/industry).
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Some such changes in such land use do get approved by the government but the process is discretionary and
severely corruption-ridden:
Since changing agricultural land use to another type of land-use can have a dramatic impact on land
value, it is an activity subject to manipulation and political influence, thus increasing the scope for
corruption. It also disincentives potential applicants from applying for a Change of Land-Use to
construct new property. CSAREP [the Ministry of Housing and Urban Poverty Alleviation,
Government of India has set up a Committee on Streamlining Approval Procedures for Real Estate
Projects] also noted that most of the sanction and certification processes in building permission lack
transparency and are ridden with systemic corruption at various levels. The entire process of obtaining a
building permit necessitates numerous other clearances such as a Change of Land-Use approval. This
vests considerable discretionary power in the officials empowered to sanction these approvals,
increasing the scope for corruption. 162

While urbanisation is best undertaken on infertile land, restricting change in use of agricultural land is not the
way to achieve either food security or better urbanisation. Moreover, it is fundamentally wrong to take away the
right of famers to sell their major asset at market value. That amounts to yet another confiscation of their
property rights.

7.5.2

Japan’s example: how farmers became industrialists

Sharad Joshi had pointed out that:
Japan … followed, from as early as 1921, a policy calculated to give its farmers a price for their paddy
that was as high as four times the international price. This created the primary capital in the hands of
farmers, which they promptly used for developing the cottage industries that Japan is justly famous for.
These cottage industries, little by little, developed assembly plants to put together the parts they
produced. The consequence was that most of Japan’s major industries developed in the countryside,
with the capital owned mostly by farmers, the primary producers. 163

There is an associated condition, without which Japan’s farmers could not have used their land for industry. The
Japanese Law Concerning the Establishment of Agricultural Promotion Areas has enabled (both directly and indirectly)
rezoning from agricultural to other uses, to the extent that farm land is valued the same as any other land:
Lax enforcement of the restrictions on conversion of farmland for non-farm uses under the Agricultural
Land Law and of the zoning of land for agricultural use under the Law Concerning the Establishment
of Agricultural Promotion Areas (Agricultural Promotion Law), meanwhile, raised expectations among
farming households that they would be able to convert their land for residential or other purposes,
causing the price of agricultural land to rise in tandem with that of residential land. 164

But the Japanese method is not in ideal and has significant negative side effects. Better options need to be
explored.

7.5.3

Non-discretionary zoning system needed

What is needed is a non-discretionary zoning system that will allow markets to determine the best and highest
use of land.
•

The CSAREP has “recommended that land-use conversion from agricultural to another type of land-use
should be made automatic and involve just the payment of the requisite fee, and that the discretionary power
of the officials should be done away with”.
Another option (which Swatantra Bharat Party considers to be far superior since it incorporates a fee for
negative externalities), is through the auction of development rights with a reserve price that includes

•
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funding for appropriate infrastructure and compensation for any negative externalities. With such a system,
we won’t need to reserve any land for the farm sector; markets will provide the right answer.
The rapidly increasing productivity of the farm sector will easily offset any loss of agricultural land through these
non-discretionary processes. Moreover, the market will decide how much land should be allocated to agriculture.
It is the same principle that applies to any other industrial production: the markets work out the optimal level
through the price system.

7.6

Public land and gochar to be preserved

Our Party supports the need to preserve any existing gochar land (grazing land) in villages. The use of common
land must take into account any communal use that is cultural.

7.6.1

Corrupt privatisation of public land

In many parts of India, corrupt mafia (politicians and bureaucrats) have manipulated land records to take over
private ownership of such lands. They are enormously powerful and rich as a consequence of the windfall gain
that arises from such corruption. We need to stop this theft of public land.

7.6.2

Encroachments of public land by religious institutions

In many cases, religious institutions have encroached such land. These institutions need to be removed and the
land returned to the public. Any illegal buildings should either be removed or auctioned to recover costs of
removal – or handed to any religious organisation/s that wishes to take ownership – subject to their paying the
costs of removal.

7.6.3

Need to regulate government grants of public land to private entities and organisations

Corrupt politicians in government have often given land grants to private individuals or organisations,
particularly to influential religious gurus. All charitable organisations already receive significant taxpayer support
through the tax laws. Anything beyond such general support is inconsistent with trusteeship of public property.
We need a law to ensure that government land is never gifted to any individual or group of individuals but always
sold at full market price when it is deemed necessary to do so. An exception can be made for educational
institutions such as universities. However, such universities cannot be affiliated to any religious organisation and
cannot be for-profit organisations. Any land so granted must not be used for any purpose other than education,
and in the event of closure of the university must revert to the state.

7.7

Land ownership and use by tribal people

Our Party would like to continue with a tailored approach to land that is used by tribal people and traditional
forest dwelling communities across India, so their rights over land and natural resources are recognised.
On the other hand, the tight restrictions on the transfer of tribal lands have led to a black market in which
occupancy and ownership are no longer aligned. People from non-tribal areas often manage to occupy and use
land which was reserved for tribal groups. Trying to stop such interactions end up preventing those tribals who
wish to move on to other occupations from converting their land into capital.
While the first preference should be given in designated tribal areas to a tribal who wishes to buy land at the
market price, if a person is not available (at the market price) after appropriate notification, then such land
should be allowed to be sold to others. Stopping such transactions in perpetuity is unlikely to yield a sustainable
or even desirable solution.
Greater flexibility in land use and lease and sale of land for such areas needs to be built into the legislation.

7.8

Fragmentation of land and the need for consolidation

The distribution of ceiling surplus land leads to fragmentation even as the natural process of succession
(enhanced by legal inheritance requirements), pushes land into the opposite direction: of fragmentation. At the
pace agricultural land is being fragmented, land will become so small in next few generations that farming will be
next to impossible.
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About 85 percent of the farmers in the country are small or marginal. Average holding in India is 1 hectare. It
means 85% farmers make a living on an area less than 2.5 acres. The families of the farmers cannot survive on
dry land measuring 2 or 2.5 acres.

7.8.1

Market reforms will allow children to move to other occupations

In most nations, land is divided equally among children but since other means of employment are available, the
land does not undergo extreme fragmentation. In some countries, the land is incorporated into a company, so
division is avoided. Fragmentation of land in India occurs predominantly due to lack of non-farm employment
opportunities for children due to restrictive socialist policies: this means the population burden on agriculture
has continuously increased. The remedy is to create incentives and opportunities for structural change so
children can move from farming to other occupations.

7.8.2

Facilitating private exchanges to support voluntary land consolidation

One of the problems for farmers is the distance between the land parcels they own across different parts of a
village. This is a natural consequence of fragmentation. While governments have implemented programs to
consolidate land, opportunities could be explored for private land exchanges to emerge that can support
voluntary consolidation of land. Such exchanges will significantly reduce barriers to productivity.

7.9

Preliminary cost-benefit analysis

The White Paper should consider options to reform each of the topics discussed in this chapter, and conduct a
CBA for each option. This will lead us to an effective remedy for each of these measures. In general, the least
heavy-handed option is likely to be best, and any privatisation (under government supervision) of land
management should be explored.

7.10 Recommendations for the White Paper
RECOMMENDATION FOR THE WHITE PAPER
Provide:
1. A pathway for farmers and tribals to sell or lease their land at a market rate without being compelled to face a
capital loss by selling only to restricted categories.
2. A pathway to make it easy to convert the use of land from agricultural to other uses. For instance, a system
to auction development rights with a reserve price that includes funding for appropriate infrastructure and
compensation for any negative externalities could offer a simple, non-discretionary solution.
3. A stronger mechanism to preserve gochar land (grazing land) in villages and punish anyone who occupies the
land illegally. Also, make available a community-voted method for the government to divest such land, that
includes a prohibition on gifting it to NGOs: it must always be sold in the market and any revenues generated
sed for the benefit of the general community.
4. A pathway to a strong and corruption-free land records management system – and movement from deed
system to a Torrens title system of land registration, including privatisation of land management.
5. A pathway to legislation to facilitate private land exchanges to support voluntary land consolidation.
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8

The government must never acquire land for someone’s private use

The ceiling law was an illustration of redistribution. But that’s not the only law which confiscates private
property for someone else’s private use: the land acquisition process has been grossly misused over the past
decades to transfer land from farmers to industrialists, whether private or even government.

8.1

National territory vs individual property

Unlike individual property which logically emerges from our actions and accompanying accountabilities
(including attribution), territorial rights are based on occupation and control, and exist only so long as the
collective is able to exercise such control. National boundaries have no other basis, various theories
notwithstanding. There is no known legal mechanism to revert alleged ownership of a territory once it is lost. If a
nation cannot defend itself, it disappears. Any change in territory is irrevocable.
History is therefore a moving feast of national boundaries. In rare cases, national territory is actually purchased.
In others, small independent territories agree to come together into a larger nation, as with Australia.
Since a heterogeneous people are unlikely to put in the effort to defend territory, nations are generally – but not
always – built on existing ethnic, tribal, or language relationships. Sometimes (rarely) even religion comes into the
picture. Nations like the USA were founded on a mix of cultural and political principles such as of liberty.
In a republic like India the government is paid by the citizens to defend India’s territory. At no place in the
Constitution of India is territory assumed to be owned by the government. Nevertheless, for historical and legal
reasons, land that is not specifically settled with an individual is generally treated as government land. For
instance, common village land is treated as government land, as also barren desert or uninhabitable jungle.

8.2

Eminent domain cannot over-ride individual property rights

If we agree that the main purpose of having a government in a republic like India is to protect national
territory and individual property rights (including in land), then the question arises: under what circumstances
can a government legitimately acquire private land for essential public purpose?
The concept of eminent domain is ‘the legal right to acquire property by force rather than by voluntary
exchange’. Apparently the state can acquire any private land for public use. To the extent that there is a genuine
public use involved, our Party would support such a power. A sensible land acquisition regime should have the
following properties:
1) The Government should seek out and reserve, as far as practicable, barren land for any defence or other
strategic public projects, leaving famers untouched.
2) If land is needed for public purposes (e.g. roads, defence establishments) then the government should
purchase it through direct negotiation; arrangement should be made for rehabilitation of any farmers
dispossessed of land. Acquisition powers should be used only as a last resort.
3) The government should never acquire land for the benefit of any private industry/business/ housing colony
for private use, or any such private purpose. If any industrialist wants to establish a project, he should directly
negotiate with farmers and appropriate land zoning laws made to facilitate such a sale which can be profitable for
the farmer. Private companies that wish to buy farmers’ land could give shares in their company to farmers (in
addition to market value of the land) so the farmers can share in any future prosperity created by the company –
but the terms of their agreement with farmers is not the business of government to get involved.
4) If land is acquired for public purpose but then put to a different use, the land acquisition process must start
afresh. The difference in amount of the two uses should be paid to the farmer.
5) The judiciary should have the right to scrutinize the appropriateness of the public purpose for any land to be
acquired. A fixed period should be prescribed for adjudication.
6) Different options should be made available for compensation, not just cash: e.g., rehabilitation elsewhere,
payment by instalments.
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When properly done, land acquisition does not breach property rights. Should such conditions be followed, then
the land acquisition will be largely valid and acceptable, else not. Sadly, the Indian experience of land acquisition,
even today, continues the misuse of government power that started during British rule in India.

8.3

Land acquisition before independence by an Imperial government

The history of pre-independence land acquisition legislation is outlined below: 165
•

In 1825 the first land acquisition law (Bengal Regulation Act of 1824) was enacted by the East India
Company. In due course, land for construction of the railways was acquired under this Act.
In 1850, the 1824 Act was replaced by Act I of 1850, which also extended land acquisition provisions to
Calcutta town.
In 1857, the land acquisition laws were consolidated into Act VI of 1857. Its applicability was extended to
the whole of British India.
In 1870 the 1857 Act was replaced by Act X, Land Acquisition Act 1870. This required the compensation
rate of acquired land to be based on market value. The judiciary was involved as an arbitrator between the
state and the persons whose land was being acquired.
In 1894, a new Land Acquisition Act was enacted which allowed land to be acquired for public purposes as
well as for a company. The Act did not (initially) provide any opportunity to the landowners/persons having
interest in land to raise objection against the acquisition of land. Their objections were confined to the
amount of compensation and matters connected thereto.
In 1923 the 1894 Act was amended and Section 5A added under which any person interested in land which
was needed or likely to be needed for a public purpose or for a company, could within 30 days from the date
of publication of the Notification under Section 4(1), file objections to the acquisition of the land. Under
5A(2), an opportunity of being heard was to be provided by the Collector to the person interested in the
land.

•
•
•
•

•

8.4
8.4.1

Even more draconian land acquisition by independent India’s governments
Elimination of property rights after independence

The British land acquisition Act was not only retained after independence, Nehru amended Articles 19 and 31 of
the Constitution to assume even more totalitarian powers. Any land disputes were now locked away from judicial
scrutiny in the Ninth Schedule. This made it impossible to dispute land acquisition orders.
Speaking on behalf of Sanjiv Agarwal in 2009 in a Supreme Court case, Harish Salve said ‘that the government
had diluted the right to property by deleting it from the fundamental rights chapter. This made it easier to
acquire a citizen’s property on the pretext of public interest even without paying adequate compensation, let
alone the market value’ [because the claim of public interest could not be tested in the courts]. 166

8.4.2

The destruction of judicial examination of ‘public purpose’

The totalitarian exercise of power by India’s governments was supported by the negligence of the Courts in even
considering the matter. The Courts in India have never bothered to examine the concept of public purpose.
In all the agrarian reform cases, the Supreme Court had adopted a highly deferential approach to the
requirement of public purpose. While this approach was especially evident in the zamindari abolition
cases, the Court largely deferred to the government’s articulation of public purpose even in cases
involving acquisition of urban land for resettlement of refugees, temporary takeover of a textile mill,
and nationalisation of road transport. In successive cases, the Court held that the expression ‘public

This information is consolidated from Kahkashan Y. Danyal (2016), Land Acquisition in India-Past and Present,
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purpose’ was ‘elastic and could only be developed through a process of judicial inclusion and
exclusion in keeping with the changes in time, the state of society and its needs’. The Court also clarified
that acquisitions that benefited particular individuals or entities could satisfy the requirement of public
purpose so long as they were in furtherance of a particular scheme of public benefit or utility. Over
time, the list of public purposes has been continually expanded to include acquisitions for private
industry, cooperative housing societies, and residential development, all of which have been upheld by
the Supreme Court. 167

8.5

The 2013 Act gives the government excessive and unaccountable powers

After 108 years of the Act, in 1998, a study group of Parliament was constituted to revisit the 1894 Act. Ten
years later, in 2007, the Land Acquisition Bill 2007 was introduced in the Lok Sabha. The Bill was cleared by the
Lok Sabha but got stuck in the Rajya Sabha. In 2011, The Bill with a new nomenclature (Land Acquisition,
rehabilitation and Resettlement Act) was introduced again with some modifications. In the end, in 2013, this Act
was passed with the new long name, The Right to fair Compensation and Transparency in Land
Acquisition, Rehabilitation and Resettlement Act, 2013. It replaced the Land Acquisition Act, 1894.
(It may be noted here that there are other laws that also permit land acquisition by the government, such as the
National Highway Authority of India Act, 1956, Metro Railways Act 1978, Atomic Energy Act 1962.)
There is nothing fair about the allegedly ‘Fair’ 2013 land acquisition law. And since there is no property right in
the Constitution, the title ‘Right’ in the title of the Act is no better than Orwellian 1984 doublespeak.

8.5.1

Even public purpose is not necessarily public

Under this law, no consent is required from owners for land claimed to be for public purposes. 168 However,
‘Public purpose has been defined in the act and includes infrastructure, defence, development, agriculture and
allied industries, industrial corridors, mining, industrial corridors, manufacturing zones, housing, and other
projects’. This means that private housing colonies can be acquired, or land for private industrial use can be
acquired without any justification.
Even in communist China the government did not take farmers’ land and hand it over to industrialists. Special
Economic Zone (SEZs) in China were created by re-naming a territorial division as a SEZ. Governmental
intervention then stops in that territory. Land transactions are then undertaken directly by farmers and
industrialists. But for India’s SEZs, land was acquired from farmers and given to industrialists. In many cases,
factories have not been built on India’s SEZs and industrialists want to use that land for real estate. This is a
deeply corrupt process in which politicians, officers and industrialists are involved.

8.5.2

Land can be acquired for companies

Even otherwise, the government (state/ central) can acquire any land not just for public purpose but for both
public and private sector companies. All that is required is that ‘80% of affected families’ should consent for
land acquired for private companies and 70% for private-public projects.
The Act also requires Social Impact Assessment to be done before acquiring any land. SIA will assess if potential
benefits would outweigh the social cost. This is simply inconsistent with the role of government as defender of
private property. It is not acceptable for a government at any stage and at any time to acquire land for private
use, no matter how ‘socially beneficial’ such an acquisition might be.
Big businesses want government to acquire land for them
Nothing else can explain the desire of so many Indian business houses to ask the government to procure land for
their projects. Since these businessmen have been the biggest beneficiary of liberalisation of the capital market,
one could have expected them to demand a similar liberalisation of the land market in the country. 169
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If businesses cannot legitimately acquire the necessary land for their purposes, then it is the land market that
needs to be reformed. Instead, they have sought to eliminate the land market completely by asking the
government to act as the middleman and perpetuate the land mafia.
No one objects to the acquisition of land for well-justified, proven national purposes, but a good amount of land
that is acquired in India by governments is intended for someone’s private purpose.
The land acquisition power of government has been misused to take land from farmers for use by private
industry or other institutions (including ‘not for profit’ institutions – which are, once again, not the business of
government to support through land acquisition). Land is acquired by paying nominal compensation to farmers
and then on-sold to industrialists by the government at a higher price. A lot of palms are greased: the process is
corrupt to the core.

8.5.3

Compensation

The compensation levels in the act seem reasonable:
•
•

For rural areas - 4 times the market value of land acquired
For urban areas - 2 times the market value

Given that the true value of land is never disclosed in sale deeds, it is unclear how this can work in practice.
There are other provisions for compensation as well, including provision of employment to one member of
affected family; and that if land is acquired for private companies, ‘the said company will be responsible for relief
and rehabilitation’.

8.5.4

The UPA and NDA amendments to the Land Acquisition Act do not help farmers

The 2013 Act was criticized by spokespersons of industry, so the Manmohan Singh government issued an
ordinance. After the UPA government went out of power, the NDA government made some more stop-gap
amendment. It also got stuck in the Rajya Sabha and the NDA government was also forced to issue an
ordinance.
There is slight difference between the two Acts. The condition of consent introduced by UPA government was
diluted by NDA and compensation was increased. That’s all.
A poultry owner styled himself a democrat. One day he went near a coop of hens. There were 8 to 10 hens in the
coop. The poultry owner said addressing the hens, ‘tomorrow I am going to kill you. But as I am a democrat, I
have come to ask you to tell me which oil I should fry you in. I will implement your suggestion in letter and
spirit. It will do if you tell me tomorrow morning after thinking over it in detail’. He left after saying this. The
hens were very happy. They started telling each other how fortunate they were to have such a good master. But
one hen was standing quietly. All the hens looked at her. They asked her reason for despair. The hen said, ‘what
is there to be happy? How is the owner a democrat? He has already decided to kill us. He is only asking in which
oil we are to be fried. He is not asking whether we shall be killed or not.’ On hearing this, the other hens also got
disillusioned. 170
As regards land acquisition, the proposals of both UPA and NDA governments are akin to the poultry owner’s:
‘We [the government] will decide whether to acquire the land or not – but compensation will be 4-8 times’. Both
have decided to kill: the only difference is in the oil to be fried in.

8.6

A reformed land acquisition Act

The spectre of land acquisition for private purposes hangs on farmers’ heads, like the Sword of Damocles. The
farmer is always in tenterhooks: Which land will the government acquire? It is hard to invest in the face of such
uncertainty. The current land acquisition dispensation is anti-farmer, and indeed, anti-people. It needs root-andbranch reform.
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8.6.1

Single national policy for land acquisition

There should be one national policy for acquisition of land parcels for public purpose, that will also benefit
farmers. As Sharad Joshi had pointed out, ‘The policy should be such that farmers get the maximum benefit in
case of acquisition of their land by government’. 171

8.6.2

Non-coercive purchase as the first step

We need to maximise freedom. Sharad Joshi’s suggestion could be helpful in drafting the new law:
The ideal solution lies in allowing farmers to continue unhindered in agricultural cultivation, if they so
wish, but also permitting them the full liberty to dispose of their land like the freedom that was given to
the textile mill owners of Mumbai after the mills went bankrupt, permitting them to dispose of their
land to any person, at any time, and at a price that suited them. 172

In other words, let the government first issue a request for purchase rather than an acquisition notice. Land
should, in the first instance, be acquired through voluntary consent by offering prices higher than the market.

8.6.3

Restricting only to public purpose

The new law needs to drastically limit the land acquisition powers of the government, only to matters that
affect the wider community (such as public infrastructure or defence).
On matters of defence, public roads or large-scale irrigation projects, it would be hard to argue against a public
purpose test. But where the public interest involved is not wide-ranging and potentially benefits only a few
people (such as minor irrigation), local governments must verify the nature of the public interest through public
consultation, including a local referendum. The principles outlined in section 9.2 above should be incorporated.
The whole process should ideally not take more than six months.
While the public purpose test needs to be justiciable, the very fact that an extensive public process has been
undertaken should eliminate the need for extensive considerations by the courts. It would be inappropriate to
add to endless litigation, which disrupts people’s lives indefinitely. If necessary, some kind of fast-track
requirement or even a time limit on the court’s decision could be imposed.

8.6.4

Better valuation and compensation methods

Better valuation methods
The current method to determine compensation (‘amount’), based necessarily on figures derived from nearby
registered sales, is flawed since sale prices are significantly under-reported. The law needs to include innovative
ways of proper valuation by applying experimental economics literature and modelling. For instance:
•
•

Compensation at current market value doesn’t compensate the person whose land is acquired for the
inconvenience of moving to another place, and loss of social networks. These costs should be included.
There are windfall gains that would have accrued to such a land owner had his property not been the one to
be acquired. A neighbouring land-owner often receives windfall gains. This value increase in the neighbour’s
land could be used in the compensation models.

Long-tail compensation options
The use of land for public purpose generates economic gains for society such as tolls and roadside property sales
(where the land is used for roads) or sale of water to industry and local governments (if land is acquired for
dams). This is reflected in the windfall gains calculation identified above. It can be shared either as a lumpsum or
as a long-tail compensation package in the form of an annuity for, say, 20 years, payable to a nominated bank
account. Alternatively, farmers in the acquisition zone could to hire a managing agency (a company or farmers

https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/economy/policy/farmers-demand-single-national-policy-for-landacquisition/articleshow/6586892.cms?from=mdr
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union) to provide them with shareholdings that are proportionate to their land value. This managing agency
would then signa a contact to provide land for public purpose subject to the government paying a share of any
additional revenues (as royalties) received by the government through the public use of land.
Such a model could be expanded to broader voluntary acquisition by mines or industries who can contract with
the managing agency to purchase land in return for payment of annual royalties.

8.7

Preliminary cost-benefit analysis

The White Paper should consider options to reduce the government over-reach in land acquisition and
undertake a proper cost-benefit analysis based on the SBP policy framework, to determine the most efficient
solution.

8.8

Recommendations for the White Paper

RECOMMENDATION FOR THE WHITE PAPER
1. Provide pathway to eliminate government over-reach in land acquisition and facilitate voluntary acquisition
of land by private industry.
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9

Assessing the value of government’s theft of far mers’ property rights

There are a number of estimates of the loss caused to India’s farmers by various market restrictions. However,
no consolidated estimates are readily available of the annual economic loss to farmers from the destruction of
their property rights in land.
A number of studies throw light on the kinds of harms arising from property restrictions. For instance:
There is a growing literature in economics that analyses the effects of restrictions on land markets on
household choices and outcomes. The literature has focused on the effects of restrictions on alienability of
land on the credit access, labour supply, agricultural productivity, and savings (see, e.g., Field, 2007), and
on the effects of uncertainty about property rights on incentives to invest (see, e.g., Besley, 1995; Jacoby,
Guo and Rozelle, 2002; Goldstein and Udry 2008). 173
Besley, T. (1995). ‘Property rights and investment incentives: theory and evidence from Ghana’, Journal of
Political Economy, Vol. 103, pp. 903–937.
Field, E. (2007). ‘Entitled to work: urban property rights and the labor supply in Peru’, Quarterly Journal of
Economics, Vol. 122, pp. 1561–1602.
Goldstein, M. and Christopher U. (2008). ‘The profits of power: land rights and agricultural investment in
ghana’, Journal of Political Economy, Vol. 116, pp. 981–1022.
Jacoby, H. Guo, L. and Rozelle, S. (2002). ‘Hazards of expropriation: tenure insecurity and investment in rural
China’, American Economic Review, Vol. 92, pp. 1420–1447.

It is an urgent task for the Government and universities to consolidate all such insights and prepare a combined
estimate of the harms caused to farmers by such restrictions.
Overall, there are two major pathways of economic harms from property rights restrictions to farmers: harms to
productivity (which then flow into farm income/wages for workers) and depressed value of land (which create
further impacts on productivity as well as reduce the lifetime earnings of farmers and their economic prospects
relative to Indians who don’t face such restrictions).

9.1
9.1.1

Reduced agricultural productivity from property rights restrictions
Ceiling: Inability of productive farmers to expand their farms

Like with everything else, it can be anticipated that the productive capacity of farmers is distributed normally,
which means a few of them are likely to be dramatically more productive than their peers. Without ceiling
restrictions, such farmers would tend to acquire ever increasing parcels of land to benefit from economies of
scale including from mechanisation. While inequality of wealth would emerge from this process, it would not be
anywhere as unequal as the industrial and IT billionaires of India. The potential to get rich through hard work
and innovation would also attract talent to work in agriculture. Today, it is an occupation shunned by the
brightest – who seek to leave India for developed countries.
Ceiling laws entirely restriction the productive potential of such farmers. Without ceiling and other restrictions,
land would not be as massively fragmentation as we see today

173 M. Shahe Emran and Forhad Shilpi, Land Market Restrictions, Women’s Labour Force Participation and Wages in a Rural Economy,
Oxford Bulletin of Economics and Statistics, Vol. 79, Issue 5, pp. 747-768, 2017
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9.1.2

Restrictions on farmers to buy & sell land or to lease it/enter into contracts

Restrictions on farmers to buy and sell land or to lease it/ enter into contracts arise both from the laws and from
poor land record-keeping.
This means that productivity-enhancing transactions are effectively blocked. Land is kept fallow or not used
efficiently when it could have been put to more productive farmers by others. 174
A 2003 World Bank Report, “Land Policies for Growth and Poverty Reduction” 175 notes:
Most South Asian countries have legislation restricting land rentals to avoid exploitation of tenants by
landlords. Although such laws may have provided advantages to sitting tenants, they are likely to have a
negative impact on the ability of the landless to obtain land through the market, as well as on
landowners’ incentives to undertake land-related investment. The case for gradual abolition of such
restrictions is strengthened by the example of China and Vietnam, where rental markets transfer land to
more productive and land-poor producers in a way that is more effective than what was achieved by
administrative reallocation. Evidence from Southeast Asian countries also illustrates that active markets in
use rights can develop quickly as the availability of nonagricultural labor increases.

Further:
In the longer term, tenancy restrictions will reduce the supply of land available to the rental
market and undermine investment, directly hurting the poor. Evidence from countries that have
eliminated such restrictions suggests that doing so can not only improve access to land via rental
markets, but can also increase households’ participation in the nonfarm labor market and, by reducing
the discretionary power of bureaucrats, improve governance. (ibid)

9.1.3

Threat of land being forcibly acquired by governments depresses land value

The threat of their land being acquired forcibly by governments often to pass it on to private businesses reduces
farmers’ incentives to make capital improvements to their land such as through better water harvesting measures.
It is very unlikely that such capital improvements are compensated during a land acquisition process.

9.2

Agricultural land values depressed because of restrictions

Before we consider factors that depress the value of agricultural land, we can also consider factors that artificially
boost the value of agricultural land in India.

9.2.1

Agricultural land ceiling depresses land value

Agricultural land ceiling restrictions do not merely lower productivity (as noted above), they also reduce the value
of land because the more productive users of agricultural land – who would be willing to pay a higher price for
such land – are driven out of the sector. As noted above, there is a considerable amount of bidding for
agricultural land from corrupt officials, politicians and businessmen who wish to launder their black money,
which probably offsets part of this negative effect on land value from the land ceiling laws.

9.2.2

Restrictions on conversion of agricultural land to more productive uses

Perhaps the biggest barrier on land values is the inability to convert agricultural land to more productive uses
imposes, particularly in areas near cities where farm land can be put to much higher value use (Figure xx).

174 This 2021 paper by Marijn A. Bolhuis, Swapnika R. Rachapalli and Diego Restuccia suggests that variation in tenancy laws across India
contribute significantly to productivity of land: https://www.nber.org/system/files/working_papers/w29363/w29363.pdf - “an efficient
reallocation of land would increase agricultural TFP by 38 percent on average”.
175

https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/handle/10986/15125
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Figure xx: Loss imposed on farmers through land use restrictions near cities 176

A 2003 World Bank Report, “Land Policies for Growth and Poverty Reduction” notes this issue:
Land sales markets in Asia, especially at the rural-urban fringe, are subject to a variety of restrictions.
For example, in many peri-urban areas restrictions on conversion from agricultural to urban land limit
the availability of such land for settlement and lead to high prices, which may put such land out of the
reach of large portions of the population. (ibid)

9.2.3

Need to net out factors that artificially boost land value

Along with property rights restrictions, there are a number of other distortions in the land markets which could,
in some cases, increase the value of agricultural land.
Property tax/ land revenue
Urban property bears property tax but not rural. Land revenue has been devolved to panchayats but in practice it
has been abolished.
Money laundering through agricultural land
There is no tax on agricultural income, nor any capital gains tax on the sale of agricultural land. These two
factors act as a powerful incentive for corrupt officials, politicians and businesses to buy farm land and ascribe
fancy sums to their “farm income” to launder black money. Worse, such land is not put to efficient agricultural
use. This money laundering scheme causes multiple harms to the nation – by increasing corruption and by
reducing agricultural productivity. Sharad
No capital gains tax
Agricultural land sales are not subject to capital gains tax, and hence attract enormous sums of black money.
Cultural resistance to sell
In high inflation countries like India, land is seen as a natural hedge against inflation and attracts buying purely
for speculative purposes unrelated to productivity. Small farmers are also unwilling to sell their land as it is the
only asset they have. This leads to a situation where some farmers below the poverty line in terms of income can
be crorepatis in terms of assets.

9.3

Broadbrush estimates

The combined effect of these two types of restrictions can be reflected as the net annual reduction in
productivity + annualised present value of the direct reduction in land values.

176 In this case the value of farmers’ land near cities would follow the bell curve but restrictions on use mean that the farmers receive a
much lower value for their land.
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The loss in productivity is expected to be quite significant, but even the direct reduction in land value is expected
to be quite massive. Our Party considers that at this stage it is reasonable to postulate a combined annual loss in
the ballpark of $20 billion from these restrictions.
This figure is likely to be a gross under-estimate, given the size of the Indian economy of $2.63 trillion. For
instance, Australian GDP is $1.3 trillion today and its real estate is worth $10 trillion AUD (around $7.3 trillion
USD). Using a similar ratio, India’s real estate should be worth around $14.7 trillion. Even if farmers’ property
values are reduced by only 20% from property rights restrictions, the loss of total value of farmland could be in
the range of $500 billion to $1 trillion. Discounting at 5%, the annualised loss could be in the range of $25 to $50
billion.
For now, this Paper uses $20 billion as a conservative estimate. Economists need to work out better estimates.
This Discussion Paper is merely pointing out that AMS does not include property rights losses.
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Part III: Output quotas, marketing restrictions, price controls
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10 Daylight robbery of far mer’s output: Essential Commodities Act

‘the ECA only seems to enable rent-seeking and harassment. The Act is anachronistic as it was passed in
1955 in an India worried about famines and shortages; it is irrelevant in today’s India and must be jettisoned’
– Economic Survey, Modi Government 2020-21 177
Sharad Joshi said that:
The quality of life of an individual, as also of a community is to be assessed by the degrees of
freedom it enjoys. The four degrees of freedom are: 1. Number of occasions available for making a
choice. 2. Number of options available at each point of choice. 3. The range of the spectrum of the
options. 4. Novelty of the options for choice. 178

The table below illustrates this in the context of farmers:
Degree of freedom

The farmer’s situation

Number of occasions available for
making a choice.

•
•
•
•

Occasions to buy/ sell land restricted by ceiling, tenancy and other laws
Occasions to grow different crops restricted due to barriers on GM technology and
incentives arising from MSP and free electricity
Occasions to seek working capital loan or insure crops restricted due to land laws which
restrict ready title, and investment barriers for the private sector in the financial sector
Occasions to sell crops tightly restricted by Essential Commodities Act, APMC laws,
sugarcane laws, Foreign Trade Regulation Act. Both physical and futures markets restricted,
and insufficient upstream food processing industries due to barriers to rural industrialisation.

Number of options available at
each point of choice

•
•
•
•

The range of the spectrum of the
options

Since both inputs and outputs are tightly restricted, including finance options and infrastructure
for storage, the range of options for farmers is extraordinarily small; further constrained due to
poor quality schools in rural areas so children are unable to study and leave for better jobs.

Novelty of the options for choice

Farmers in other nations are able to experiment with modern science, drones, computerised
irrigation and GM technology: Indian farmers have no such options.

Virtually no options to buy/sell land due to land use restrictions
Compelled to choose from a limited set of seeds, since inputs are restricted
Compelled to use MSP as insurance since the credit or insurance system is largely defunct
Since the government guarantees a loss in almost all cases, farmers end up producing
whatever the government itself will buy – such as through MSP – instead of diversifying

Figure xx depicts this schematically:

Figure xx: Farmers are boxed into a corner and are guaranteed a loss
Some of the most problematic laws in relation to marketing are the Essential Commodities Act and APMC
laws. Random restrictions on exports and imports using the Foreign Trade Regulation Act also mean that
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farmers can’t plan their production or sale. In addition, the lack of adequate infrastructure to cheaply store
and market their produce creates yet another layer of problems for farmers.

10.1 Nehru’s Essential Commodities Act
In 1946 the British India government enacted the Essential Supplies (Temporary Powers) Act (initially an
ordinance) mainly to ensure that the British India army did not suffer a shortage of food. Even the British only
wanted it for a temporary period but as Milton Friedman said, ‘Nothing is so permanent as a temporary
government program’, particularly when a socialist, statist government is involved.
The British might have had concern for feeding their army but the Indian farmer doesn’t need any legislative
requirement to feed India’s army. The idea that independent India needed to force farmers to feed India’s army
was preposterous. And so while the British left India in 1947, the ordinance remained. The then Food Minister
Rafi Ahamad Kidwai recommended to Nehru to repeal this temporary legislation but Nehru refused. Rafi
Ahamad Kidwai died in 1954.
Of course, the ordinance was directly violative of property rights so before it could be converted into an Act, a
Constitutional amendment to block property rights was necessary. Further, the central government had no
power in the Ambedkar Constitution to dabble in agriculture. To that extent the British ordinance was
ineffective.
So Nehru changed the Constitution twice, first with the First Amendment which created the Ninth Schedule but
more relevant to essential commodities regulation, the Third amendment 179 in February 1955 which substituted
the original entry 33 in List III (the Concurrent List) with a new entry that provides the Central Government
with a mechanism to regulate the production, supply and distribution of foodstuff. The driving force for
acquiring control by the Centre over agriculture was Nehru’s policy to keep food grain prices low so that
industrialists could get cheap labour. Within two months of the Third Constitutional Amendment the
government converted the 1946 temporary ordinance into the permanent Essential Commodities Act, 1955. The
Acts contains no definition of the attributes of ‘essentialness’ simply: ‘For the purposes of this Act, essential
commodity means a commodity specified in the Schedule’. Complete arbitrariness. In 1976 during Indira
Gandhi’s tenure the Act was bundled into the Ninth Schedule, thus removing any possible judicial scrutiny and
completely legalising daylight robbery of farmers’ produce by the government.
The severest brunt of the ECA is borne by farmers and entrepreneurs who deal with agricultural produce but
there are flow-on effects on everyone, including consumers.
The Act severely limits private investment in agriculture and the establishment of agro-based
industries. As the government may declare a commodity essential at any time and pass multiple
orders for its control, entrepreneurs consider it too risky to invest in storage, processing and
transportation facilities. 180

10.1.1 The Orwellian objectives and powers of the ECA
These are directly taken from the Act. Note the Orwellian double speak about ‘fair prices’ (basically a theft from
farmers) and how the ‘defence’ of India is still used as an excuse. The British India government would have been
shocked at the totalitarian control of ‘independent’ India’s government over its farmers.
If the Central Government is of opinion that it is necessary or expedient so to do for maintaining or
increasing supplies of any essential commodity or for securing their equitable distribution and
availability at fair prices, or for securing any essential commodity for the defence of India or the
efficient conduct of military operations, it may, by order, provide for regulating or prohibiting the
production, supply and distribution thereof and trade and commerce therein.
An order made thereunder may provide--
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(a) for regulating by licences, permits or otherwise the production or manufacture of any essential
commodity;
(b) for bringing under cultivation any waste or arable land, whether appurtenant to a building or not,
for the growing thereon of food-crops generally or of specified food-crops, and for otherwise
maintaining or increasing the cultivation of food-crops generally, or of specified food-crops.
(c) for controlling the price at which any essential commodity may be bought or sold;
(d) for regulating by licences, permits or otherwise the storage, transport, distribution, disposal,
acquisition, use or consumption of, any essential commodity;
(e) for prohibiting the withholding from sale of any essential commodity ordinarily kept for sale;

and so on.

10.1.2 Continuous churn of essential commodities, creating chaos and uncertainty
The government from time to time adds new commodities and deletes some. In 2002, 12 commodities such as
yarn, textile machinery, man-made and machine-made celluloid yarns, clothes, woollen etc. were deleted.
Recently, onion has been deleted from this list. Central Government has also issued orders for deletion of pulses
for a prescribed period. The uncertainty and chaos caused by the government constantly changing the list of
‘essential’ commodities is mind-boggling.
At present, seven commodities are ‘scheduled’ under the EC Act, 1955 as essential:
1.

Drugs;

2.

Fertilizer, whether inorganic, organic or mixed;

3.

Foodstuffs, including edible oilseeds and oils;

4.

Hank yarn made wholly from cotton;

5.

Petroleum and petroleum products;

6.

Raw jute and jute textile;

7.

(i) seeds of food-crops and seeds of fruits and vegetables;
(ii) seeds of cattle fodder; and
(iii) jute seeds;
(iv) cotton seed.

10.2 The destructive effects of the ECA on farmers and entrepreneurs
10.2.1 Frequent and unpredictable stock limits
The threat of frequent and unpredictable imposition of stock limits under the Act acts as a disincentive to private
investments in warehousing, storage, processing and distribution facilities. It is not just the ECA, of course, the
impact of the constantly changing orders under the Foreign Trade Regulation Act are equally devastating.

10.2.2 Depressing farm prices to appease urban voters or industry
Nehru and his successor politicians have found the ECA very convenient for their political goals. As the
influence of urban voters in Indian politics has increased over time, keeping urban voters ‘happy’ has become a
key political objective. If onion becomes dear, politicians face a backlash, so they impose ECA restrictions (and
Foreign Trade Regulation Act restrictions) to keep onion prices low. So also with sugar. Politicians proclaim that
they are restricting prices and supply for ‘welfare of the poor’ even as farmers are impoverished with each and
every action under these Acts.

10.2.3 Compulsory levy (seizure of produce) on farmers and mills
During 1970-72 the government imposed a levy (compulsory seizure of produce) on the farmers through the
ECA. Farmers were forced to bring specified produce to government godowns at a very low rate. Similarly, the
levy on sugar meant that 90% of the sugar manufactured in a factory was required to be given to the government
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at a price fixed by the government – this was a very low price so this impacted on the price of sugarcane. While
levies are now not used, the power still exists for the government to impose a levy.

10.2.4 Restrictions on inter- and intra-state movements
Although such restrictions have reduced in the recent years, ECA-enabled restrictions on inter- and intra-state
movements have played a significant role in inhibiting a national competitive agricultural market that could
smoothen price fluctuations.

10.2.5 Rampant administrative corruption through license-permit-quota Raj
The ECA is not only a noose around neck of the farmers and entrepreneurs, it opens up avenues for corruption
for government officers and politicians. Its systems of licenses, permits and quotas has been the fount of
corruption from the very top of India’s political system to the very bottom of its administrative machinery. The
ECA endows babus with enormous powers and contains provisions which afford them protection from
prosecution. Entrepreneurs have to come to the doorsteps of the bureaucracy to beg for licenses. If an
entrepreneur from Chandrapur wants to establish a factory he has to make rounds of Mumbai. The papers are
ultimately obtained by greasing the palms of the babus, but in doing to the energy of the entrepreneur is sapped
and incentives for investment curtailed. If the ECA is abolished, corruption in the country will be dramatically
reduced.

10.2.6 Arresting rural industrialization.
Centralised control by babus of every economic activity in the agriculture sector is responsible, as well, for
India’s industries concentrating around state capitals – because industrialists need to be close to the state’s senior
officials and politicians in order to keep getting or renewing their licenses, permits and quotas. In this way the
ECA has sucked out opportunities for industrial growth and employment in rural areas.
Entrepreneurial talents in rural areas are stifled. Farmers do not get the benefit of value-addition resulting from
processed food and jobs are not available to Kisanputras in the vicinity of their home.

10.3 Crop-wise examples
Some examples of ECA-and ECA-related harms are outlined below.

10.3.1 Pulses in Maharashtra
(This example has been sourced from Amar Habib’s 2018 book, Anti Farmer Laws.)
In 2015-16 as the prices of pulses started soaring, the Government of Maharashtra used the ECA as a weapon
against farmers. Not only were controls imposed on stocks and movement of pulses but on prices of pulses also.
The brunt of these controls was felt in the following year. Traders left the market.
Keeping in mind the higher prices of the previous year, farmers decided to produce Tur dal on a large scale. But
there were very few traders left in market, forcing distress sales. Where Tur should have got 10 to 12 thousand
rupees, it was difficult to get even 3 to 4 thousand. Ultimately, the government had to start purchases. The
government gave half the rate of the previous year. Further, the government machinery was incompetent: a
whole year passed but the government could not procure the Tur. Farmers suffered a second year of shock. If
the ECA had not existed, farmers would have got good rates in the first year and cultivated pulses on a large
scale in the following year so the need for imports would not have arisen.

10.3.2 Sugarcane in UP
Swarna Bharat Party looked at the control of sugarcane in Uttar Pradesh in 2016 and noted the following:
Sugarcane farmers are being looted by governments through corrupt ministers and crony capitalists in
the false pretext of protecting the farmers. Governments have choked the market and are using these
laws to strangle the livelihood of 60 million farmers.
Socialist laws control both the movement and prices of sugarcane and associated by-products. The
central government sets what is alleged to be a ‘fair and remunerative price’ for sugarcane. State
governments set a ‘state-advised price’. But these prices are far from fair. These prices are far lower than
the market price. State governments also fix quotas for end-uses for molasses and impose restrictions
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on trade across state borders on molasses and bagasse. Farmers are thus forced to sell their produce
(indirectly, due to the restrictions on molasses) at throw-away prices.
Molasses form a key input to alcohol production. The market price of molasses is around Rs.7,000 per
ton but the UP state government pays mills no more than Rs.2000 per ton. The remaining value (which
is in the hundreds of crores) is shared between corrupt ministers and liquor licence holders.
Moreover, government delays making even these low payments, which leads to further losses for
producers. As per the Sugarcane (Control) Order, 1966 181, farmers must be paid 15% interest on any
payments delayed beyond 14 days. However, farmers’ payments are always in arrears and they never get
the promised interest. The law says that mills that delay payments to farmers cannot charge
transportation fees for carrying sugarcane from collection centres to the mills. However, this law is
never followed.
The basic question is: What business does government have to interfere in the open market? Why
should farmers and mills not have freedom to sell their produce at the best price they can get? The
scandalous anti-people laws must go. India must have a free market in agriculture. There must be free
movement of sugarcane and its by-products across India and the abandonment of all end-use quotas.
Liberating the sugarcane industry will allow mills to get a much higher price for sugar and molasses.
Farmers will benefit enormously from these higher prices. Further, mills will receive money in a timely
manner from the market and will be able to pay the farmers immediately. 182

10.3.3 Compulsory procurement of cotton in Maharashtra
By using the ECA, a cotton monopoly scheme was introduced by the Maharashtra government. It often
happened that in adjacent Madhya Pradesh, the prices were higher but cotton from Maharashtra was not allowed
to be transported there. Government purchased cotton often at half of the prices prevalent in world market.
This imposed a huge loss imposed on farmers in Vidarbha and Marathwada. In June 2004, Sharad Joshi wrote
about this scheme:
The Cotton Monopoly Procurement Scheme (CMPS) compelled the cotton growers to sell their produce
exclusively to the state government. The cotton thus procured was made available at a cheaper rate to the
cotton mills in Mumbai in an auction. The cotton mill owners benefited the most through this
arrangement. Prior to the introduction of this Scheme, the mill owners used to stock the cotton. But
once the scheme came into existence, the mill owners did not find it necessary to buy the cotton in
advance and store it. This enabled mill owners to earn huge profits by exploiting the cotton growers who
hardly earned anything from the crop. … The farmers in Vidarbhas have sustained a loss of more than
Rs. 40,000 crore due to the Maharashtra CMPS. 183

Madhav Godbole elaborated this scheme in the Economic and Political Weekly in 1999 184:
The Maharashtra Raw Cotton (Procurement, Processing and Marketing) Act, 1971 was passed on December 23.
1971. The guaranteed price has been fixed at levels higher than the support price. It also does not have
any relation to the cost of production. .. the announcement of high guaranteed price has become an act
of political patronage and successive state governments... The scheme has meant fragmentation of the
cotton market by erection of barriers at the state boundaries. When several countries the world over are
making strenuous efforts to establish common markets, we in this country are sacrificing the major
advantage of one large market by its fragmentation. If not on any other ground. at least on this ground.
this scheme which militates against the concept of ‘one country one market’ should not have been
permitted to be operated at all. …
There is considerable harassment of the cotton fanners due to malpractices at procurement centres,
including delays in getting payment for the cotton tendered. As a result, even if prices are low in
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adjoining states, as is the case in 1998-99, some farmers prefer to sell their cotton in these states. Recent
news reports indicate that cotton worth over Rs 75 lakh, which was being taken out of the state, was
confiscated by police at the borders of the state. It is seen that in the years of low production of cotton,
when the market prices in the nearby states are high, cotton is smuggled out from the state to take
advantage of the higher prices in these states. In the years in which cotton crop is good and prices in the
nearby states are low, huge quantities of cotton are smuggled into the state and brought to the
procurement centres as the produce of Maharashtra farmers.
The scheme has made no difference to the productivity of or area under cotton in the state. [We know
that GM based Bt-cotton dramatically changed this.] …The state government has not been able to meet
the large financial demands of the scheme. … The concepts such as monopoly procurement of
cotton are a vestige of the Nehruvian socialist era and have been discarded the world over. …
Concerns regarding market imperfections are no doubt important but these can be dealt with by putting
in place suitable regulatory mechanisms.

Sanjeev Nayyar wrote in 2007:
Maharashtra State Coop Cotton Growers Mktg Fed Ltd (MSC) purchased cotton from farmers at a
minimum support price (MSP). Payment was in instalments and often delayed due to nonavailability of funds. At the time of payment the Kharidi Vikri Sangh (sub agent of MSC) deducted
loans taken by farmers from co-operative banks (up to a maximum of 50% of payment) and paid the
balance. MSC entered into conversion contracts with G&P units and then sold cotton in the open
market. Since only MSC units could buy cotton in the State entrepreneurs were compelled to set up
G&P units in border towns of adjoining states e.g. Burhanpur in Madhya Pradesh. Thus cotton was
illegally sent out to other states. As a result Value Addition took place outside the State with
adverse impact on employment/economic activity. 185

As Amar Habib notes in his 2018 book, ‘The scheme was brought in the name of the farmers but the farmers
did not get any benefit. Graders, officers and police on the check-posts became wealthy’.
A 2012 study by Devika Malhotra notes that:
poor storage facilities led to mixing of different grades of Cotton and destruction by fire and rain.
Office bearers involved in grading and weighing took to rent seeking activities. The farmers paid
commission to middlemen at the procurement centres. 186

The scheme was extended till 30 June 2006 187. But in 2004 the program, like all socialist programs in human
history, became financially unviable even for politicians who survive by burning public money. Shetkari
Sanghatana also agitated against the ban on inter-state trade. As such:
the Vilasrao Deshmukh-led government discontinued the scheme and opened the cotton market for
private buyers, limiting the cotton marketing federation’s role to market intervention in case prices fell
below the MSP announced by [the] central government. Since that year the federation has barely
procured even 10 per cent of the cotton Maharashtra grows. 188

The Act was not actually repealed despite news reports claiming its repeal 189. The updated list of Acts and
regulations of Maharashtra as at 1 June 2019, includes this 1971 Act as legislation currently in force 190. This
suggests that only the implementation of the Act was stopped: the power to reactivate the scheme continues.
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10.4 Preliminary cost-benefit analysis
The White Paper should provide an outline CBA to assess whether ECA is fit for purpose – that is because there
is no possibility under any scenario for the ECA act being fit for purpose or providing a net social benefit to
society. The Act must go. Period.

10.5 Recommendations for the White Paper
1. Provide pathway to repeal the ECA. No phasing or transition is needed.
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11 Government-owned APMCs guarantee low prices to far mers

It is not sufficient tyranny on farmers to force them to produce certain crops, they are forced in many cases to
sell to buyers at markets (Agricultural Produce Market Committees) that are wholly owned by the government.
This is done to ensure that farmers receive the lowest possible price that the government can pass on to them.

11.1 The ownership of APMCs by government
The Government of India’s Economic Survey 2021-22 notes that wholesale agricultural marketing in India ‘is
undertaken by the network of 6946 regulated wholesale markets, set up under the provision of respective
State Agricultural Produce Market Committee (APMC) Act’ 191.
This is a false claim. It is entirely misleading to suggest (as the Economic Survey does) that the Market
Committees are ‘regulated’ – they are entirely owned by the government.
We can confirm by examining one of the State APMC Acts. The Panjab Agricultural Produce Markets Act,
1961 192 provides for a State Agricultural Marketing Board that is entirely appointed by the Government (and
comprises mainly government officials). The ‘Board shall exercise superintendence and control over the
committees’. This includes appointing the committees: ‘The State Government shall by notification establish a
market committee for every notified market area and shall specify its headquarters. A committee shall consist of
Ten members as the State Government may in each case determine’.
In other words, the Market Committees are entirely owned by the government. We are reminded of the saying:
‘Jahaan Ka Raja Ho Vyapaari, Vahaan Ki Praja Ho Bhikhari’.

11.1.1 The ECA is the mother of APMCs: the Monopoly wholesalers
Of course, the ECA is the mother of market committees: without it, the Agricultural Produce Marketing
Committees (APMCs) could not exist.

11.2 Monoposonies inevitably fleece the seller
APMCs are monopsonies: markets in which a single buyer substantially controls the market as the major
purchaser. State level APMCs tie down farmers: their produce can only be sold in the premises of these
Committees through a APMC licensed broker. Any transaction outside APMCs is treated as illegal.
APMC trader licenses are of course, only available to the stooges of politicians. The number of licensed traders
are few, farmers are in the thousands. So traders are easily able to depress prices. Competition is non-existent.
APMCs function as wholesaler cartels in mandis.
[F]armers were forced to sell their produce at less than market prices. These practices impeded
price realisation for farmers or creation of a national market for commodities. For instance, in 2010 the
gap between the average wholesale price and the average retail price of onions was 132% in Bangalore
(Kumar 2016). A FICCI report found that in Andhra Pradesh only 20% of the consumer price in the
fruits and vegetables market is passed on to the farmer (Mukherjee et al. 2013). 193

According to the Farmers Manifesto of 2019:
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The Agriculture Produce Marketing Committees (APMC) which were supposed to ensure fair price to
the farmers and save them from exploitation by middlemen, have instead created legal monopoly power
for select set of licensed traders who now have a stranglehold on farmers and other traders. 194

Figure xx shows how a monopsonist employer maximizes profits by choosing the employment level L, that
equates the marginal revenue product (MRP) to the marginal cost MC, at point A. The wage is then determined
on the labour supply curve, at point M, and is equal to w. By contrast, a competitive labour market would reach
equilibrium at point C, where labour supply S equals demand. This would lead to employment L’ and wage w’. 195
In the case of the farmer, this means he is being severely short-changed because APMCs are able to
buy his produce at an extremely low price.

Figure xx: The farmer’s ‘wage’ (price for produce) is dramatically reduced in APMCs (ibid)
A vivid description of the exploitation of farmers by APMCs by MG Chandrakanth on 27 February 2021:
exploitation of farmers by middleman and traders in APMCs, as farmers are even to this day issued informal ‘white
slips’ with no transparent price fixation mechanism, with illegal deductions, under cover sales and usurious interest
for cash loans rendering farmers in the web of interlocked produce and credit market. 196

11.3 Abolish APMCs and allow free markets for agricultural produce
As a rule, monopolies are not sustainable in a free market. The only way to ensure monopolies is through
government coercion. The only way out of this mess, as Sharad Joshi noted, is to abolish the APMC system:
The mandi boards or APMCs are today completely politicised, expensive, offer no services, and only
create a chasm between producers and Consumers. In my view, state governments should allow any
group of seven to 10 persons to form an association offering mandi services.
Once there is free competition between mandis in a district, farmers will get better deals. We
are trying this now in Maharashtra. In developed nations, there are parallel networks of large retail
supermarkets such as Marks & Spencer’s or Sainsbury’s in Britain for example, which not only procure
directly from producers, but also supervise grading standards, pesticide usage and so on.
In India, we are asking farmers to compete globally with large multinationals when they are constrained
by the warped mandi system. This is unfair to them and we can’t compete without first creating an
intermediate stage where quality-conscious supermarket buy directly from them. 197

Legislation similar to the ECA is not found in any other country. The ECA is a draconian law that interferes with
free movement and trade of food products across India.
Our party considers that there is no occasion for a government to interfere even in the so-called ‘food blackmarket’ or ‘hoarding’ of food. The market will invariably find a way out to attract sufficient food products, if it is
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left alone. There is a significant literature in economics that in emergencies, such actions by the private market
help create incentives for more food to rapidly flow into areas of high price to take advantage of the situation –
thus bringing down food prices rapidly.
If there is a genuine emergency such as war, the country’s emergency powers will be sufficient to regulate and
control food. There is no need to regulate food during peacetime. Any potential collusion between big
corporates with the intention of price-gouging can be managed under the Competition Act 2002. This law must be
repealed in its entirety.

11.3.1 Deletion of specific agricultural produce from ECA will not solve the problem
Will it solve the problem to delete agro-produce from the Essential Commodities Act? Not at all. The
government deletes some commodities from time to time anyway but then adds them back after some time.
Deleting a commodity today does not amount to permanent deletion.
The only remedy is to repeal the Act. This draconian, totalitarian law must go. Period.

11.3.2 e-NAM software for APMCs is not the business of government
According to the 2021-22 Economic Survey, the ‘Government of India launched National Agriculture Market (eNAM) Scheme in 2016 with the objective of creating online transparent competitive bidding system to facilitate
farmers with remunerative prices for their produce. Under the e-NAM Scheme, Government is providing free
software and assistance of Rs.75 Lakh per APMC mandi for related hardware including quality assaying
equipment and creation of infrastructure like cleaning, grading, sorting, packaging and compost unit etc. As on
1st of December, 2021, 1000 mandis of 18 States and 3 UTs have been integrated with e-NAM platform’ 198.
This is a hugely problematic intervention. Why is the government trying to involve itself further in what is a
purely business activity? Its job should be limited to creating the institutional frameworks in which private
markets can freely operate. Let’s just say this: eBay, Amazon or Flipkart are not government programs. Once the
government gets out of the business of buying agricultural produce, the markets will create all kinds of
innovations to facilitate transactions and reduce transaction costs.

11.4 APMC reforms since 2003
Since 2003, some reform attempts have been made.
The NDA (National Democratic Alliance) government had prepared a model APMC (Agricultural
Produce Marketing Committee), Act in 2003. Since then, 22 states have gradually reformed their APMC
laws to allow private mandis (markets). Kerala never had any APMC, and Bihar abolished it in 2006.
Also, 18 states have deregulated trade in fruits and vegetables (Table 1). 199

Madhya Pradesh was among the first of the major states to remove horticulture produce from the ambit of the
APMC 200.
According to the Report of the Supreme Court Committee on Farm Laws (2021), ‘In total, 103 private mandis
have already come up in the country with Maharashtra (60), Gujarat (28), Rajasthan (10), Telangana (3) and
Karnataka (2). Some States that do not have private mandis have given special incentives to food
processors/private traders to buy outside APMC mandi without paying any mandi charges. States/UTs of Bihar,
Kerala, Manipur, Mizoram, Sikkim, A&N Islands, Daman& Diu and D&N Haveli, Lakshadweep and Ladakh do
not have APMC Acts’. 201
A new model law was introduced in 2017:
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In 2017, the central government, once again introduced the Model Agricultural Produce and
Livestock Marketing (Promotion and Facilitation) Act (or, APLM) with the following highlights:
1. Deregulation of fruits and vegetables: limit enforcement of rules to government mandis;
2. Private markets/mandi: allow establishment of private market yards/wholesale market yards;
3. Single trading license: introduce a single license in the entire State/ UT;
4. Single point levy of market fees and prohibition on a second charge in any form;
5. Warehouses deemed as markets: allow the government to notify any warehouse/silos/cold storage or
other such place with infrastructure and facilities, as a market;
6. Direct marketing: allow the issuance of direct marketing licenses, allowing direct purchase of produce
by processors/exporters/bulk buyers outside government or private market yards; and
7. Electronic trading: enable traders to register, auction, bill, book, negotiate, and exchange information
electronically across one national market. 202

The Report of the Supreme Court Committee on Farm Laws notes:
The country faced an unprecedented and most stringent lockdown owing to the COVID-19 pandemic
during the months of April-May, 2020. To facilitate sale and purchase of farm produce, States and UTs
were requested by the Central Government to facilitate direct marketing for farmers/group of farmers,
FPOs and Cooperatives outside the APMC areas. 12 States (Uttar Pradesh, Himachal Pradesh, Goa,
Tripura, Nagaland, Meghalaya, Uttarakhand, Karnataka, Tamil Nadu, Odisha, Gujarat & MP) issued
Ordinances in their State APMC Act in line with Model APLM Act, 2017 to facilitate such a mechanism.
Six States (State of Goa, Tripura, Meghalaya, Tamil Nadu, Uttar Pradesh and Uttarakhand), through the
Ordinance/Bill route, deregulated marketing of fruits & vegetables (direct marketing for F&V) taking the
total number of States doing so to 23 across India. The country did not face any disruption of supply
chains in foodstuffs and achieved record procurement of wheat during the lockdown’. (ibid)

11.4.1 As a result, a majority of transactions now occur outside APMCs
According to the Report of the Supreme Committee on Farm Laws:
[O]nly 42.3 percent of farmer respondents sell their produce through APMC mandis. The analysis
by the Committee also corroborates that the majority of the transactions in the agricultural sector
take place outside the mandi system. Horticulture, livestock and fishery, currently, form 60 percent of
the gross value of the Agricultural Output - these sectors are mostly outside the purview of transaction
through mandis or procurement support via the Minimum Price (MSP). Even within the commodities
covered under the MSP, only around 25-30 percent of the production is transacted through the
APMCs/regulated mandis More importantly, transactions in mandis do not necessarily imply that all the
transactions are at the MSP.
The feedback from the farmer group respondents also shows that only 42.3 percent of the farmer groups
sell their produce in the APMC mandis - and it is concentrated mostly in the States of Punjab and
Haryana where more than 70 percent respondents sell in APMC mandis. As livestock and fishery,
constituting around 40 percent of the agricultural output, do not transact through the mandis, the
responses can be presumed to reflect only the crop sector. (ibid)

11.4.2 Variable state of restrictions across India
Box 2. Agricultural Marketing and Farmer Friendly Reforms Index (AMFFRI) 203
NITI Aayog launched in 2016 an index to rank States and UTs based on implementation of seven provisions
proposed under model APMC Act like joining e-NAM initiative, special treatment to fruits and vegetables for
marketing and level of taxes in mandis. These indicators reveal ease of doing agribusiness as well as
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opportunities for farmers to benefit from modern trade and commerce and have wider option for sale of
her/his produce. These indicators also represent competitiveness, efficiency and transparency in agri markets.
The second area of reforms captured by the index include facilitation and liberalization of land lease. The third
area included in the index represent freedom given to farmers for felling and transit of trees grown on private
land. This represent opportunity to diversify farm business.
The Index is named as ‘Agricultural Marketing and Farmer Friendly Reforms Index (AMFFRI)’ and it has a
score that can have minimum value ‘0’ implying no reforms and maximum value ‘100’ implying complete
reforms in the selected areas. States and UTs have been ranked using this index.
Ranking of States based on AMFFRI
No state in the country has implemented the entire set of market reforms. Also, land leasing and harvest and
marketing of some tree species on private farm land are subjected to various degrees of restrictions in almost all
the States/UTs. The State of Maharashtra achieved first rank in implementation of various reforms. The State
has implemented most of the marketing reforms and it offers best environment for doing agri-business among
all the States/UTs. Gujarat ranks second with a score of 71.5 out of 100, closely followed by Rajasthan and
Madhya Pradesh.
The State of Karnataka, which is considered progressive in implementing market reforms, did not figure among
the top states for two reasons. It is lagging in liberalization of land lease and restrictions on felling of trees on
private land. Two, it is not yet integrated with eNAM. However, the State has its own Unified Market Platform
operated by ReMS, which has all the provisions as envisaged under eNAM. If this reform in the State is treated
at par with eNAM, then Karnataka earns additional score of 7.4. This increases the score of the State in
AMFFRI from 55.5 to 62.9 and raises its rank from 8th place to the 6th place.
Agriculturally developed State of Punjab ranks 14th with a score of 43.9. This is because of poor
implementation of market reforms in the State.
Almost two third States/UTs could not reach even halfway mark of reforms score. Major States like U.P.,
Punjab, West Bengal, Assam, Jharkhand, Tamil Nadu and J&K are in this group. It is also pertinent to mention
that some States/UTs do not have APMC Act. It is a challenge to provide ranking to these States in market
reforms.
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11.4.3 Private sector will not invest unless there is certainty
It is sometimes claimed that APMC reforms have not worked the wonders they were expected to achieve, e.g. ‘It
has been 13 years since Bihar repealed the APMC act, but the density of markets remains low.’ 204
The reason is not far to see: No one will invest hard-earned money in the agriculture sector so long as the
spectre of socialist legislation and the Ninth Schedule hangs over their head. The government can confiscate
private property and investment at any time without notice. It is therefore never going to be possible to calculate
long-run viability of any marketing reforms in the absence of certainty that the government will not reverse
course and take over the business of trading, again. Only a strong signal across all allied areas of reform will
assure private investors that it is now safe to invest. We must not expect wonders till the agriculture sector
is fully liberalised.

11.5 Competitive neutrality in agricultural markets as step towards phasing out APMCs
Swatantra Bharat Party believes in the rule of law, which means that wherever possible, incremental reform is to
be preferred to radical reform. Unlike Milton Friedman’s advocacy of rapid, radical change being the best way to
proceed (as detailed in his book, Tyranny of the Status Quo), we do not consider it a good idea to shake up and
disrupt agricultural markets in one go. That will almost certainly lead to a worse outcome for everyone.
We recommend a transitional path to engender wholesale competition in the agriculture market, on the lines
outlined in the Table below.
Year

Milestones

Year 1

Use the Concurrent List power of the central government to create a national law which over-rides all State
APMC laws and allows APMCs to continue to exist even as private markets are allowed to emerge in
addition to the APMCs. This law will be similar in some ways to the now-repealed Farmers’ Produce Trade and
Commerce (Promotion and Facilitation) Act, 2020. The purpose of the law will be to create a level playing field, by
which no special benefits can be provided by any State government to APMCs. The competitive neutrality
principle will force any tax or other benefits given to APMCs to also be given to private markets.

Year 2-4

Once the private markets arise – and this can take anywhere from 2-3 years, create appropriate rules and
regulations to ensure that the private markets genuinely foster competition and eliminate any exploitation.
The rules should foster incentives for private investors to create appropriate infrastructure.

Year 5-7

Once the private system is fully in place, review the performance of the competitive system and abolish the
APMC Acts through central legislation.

Opening the market will allow traders and farmers to buy and sell freely, and help make India a national market.
We expect FDI in retail, and the private sector more generally, to set up cold chains to maximise the value of
farm produce. Large retailers, for example, will directly purchase produce from farmers to minimise perishable
goods. Once the competitive neutrality reforms are embedded, APMCs must be phased out as soon as possible.
Of course, the full suite of reforms detailed in this Discussion Paper is required before APMCs are phased
out.
Repealing APMC ‘needs to be followed up with policy incentives to attract private market yards offering
electronic and sample based trading. This will bring bulk buyers, processors, exporters, etc., to states for
sourcing fresh produce and provide greater marketing choices to its farmers’ 205.
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11.6 Preliminary cost-benefit analysis
That APMCs must go is not necessary to subject to a CBA. It is a no-brainer. Even the most elementary students
of economics can readily see why these are a bad idea. But the precise time for shutting down APMCs will
require more detailed analysis including evaluation of the competitive neutrality reforms. The White Paper
should outline the precise yardsticks for evaluation – which should be undertaken after the initial reforms are
implemented.

11.7 Recommendations for the White Paper
RECOMMENDATION FOR THE WHITE PAPER
1. Provide a detailed plan for competitive neutrality in agriculture markets and phasing out APMCs.
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12 Restrictions on far m technology, such as biotechnology

Technology plays a crucial role in improving productivity. The High Yielding Varieties Programme, started under
the guidance of Lal Bahadur Shastri in 1966, involved developing and taking high- yielding varieties and hybrids
of wheat, rice, maize, jowar and bajra from the lab to the field. That became what is known as the Green
Revolution. But beyond that there has been virtually no access to technology to farmers. While the general
economy enjoys access to the newest technologies, farmers are deemed incapable of using biotechnology.
Swatantra Bharat Party released the Feed India paper on 17 February 2022 as part of the Feed India civil
disobedience movement launched by the Party. The Party’s slogan is ‘biotechnology to feed India, natural
farming to starve India’.
The paper is available at: https://swatantra.org.in/Documents/FeedIndiaPaper17Feb22.pdf. Its content is
deemed to form part of this Chapter. The paper outlines the co-regulatory system that is required in India for
genetically engineered or edited crops and animals.

12.1 Recommendations for the White Paper
RECOMMENDATION FOR THE WHITE PAPER
1. Provide a pathway for the immediate approval of all GM crops that have been approved anywhere else in
India.
2. Provide a pathway towards a co-regulatory system for genetically engineered or edited crops and animals.
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13 Animal husbandry restrictions har m animals and the country

“Wherever there is animal worship there is human sacrifice.” G.K. Chesterton.
Animal husbandry has a significant role to play in food security and nutritional intake of the people of India.
This chapter discusses two types of animal issues: mainly cattle (cows, buffalos) and endangered wildlife.
Four key concerns drive the discussion in this chapter:
a) Nutritional concerns
The lack of nutritional sufficiency in India sets the context for the need to explore this issue:
The Protein Consumption in the Diet of Adult Indians Survey, which was conducted by IMRB
interviewing 1,260 Indians across seven cities, said nine out of 10 Indians consumed less than adequate
proteins daily. It [noted that] 91% of the vegetarians and 85% of the non-vegetarians were deficient. 206

In India 7 out of 10 people are meat eaters 207 but total meat consumed is only 6.5 kilos per person per annum 208,
compared with 89.6 kilos per person in Australia 209. Further, India has high rates of childhood stunting and
wasting as per National Family Health Survey (NFHS)-5 survey 2019-2021 210. India ranks at 101 out of 116
countries on the Global Hunger Index, with more than 6,000 children below the age of five dying every day –
more than half of them from malnutrition 211.
b) Harms to cows
Under the current dispensation, India’s cows are being tortured and are in great pain. It is worse today for cows
than it was even during the time of a Gandhi over 100 years ago when he wrote: ‘Hindu society has been
inflicting terrible cruelty on the cow and her progeny. The present condition of our cows is a direct proof of this.
My heart bleeds when I see thousands of bullocks with no blood and flesh on them, their bones plainly visible
beneath their skin, ill-nourished and made to carry excessive burdens, while the driver twists their tails and goads
them on … In beef-eating England it would be difficult to find cattle with bones sticking out of their
flesh’. 212
c) Impossibility of maintaining cows beyond their economic life
Farmers cannot maintain cows beyond their economic life. Expecting them to do so is one more tyranny. Many
of India’s farmers are devout Hindus and consider the cow to be holy but they are forced by totalitarian gau
rakshaks and coercive Indian laws to ultimately discard the cows they own in circumstances in which the cow
ends up in great pain. Surely no religion has a right to such a name if its actions end up harming the very creature
(cow) it claims to protect. Cows/bullocks are moveable property of farmers. In the past they were able to sell
livestock in difficult times to meet contingent expenses. The ban on selling fallow cows to the slaughter trade has
made farmers virtually helpless and suicidal. With increasing mechanisation of farms and fragmentation of
holdings, maintaining cattle has become a liability. It amounts to further economic exploitation of farmers to
prevent them from selling old and fallow cattle.
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Our Party considers that a national (and even religious) debate on the cow question is urgently called for, to be
held on the basis of science, human and animal rights. Hindu religion has itself gone through a number of
reforms over hundreds of years: maybe its desire to protect cows can be fulfilled through symbolic means rather
than by physically harming (due to the inevitability of incentives created under the current dispensation) both
cows and humans.
d) Inability of the current system to preserve wildlife
Vast numbers of our tigers, elephants, rhinos and other wildlife are being butchered by poachers under the
current system, which needs a complete review. Our Party would like rational, innovative options to preserve
wildlife to be examined and considered, else we are at risk losing much of our wildlife.

13.1 Religious fanatics are causing enormous harm to cows
One of the most fundamental principles of a free society is freedom of religion and religious belief. Many
Indians, hundreds of millions of them (out of a population of 1.4 billion), do not consider the cow to be holy or
even remotely comparable with their mothers. But even believers in the cow’s holiness must surely be aghast at
the inhumanity being perpetrated in its name. This chapter explains why lakhs of cows roam India’s streets,
eating plastic and other garbage.

Figure xx: A common sight across India: ‘holy’ cows eat plastic bags and other garbage
‘In my opinion, cow-protection societies may be considered cow-killing societies... In calling the cow-protection
societies cow-killing societies, I have but stated the truth...The activities of the Gaurakshini Sabha result in a far larger
number of cows being killed than are saved....in the name of cow-protection, destruction of cows is brought about;...
killing by inches of thousands of cattle who were horribly ill-treated by their Hindu owners ... the first step towards
procuring full protection for cows was to put their own house in order by securing absolute immunity from ill-treatment of
their cattle by Hindus themselves’ - Gandhi 213

13.1.1 Cows are in pain: being forced to eat plastic
One of the most brutal consequence of these lynchings and associated Hindutva terrorism is that many old cows
– these beautiful, gentle animals with lovely big eyes – are being condemned to a life of pain and misery.
Each time they [gau rakshaks] kill innocent people, a fear psychosis sets in and the poor farmer,
desperate to sell his cows, is forced to part his cows at throw-away prices to criminal syndicates that
operate clandestine, illegal slaughterhouses with the full protection of rogue police. There have also
been cases of politicians being involved in this racket.
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In this melee, the cow itself, the animal in the name of which these crimes are perpetrated, is treated
dismally by helpless farmers who are forced to let loose into city streets under the cover of
darkness any old cow they cannot maintain. Kilos of plastic bags are regularly pulled out of the
stomach of mortally sick, old cows that feed on garbage dumps in towns and cities. 214

It was reported in 2019 in The Independent that:
Grazing on rubbish on Delhi’s streets, cows consume large quantities of plastic, and doctors routinely find up to
50kg of waste in their stomachs during surgery. ‘Sometimes we find whole shoes, sometimes needles, or pieces
of wood… but mostly it is polythene’. 215

13.2 Other societal harms due to hypocritical policy on cows
13.2.1 People are being killed in the name of cows
Criminal gangs in the guise of gau rakshaks have been emboldened over the past decades by Article 48 and
various anti-cow slaughter laws, to tyrannise people. A vast number of lynchings have occurred in India in the
name of the cow. There seems to be an overall sense that BJP supports such actions (mainly due to the silence of
its leaders) even though it appears that the BJP’s position on the cow issue changes colour based on the State.
There is a sense of hypocrisy in the actions of India’s political parties on this issue.
The presence of Article 48 in the Constitution signals to the lunatic fringe that India could one day become a
Hindu rashtra if only they try hard enough. This Article and associated cow slaughter laws are destroying the
social fabric of India. Governance and religion must be kept separate at all times. The government needs to
make it clear that while India will continue to support the freedom of belief of all Hindus, it will also support the
freedoms of all other Indians. The only way to do this is to remove this offending Article from the Constitution.

13.2.2 Sharad Joshi’s view: anti-cow slaughter laws cause farmer suicides
In 2002, Sharad Joshi explained how cow slaughter laws are part of the circumstances which lead
them to suicide:
The utility of the cow is perceived only by farmers carrying on agriculture with the help of bullocks; and
even they are realising that maintaining a cow or a bullock for a whole lifetime of 1-15 years, while the
productive period is only half that, is unaffordable.
The massive propaganda of the cow lobby and the environmentalists notwithstanding, farmers are
abandoning the cow. … far larger number of cows die because of malnourishment, ill-treatment and
simple poisoning in farmers’ sheds than in slaughterhouses. If it is a choice between feeding one’s
old parents and children, on the one hand, and the cattle past their prime, on the other, the
outcome is quite obvious. Farmers do try to dispose off their cattle before taking recourse, in
desperation, to suicide, which they are forced to do in hordes all over the country. 216

Later, in a 2015 article, Shanta Gokhale reported Sharad Joshi’s views:
Sharad Joshi takes a clear-eyed look at the problems that will result from the ban on cow-bullbullock slaughter. Bulls and bullocks, he calculates, are extremely expensive animals to
maintain anyway, but particularly so beyond their productive years. A cow is economically viable
only if she gives X litres of milk per day. Anything less and she becomes a liability to the farmer.
The consequence of shutting the butcher’s door on cow-bull-bullock slaughter might
therefore be clandestine killing: 217

13.2.3 Police corruption, malnutrition of children, and harms to the economy
There are innumerable other harms from Article 48 and associated laws.
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•

•
•
•

The police machinery of India – already one of the world’s most corrupt – has been further corrupted. Any
prohibition leads to corruption (as we saw with the 18th Constitutional Amendment of the USA which
banned liquor); banning what was a standard economic practice is a guarantee for corruption. The subterranean violation of the laws (leading to clandestine cow slaughter) is happening across India with the
active connivance of the police, thus enhancing a broader culture of lawlessness in the country.
The lack of availability of cow meat (for those who have no spiritual issues with such meat, particularly
traditional consumers who have often been among the poorer sections of society) has exacerbated
malnourishment for millions of children.
The country has lost tens if not hundreds of lakhs of potential jobs in animal husbandry and food
processing, and tens of billions of dollars in economic output.
Road traffic is snarled and aggravated by the random presence of cows in the streets.

Repealing Article 48 will ensure that farmers will no longer need to abandon unwanted old cows into streets to
eat plastic out of a fear of being lynched. They would be able to sell these cows to well-regulated buyers. The
repeal will allow slaughterhouses to be well-regulated and meat to be humanely produced. It will reduce
incentives for police criminality and corruption. And it will create lakhs of new jobs and significantly improve the
nutritional status of poor children. Most importantly, the repeal of Article 48 will lift the moral standard of the
country.

13.3 Article 48 and State-level anti-cow slaughter laws
There is something obviously incoherent about Article 48 of the Constitution. The Article states:
Organisation of agriculture and animal husbandry: The State shall endeavour to organise
agriculture and animal husbandry on modern and scientific lines and shall, in particular, take steps
for preserving and improving the breeds, and prohibiting the slaughter, of cows and calves and other
milch and draught cattle.

Policy questions that arise in relation to this Article:
•

•

From our Party’s perspective, the Constitution of a nation must only limit itself to laying down the rules of
the game and the defence of citizens’ liberty. It is not a place for making policy recommendations. Policy
must be determined democratically by relevant governments after a highly analytical policy impact
assessment that takes account of impacts on freedom. Any policy that reduces freedom must not be
permitted by the Constitution. There is a good reason why the Directive Principles were inserted rather
sheepishly, as an after-thought to resolve political tensions – because the Constituent Assembly knew it was
doing the wrong thing, so the Constitution stated that these ‘principles’ are not justiciable in the court of law.
Our Party’s position is that these Principles are inappropriate in a Constitution and must be repealed. But for
the sake of this Discussion Paper we will not consider this broader issue.
The issue for this Paper is to consider the merit of Article 48. The first part of the sentence in Article 48
does not speak to the second part. While preserving and improving cattle breeds may well be part of
modernising animal husbandry, the rest of the sentence (prohibiting the slaughter of cows, calves, etc.) is
definitely not about organising animal husbandry on ‘modern and scientific lines’. This Article is Orwellian
doublespeak crated virtually conterminously with his 1984.

13.3.1 Wholesale self-deception in the Constituent Assembly
In our Constitution, Indians are promised equal rights to liberty of thought, expression, belief, faith and worship.
These ideas constitute the soul of India. Everyone has the Constitutional liberty to conceptualise the cow in their
own way. So how could this cow issue, an entirely religious matter, enter the Constitution?
The cow issue was introduced into the Constituent Assembly through Rajendra Prasad, its president. Seth
Govind Das, Pandit Thakurdas, Shibban Lal Saxena, Ram Sahai and Raghu Vira were among the key supporters
he had in the Assembly. While some alleged economic arguments were made (about the utility of the cow), the
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main argument was religious – the subterfuge was used since otherwise there was no scope in India’s secular
Constitution to even remotely mention any religious issue. 218
Zahir-ul-Hasan Lari identified the inherent dichotomy in the Article. He rightly noted that the two parts don’t fit.
Modernisation of animal husbandry will inevitably lead to the extermination of unproductive cattle. Being aware
of the huge political pressure exercised by the President of the Constituent Assembly, he threw down a gauntlet:
‘If the House is of the opinion that slaughter of cows should be prohibited, let it be prohibited in clear, definite
and unambiguous words… I submit that this is the proper occasion when the majority should express itself
clearly and definitely’. Obviously, even the most rabid members of the Constituent Assembly did not dare do
this, for to require a ban on cow slaughter in the Constitution would not only be entirely inimical to the secular
principles of the Constitution, it would make India a de-facto Hindu Rashtra – an exact mirror image of the
Islamic republic Pakistan. There would be no place left for India’s leaders to pontificate on the world stage about
their superior or more moral democratic republic.
That explains the dubious drafting of Article 48 – our Party rejects such subterfuge and self-deception. We must
reject the idea of incorporating any religious preferences into the Constitution.

13.3.2 Nehru and Gandhi’s views against a ban on cow slaughter
Gandhi was a votary of cow protection but was equally adamant that this is something for Hindus to progress in
their own private capacity, with their own cows. He stated as clearly as possible that the country does not belong
to the Hindus and it was inappropriate for Hindus to impose their beliefs on others:
When the Constitution-making process began, Mohandas Gandhi and many top leaders received
letters and telegrams bearing requests for cattle slaughter to be made illegal. Gandhi was asked to
persuade Jawaharlal Nehru and Vallabhbhai Patel to enact such laws. As he wrote in Harijan in
August 1947:
‘A large number of local Hindus have begun to believe in the superstition that the Union
belongs to the Hindus and that, therefore, they should enforce their beliefs by law even among
non-Hindus. Hence an emotional wave is sweeping the country, in order to secure legislation
prohibiting the slaughter of cows within the Union. Let us at the outset realise that cow worship in
the religious sense is largely confined to Gujarat, Marwar, the United Provinces and Bihar.
It is obviously wrong legally to enforce one’s religious practice on those who do not share that
religion’.
He asked these people not to waste their money on telegrams but use it constructively for the
improvement of the condition of cows. Though Gandhi had hitherto supported the idea of cow
protection, during this time he was dejected by the spread of communal violence and by Partition.
He urged people not to insist upon anything that would create a further rift between people of
different faiths. 219

Gandhi rightly said that ‘no law can be made to ban cow-slaughter’. He argument was essentially that it is
morally wrong to coerce non-believers to respect the cow.
On the other hand, Rajendra Prasad had long championed the banning of cow slaughter. Nehru responded to
him in a letter dated 7 August 1947:
Nobody can possibly doubt the widespread Hindu sentiment in favour of cow protection. At the same
time there is something spurious about the present agitation. Indeed the number of telegrams and
postcards, though impressive, is itself a sign of artificiality to some extent. Dalmia’s money is flowing
and Dalmia is not exactly a desirable person... You know how strong an advocate of cow protection
Bapu is. Nevertheless, so far as I am aware, he is opposed to any compulsory stoppage of cow
slaughter. His chief reason, I believe, is that we must not function as a Hindu state but a
composite state in which Hindus no doubt predominate. 220

Nehru added:
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As you know, there is a very strong Hindu revivalist feeling in the country at the present moment. I am
greatly distressed by it because it represents the narrowest communalism. It is the exact replica
of the narrow Muslim communalism which we have tried to combat for so long... I find myself in
total disagreement with this revivalist feeling, and in view of this difference of opinion I am a poor
representative of many of our people today. I felt honestly that it might be better for a truer
representative to take my place. (ibid)

Neither Gandhi nor Nehru wanted a Hindu rashtra which would mean to them that we were creating a Hindu
Pakistan. Nehru was willing to let go his entire career if anyone expected him to lead India down this path. But in
the end this offending Article 48 did get through:
Gopal has rightly underlined that Nehru agreed with Gandhi that the compulsory stoppage of cow
slaughter, taken as an isolated decision, would appear as a concession to Hindu bigotry and therefore
[has] to be avoided; yet he did not oppose the listing of the banning of cow slaughter as one of the
Directive Principles of State Policy and was content to see that nothing came of it in practice. (ibid)

13.3.3 In 1955 Nehru declined to implement Article 48 nationally
Nehru had long held a clear position on the ban issue: that it is not a matter for the government to get involved.
As reported in Godbole’s 2014 book:
As Mayor of Allahabad in 1923, Nehru guided the Board to reject unanimously the suggestion to
prohibit the slaughter of cattle; but his attitude was based not so much on any principle as on a feeling
that this was not a matter calling for administrative intervention, for he had earlier suggested to the
Hindus that they should request Muslims to stop cow-killing rather than fight them about it. 221

When he was PM, the same people who pestered the Constituent Assembly with their demands for Hindu rashtra
would not let go Nehru. Seth Govind Das introduced the Indian Cattle Prevention Bill in the Lok Sabha on 16
July 1952 and a motion for its consideration was moved on 27 November 1953. Discussion on the consideration
motion was resumed on 11 December 1953, 26 February 1954 and 12 March 1954, when further consideration
of the Bill was postponed. It was finally discussed on 2 April 1955 222.
Before being considered by the Lok Sabha, Nehru wrote to chief ministers in letter dated 23 February 1955:
I should like to make it clear that, so far as the Central Government is concerned, it considers any such
legislation unwise and inexpedient. Indeed, there is an apprehension that such legislation will really be
not to the advantage of protecting our best cattle. The mere fact of a continuing agitation should not
make us adopt a course which is not a right one. I think we should go to the public and explain the
position quite clearly... I am very anxious to protect our cattle wealth in the country, and I have
often written to you about it. But the way to do so is not by legislation to ban cow slaughter. 223

Speaking in the Lok Sabha on 2 April 1955, Nehru said. ‘My advice to some, people who do not understand
the economics or agriculture is not to take a step which will ruin our cattle wealth and do something which
has often important constitutional consequences.’ Saying that ‘I am prepared to resign from Prime Ministership
but I will not give in’ because of agitation in the country on this issue. Nehru added that Government will have
‘constructive measures’ to preserve the cattle wealth. 224
After Seth Govind Das’s Bill was defeated on 2 Aprl 1955, Nehru wrote to chief ministers on 4 April 1955:
Two days ago, a private Bill came up before Parliament for banning cow slaughter completely [On 2
April the House rejected the motion for consideration of Seth Govind Das’s bill seeking a ban on cattle
slaughter Nehru said that ‘I will resign rather than accept such a bill’]. I opposed this, and it was lost by
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a very big majority. I have often written to you about the urgent need for cattle protection and, more
particularly, for the preservation of milch cows That is a matter of great importance to our country, but
this approach of passing such a Bill appears to me to be completely wrong and not even in the
interest of the cattle and much less of the country. We have to take this matter up constructively. Much
has been done in Bombay and Calcutta, the two big cities which have sinned most in this respect. Much
more has to be done. We must concentrate on preventing completely the killing of any milch cow. That
is the first essential step, and I hope that particular attention will be paid to this in some of our big
cities. While we should do this as soon as and as effectively as possible, we should not and cannot
surrender to the agitational demand of some of the communal organizations which seek to
exploit religion for political advantage. I know that some people, including Congressmen, feel
strongly on this subject. I appreciate their sentiment but not this approach. I spoke, therefore, rather
strongly on this subject, so that there might be no doubt left in the public mind about our general policy
and approach to this important question. 225

On the same date (4 April 1955) in a letter to Purshottam Das Tandon, Nehru wrote:
I am quite convinced that this slaughter that is taking place in some places in India, though it is much
less than it used to be, has to be stopped, certainly in so far as the milch cows and their progeny are
concerned. I came to the conclusion because of the special circumstances prevailing in India and the
great importance of our cattle wealth. I have been repeatedly writing about this to our state
governments and to our Food & Agriculture Ministry and many steps have already been taken which
have produced result. Other steps are going to be taken. I am convinced that the mere passage of this
Bill would not have yielded any satisfactory result but, on the contrary, would have led to difficulties
and would not have even protected cattle. 226

Regrettably, both letters of 4 April 1955 send a mixed message. Nehru allowed his personal preference to be
noted in official correspondence and even encouraged CMs to ‘prevent completely the killing of any milch cow’
(which is contrary to what he said to earlier on this matter as Mayor of Allahabad – that he did not like the idea
of the government getting involved). But he did put his job on the line.

13.3.4 Today we have a dog’s breakfast of ‘cow protection’ laws
Many states have subsequently come forward and enacted anti-cow slaughter laws. The differences across these
laws make the idea of a common farmer’s market completely impossible.
As at 2019, except for Kerala, Arunachal Pradesh, Meghalaya, Mizoram and Nagaland, the other states have
legislation on the slaughter of cows. In Gujarat, Haryana, Himachal Pradesh, J&K, Punjab, Rajasthan, U.P &
Uttarakhand, the slaughter of cows, bulls, etc. of all ages is completely banned. In few of states, Goa, Haryana,
Himachal Pradesh, Punjab, Rajasthan, U.P and Uttarakhand, any violation of the law relating to cattle slaughter is
considered as both cognizable and non-bailable offences. In the rest of the states, the violations are cognizable
offences. In other states, cows beyond an age are allowed for slaughter, either with or without any ‘Fit for
slaughter’ certificate from a veterinary expert. In Assam and West Bengal, slaughter of cows over 10 years and 14
years respectively is allowed.
The laws for the slaughter of buffalo are similar as well, but Gujarat, U.P, and a few other states allow for the
slaughter of buffaloes. 227

13.4 The reality is far more complex than simplistic arguments made by gau rakshaks
Gau rakshaks feel good when they terrorise farmers who might be trying to sell cows that are no longer
economically viable. But their tyranny is based on simplistic arguments which have little relationship with either
India’s history or with ethics or humanity.
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Attempts to stop by law something that humans consider to be part of nature, or something that is driven by
strong economic reasons, is neither desirable nor practical. Beef has been human food since mankind originated
as a species, particularly over the last ten thousand years after mankind transitioned from hunting and gathering
into settled agriculture. There is overwhelming evidence that ancient Indians (including those who are considered
to be Hindus, even though that term did not exist in the past) ate beef like all others. Not just the literature but
archaeological evidence has repeatedly confirmed this. Studies of the Indus Valley civilisation provide
excruciating details about how cows were slaughtered for food. It is only in the last few hundred years, under the
influence mainly of Jainism that attempts have been made to change the diet of the Hindus. Falsifying history is
not a good argument for government intervention.
More importantly, something that breaches basic human incentives can never work. Farmers have to choose
between feeding their children or elderly parents, and a cow that provides absolutely no economic value.
Expecting them to become gau rakshaks in such a situation is nothing short of tyranny. Such demands or laws
can’t be enforced without imposing an unacceptably high human cost.
Finally, people’s freedom to eat is inherent in their freedom of belief. It is not the business of one section of
society to impose their will by force on the entire country. We ask the country to unite in one voice to repeal
Article 48. Regardless of the religious or historical nature of the cow issue, bans on cow slaughter are hurting real
people today.

13.4.1 The Hindutva interpretation on the cow is questionable
Our Party does not generally comment on religion: first, the question of religion is very personal and subjective;
its interpretations are many; second, the two domains – of the government and religion – must be kept separate.
But given the extraordinarily intrusive intervention by the Hindutva groups (who are not religious Hindus but a
political organisation) into matters of public policy, it is necessary to raise some contradictions by the Hindutva
groups such as RSS and Hindu Mahasabha. Their questionable claims underpin the arguments regarding cows.
As far as Hinduism is concerned, it is an eclectic religion with freedom of thought and belief to its members:
each individual is allowed to make up their own mind on matters of food. And most Hindus are fully aware that
of the conclusive evidence that many Hindus consumed beef in the past – and many (including many of their
family members) continue to do so.
The following extract from Sanjeev Sabhlok’s write-up in a Times of India blog outlines the nature of the problem
with Hindutva claims. 228
RSS wants Hindus to worship the cow. This, despite its leader Savarkar clearly stating that cow worship
is ‘buddhi hatya’. Savarkar also said: ‘A substance is edible to the extent that it is beneficial to man.
Attributing religious qualities to it gives it a godly status. Such a superstitious mindset destroys the
nation’s intellect’. He wanted ‘the movement for cow protection be based and popularized on clear-cut
and experimental economic and scientific principles. Then alone shall we achieve genuine cow
protection like the Americans’ – the Americans eat the cow but look after it very well.
To hoist RSS by its own petard, if Indus Valley civilisation is Vedic (based on RSS’s untrue Out of India
theory), then RSS must accept the vast archaeological proofs that these ‘Vedics’ slaughtered cows:
‘Bones recovered from Indus sites show that many cattle were killed for meat: they bear butchery marks
and are often burnt’ 229. A study of over 20,000 bone fragments has mapped the precise spots on its
anatomy where the cow was butchered. 230 [‘During Phase I domestic animals were integral to the
residents’ cuisine. Given the greater frequency of their remains in conjunction with the larger body size
of cattle and buffalo, as compared to sheep and goats, it is clear that beef was by far the most
common meat consumed during Phase I. This pattern of heavy reliance on the meat of large
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domesticates is characteristic of archaeological sites in the region as well as throughout the
Indus civilisation more generally.’]
Not just in the Indus valley, there is conclusive archaeological evidence strewn across the Gangetic
valley. A report Indian Archaeology 1996-97 from a site in Basti near Ayodhya in the later Vedic
period confirms that: ‘The overall picture at the site suggests a predominantly domesticated economy in
which cattle bones have the largest representations. The fact that most of these species constituted
items of human diet as is shown by the characteristic cut and chopping marks observed in the
bones’ 231.
Further, Arthashastra specifies clearly how beef is to be sold, along with a range of regulations about
the sale of meat. [The flesh [of all cows dying naturally] may be sold by the herdsman, either as fresh
meat or dried.{2.29.26-29}]
In addition, by studying the Vedas many Sanskrit scholars have confirmed that beef was an important
element of the Vedic diet. RSS’s own savant Vivekananda (who knew Sanskrit) was one of them. He
wrote: ‘Madhuparka was a Vedic ceremony, usually in honour of a guest, in which a respectful offering
was to be made consisting, among other dainties, of beef.’ In an address in Madura he said: ‘There was a
time in this very India when, without eating beef, no Brahmin could remain a Brahmin; you read in the
Vedas how, when a Sannyasin, a king, or a great man came into a house, the best bullock was killed’.

Our Party would like to see robust studies and debate on such matters so that the false propaganda of RSS and
related Hindutva groups, intended to foster a religious divide and to bring in totalitarian policies that are
inconsistent with Hinduism and India’s Constitution, can be counteracted with the truth.

13.4.2 Indian buffalo beef exports
Despite laws that prevent cow slaughter, buffalo beef exports have been broadly rising over the past decade –
although in recent years, these have fallen. With proper regulation and oversight, beef can become a major
contributor to improved nutrition in India, in addition to being a major export earner. One of the great
opportunities in agriculture is in China, with its increased appetite for meat. By regulating meat processing for
humane animal slaughter and hygiene, new options for livelihood will emerge.

Figure xx: Beef exports from India 232
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13.5 The rational solution is to regulate, not prohibit cow slaughter
13.5.1 A ‘milk only’ economy is a dangerous fantasy
Religious fanatics have been trying for the past 100 years to convert what was for thousands of years a milk and
beef economy into a ‘milk only’ economy. Do they ever think about farmers who are already in deep financial
distress: What do they want farmers do with unwanted male calves and old cows in a ‘milk only’ economy? If
they want milk (a non-vegetarian product), they must necessary allow those who wish, to eat beef. No one is
asking people to eat beef: that is their personal choice; but to force farmers to look after unwanted male calves or
old cows well past their milk-giving age, is one more atrocity against farmers.
In 2017, Raghunathdada Patil, president of Shetkari Sangathana in Maharashtra, said in simple terms: ‘We
cannot feed aged animals, which are not useful for farm activities or milk production’. 233 Our Party works
intensively at the grassroots in interior Uttar Pradesh. Heartland cow-belt Hindu farmers have told us – on
camera – that BJP’s focus on beef is harming their personal economic prospects.

13.5.2 Moving away from prohibition to regulation
We need to regulate, not prohibit beef. Like everything else, regulation of farm activity should only be done
where there is real harm: which is at the time of slaughter. Our party is committed to treating cows with the level
of humanity that the likes of Temple Grandin would want.
A few key policy principles should inform national policy on this topic:

13.5.2.1 People’s food or religion is not the business of government
The state, our servant, has no business to peek into our kitchen: let people eat what they wish. A
government has no business to create laws about what Indians eat, wear or speak. Religion, in particular, is not
the business of government. Each person must remain free at all times to make up their own mind about what
they eat and how they undertake their spiritual (or unspiritual) life journey.

13.5.2.2 Humane treatment of animals
Current policies are causing enormous harm to cows. They are unwanted by farmers after their economic life is
over and prevented from being slaughtered in a humane manner – this is an inhumane situation. And absurd
from every possible angle.
Swatantra Bharat Party is committed to the protection and humane treatment of wildlife and domesticated
animals. Animals have a right to live (and die) without pain. Humans do not have a right to inhumanely treat any
animal, including animals we consume for food. While these other forms of life cannot speak for themselves, we
are accountable to each other for creating a humane society.
Any animals consumed as food should be killed in as painless a manner as the state of knowledge permits.
International best practice currently requires stunning before killing large animals. We need a policy to make
humane slaughter mandatory in all abattoirs, with transitional provisions for local butchers that currently use
customary (often brutal) techniques. Where inhumane methods of slaughter are repeatedly used, support and
education could be provided by the government, but ultimately, punishment for repeated inhumane killing of
animals could extend to jail. Such laws should also apply to temples and other religious places, bringing an end to
animal sacrifice which is not assisted by modern technology.

13.6 Wildlife farming to protect endangered species
We do not worry about the continuing survival of either domesticated animals or animals like foxes, snakes and
crows which have mastered the art of evasion and are able to thrive despite mass-scale colonisation of the Earth
by humans. However, bad policies have created a situation where totemic animals like tigers, rhinos and
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elephants – for whose body parts there is commercial demand (e.g. rhino horn, ivory) that is suppressed by
government – are at huge risk of being wiped out.
There is another side to the problem: that farmers are booked for killing wild animals like deer or elephants
when farms are ravaged by these animals. Many farmers have to work at night on farms, and are attacked by
leopards and tigers: this is common around sanctuaries. The farmers have no recourse in such cases and face
harassment by government agencies. Recently some compensation is being offered in such cases. Of course,
snakes are also wild animals and kill thousands in India each year: no compensation is given to snake bite victims
– but we will skip this topic for now. 234

13.6.1 Prohibition expedites extinction
Prohibitions for things of commercial value have never worked. For instance, prohibition of gold imports, cow
slaughter, liquor. These just ends up costing lives and causing other harms. We need a well-regulated society, not
a society where there are idealists on the one side and black-marketeers on the other. The balance to society is
provided through good, incentive-compatible regulation.
When the demand for products of wildlife cannot be met through the open market, illegal killing (poaching)
inevitably emerges. Within years, such species move from being prolific to endangered. If we were to ban
chicken consumption, it too would become an endangered species.
We need to save the world from good-intentioned fools who are trying to ‘save wildlife’ even as they promote
policies that are guaranteed to wipe them out.
It is here that animal husbandry even of wildlife can help.

13.6.2 Regulatory options
Legalising and appropriately regulating trade in wildlife and environmental goods can help preserve a healthy
environment and wildlife. Such regulatory options will allow appropriate levels of harvesting in suitable habitats
under regulatory oversight (that include habitat preservation).
A mixed model
An option worth exploring as a first step is to continue with government-managed habitats (in which wildlife is
not allowed to be harvested), even as we allow separate, privatised habitats in which wildlife can be harvested.
Regulated privatised supply of certified wildlife products will:
•
•

dramatically reduce poaching in the preserved habitats (areas in which harvesting is not permitted); and
ensure the preservation of critically endangered species, while also creating numerous jobs and
advancing scientific research.

Today’s model guarantees the loss of wildlife. We pay vast amounts of taxpayer funds to incompetent
bureaucrats to ‘preserve’ the Indian tiger. For instance, it was reported on 12 February 2010 in New York Times
that ‘Last month the Indian government announced a surge in killings of tigers by poachers, with 88 found dead
in 2009, double the previous year’ 235.
This is a losing battle since no government employee has the incentives that only private, profit-maximising
entrepreneurs have. In this process, we also end up losing hundreds of precious human lives in battles against
poachers. It is a lose-lose proposition for the nation. Current policies only benefit animal smugglers and arms
dealers. Let Indians earn an honest living from its fauna.
Examples of such models

234 Between 2001-2014, there were about 808,000 deaths from snakebites in India — amounting to about 4.8 deaths per 100,000 people.
Those in the age group 30-69 accounted for nearly half of these deaths. The average risk of an Indian dying from snakebite before age 70
is approximately 1 in 250 – comparable to the number of deaths due to dengue.
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Australia and New Zealand allow commercial farming of crocodiles and deer, among other wildlife. Since the
tiger issue is particularly pressing for India, we can consider an example from China.
The New York Times noted in its 12 February 2010 article cited above that: ‘the biggest threat to Asia’s largest
predator is the Chinese appetite for tiger parts. Despite a government ban on the trade since 1993, there is a
robust market for tiger bones, traditionally prized for their healing and aphrodisiac qualities, and tiger skins,
which have become cherished trophies among China’s nouveau riche.’
Preserving tigers in the wild is almost impossible, e.g. ‘With as few as 20 in the wild in China, the country’s tigers
are a few gun blasts away from extinction’. So China came up with a commercial harvesting solution for tigers at
the Xiongsen Tiger and Bear Mountain Village in Guilin. It was opened in 1993 with financing from the State
Forestry Administration. Private-owned, Guilin Bear-Tiger Farmland in Guangxi is one of the two largest tiger
breeding bases in China. It started in 1993 with some 30 tigers collected from different populations and now,
after innovations in artificial fertility, it now owns some 1200 tigers.
It is beyond belief that India’s stupid policy makers lecture the world about stopping the use of ivory, rhino
horns or tiger bones. By the time we stop our puerile lectures, all our precious animals would have died.
Our Party’s policies are based on reality, not on idealism. We accept that there is an undesirable demand for
certain things, but then we need to find the most cost-effective and beneficial way for society to manage the
situation.

13.7 Preliminary cost-benefit analysis
Both policies outlined in this chapter do not even require a CBA – the abolition of bans on cow slaughter and
wildlife harvesting are self-evidently positive for society. But various transitional options can be considered and
modelled in the White Paper.

13.8 Recommendations for the White Paper
RECOMMENDATION FOR THE WHITE PAPER
1. Provide a pathway to abolish the ban in cow slaughter and introduce a regulated and humane system for cow
slaughter.
2. Provide a pathway to allow private harvesting of wildlife under well-regulated conditions.
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14 Output price controls (meddling in imports and exports)

Throughout his life, Sharad Joshi highlighted the government tyranny which lies at the heart of the farmers’
agony:
The central and the most essential fact about Indian agriculture is that it suffers from either the caprices
of nature or, when the nature is benign, by the tyranny of governmental interventions. 236

This chapter discusses output price controls other than those imposed by the EC Act. These are mainly
controls brought in by restrictions on imports and exports. Gandhi would have opposed Nehru’s all
such agricultural produce price controls:
“[Price] control gives rise to fraud, suppression of truth, intensification of the black market and to
artificial scarcity. Above all it unmans the people and deprives them of initiative” - Gandhi, 3 November
1947 237

14.1 ‘Heads I win, tails you lose’ policy against farmers
Meddling with agriculture imports and exports probably takes the cake for tyranny: these are brazenly antifarmer.

14.1.1 Taking money from poor farmers to keep prices low for consumers and industry
The language used by the government (Figure xx) in its export/import orders confirms the well-known fact that
the government keeps prices low for urban consumers by depressing farmgate receipts for farmers.

Figure xx: Notification regarding the reason to ban exports and flood the market with imports – to ‘check prices’ 238
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In addition, the governments constantly give in to industry groups who want low input costs to their industrial
production. For instance, Sharad Joshi pointed out in 1998:
Bombay textile mill owners try to say that we should not export cotton because it is really required for
the handloom people. But the handloom people do not even consume probably three per cent of the
total production! The mill-owners hide behind the shield of the handloom producers and get cotton at
almost one-third of the international price. 239

Further, the government allows agriculture exports only when there is ‘surplus’ production. This means farmers
are prevented from getting a good price in the international market. Why should India’s consumers get food at
lower than international prices? Yes, the poor need food security, so for that there is a direct transfer mechanism
as well as the availability of the strategic food reserve. But the rest of the population should be pay the market
price.
Farmers almost never manage to make a profit from their work given the innumerable socialist constraints in
which they operate. To stop them from getting a windfall gain from higher farmgate prices should an
opportunity arise (such as by exporting to the international market) is pure tyranny.
The government’s ‘deal’ with the farmer is this: ‘Heads I win, tails you lose’. The government is only happy
when farmers get a really low price. The moment farmers see a chance of getting a good price, the government
floods the market with imports or bans exports. Always the losers: India’s farmers.
The Government itself has acknowledged that its policies are causing severe impacts on farmers. The Economic
Survey (2014) noted:
Generally an ad hoc trade policy has been followed for agricultural commodities, more often as a
knee-jerk reaction to the domestic price situation, which puts the domestic as well as international
market under great uncertainty, and the farmer, being at the bottom of the pyramid, is severely
impacted. It also leads to erosion of confidence in India being a trustworthy supplier in the
international market. A stable and long-term trade policy with respect to agricultural products is
essential for increasing productivity. 240

14.1.2 Onions: banned when famers can benefit, imported when farmers will suffer
Onions are a classic example. 241 Each time when the onion retail price rises, government dumps the market with
onion imports. And when farmers could get higher prices abroad, exports are banned. Barun Mitra notes:
the government was hailing the new farm laws for ushering in freedom for the farmers in parliament in
mid-September, the government also invoked the Foreign Trade Act (FTA) to ban the export of
onions with immediate effect. Such ad-hoc prohibition on onion export has become almost an annual
feature, despite the fact that India produces almost 50% more onion than it consumes, and there is a
perpetual shortage in quality storage facilities. Such interventions routinely infringe on the freedom to
trade and negate the sanctity of contracts. The FTA, together with the Essential Commodities Act (ECA)
have, for decades, hindered free trade in agriculture commodities within the country and made
international trade uncertain. 242

As noted, the Foreign Trade (Development Regulation) Act 1992 243 is the legislation that empowers the government to
whimsically – without any social cost benefit test – manipulate exports and imports to depress farmgate prices
both ways. Moreover, there are so many orders that they end up creating total chaos and uncertainty for
investors and farmers alike. No one in his right senses will set up a warehousing operation under these chaotic
circumstances.
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Figure xx shows just a few orders related to onions. But it is not just onions. When all other commodities are
added up, the whimsical orders issued each year adds up to the hundreds: literally every day, the busybody
bureaucrats at the Director General of Foreign Trade find some new way of meddling with the market.

Figure xx: Illustrative list of export/import orders issued regarding onions for only two years 244

Other politically sensitive crops (onions, potatoes, pulses, sugar, etc) constantly see similar actions. Import duties
are constantly changed. On 20 September 2020, it was reported that ‘In the last three months, India’s import
duty on masur dal has been cut from 30% to 10%, raised back to 30%, and then decreased again to 10%’ 245.
For example, in 2017 India raised import duties from zero percent to 60 percent on chickpeas, 50 percent on peas,
40 percent on large chickpeas, and 30 percent on lentils. Further, in the 2018 budget, the Union government
increased tariffs on 52 separate line items, including fruit juices (from 30 percent to 35 percent), and edible
vegetable oils (from 20 percent to 35 percent) (USITA 2020).

The idea that a government should constantly change its import or export policies is beyond ridiculous. On a
comparative basis internationally, India’s trade policies – even more generally – are a mess:
The 2019 Trade Barrier Index ranks a total of 86 countries on their use of trade barriers. India is at the
bottom of the Index, with a poor record of using tariff restrictions. Where the median score across 86
countries for tariffs is 5.17 (with a standard deviation of 1.83), Non-Tariff Measures 1.87, Services
Restrictions 4.38, and Facilitation is 4.57, India’s scores are 6.01, 8.11, 3.61, 7.17, and 5.16 respectively.
The report tags India as `the worst offender of trade liberalism’ (2019). The United States
Department of Agriculture argues that in the quest for self-sufficiency for many basic food
commodities, India’s trade policy has focused on export controls and a highly restrictive import
regime...Such protectionist policies keep India’s per capita agricultural imports artificially low. 246

14.1.3 Dumping wheat into India with the sole intention of harming farmers
There is pure evil that drives the government’s calculations: there is no other way to explain their actions. Being a
self-created major buyer of wheat, the government keeps looking for ways to depress wheat prices for farmers.
In perhaps an action which takes the cake for viciousness, in 2020 the government imported 3 million tonnes of
wheat despite there being no wheat shortage in India:
The decision of the Government of India to import nearly 3 million tonnes of wheat from Canada, US
and Australia at the cost of Rs 1,500 crores to be paid in foreign exchange, has reopened the debate on
the agrarian question. Import of foodgrains on this scale after years of boasting about self-sufficiency in
food, calls for attention in itself. Those who oppose this decision are particularly incensed by the fact that
this wheat was purchased in the international market at a price higher than the domestic
procurement price of Rs 280 per quintal fixed by the government for domestic wheat producers. The
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landing price of this wheat, which includes a freight charge of about $30 per tonne, is about Rs 530 per
quintal, almost twice as much as the domestic procurement price.
According to the prime minister’s own admission, this is not a crisis year for Indian agriculture.
There has been no major drought or crop failure. How then do our policymakers rationalise import of
wheat amounting to half of this year’s wheat procurement? The food secretary, Tejinder Khanna,
justified this decision saying: ‘If the same quantity was purchased from the domestic market, the prices
would have shot up.’(Times of India, November 14, 1992). This is a clear admission that this import is
part of a strategy of price warfare against the peasantry, an attempt to browbeat the Indian
farmers into selling their produce at artificially depressed prices. 247
This import is clearly a measure of retaliation against the reluctance of the wheat-producing peasantry of
North India, especially Punjab, to sell their produce at the government-fixed below-market price of Rs
280 per quintal. This year the Punjab government had forbidden the artias (private grain traders) from
operating in the mandis of Punjab while the government was carrying out its procurement operations, in
the expectation that the farmers would be compelled to sell more of their stocks to the government The
district administrators were asked by the Chief Minister of Punjab to let the grain dealers know that no
trucks carrying grain would be allowed to move out of the state and if they flouted this ‘order’ their
licences would be impounded. The farmers of Punjab tried resisting this illegal coercion to some extent.
Many held back their stocks until such point as they could sell in the open market. As a result, this year’s
grain procurement, which has been declining in the last few years, touched a record low. Two years ago it
was 10 million tonnes. Last year it came down to 7.7 million tonnes. This year the government could
procure no more than 6.35 million tonnes. Government stocks had indeed touched the very bottom with
less than 2 million tonnes of wheat left in state godowns. Yet, it is noteworthy that the open market price
went no higher than Rs 330 per quintal — substantially lower than what the imported wheat has cost us.
Subsequent to the arrival of imported wheat, the prices have fallen further even in the open
market. 248

‘Jahaan Ka Raja Ho Vyapaari, Vahaan Ki Praja Ho Bhikhari’. The government must not be a trader. Period.
Socialist governments in India for the past seven decades have imposed the most arbitrary and harmful policies
for agriculture. Such constant fiddling with duties eliminates the prospect of any sensible investment in the
sector.

14.2 Our Party insists on unilateral free trade
Our Party has a simple, non-discretionary policy (which requires close to zero officials to manage) that anyone
can understand and which is the only policy consistent with a free society: unilateral free trade. The only duties
our Party is willing to impose are those needed to cover the costs of the record-keeping system of exports and
imports. The only qualification to unilateral free trade can be from national security considerations.
In a free society all trade decisions must be left to the market, including to the futures markets. This is not a
matter for the government to get involved. Any infant industry argument – long used in India to shelter
businesses – crushes productivity. Without global competition, Indians will never become world-class producers.
We need to comprehensively liberalise trade and abolish any remaining import restrictions including any
remaining customs duties and the negative (restricted) list. The medium and long-term benefits of such a
decision outweigh any short-term losses incurred by terminally inefficient businesses.
Sharad Joshi was clear about the policy of unilateral free trade:
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Indian farmers, unlike French farmers, are not asking for a total ban on import of, say, British beef. We
are also prepared to accept Australian pulses if they come cheaper and better. We won’t stand in the way
of the consumers’ interest. 249

14.2.1 The remedy in the 2018 Agriculture Export Policy is not acceptable
The 2018 Agriculture Export Policy commits to minimising ad-hoc regulatory changes and action only after
scrutiny by a ‘high-level committee’. This is not acceptable. The idea that there would be some ‘high-level’
bureaucrats with the power to decide on imports and exports is an anathema to the free people of an
independent nation.
We can see also how such a policy has totally and comprehensively failed to stop the constant meddling by the
government in imports and exports. The power to fiddle with exports and exports must be removed from the
government. The only considerations allowed in the legislation should be of cost recovery of the costs of keeping
a track of imports and exports, and national security.

14.3 Constant dabbling by SEBI in the agricultural futures markets
Another Act of 1992, the Securities and Exchange Board of India Act, 1992 – which created SEBI and empowered it
to intervene in markets, is another vehicle misused constantly by the government to attack farmers.
Section 11 (1) of the SEBI Act states:
Subject to the provisions of this Act, it shall be the duty of the Board to protect the interests of
investors in securities and to promote the development of, and to regulate the securities market, by
such measures as it thinks fit.

This, like laws in India, gives unlimited discretionary power to the government. There is no requirement to justify
its decision, no requirement for a cost-benefit test.
SEBI behaves exactly like a Frankenstein’s monster: it is devouring the people of India. It has been almost
entirely captured and it has no requirement to justify any of its draconian actions. Over the course of 2021,
particularly the last three months, SEBI banned a range of agriculture-related futures and options contracts: for
chana since August 2021; for mustard since October 2021; and for wheat, soyabean, oil, soya De Oiled Cake,
moong, etc since December 2021.
The President of Swatantra Bharat Party wrote to SEBI on 17 January 2022 to revoke the suspension of such
items from futures and options markets 250. The following extract from the letter is worth noting in this Paper as
it lays out possible future directions for SEBI.
Box
Extract from letter by Swatantra Bharat Party President to SEBI
I explain below why these markets are crucially important for farmers and why farmers are angry at these actions of SEBI.
The increasing importance of futures and options markets for farmers
Futures and options markets are part of the government’s reforms for transparent alternative marketing platforms, national
electronic agri-market and freedom to farmers to market their produce. The spirit of the three farm laws that were recently
repealed purely for short-term political reasons is clear: the Modi government perhaps desires to give farmers alternative
markets and create genuine competition in the agriculture marketing sector.
As a result of the educational efforts (supported by SEBI) by commodity exchanges like NCDEX, farmers have been
learning to sell their crops in the futures market (including through options contracts) and book their sale price at a
remunerative level in advance of their harvest. A large number of FPOs in Maharashtra, Gujarat and Madhya Pradesh have
started using these markets instead of going to APMC mandies where they are often exploited and receive a lower price.
Looking at their success many more FPOs and farmers are planning to follow suit.
The Chicago Mercantile exchange was the world’s first agricultural commodities exchange in 1898. US farmers depend on
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it for hedging revenues from their output. India has been extremely backward in comparison – we are 120 years behind
already.
Farmers are losing huge amounts and very angry
Farmers are very angry about these tyrannical actions of SEBI. Futures markets were supposed to be part of the solution
for farmers. Now SEBI has become part of the problem.
Many farmers will now incur a huge loss due to these actions. Farmers are not getting adequate market information and
spot prices (including from global markets). This is forcing them to sell their produce at the wrong price to middlemen or
APMC mandies where they are invariably exploited by cartels of middlemen, APMC officials and traders.
Rabi harvesting will soon start for chana in Maharashtra and Madhya Pradesh. Mustard will be harvested from February
and then wheat. This is an important marketing season for Indian farmers but due to the ban farmers will not get
alternatives to sell their produce.
The actions of SEBI amount to further theft of farmers’ property since farmers and investors, who could have received
higher prices through the open market, are now being forced to accept lower prices, effectively their production is being
confiscated. There are also huge flow-on effects of such arbitrary actions, with investors losing interest in participating
in the Indian agriculture market, causing a slow-down in growth of infrastructure for storage and distribution.
I consider these actions of SEBI to be unlawful which could even be contested in the courts since no cost-benefit analysis
or justification of this decision was provided.
We must follow the principles of liberty and good regulation in India
The PM talks about Minimum Government, Maximum Governance but the actions of SEBI directly contradict his vision.
We can all agree that in a free society a person’s liberty to swing his fist ends where someone’s chin begins. Everyone must
have untrammelled liberty until they cause harm. Farmers and markets must be left free unless they pollute the soil, water
or air, or cause any harm from the food they produce. Any regulation must address harms, not cause harm.
Regulators themselves must be kept in check, given their strong tendency to be capture by regulated entities (cf. George
Stigler, Nobel prize winner in Economics). For example, if SEBI’s decisions are being taken on the basis of representations
made by industry organisations such as poultry and oilseed traders, then SEBI’s actions are consistent with the theory
of regulatory capture since the broad community including farmers has not been consulted. What is SEBI’s policy
objective? The organisation is working like a black box without any transparency which probably allows all kinds of
spurious ‘objectives’ to be secretly considered behind closed doors and all kinds of vested interests to influence SEBI’s
actions – we can only speculate what else goes on there.
Sadly, SEBI is also contradicting its own program of promoting futures and options among farmers and FPOs. Any
objective observer can only conclude that either SEBI has lost its way or been captured by vested interests.
On behalf of Shetkari Sanghatana and Swatantra Bharat Party and the many farmer organisations which support this letter
– as listed below – I am writing to request you to re-start the banned contracts immediately.
I would also ask you to include farmers’ representatives on your Board and ensure a completely revised regulatory process
which is honest, transparent and consistent, so that SEBI’s stature as a regulator increases in the future, instead of coming
under a cloud.

14.3.1 Cumbersome and unpredictable regulatory framework
A paper by Centre for Civil Society states:
In a recent study, Burman et al, argue that government intervention in domestic and international
markets has led to price volatility—as opposed to the intended objective of price stabilisation (2018).
Instead, the intended objectives may be better met with the futures market. It can perform many
functions. For example, it helps farmers to base sowing decisions, not on past prices but the future
price. It allows them to lock-in a price for their product and also enables arbitrageurs to
maintain ‘optimal’ stocks by buying today and selling tomorrow and vice versa (Financial Express
1998).
[But] the agriculture futures market… has not served farmers as well as hoped. The futures market for
agriculture … is plagued by regulatory burdens. The regulatory framework around the futures market is
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not only cumbersome but also unpredictable, particularly for commodities that are considered
essential (Gulati, Chatterjee, and Hussain 2017) 251.

14.3.2 Farmers are reluctant to engage in futures trades
Futures trading by farmers is a critical part of crop insurance and hedging for farmers to enable them to better
plan their business but the totalitarian, unjustified, erratic ways of SEBI prevent farmers from making use of the
futures markets.
Currently, farmers’ share in the overall agri-futures trading in India is negligible (Chatterjee, Gulati, and
Hussain 2018). The National Commodity and Derivative Exchange (NCDEX)—the largest agricommodity exchange in the country—has struggled to get farmers to trade in futures markets for an
array of reasons.

14.3.3 The random actions of SEBI are destroying the futures market of India
[A] study by Agarwal and Thomas (2014) finds that these markets have a positive impact on price
discovery, i.e., the futures prices relate positively with spot market prices. However, the markets did not
provide a cushion against price volatility. For the futures market to do so effectively, there needs to be a
regulatory environment that encourages and supports arbitration (Aggarwal, Jain, and Thomas 2014).
A 2017 paper by ICRIER argued that one of the reasons for the poor performance of the agricultural
futures market is the lack of a stable policy environment. Frequent and unpredictable changes in
stocking rules, sudden suspensions of goods from the market and high margins for the trade of
‘sensitive’ commodities have dissuaded would-be speculators from participating. For products like
potatoes, the margin was as high as 100% in August 2014 (Gulati, Chatterjee, and Hussain 2017).
Policymakers seem to be unwilling to relinquish control over these sensitive goods, as a result of which
the price information from the futures market is misleading at best. Gulati et al. found that, since 2013,
trading was suspended at least 15 times.
Agarwal and Thomas also highlight the various regulatory bottlenecks created by intervention by the
central government, state governments and financial sector regulators (2014). Together they
‘micromanage’ the market deterring trust of organisations in the market. Besides, there are also
problems relating to the settlement. To quote from the paper, ‘uncertainty of settlement in the form of
quantity and quality of commodities delivered at exchange-registered warehouses or about the warehouse
receipts issued, create uncertainty in the link between the futures and spot price’. 252

No matter where we look, we see bumbling bureaucrats (the head of SEBI is a generalist IAS officer) and selfseeking politicians disrupting markets on pretexts that are known only to them. SEBI’s Board behaves like a
black box, with no explanation for its actions.
Socialist governments will continue to create excuses for themselves to dabble in business. We need to ask: why
is this option to dabble in business affairs even available to governments? Where precisely was the market failure
which these bodies were designed to protect us from?
If there were insufficient futures markets in the past, then the job of the government was to help create and
support sufficient markets. Instead, the government has created a dog’s breakfast causing even further harm to
farmers. As they say: ‘Jahaan Ka Raja Ho Vyapaari, Vahaan Ki Praja Ho Bhikhari’.

14.4 Reform directions: drastic restructuring of the FT and SEBI Acts
An outline of the actions required in this case has been provided in the discussion above. Basically, we need to
drastically curtail the powers of government to interfere in the free market.
Any time a government intervenes, it must produce and publish – based also on public consultation for at least
one month – a cost benefit analysis which justifies its interventions. These CBAs and the actions of regulators
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must be justiciable: no unchecked executive power is possible to give to unelected (and most likely extremely
corrupt) IAS officials and other bureaucrats.

14.5 Preliminary cost-benefit analysis
The CBA for reducing the powers of the government in the two cases outlined above is open-and-shut.
Nevertheless, a careful examination of options to reduce powers and options to force the regulators to cough up
detailed reasons needs to be conducted. Since national security interests are acceptable justification for
intervention, these should be specified in great detail in the legislation. It is our view that direct intervention by
Defence and Foreign Affairs Ministry (which can consult the National Security Adviser) would be necessary to
allow such considerations to be taken into account. Any such national security considerations would be exempt
from the requirement of public consultation.

14.6 Recommendations for the White Paper
RECOMMENDATION FOR THE WHITE PAPER
1. Provide a pathway to drastically reduce the powers of unelected bureaucrats who are managing India’s
foreign trade policy and SEBI – and force them to cough up detailed reasons for their actions, to prevent
regulatory capture.
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Part IV: Strategic food reser ve and input subsidies
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15 Foodgrains procurement: MSP - a solution in search of a problem

At present, the central and state governments procure large quantities of foodgrains through the Food
Corporation of India (FCI) and State civil supply corporations. The procured grains are used either as buffer
stock or for the public distribution system (PDS) (Figure xx).

FCI is the main organisation (along with State food and civil supplies entities) in the procurement and
distribution system (although the lion’s share of distribution by FCI is accounted by the PDS, some stocks are
also sold to welfare programs such as mid-day meals, nutrition programs). A price setting organisation
(Agriculture Price Commission, APC) is the second organisation involved.
a) Price which FCI pays: (APC – CACP since 1985):
The Agriculture Price Commission (now the Commission of Agricultural Costs and Prices), established
in 1965, advises on the prices of 23 crops, including seven kinds of cereal, five pulses, seven oilseeds,
and four commercial crops. The Commission arrives at an amount through an analysis of demand and
supply, production costs, price trends in the national and international market, inter-crop price parity,
and impact on consumers. To this end, the Commission interviews state governments and some
national organisations in addition to state visits to understand farmers’ point of view. Per the terms of
reference of the Commission in 2009, MSPs were to be decided based on demand and supply, cost of
production, domestic and international price trends, inter-crop price parity, terms of trade between
agriculture and non-agriculture, a minimum of 50 per cent as the margin over the cost of production
and likely implications on buyers.
The Cabinet Committee on Economic Affairs (CCEA) takes the final call on the support price. …[In
this way] the Central government dictates the prices. Individual states are also allowed to add a bonus
to the MSP, something most states do on a regular basis. Governments generally announce an increase
in the MSPs before the elections. 253

b) Procurement, storage and distribution: According to the Third Report (2020-21) of the Committee on
Public Undertakings of the Seventeenth Lok Sabha:
FCI is a Public Sector Undertaking established by “The Food Corporations Act, 1964” (Act No. 37 of
1964). It came into existence on 01.01.1965 and is functioning under the administrative control of the
Ministry of Consumer Affairs, Food and Public Distribution (Department of Food and Public
Distribution). The functions of FCI primarily consist of procurement, storage, preservation,
transportation and distribution of food grains on behalf of the Central Government. FCI performs its
function under administered price mechanism. Procurement of food grains is made at Minimum
Support Price (MSP) and is distributed at the Central Issue Price (CIP). The difference between
economic cost and the issue price is reimbursed as a subsidy [to FCI] by the Department of Food and
Public Distribution, Ministry of Consumer Affairs, Food and Public Distribution, Government of
India. 254 [The last sentence is not quite accurate: only a portion of procurement is made at MSP: much
of it is at close to market price]
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15.1 What was the original rationale procurement and MSP?
Never before in India’s history (prior to independence) did any government purchase foodgrains for the people
and then distribute to the poor. Even the most illiterate person will understand that this activity involves a huge
transaction cost and potentially a huge cost – making such an activity economically unviable.
Only socialists can dream up such things because they always exaggerate the benefits of their pet projects and
under-estimate the costs of such programs. No other government in the world undertakes such a program, for
obvious reasons (although a few feeble echoes of such programs were tried in a few other nations).
Our Party does not oppose MSP on any ideological basis but we consider it should be used only where it has
proven to be the best way to achieve relevant objective/s. But why did the government become a large-scale
trader (wholesale buyer and retailer through PDS) in food? What exactly was the problem this policy was trying
to solve?

15.1.1 Source documents that might provide insights about the rationale
No original source document for creation of this policy is readily available. A few attempts have been made to
dig into the sources:
Extract from the Fourth Five Year Plan
The following extract from the Fourth Five Year Plan doesn’t explain why the policy was started:
The importance of guaranteed minimum price as an incentive to agricultural production is given
pointed recognition in the new strategy. A policy of support prices for foodgrains came to accepted
throughout the country in 1964. In the subsequent year, the Agricultural Prices Commission was set
up to advise Government from time to time on appropriate price policies for agricultural commodities.
In the same year was also established the Food Corporation of India which, for the first year, sought to
provide in all-India machinery for the purchase of foodgrains. The purchase could take place in
different contexts, including procurement, storage and price support in times of the drought years of
1965-66 and 1966-67. The policy of price support remained mostly inoperative on account of the
prevailing high prices. In 1967-68, following a bumper wheat crop, purchase operations were
undertaken on a large scale in Punjab and Haryana under the auspices of the FCI and the Punjab
Cooperative Market Federation. These purchases were generally on the basis of procurement prices
which were appreciably above the minimum support prices. 255
This suggests that procurement was mostly at a market price, with only a portion at MSP. (MSP came in when
there was a bumper harvest which drove prices down – suggesting it acted as insurance for farmers). Of course,
a concept of distribution to the poor (not removal of poverty, but food security?) was implicit in the program.

Terms of reference of the Agriculture Price Commission
We can also examine the terms of reference of the APC, which was created in 1965. Unfortunately, these are
generic and not explicit about why the government became a food trader:
The APC was charged with the responsibility of evolving a balanced and integrated price structure
‘in the perspective of the overall needs of the economy and with due regard to the interests of the
producer and the consumer’. The terms of reference of the commission refer not only to the need for
providing price incentives for promoting agricultural growth but also to the need to ‘ensure rational
utilisation of land and other production resources’ and to the ‘likely effect of the price policy on the
rest of the economy, particularly on the cost of living, level of wages, industrial cost structure, etc’. 256

This is suggests that the government considered that MSP would boost agricultural growth (mainly
through use of hybrid high-yielding seeds). It also suggests that the government considered that MSP
and PDS would magically perform two contradictory functions at the same time: lowering prices for
labour (through PDS) even as farmers received a better price. Sadly, there is no magic in real life. The
APC was given an impossible task.
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The impossibility of setting MSP
For anyone who understands Hayek’s paper, The Use of Knowledge in Society, it is self-evident that prices are
constantly changing and can only be determined by markets, never by any central planner. Just by calling a bunch
of people a “Commission” does not endow them with god-like capacities to establish a cogent MSP. MSP is
based on the average farmer’s cost of production but each farmer is different; their cost of production is
different, their land is different, their productivity is different. Why should any bureaucrat imagine God-like
powers to set market prices? In the end, MSP decisions have always been entirely political. Arms are waved
around (e.g. about MSP being 50% higher than farmer costs) and politically palatable numbers are pulled out of
the hat. The APC (now CACP) is a fraud on society – and the idea of MSP a part of the socialist slippery slope.

15.1.2 Other insights into the possible rationale
A review in 1990 N. Krishanji suggests that MSP started because of:
the need to recover from an environment of shortages resulting from two consecutive years of severe drought
(1965-67), the possibility of such a recovery at a rapid rate through the cultivation of the newly emerging highyielding varieties and finally the purely localised and limited nature of the support operation which made it
eminently feasible. 257

This confirms that food security was a key driver of the procurement policy, as a well as a desire to improve
the uptake of high-yielding varieties. K.P. Prabhakaran Nair noted in 2021:
The concept of MSP was first mooted in 1966-67, the heyday of the green revolution, to incentivise the
Punjab farmers to use the dwarf ‘miracle’ wheat varieties. These were imported from International
Centre for Maize and Wheat Research in Mexico (American-controlled) and cross-bred in India,
primarily at the Indian Agricultural Research Institute in New Delhi. The MSP was fixed at Rs 54 per
quintal of wheat (one quintal is 100 kg). The aim was not just to multiply the dwarf wheat varieties with
alien blood in India but also to ensure that Indian farmers grew only the dwarf wheat varieties
extensively. The MSP concept had no legal sanction then nor does it have now. It was merely an idea
mooted by the government in power to spread the dwarf wheat and rice varieties. 258

If so, as soon as self-sufficiency was achieved, the policy should have been reconsidered. But as Krishanji also
notes:
However, neither the subsequent emergence of surpluses on a wider scale nor the greater involvement of the
government in the markets it entailed led to any basic revision of the policy with regard to the rationale of
procurement and its pricing.

Clearly the government had not even considered rational options for achieving its objectives: for instance, why
was it necessary to create FCI? Why not private sector warehousing? Second, why not simply allow the market to
import more food when necessary? And if price volatility was an issue, why not give a subsidy directly to the
poor? Further, procurement was clearly contingent on the magnitude of existing food reserves – it was not an
open-ended guarantee to buy all foodgrain. It was therefore largely a temporary policy but it has become
permanent by the sheer inertia to which government programs are subject. As Milton Friedman had noted,
‘Nothing is so permanent as a temporary government program’. The MSP has become a Frankenstein’s monster
that has long been devouring the innards of the nation.

15.1.3 MSP as an anti-poverty program
Over the years, MSP has managed to collect some of the characteristics of an ‘anti-poverty’ program. Khera,
Narayanan and Gupta259 have recently noted in The Hindu that:
•

the proportion of farmers who benefit from (the flawed) government procurement policies is no longer
insignificant;
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•
•

the geography of procurement has changed in the past 15 years. It is less concentrated in traditional States
such as Punjab, Haryana and western Uttar Pradesh, with states such as Chhattisgarh, Madhya Pradesh and
Odisha participating more vigorously; and
it is predominantly the small and marginal farmers who have benefited from the MSP and procurement,
even if the size of the benefits may be larger for larger farmers.

But poverty cannot be eradicated through MSP since there is a vast number of landless labourers need to be
looked after as well, not just farmers. Any farm-based policy cannot also be an anti-poverty program.

15.2 The stiff opposition in the 1950s and 1960s to government procurement
Sharad Joshi wrote in 1995: “Rajaji was fond of quoting a Gujarati proverb meaning, ‘Where the King is trader,
his subjects are paupers’” 260. There were many eminent Indians who vigorously opposed the government
engaging in agriculture trade:

15.2.1 K.M. Munshi’s opposition to state trading in foodgrains
K.M. Munshi (India’s first food minister) disagreed so strongly with Nehru that he later helped found the
Swatantra Party in 1959 with Rajaji. He wrote in 1960:
The National Development Council of Ministers-many of them dependent on the Congress bosses for
their tenure-has also arrogated to itself equal powers of a super-Cabinet. This was evident when the
Council at its recent meeting swore by State trading in foodgrains despite the fact that the outgoing
Food Minister had categorically admitted the failure of State trading and the incoming Food Minister
had expressed grave doubts about its suitability. 261

15.2.2 B.R. Shenoy’s 1955 note of dissent against price support operations
Professor Shenoy’s brilliant note of dissent from Nehruvian socialism was published in India’s Second Five Year
Plan (1956-57 to 1960-61), as part of Basic Considerations Relating to the Plan Frame, a Memorandum prepared by the
Panel of Economists, Planning Commission (April 1955). 262
His main points in relation to procurement policy were:
•
•

he opposed government warehouses (such as FCI): He wanted warehouses to be private but licenced. In
his argument implicit is the fact that only the discipline of market and competition can keep such
warehouses efficient instead of the most ultra-corrupt organisation – FCI – that was created in 1965); and
he rejected the idea of price support operations by the government.
I wish to join my colleagues in the matter of the urgency and importance of completing speedily the
scheme for licensed ware-houses, and for the provision of credit and marketing facilities to farmers. My
colleagues have stated that the ware-housing system “should be used by the State for purchase and sales
of buffer stocks of agricultural commodities not only for the purpose of dealing with any sharp falls in
agricultural prices such as we are witnessing today but also with the objective of preventing any sharp
seasonal fall or rise in prices”.
In theory it may be possible to distinguish between seasonal price movements from the long-term price
trends, and to prescribe that seasonal fluctuations should be smoothed out by State purchases in times of
harvest and sales between harvests. In practice, however, such distinctions may prove to be difficult and
seasonal interventions may turn into long-term price support operations.
Price support of agricultural produce in India is a risky venture and we should be forewarned of
the inherent dangers of it. About 50 per cent of Indian national income is drawn from Agriculture. A
policy of price support is, in essence, a subsidy, by the rest of the community to the producers of the
price supported commodity. In countries, where agriculture is a minor sector of the national economy,
the incidence of the subsidy may be spread out thinly on the larger sector of the economy and the
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proceeds may provide substantial relief to farmers. The reverse would be the case in India. The strain of
the subsidy will manifest itself in a shortage of budget resources for the open market purchase and
storage of agricultural produce. This, in due course, would lead to either abandonment of the price
support policy or inflation. [See section on inflation below.] In either case damage would result.
In the Indian context, a policy of price support of agricultural produce may force the economy down the
inclined plane of inflation. Even in the United States, where agriculture is a minor sector of the national
economy, price support has only survived. It has not succeeded. It has led to undue stockpiling of
agricultural commodities and, in the past, had involved a great deal of wastage of stocks through
deterioration. Selective price support policy is a poor answer to this difficulty. The distinction between
crops would be invidious, the relief provided may prove to be a token, and it might cause a distortion in
the pattern of agricultural production and economic instability.

He could see through the unbelievable folly of starting a government-owned program of the sort that
FCI-PDS has become.
PL-480 itself created incentives for lower agricultural production
As B.R. Shenoy wrote in 1963, even PL-480 had negative effects on domestic food production.
Box
PL480 imports
The following extract from a 1960 article summarises PL-480 imports:
Since the commencement of the programme of food aid to India in 1954 under Title I of
the II, S. Government Agricultural Trade Development Assistance (Public Law 480), five
agreements have been signed between the United States Government and the
Government of India. The P. L. 480 agreements aim at supply of surplus agricultural
commodities from the U.S.A. against payment of the rupee equivalent of the dollar cost of
these commodities plus 50 per cent of the ocean freight cost. The proceeds realised by the
sale of these commodities are credited to the account of the U. S, Technical Cooperation
Mission in India and are to be spent on programmes approved by the Government of
India. The total value of the commodities imported under P. L. 480 in the period August
1956 to November 1959 comes to approximately Rs. 452 crores. The quantity of
foodgrains involved amounted to 10.5 million metric tons of wheat, 2 lakh metric tons
of rice, 1.8 lakh metric tons of corn. Out of the total proceeds realised by on-sale of P. L.
180 commodities, a sum of Rs. 234 crores has been given as loan to the Indian
Government, Rs. 93 crores as grant for economic development, and the balance for such
purposes as the expenses of the U, S. Embassy and mutually agreeable loans.
These above are exclusive of the assistance which this country is going to receive under the
fifth P. L 480 Agreement which was signed on 4th May 1960. The new agreement is for an
amount almost four times as large as in any agreement previously signed by U S. A. with
any country since the commencement of P. L. 480 programme. This would enable us to
import from U. S. A. 16 million metric tons of wheat and 1 million metric tons of rice
valued at Rs. 1700 crores over a period of 4 years.
An important aspect of the. present agreement is that half the aid will be supplied gratis
while the other half will be given on credit repayable in rupees over a fairly long period of
time. As in the previous P. L. 480 agreements, the proceeds realised from the internal sales
of these commodities would be available for financing some of the developmental
programmes during the last year of the Second Five Year Plan and first three years of the
Third Five Year Plan. 263
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PL-480 shipments continued till 1971 when ‘On December 29, 1971, A.P. Shinde, minister of state
for Agriculture made the dramatic announcement that the Government of India had decided to
cancel all grain imports from the US even before the existing PL-480 agreement had expired’. 264
Shenoy wrote in 1963:
Thus, it is not as if … P.L. 480 imports offer abundant scope for accelerated economic growth. …
wage-goods must come with complementary factors of production. The complementary factors being
unavailable, P.L. 480 imports of foodgrains do no more than glut the market and demoralize it
without furthering economic development.... These imports are a clear case of dumping, though
they are heavily dressed up in the garb of benevolence” 265.

15.3 As we sow, so we reap: Every prediction re: MSP has come true
The food security problem of India was almost entirely caused by the socialists – the low growth in food
production in India in the 1950s and early 1960s was the direct consequence of Nehru’s destruction of property
rights in agriculture. Having precipitated low growth in agriculture, the socialists created yet another harebrained
policy – MSP, as the “solution”.

15.3.1 MSP did not yield any benefits whatsoever to India: only losses
We know that the “agricultural growth” objective given to APC was entirely bogus. There is no way that
destruction of national wealth (which the procurement program did from day 1) can increase agricultural
production. India’s food production would have increased regardless of MSP, due to new technology. In
fact, if the agriculture sector had been left free, India would have become self-sufficient long ago (apart
from having a much smaller population, as explained by Sanjeev Sabhlok: higher incomes lead to lower birth
rates 266). All over the world, food production has sky-rocketed after the Green Revolution – without MSP.
Figure xx illustrates the types of increases in productivity that have occurred in agriculture from modern science
in the USA. There was no MSP there. Technology explains all of the growth in India’s production: not
MSP. In fact, by blocking GM technology today, the government is actively stopping food security. Such has
always been the nature of Indian government’s policies.

Figure xx: Productivity increase in maize in the USA 267
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From the policy perspective, MSP remains a solution in search of a problem. Anyone in his right mind would
never have started this nationally loss-making program. It was (and remains) a political policy.

15.3.2 Ridiculously costly
MSP-based procurement system is unimaginably costly.
Procurement and distribution is expensive: FCI’s procurement costs going up to 25-30% of the price
paid to farmers. Similarly, distribution costs are between 20-25% of the farmgate prices (Chand 2018).
For example, Economic Survey 2019 estimates that in 2015-16, FCI incurred a staggering Rs 730
per quintal to offer an MSP of Rs. 1467. On June 1 2020, the FCI had accumulated grain stocks of 97
million metric tonnes(mmt). Of this, at least 50 mmt is ‘excess stock’. This could raise Rs 1,00,000 crore
and assist with reducing the fiscal deficit (Gulati 2020). Ashok Gulati writes that while selling these
excess stocks at current market rates would ‘not recover its full economic cost, as they are much higher
than the prevailing market prices,’ however, maintaining these stocks mean the FCI incurs ‘unnecessary
interest costs of about Rs 8,000-10,000 crore per annum’ (Gulati 2020). 268

Today, around Rs 2 lakh crores is locked up in stocks that exceed the buffer norms – norms which are, in any
case, too high. We don’t need 100 million tonnes of foodgrain sitting around, rotting in the rain, being eaten by
rats. And since our prices are not competitive globally, neither can we export these mountains of foodgrain. To
compound this chaos, Food Corporation of India is owed Rs 2.4 lakh crore at the end of 2019 from the
Government of India – money that the government can only pay back from taxes or through an inflation tax. 269
The combined liability of the government is therefore nearly Rs.4.5 lakh crores for the MSP and procurement
program. This money can only be funded through the inflation route – which harms the poorest of the poor the
most.
The Report of the Supreme Court Committee on Farm Laws has summarised this:
The resultant distortion in the composition of agricultural output is evident in the rising Central Pool
stocks, that were 97.2 million tonnes on July, 2020 as against the buffer stock norm of 41.1 million
tonnes of rice & wheat (as on 1st July of each year) (Figure 8). This is expected to exceed 100 million
tonnes on 1st July, 2021. The excess Central pool stocks, as on July, 2020, at the current economic
costs, are valued at around Rs 1.89 lakh crore! This is valuable amount locked up at a huge opportunity
cost — compared to the recently announced Rs 1 lakh crore Agricultural Infrastructure Fund and Rs
500 crore Price stabilization fund. The economic cost of FCI for acquiring, storing and
distributing foodgrains is about 40 percent more than the procurement price — an addition of
around Rs 1200 per quintal for rice and Rs 800 per quintal for wheat!

According to Mr Shanta Kumar, former Chief Minister of Himachal Pradesh, and chair of the High
Level Committee (HCL) on restructuring of FCI (the HCL was established on 20 August 2014 and
submitted its report on 21 January 2015 270), “expert committee of the then planning commission had
also found that the government spends ₹3 crore on transportation, storage and delivery of foodgrains
worth ₹1 crore”. 271 In its submission to the Supreme Court Committee on Farm Laws, Shetkari
Sanghatana said: ‘FCI is guzzling large subsidies and is already unsustainable.’ 272
As Milton Friedman had noted, there are four ways to spend money: 1) We can spend our own money on
ourselves: in doing so we are very careful; 2) We can spend our own money on someone else: we are cautious
not to spend too much; 3) We can spend somebody else’s money on ourself: even then we are careful to get
value for the money; and 4) We can spend somebody else’s money on somebody else: Very few people are
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careful about spending somebody else’s money on somebody else. That’s what government procurement is all
about: a reckless waste of people’s money. Not a single person in India would support FCI-PDS if they had
to use their own money.

15.3.3 Frightening levels of inefficiency and DEEP corruption in FCI
Sanjeev Sabhlok, adviser to the Party recalls his experience as a Sub-Divisional Magistrate in Hojai, Assam, in
which one of the first things he did was to suspend the food and civil service officials of the district since they
were involved in stealing PDS foodgrains and selling to the open market. Food procurement corruption and
black money funds the major political parties.
In a fit of honesty that is rare for a politician, Shanta Kumar of BJP has “said there was a lot of corruption and
leakage [in the FCI] that needed to be fixed. If you look at the 2011 NSSO report, 40 to 60 per cent of PDS
grains either rotted or were siphoned off to the black market” 273.
Earlier, in a 24 January 2015 interview, he said:
The maximum corruption is in the quality control specification and checking. Right now, food grains
are manually checked, someone picks up a fistful of grain and says the moisture level is 5 per cent or 10
per cent. There is also a lot of corruption in rice procurement. We had joint stakeholders’ meetings
across states. In two of these meetings, the rice millers openly complained about how they were at the
mercy of FCI officials who would nitpick about the quality of rice and the amounts of the bribes
involved. … The level of corruption is frightening. …FCI procures grain worth one rupee for
three rupees due to various factors, which inflates the government subsidy bill. FCI’s open-ended
purchases have led to excess grain stock, which normally rots.”

Further, in relation to the PDS system, Shanta Kumar said in a 22 September 2020 interview:
India’s delivery system is so inefficient and corrupt that no matter what you do, it is not possible to
reach subsidised food to all the beneficiaries. The more complicated the system, the more corrupt it will
be; the more simpler it is, lesser the chances of corruption. There’s also the distortion in the market.
When the market price of rice is Rs 40 a kg and it is being supplied at Rs 3 and Re 1 through
the PDS, diversion is inevitable. It can’t be stopped. That is why the global discourse is about
income support instead of market support. 274

This Paper is not focused on broader welfare policies (we briefly allude to them elsewhere) and so the PDS
operation will not be further discussed, except to note that it is impossible for a government-owned and
managed PDS system to efficiently and honestly deliver its objectives. Direct transfer of funds to the poor is the
only legitimate way to eliminate poverty.

15.3.4 MSP is often much lower than international prices
Even though many farmers have become dependent on MSP, they should know this: that if the export and
imports market had been left free, they would have earned far more. This is what The Economist says:
recent research sponsored by the OECD … shows that for the past two decades even those prices
[MSP] have nearly always been lower than international ones. 275

Figure xx shows this schematically.
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Figure xx: How export bans depress domestic prices, making MSP appear to be appealing in comparison

In other words, those misguided farmers who have blocked the entry to Delhi in 2020 and 2021 should know
that MSP is yet another way to cheat farmers. They think they are getting a decent price: in reality, they are
being cheated once again by the government.
At times, the very declaration of MSP depresses markets (since it acts as a guide to the market) but then even
government does not buy the produce, which means the opportunity to sell it at a better price is lost. No matter
which way one looks at it, MSP is causing terrible market distortion.

15.3.5 During bumper harvests, FTI rejects lower quality foodgrains
The MSP system is often only a namesake, because when there is a surplus of food production, FCI picks up
only A grade foodgrains. The farmer has to sell the rest at a lower price – which defeats the claim to be a
“minimum support” price. In other words, MSP does not perform its basic function, of insurance against price
volatility.
Moreover, MSP sets up incentives to grossly over-produce:
Consider the case of ‘arhar’. Last season, the production of arhar was low and so the rates skyrocketed.
Responding to the Prime Minister’s call to produce more pulses and by considering a higher MSP
declared by the government, farmers produced arhar in large quantities, so large that the Maharashtra
state government was unable to purchase the total quantity of arhar produced. As of date, a few lakh
quintals of arhar is lying in the open in various mandis in arhar-producing districts like Nanded,
Parbhani and Latur. The whole system of procurement is rigged to favour traders and hence the Chief
Minister of Maharashtra openly admitted that there was a scam worth a few hundred crores in the
purchase of arhar in the 2016-17 season. It is clear that the procurement system run by the government
is not fair and does not cater to the interest of farmers. In such circumstances, how would any market
intervention scheme benefit farmers without changing the corrupt and inefficient system? 276

15.3.6 The poor have been racked by inflation consequent to huge subsidies
While some might claim that the MSP and PDS support the poor, the reality is otherwise. The fact is that the
hugely inefficient and corrupt procurement system in India has been funded (along with other subisdies which
will be discussed in the next chapter) by decades of deficit financing – which has demolished the value of the
rupee (along with other losses such as of public sector undertakings). The next result is that the rupee has
depreciated 84 times since 1958 (Figure xx). And in has depreciated 23 times faster than the US dollar since
independence. 277
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Figure xx: The rupee has depreciated 84 times since 1958 278

15.3.7 Unbelievable wastage of food
As noted above, Shanta Kumar has said that “If you look at the 2011 NSSO report, 40 to 60 per cent of PDS
grains either rotted or were siphoned off to the black market” 279.

15.3.8 Distortion in the pattern of agricultural production
B.R. Shenoy’s prediction regarding distortion of the pattern of agricultural production has also come true:
For grains like rice and wheat, Government of India purchases 40-50% of the market surplus, making it
the single largest procurer of these grains. The proportion of market surplus obtained goes up to 80-90%
in some states like Punjab and Haryana. This has led to excessive sowing of rice, wheat and sugarcane
and has shifted farmers away from sowing pulses and coarse grains. 280

In a given year MSP is given for a few crops which means there is excessive focus of famers on these crops. MSP
incentives cause a displacement of other crops which may be more nutritious for a country where malnutrition is
rampant. The demand to expand MSP to more crops is simply not the answer. MSP is already causing too many
distortions and there is no limit once every crop is included in this process: that amounts effectively to the
nationalisation of agriculture. It will also bankrupt the nation. The Report of the Supreme Court Committee on
Farm Laws notes the same thing:
MSPs were designed to be indicative prices for producers at the beginning of the sowing season and
floor prices as an insurance mechanism for farmers from any fall in prices. However, the secular
increasing trend in these prices have served to give a signal to farmers to opt for the crops which
have an assured procurement system.

MSP and has adversely impacted the production of other grains millets (jowar, bajra etc). Farmers who raised
these crops in areas of low rainfall and poor soil areas have switched to MSP crops. But these millets are far
superior as food, especially compared with rice. Increased consumption of rice is reportedly causing a rise of
metabolic syndrome disease in India. Further, the grain portion in Indian diet needs to reduce to allow more
balanced nutrition, but it continues to occupy central role in Indian diets because of the over-production of
grains through MSP incentives.
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15.3.9 Environmental harms due to MSP
A high MSP for procuring rice in Panjab has led to excessive production of this crop which depletes the water
table, causing enormous environmental damage that cannot be retrieved for decades to come. The name ‘Panjab’
comes from the land of five rivers. But MSP has managed to undo the work that nature undertook over millions
of years and has managed to wipe out Panjab’s groundwater table in just 60 years.
The water table in Punjab, a state that soaks up an inordinate share of price-support subsidies, has been
dropping by about a metre a year. 281

The MSP policy is complemented by the APMC levy paid to the State government which supports free
electricity for farmers. Free electricity might well be good for a few farmers today (or for politicians who use it to
bribe voters at elections) but is catastrophic for hundreds of millions of India in the future.

15.3.10 Getting rid of excess stocks is only possible at a further loss
The FCI sometimes tries to reduce excess stocks but it faces an uphill battle to get rid of stocks
without creating even further loss or falling foul of international law. The Economic Survey 2018-19
noted:
While the offtake of food grains from the Central Pool for TPDS and other welfare schemes varies
between 53-58 million tonnes, the stock of food grains in the Central Pool continues to be in excess of
the prescribed buffer stock norms. As on 1st July, 2018, the Central stock was 65 million tonnes against
the norm of 41 million tonnes. The government tries to liquidate excess stocks through open market sale
to bulk buyers above the reserve price, which equals the MSP plus the procurement cost. Bulk
buyers prefer wheat over rice and in 2018-19 about nine million tonnes was sold in the open market of
which 8.2 million tonnes was wheat. Exports of food grains by FCI at prices lower than the reserve price
would effectively imply an export subsidy. Moreover, this would expose India to disputes in the
multilateral trade framework. Exports of food grains by FCI either as aid or commercial sale has
been less than 1 million tonnes. 282

15.4 Analysis of any market failures and options to address them
We have seen above that MSP is a solution in search of a problem. The more we examine the origin of this
program, the less justified its continuance is, today. MSP has destroyed the entrepreneurial dynamism of the
Indian farmer and, along with the system of agricultural subsidies, distorted farmers’ incentives and encouraged
rice crops in water-scarce Punjab. We need a well-regulated agriculture market, without any regulation of prices.
As market signals freely transmit to farmers, they will seek the most competitive crops.
The following section analyses the rationale/market failures and considers options to address them.

15.4.1 Food Security and a strategic food reserve
India has a great problem of hunger – which underlies a food security issue even though there are surplus
foodgrains. The Economic Survey 2018-19 noted:
Food security exists when all people, at all times, have physical and economic access to sufficient, safe
and nutritious food that meets their dietary needs and food preferences to ensure an active and healthy
life (FAO, 2018). The timely availability and affordability of food are critical for a developing country
like India.
The Global Food Security Index (GFSI), 2018 considered four core issues of food security across 113
countries: (i) affordability, (ii) availability, (iii) quality & safety and (iv) natural resources and resilience.
India ranks 76 out of 113 countries.

If MSP had been a solution to food security, India would have ranked much higher. It is clear that MSP is not a
remedy for food security. Some options to achieve food security are considered below.
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15.4.1.1 Option 1: Free market
In an open world with free trade, there is essentially little or no reason to even consider a strategic food reserve.
In the absence of government intervention markets would supply any deficit in foodgrains through imports.
The days of the 1950s and 1960s which required significant imports are long over. The world is surplus in food,
largely due to increased productivity. With GM technology the world will never fall short of food. If India adopts
GM technology then the prospect of food shortages will never arise. Moreover, if socialism is dumped and the
country grows richer, population growth will significantly slow down – even reverse: thereby reducing the need
for food.

15.4.1.2 Option 2: National security-driven food reserve
There remains a (very) small risk that either due to war or adverse global conditions, in some given year in the
future India might not be able to import the food it needs from open markets. For that we might need a (very)
small strategic food reserve, as part of a national social insurance policy, which can be recycled each year
and a fresh one built. The quantum of this reserve can be decided based purely on market conditions, and could
incrementally be downgraded as India’s agricultural productivity increases.
To an extent this would be similar to Japan’s history of concern about rice availability, which drives its lossmaking policies to increase domestic rice production and minimise rice imports.
Our Party considers that the only justification for continuing with MSP is if it is found to be the most efficient
way to achieve a strategic food buffer. If the purpose of MSP is a strategic food reserve, then it is obvious that it
should be entirely de-linked from any other objectives, such as anti-poverty or smoothing of prices for farmers.
If we do agree to a need for a small strategic food reserve, then there is no reason whatsoever for the
government to either own the reserve or to procure it. The government can enter into competitive contracts
with a diverse range of private suppliers who assure the availability of food reserves. These private agencies
would purchase foodgrains at the market price and either buy or sell, as appropriate, to ensure that a pristine
quality (ready to use) food reserve is available to the government to purchase at an agreed price, if ever such a
need arises.
This option does not require any FCI or MSP to ensure a high-quality food reserve for India. However, it would
take time to transition to it, so till the transition is complete, FCI and MSP can continue.

15.4.2 Reducing farm price volatility
Farm prices are volatile across the entire world, not just in India. Markets have figured out many ways to solve
this problem ages ago, including:
•

•
•

Futures markets: The Chicago Mercantile exchange was the world’s first agricultural commodities
exchange in 1898. US farmers depend on it for hedging revenues from their output. India has been
extremely backward in comparison. With robust futures market, farmers can pass some of their price risk to
market traders, who will pay an agreed price regardless of the final market price at the time of harvest.
Crop insurance: In addition, sophisticated and reliable private crop insurance has evolved without any need
for government management.
Contract farming: In this, farmers contract in advance to produce specific produce for buyers (such as
McDonalds) who assure a price in advance. Such contract farming, coupled with crop insurance, can
significantly reduce farmers’ risk.

In other words, all that is needed to reduce price volatility is a well-regulated futures market, a trustworthy and
accountable crop insurance system, and freedom to undertake contract farming. Beyond that, direct funds
transfer to the poor can address any contingency.

15.4.3 Preventing starvation
This issue is already addressed by the strategic food reserve: but also the direct transfer of funds to the bank
accounts of the poor can address any food-purchase capacity issues. All that the government has to do in
situations of food scarcity is to release the strategic reserve and pump money into the bank accounts of the poor.
As far as poverty removal is concerned, FCI and MSP have absolutely no role to play in such a matter. Instead,
we need a single anti-poverty program that includes and address all kinds of poverty. With the advent of IT,
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we can now effectively use the direct transfer policy: for less than the amount we spend on MSP, we can lift
hundreds of millions of the poor above poverty by transferring funds into their bank account. This will be
discussed separately in the social insurance chapter of this Paper.

15.5 A strategic food reserve policy and phasing out MSP
It is clear from the above discussion that MSP is a nationally destructive socialist policy that never had any
sensible rationale, nor is there any rationale today to support it. There is no substitute to the free market if India
wants farmers to be wealthy and the country to be self-sufficient in food, without damaging the environment.
However, it will be inappropriate to stop MSP until all negative subsidies are removed, and till all market and
property rights reforms are put into effect. MSP should continue until a full-fledged social insurance program,
futures markets and crop-insurance markets have been established, and the Ambedkar property rights fully
restored (Figure xx).

Figure xx: A possible transitional process for MSP and other subsidies

During the tapering off period (only after the main reforms are first implemented), as far as possible,
procurement could be shifted from rice in water-scarce states like Punjab towards more oilseeds and maize from
those states.
In the meantime, more efficient ways to implement MSP could be considered, such as this proposal from Niti
Ayog:
[I]n 2017, Niti Aayog proposed [that] … farmers … be supported … by … a ‘Price Deficiency
Payment System’ to make up the difference between MSP and market price, transferred directly to
their bank accounts (2017). 283

15.5.1 A possible transitional path
The basic principle during the transition is that MSP should not be even slightly reduced till all negative subsidies
are stopped and a full-fledged social insurance program put in place.
Year

Milestones
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Year 1

Commence the process to stop all negative market subsidy (see separate chapter) – which means
implementing the full suite of reforms in this Discussion Paper. All subsidies including MSP to continue
unchanged during the period when negative subsidies are stopped.
Build the infrastructure for a social insurance program and announce an open tender for a privately managed
strategic reserve.

Year x

AFTER negative subsidies are stopped (i.e. all property rights and market reforms in this Paper have been
implemented), taper MSP by 5% every year for 10 years and start getting the private sector to procure a part
of the strategic reserve. The continuing subsidies would constitute compensation to farmers for 70 years of
negative market subsidy.
The private sector will take 2 years to build capacity. Existing FCI godowns should be sold off at market price
– without any preference to private suppliers of warehouses. Let the government recover as much taxpayer
value as possible from FCI warehouses. Implement all systems for the social insurance program, and ensure a
well-regulated good crop insurance system and futures markets.

Year
x+10

Once subsidies 50% of their current level, shift them entirely to create additional rural infrastructure
(irrigation/ roads). Private market would procure the strategic reserve at market price. FCI would have been
entirely sold off and closed by then. PDS would also end since direct transfer will have long ago eliminated
poverty.

It might be pointed out that legislating MSP (or the transitional process above) is not recommended since it will
create distortionary incentives. It is best that this be a policy that is accepted by all parties and farmers across the
country, and the roll-out implemented through a publicly-discussed, transparent plan.

15.5.2 Guaranteed MSP is not even an option
Some demands have arisen for the government to buy all produce at MSP. Even if the government only buys all
of the 23 crops that are listed under MSP, the government will go even further bankrupt (it is already bankrupt
and only survives through devaluing the rupee through inflation).
A demand has emerged from some quarters for a guaranteed, legislated MSP in which the private sector is forced
to buy at the support price. This policy fails because:
•
•
•

•

It does not know what problem it is trying to solve. Policy made without an extremely strong rationale can
only cause national destruction.
Only the government has the capacity to use taxpayer funds to buy high and sell low – but even
governments can only do so till they bankrupt the nation (e.g. our gold was forced by the socialists to be
flown to London in 1992). No trader or stockist has this luxury – to buy high and sell low.
A legislated guarantee will create a black market. The farmer will be forced to surreptitiously sell at a price
even lower than an already low market price. The Inspector Raj will look like heaven compared to the
situation if traders are jailed for buying below MSP: that will lead to unprecedented corruption and the food
distribution system will collapse.
Mandatory MSP purchase by private traders was tried in the case of Tuar dal in Maharashtra (in 2015-16?).
They tried to purchase tur which then rotted for a year and was then released next year in the market, which
further depressed markets. To create a system for government purchase of all crops everywhere, that too by
the private sector is living in a fool’s paradise.

A legislated MSP guarantee is therefore entirely unimplementable and extremely dangerous. Any concept of
open-ended procurement nipped in the bud.

15.6 Preliminary cost-benefit analysis
The options outlined here require further work. This chapter has provided a preliminary CBA of the existing
MSP policy and conclusively demonstrated how egregiously harmful it is to the nation. That CBA should be
formalised with more details and data. Other options identified in this chapter should be fleshed out through a
CBA to determine the most optimal policy and transitional pathway.
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15.7 Recommendations for the White Paper
RECOMMENDATION FOR THE WHITE PAPER
1. Provide a pathway to ensure that all negative subsidies are eliminated (i.e. full Ambedkar property rights
restored, market restrictions removed) and a full-fledged social insurance program is implemented before any
transition occurs to the MSP or other food subsidies. This pathway will include a transition to a privately
managed strategic food reserve, transparent and honest (not corrupt, as is the case today) support for futures
and crop insurance markets, and all other laws to facilitate property and market transactions.
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16 Negative market subsidy – seventy years of theft from far mers

In the case of agriculture things are truly perverse. Despite the pretence of ‘agricultural’ subsidies, farmers have
been receiving a negative market subsidy – i.e. they transfer wealth to the rest of the nation. Farmers face a
strange environment, in which the government appears to be subsidising farmers (fertiliser subsidy, interest
subsidy for loans, MSP), but farmers keep complaining that they are making a loss. How can that possibly be the
case, most people ask – unable to see the hidden regulatory regime which steals from farmers. Vast losses are
imposed by the government through draconian restrictions at every step – takings by government through bans
on exports & imports, through land seizures, through market restrictions.
A comparison with a diamond manufacturer can help: Think of an Indian diamond producer who can sell at
$1000 per piece in the international market but the government forces him to sell ALL his diamonds at $600 in
the domestic market. The negative market subsidy in this case is $400. Food is even more valuable than
diamonds: and this is more or less what is happening with farmers: the government might give a subsidy of $300
but takes away $400 from the farmers’ income. This is not a fictitious example: it is the actual reality as
summarised in The Economist magazine in 2018:
Researchers found that, although India spends around $30 bn a year on direct aid to agriculture, it also
deprives farmers of $40 bn, given the difference between international and domestic prices for the same
crops. 284

In an interview with Muzaffar Assadi on 4 November 2000 in Delhi, Sharad Joshi explained how the
government deprives farmers of legitimate, market-based compensation for their labour:
the state adopts such strategies as ‘procurement levies at uneconomic price during the period of
shortages, grossly inadequate price support operations during the period of relative abundance,
unjustified imports of key agricultural products at inordinately high prices prevailing in the international
markets, reckless dumping of domestic markets with produce secured abroad (PL 480, food grains, milk
product/powder, butter, oil palm, etc), severe restrictions coupled with unpredictable vacillation as
regards exports of even surplus farm produce. Artificial devaluation of the rupee is amongst the major
weapons used for denying the farmers legitimate compensation.’ 285

As a result, each year farmers end up worse off than they were the previous year. The result is a massive tax
on farmers, the negative market subsidy (Figure xx).
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Fig xx: Negative market subsidy on farmers since independence and estimate of loses from confiscation of property

“Although India spends around $30 bn a year on direct aid to agriculture, it also deprives farmers of $40 bn” 286
However, the negative AMS of $40 billion only measures market restrictions. No estimates of land confiscation
costs to farmers exist, but these could be around $20 billion per year. These are largely productivity related costs.

16.1 Negative market subsidy to farmers
The fact that farmers were being ripped out by the government was obvious to those who were aware of the
harm being done by socialist restrictions on farmers’ occupation, but the first time a formal calculation was made
to assess the magnitude of harm by the government was as part of the calculation of India’s aggregate measure of
support (AMS) which was a prerequisite to India joining the World Trade Organization in 1995.
The principle behind calculation of AMS is simple:
There are primarily two ways to measure the level of support a country provides to agriculture: the
Aggregate Measure of Support (AMS) and the Producer Support Estimate (PSE). The idea behind both
measures of subsidies is similar. One must compute a price gap reflecting the difference between
international and domestic prices and then multiply the price gap by the quantity of production of the
commodity. This resulting quantity, called the market price support, reflects the total level of “implicit”
subsidies that governments give to farmers through trade restrictions, government procurement
programmes and restrictions on output. 287

Ashok Gulati and Anil Sharma described how the AMS is calculated in a 1995 article:
AMS is the annual aggregate value of market price support, non-exempt direct payments and
any other subsidy not exempted from the reduction commitment expressed in monetary terms.
[T]o estimate AMS for Indian agriculture, first one works out the level of support for each basic
product (like rice, wheat, cotton and so on) that it obtains through (a) market price support, (b) nonexempt direct payments, and (c) other subsidies not exempted from reduction commitments. Support
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which falls under the purview of non-product specific (like various input subsidies) is totalled into one
non-specific AMS expressed in monetary terms. In the product specific AMS, the market price support
is calculated using the gap between a fixed external reference price (fob unit value in a net exporting
country and cif value in a net importing country) and administered price (domestic support price)
multiplied by quantity eligible to receive the administered price. In the non-product specific input
subsidies are determined by using budgetary outlays. However, if budgetary outlays do not reflect the
full extent of subsidy, the subsidy is worked out by using the gap between the subsidised price of the
inputs and a representative market price multiplied by the quantity used of inputs. 288

In Visionaries of a New Bharat, Sharad Joshi wrote:
One of the issues consistently raised by the SS has been the Government’s imposition of negative
subsidies. For over forty years since independence, the Indian planners maintained that Indian
agriculture was highly subsidized, while the industrialists and the traders stood on their own feet. The
big lie was exposed by the submissions of Ministry of Commerce, regarding agricultural
subsidy, to the WTO in 1989.
It now stands recognized that Indian industry was the most protected in the whole world and that the
Indian agriculture suffered from the worst negative market subsidy estimated at - 87% (1996-1997). Even
the Government of India admitted that the so-called subsidies on farm inputs like water, electricity,
fertilizers etc. have benefited everyone but the farmers for whom they were originally meant. …In 1951,
the ratio between the per capita agrarian and non-agrarian income, at constant prices, was 1:1.4;
now it stands at 1:10.6. In 1950-51, Agriculture contributed 63% of the Gross Domestic Product
(GDP) and supported 74% of the population. Today, agriculture contributes only 27% of the GDP but
the proportion of agrarian population, nevertheless, persists at about 70%. 289

India’s net subsidy has been negative from the early years onwards:
This negative support (or net taxation) is due to the fact that prices of different crops have been
fixed below their international levels (barring exceptions like oilseeds and sugarcane). The
calculations of taxation at farm harvest prices are also in line with those obtained on the basis of
support prices, however, the degree of taxation differs. These facts clearly indicate that Indian
agriculture is ‘net taxed’.
These trends of domestic support are contrary to those found in the developed countries of the world
[Gulati and Sharma 1994b]. Almost all countries provide positive support to their cultivators ranging
from as high as 72 per cent in case of Japan, 37 per cent in case of European Community and 26 per
cent in case of the US.’ This is in sharp contrast to India which imposes tax on its cultivators. 290

16.1.1 In other countries farmers are subsidized, Indian farmers are looted
While our Party does not want subsidies for farmers we note that there is a case for subsidizing farmers
which many countries therefore undertake, mainly to keep farmers on the land in order to ensure a
level of self-sufficiency in food. India is perhaps the only nation in the world where farmers are heavily
taxed through a negative market subsidy.
A 2018 study by the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development found that while in
most countries the support to agriculture producers is positive, in India it is the opposite as the
government often sets the support prices for the crops below the international prices resulting in an
overall negative market subsidy to farmers (OECD 2018). The OECD study considered the price for 19
major crops for multiple years and discovered that farmers were negatively subsidised for all of them.
Expressed as a share of gross farm receipts, the support to farmers averaged -3.5 per cent in 2000-02
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and -6.2 per cent in 2014-16 (OECD 2018). The net negative effect is a combination of budgetary
payments, composed primarily of input subsidies, and market support price. 291

16.1.2 Estimates of negative market subsidy over the years
There are a number of estimates of negative market subsidy over the years, and they vary quite a bit, but since
none of the underlying market restrictions on farmers have been reduced it is clear that there is no fundamental
change to the situation.
Ashok Gulati and Sudha Narayanan have made independent estimates of AMS for Indian agriculture which are
given below 292:
Year
AMS
%

1992
-49.99

1993
-39.77

1994
-45.39

1995
-31.77

1996
-34.43

1997
-33.19

1998
-26.32

1999
-33.76

2000
-25.62

Gulati has also calculated the PSE for India between the years 1986 and 2000 and these estimates also support
the conclusion that India has been giving negative subsidies to agriculture.(ibid)
Tax of 22.5% on farm sector in 1986-87 to 1988-89
The estimates based on support prices reveal that product-specific AMS for India (for 17 products out
of 22 total products for which India maintains market price support programmes) works out to be
negative to the tune of (-) Rs 242 billion during the period 1986-87 to 1988-89. This forms (-) 27.74 per
cent of total value of agricultural production (excluding forestry and fishery). Non-product
specific AMS works out to be Rs 46 billion, 5.24 per cent of total value of agricultural production. This,
of course, would vary depending upon the way one measures subsidies, particularly irrigation subsidy.
By adding these two one gets total AMS which stands at (-) Rs 196 billion, that forms (-) 22.50 per cent
of the value of agricultural production. (ibid)

Even greater tax in 1992-93
[O]ver the years, the AMS has increased in negative and stood at (-) Rs 341.44 billion during triennium
ending 1992-93. This massive increase of 73.77 per cent in absolute value of AMS seems to be the
effect of depreciation of rupee against major currencies of the world during this period as also in
relative prices of different commodities.

Estimate for 1996-97
In 1996-97, the quantum of negative AMS for 14 major crops in India was Rs 113,000 crore. 293

Sharad Joshi said in an interview on 18 December 1998:
How much negative market subsidy does the farmer bear? The figure is Rs 1 lakh 13 thousand crore (Rs
1.13 trillion). Whereas the positive subsidy he gets on inputs is barely Rs 140 billion. 294

Estimates for 1986-1989
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Figure above from http://www.isec.ac.in/JSED/JSED_V4_I1_42-54.pdf

3 lakh cores tax on agriculture from 1980 to 2000
In 2001, a Task Force on Agriculture headed by Sharad Joshi found that farmers were provided with a
negative market subsidy of Rs. 3,00,000 crore from 1980 to 2000 due to various government
interventions and limits on access to international markets. (Joshi 2015). The research claimed that the
figure of Rs. 3,00,000 crore was underestimated as it included only the difference between the domestic
and international prices of farm produce and did not account for the financial consequences of a lot of
government interventions in the functioning of the agriculture markets. 295

Sharad Joshi said in 2000:
Overall, our farmers have a negative market subsidy. … While farmers receive input subsidies, the
restrictions on exports, price distortions, and crop choice distortions offset any gains.
The differences in the situation of farmers with negative market subsidy, such as India, and positive
subsidy, such as in EU, is so stark that it cannot but indicate the non-unity of interests between India’s
government and farmers. It also means industry and commerce are getting an unfair advantage.
This puts negative subsidies at par with using child labour by manufacturing units. 296

On 5 May 2015 Sharad Joshi wrote 297:
In August 2001, in the report of the Task Force on Agriculture that I headed, I had estimated that the
loss caused to India’s farmers due to the anti-farmer policies and measures of various governments in
the previous twenty years (1980 to 2000) was of the order of Rs 300,000 crore on the basis of the data
provided at that time to the World Trade Organization by the Commerce Ministry, then headed by the
present president, Pranab Mukherjee. I had then said that the situation of Indian agriculture is
comparable with the situation of the devastated countries of Western Europe and Japan after World
War II. I had then suggested something similar to a Marshall Plan for Indian agriculture.
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That suggestion still holds, fourteen years later. The situation of Indian farmers now is even worse. I
would hold that the losses suffered by the Indian agriculture under Narendra Modi’s
Development Vision are worse than under Jawaharlal Nehru’s Socialist Vision. My judgment is
that the balance of trade between India and Bharat was more devastating than the War
bombings. So, if at all, Rs. 300,000 crore is a slight underestimate of the losses suffered by Indian
agriculture to date.

Tax of 14% per year during 2000-2016
On 30 December 2020, Ashok Gulati wrote 298
A major study that we at ICRIER conducted with OECD showed that between 2000-01 and 2016-17,
Indian agriculture was implicitly taxed to the tune of almost 14% of its value. It was primarily due to
restrictive trade and marketing policies, ranging from export controls to stocking limits to the restrictive
mandi system in the country. Therefore, the way to improve farmers’ price realisation was to liberate
agriculture from these various controls.

The Economist magazine commented on this in 2018.
Applying the same formula used to calculate state support to farmers in 22 OECD countries, the
researchers found that, although India spends around $30 bn a year on direct aid to agriculture, it also
deprives farmers of $40 bn, given the difference between international and domestic prices for the same
crops. OECD governments spent the equivalent of 18% of farm income to support producers, on
average. India, in effect, confiscated 6%. And where as OECD countries charged consumers roughly
8% of farm income by artificially raising food prices, India instead paid consumers the equivalent of
25% of farm incomes, not only by depressing crop prices but by distributing lots of subsidised food. 299

Current estimates
Shyam Ashtekar noted on 14 January 2019:
The aggregate negative market subsidy (about 6-7% now) continues till this date. 300

Ajit Ranade pointed out on 21 September 2020:
For most countries, especially in the West, AMS was positive, whereas for India it was and is still
negative. 301

16.2 Subsidies – overall data
India has a range of farm subsidies:
•
•
•
•

Food subsidy (basically cost of procurement by FCI and States, and management of food reserves, less any
earnings) 302
Input subsidies: Fertilisers, diesel, electricity (power), water, seeds, machinery (including irrigation
machinery)
Insurance: crop insurance subsidy
Credit: credit subsidy and loan write-offs

High level summary of these subsidies:
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•
•
•
•

Farm subsidies (central and state) vary a lot each year and have averaged between 2 to 8% of GDP
The peak of food subsidies was 541,330 crores in 2020-21 and it has reduced significantly since then.
The peak of fertiliser subsidies was 140,122 crores in 2021-2022.
Despite this, all calculations show that the price restrictions imposed on farmers end up costing them far
more than the subsidy they receive. Despite this large level of subsidies, farmers end up with a negative
market subsidy.

India loses badly from both government interventions: subsidies and price/market restrictions. Price signals in
the free market (such as through a futures market) are the only way to ensure a good match between supply and
demand but subsidies and restrictions distort both prices and incentives. By distorting price signals, subsidies
allocate resources to unproductive activities, e.g. insufficient use of modern water saving technology, leading to
low and volatile agricultural productivity growth, poor soil fertility and declining agro-biodiversity.
From the theoretical perspective, subsidies are a redistributive tool and a nation that respects property rights
must not engage in subsidies. Any transfer outside of a social minimum-based social insurance program is theft
from one taxpayer to give to another. Just because it is a government that is stealing doesn’t make it less heinous
(there are a few rare, well-justified exceptions – such as subsidies for infrastructure in rural areas – that we
outline later).
The latest position on subsidies from analysis of the 2022-23 Budget (Figure xx):
The food subsidy has been slashed by more than 27 per cent, to Rs 2,06,831 crore in the Budget
estimate for 2022-23 from Rs 2,86,469 crore in the revised estimate for 2021-22. Similarly, the fertiliser
subsidy has been cut to Rs 1,05,222 crore, a nearly 25 per cent drop from Rs 1,40,122 crore in the
revised estimate for the previous financial year.
In 2021-22, government spending on these subsidies was higher than what was projected in that year’s
Budget estimates, as the government had to step up support for the people, in the form of free
foodgrains and fertiliser subsidies, in the face of the Covid-19 pandemic. 303
Higher commodity inflation in farm chemical inputs, leading to shortages, was another factor that
pushed the government to increase fertiliser subsidies more than once last year. Hence, spending on the
fertiliser subsidy in FY 2021-22 saw a whopping increase of more than 76 per cent from the original
Budget allocation to the revised estimate.

Figure xx: Main subsidies, Budget estimates, 2022-23 304
Figure xx shows the historical analysis of subsidies in India by Gulati and Sharma (2002)
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Figure xx: Farm subsidies in India from 980 to 1996 305
Analysis by Jagran Josh till the 2016-17 budget (Figure xx) provides another snapshot:

Figure xx: Subsidy data from 2013-2017 (including Budget estimates) 306
Subsidy on fertilisers is provided by the Central government whereas subsidy on water is provided by
the State governments. Government gives different types of subsidies to farmers like, fertilizer,
irrigation, equipment, credit subsidy, seed subsidy, export subsidy etc. Current subsidy bill of the
government stands at 2, 60, 128 cr. in 2013-14 which was 2, 39,551 cr. in 2012-13. (ibid)

On 27 February 2021 Prof MG Chandrakanth summarised the subsidies:
The subsidies from the Government of India are Rs. 70,000 crores towards fertilizers, Rs. 20,000 crores
towards farm credit, Rs. 6500 crores towards crop insurance, Rs. 24,000 crores towards MSP totalling Rs.
120,500 crores. And a similar support from State Governments of Rs. 90,000 crores towards electricity
power subsidies, Rs. 17,500 crores towards irrigation subsidies, Rs, 6500 crores towards crop insurance
subsidies totalling Rs. 1,14,000 crores. 307

Wikipedia states:
Agricultural subsidy in India primarily consists of subsidies like, fertilizer, irrigation, equipment, credit
subsidy, seed subsidy, export subsidy etc. Subsidy on fertilizers is provided by the Central government
whereas subsidy on water and irrigation is provided by the local State governments.[41] Drawing on the
most recent estimates, annual central government subsidies to farmers would be of the order
of ₹120,500 crore (US$16 billion) as the sum of fertilizer subsidies (₹70,000 crore (US$9.3 billion),
2017/18), credit subsidies (₹20,000 crore (US$2.7 billion), 2017/18), crop insurance subsidies (₹6,500
crore (US$860 million), 2018/19) and expenditures towards price support (₹24,000
crore (US$3.2 billion) estimated for 2016/17).[42] Total subsidies to farmers in India is in the range of

305 Gulati, Ashok and Sharma, Anil. Subsidies and Investments in Indian Agriculture. In Kapila and Kapila eds. Indian Agriculture in a
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$45–50 billion, to the tune of 2%-2.5% of GDP. But per farmer the subsidy just about touches $48 in
India, compared to over $7,000 in the U.S. 308

A 2019 analysis suggests:
Latest estimates of India’s expenditure on subsidising inputs, including credit, show that the spend
reached Rs 235.5 billion. Fertilizer subsidies, on the rise in recent years, account for almost one-third of
this expenditure (Ramaswami 2019). Power accounts for over 38%. Calculations by the Finance
Commission of India highlight that these subsidies account for 20% of farmer income. 309

Of course, it is nonsense to say that subsidies provide farmers with 20% of their income, when negative
subsidies (restrictions) take away 40% of their potential income. Such terminology might have had sense in the
context of nations which do not suck the blood of the farmers dry.

16.3 Subsidies don’t reach the farmer, or are received by the relatively more well-off
Shetkari Sanghatana has highlighted the nexus between leaders, officers and traders which ends up stealing much
of the subsidies:
Undoing the regime of alleged farm -subsidies that actually end up in the hands of नेता तस्कर गुंडा अफसर
(Sharad Joshi’s’s phrase for the nexus) and manufacturers of farm-inputs. 310

The benefits of subsidies are mainly captured by the rich, e.g. companies that produce fertilisers, particularly
urea; and politicians and bureaucrats involved in their approval and distribution. Subsidised fertiliser prices have
even led to Indian fertiliser being smuggled to neighbouring countries, thus transferring Indian taxpayer wealth
to foreign countries. (‘Economic Survey (2016) estimates that around 40% of all the urea sold domestically, ends
up smuggled for sale to farmers in Bangladesh and Nepal. This has created shortages in urea and rationing, and
over half the farmers buy urea at prices that are higher than the retail price in the black market’. 311)
It would require a separate analysis to identify the numerous ways in subsidies are stolen (some are more porous
than others) but we assume for the sake of simplicity that around half the subsidies do reach the farmer –
some farmers benefit more, other less; but on average some do percolate down to farmers.
Leaving aside the theft of subsidies, ‘there is ample evidence to suggest that the major share of these subsidies
has been appropriated by fewer well developed regions and better-off sections of the farming community
[Subbarao 1985]’ (Gulati 312).

16.4 Subsidies distort incentives and misallocate national resources
It is a general rule of economics that subsidies are distortionary. Our Party opposes all subsidies on a matter of
principle – these amount to redistribution and that is harmful to society in most cases. There might be a few rare
exceptions to this rule but since subsidies end up creating vested interests, it is virtually impossible to stop them
once they start, so they must not be started in the first place.
Subsidies end up hiding the true cost of inputs – and along with procurement prices and bans on
exports/imports and other market restrictions, make it impossible for anyone to know the true cost of anything.
Input subsidies mask the real costs of production and have distorted crop choices and farming patterns.
While subsidies help cushion farmers’ income, they do not resolve the structural issues of low agricultural
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productivity and small landholdings. The challenges of excess labour cannot be solved with agrarian
input subsidies (Ramaswami 2019). 313

For the nation the trade-off is between subsidy and productivity. Each rupee taken from the taxpayer’s pocket
to pay someone else, is a rupee less to invest in private production. As Gulati has said: ‘Our assessment of the
current situation leads us to conclude that input subsidies are cutting into the resources which could have been
invested in generating new productive potentials’. 314

16.4.1 Excessive use of power has exhausted the groundwater table
Free power in some states (although it is the “left over” power late at night) also makes any attempt to cut costs
irrelevant. This has led to excessive tapping of the groundwater. Instead of creating incentives to use watersaving technologies such as drip irrigation and water harvesting, subsidised power leads to excessive groundwater
use, risking our future food security. Crop production has shifted significantly towards water-hungry crops.
While bajra and maize used to be extensively grown in north India, water hungry wheat and rice have now
become the main crops. Gulati et. al. have noted in relation to Punjab:
Electricity subsidy is an important component of subsidies that were introduced to increase agricultural
growth and farm incomes. Although it has led to assured incomes, the combination of free water,
power and procurement has led to rapid ground water depletion. Electricity consumption per hectare
has increased over time, whereas agricultural production per unit of electricity consumption has not
increased with free power supply; rather, it has been falling over time. This indicates serious
inefficiency in the consumption of electricity in Punjab’s agricultural sector, and steps need to be
taken to curtail this. To improve power and water use efficiency, power supply should be metered and
charged beyond a fixed level of free supply and the subsidy (Rs. 6236 crore in 2012–13) should be
transferred to farmers’ bank accounts. Transferring a fixed amount of cash (calculated using the average
land holding) to farmers will provide an incentive to reduce the consumption both of electricity and
underground water. 315

As well:
Many states provide electricity free of cost to farmers and a vast majority of agricultural connections are not
metered. The decision to provide free or low-cost electricity has, unsurprisingly, affected farmer behaviour. Much
of the electricity is used to pump groundwater, which accounts for over 60% of irrigation (MOSPI 2017). FAO
estimates that India is the largest user of groundwater in the world, using 251 billion cubic meters, over double
what China uses. 316

16.4.2 Excessive fertiliser use has exhausted soil micro-nutrients
Soils need not just NPK but micronutrients (such as zinc, iron, manganese). These have been exhausted which
increases the need for regular fertilisers in order to achieve the same output. The Economic Survey 2018-2019 has
noted that “the fertilizer response ratio is showing a declining trend. The declining fertilizer response ratio is an
indicator of declining responsiveness of soil fertility to fertiliser application”317.
The fertiliser subsidy has helped achieve self-sufficiency in food grain production but it has led to
inefficient fertiliser use. The extremely low price of urea has resulted in the imbalanced use of
fertilisers biased towards urea, which has had an impact on the fertility of land. The NPK ratio in
Punjab is 31.4:8:1 in 2016. Studies have shown that (Gulati et al. 2015) this imbalance in the use of
fertilisers can be corrected by switching to direct cash transfers to farmers on a per hectare basis.
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Farmers should be incentivised to get the soil tested and get soil health cards by linking these to direct
cash transfers. Moreover, import duty on urea should be reduced to zero and prices should be
determined by market forces. 318

16.5 Credit subsidies don’t work because negative “subsidies” overwhelm them
A separate section is needed to discuss credit subsidies about which there are many misinformed opinions
among city-dwelling elites.

16.5.1 The credit subsidy program and loan waivers
The government provides interest rate subsidies through banks to lend to farmers.
Most agricultural households reported facing Crop or Livestock related distress events in the
preceding year. Farmers use institutional and informal credit sources to tide through such distress
events. The Indian government intervenes in the credit market primarily by subsidising interest rates
and waiving agricultural debts. Short term loans—spanning 6-12 months—dominate agriculturerelated outstanding loans. Farmers utilise these for cultivation expenditure. The loans are subsidised
through direct transfers to lending institutes, encouraging them to increase lending to farmers. The rise
in short-term credit is fuelled by interest subvention schemes (RBI 2019b).
The Reserve Bank of India mandates that at least 40% of net bank credit be directed towards Priority
Sector Lending (Reserve Bank of India 2018), of which 18% is to be directed towards farm credit,
agriculture infrastructure and ancillary activities. The government subsidies this credit to some extent;
generally, the support amounts to about 2% lower interest rates. There is an additional 3% discount in
case of prompt repayment, reducing the interest rate to 4% (2019). 319

Periodic farm loans are only possible because the government owns the banks, which are the biggest den of
corruption in India. Through these banks, the richest of the rich corporates – working with the corrupt
politicians – often loot the country as much as they want. The losses of the banks are conveniently funded
through budget deficits and thousands of crores of rupees are printed – so the rupee’s value falls.

16.5.2 Small farmers find it hard to access credit subsidies
But small farmers find it difficult to access institutional credit both because of land record issues discussed earlier
and because many of them are defaulters. Loan waivers go only so far. Jaidep Hardikar has noted in his 2021
book, Ramrao: The Story of India’s Farm Crisis:
within five years of a ₹59,000 crore loan waiver doled out by the United Progressive Alliance (UPA)
government at the Centre, cotton farmers are back to square one. They have defaulted on bank loans,
thousands are in the grips of informal moneylenders, and farm incomes are in free fall, further
aggravating the socio-economic problems of rural households.

As a result:
Despite the efforts of the government to provide credit to farmers, a significant number of small
and marginal farmers are not able to get any loan from institutional sources. …At an all-India
level, 26% of agricultural loans come from non-institutional sources. Among the institutional sources,
most of the loans go to well off farmers and not to those who need credit. 83% of large farmers relied
on institutional loans as opposed to only 60% of marginal farmers (Rajeev and Vani 2019). …In
the absence of land records and tenancy contracts, jewel loans are growing at a fast pace as formal
institutes are wary of lending to small and marginal farmers. 320

Jaidep Hardikar has described the heart-rending situation of small farmers in the context of the protagonist
Ramrao in his book, Ramrao:
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Of [Ramrao’s] debts, institutional credit is only a tiny fraction. A majority of his loans are from his close
and distant relatives, friends and other informal sources that he won’t reveal but I can see his anxiety.
…He is aware that if he is unable to repay his loans, there are relations that will turn sour, his social
standing will be impacted, and he might lose his community’s and his moneylenders’ respect.
Banks are beyond him anyway; for them, he is a defaulter.

16.5.3 Sharad Joshi’s observation on farmer suicides
‘suicides are almost exclusively due to the incapacity of farmers to repay their loans taken from the
money lenders and the cooperative banks and societies’ – Sharad Joshi 321.

The schematic diagram (Figure xx) illustrates the fate of the small farmer:

Figure xx: The reason why small farmers can’t access credit subsidies

16.5.4 Private lending continues unabated
Faced with a massively loss making occupation which they cannot exit but forced to return to their tiny parcel of
land since no other option exists, small farmers are forced to tap the non-institutional market.
Ramrao is grateful to his [relatives] lenders, who have not come knocking. They know what he has been
through. In fact, they reassured him and asked him not to worry about the money. Other, less fortunate,
farmers in Vidarbha have taken their lives after being hounded and harassed by moneylenders or bank
officials. Stories of lenders exploiting farmers in the region abound.
During my travels, I found innovative ways of borrowing and lending in Hiwara and other parts of the
region. I am sure there are several such means in every part of rural India. Similar to a kitty, there is a
rotating financial pool called ‘bhisi’, where farmers pay a certain sum of money every month and draw
lots to decide who among them will get the entire sum. Sometimes they juggle multiple bhisis. At times,
the winner of the pot auctions it off to the highest bidder in case he does not need the money
immediately but someone else does. So, farmer ‘X’ can buy a ₹10,000 bhisi for ₹8,000 and suffer a loss
of ₹2,000. Then, there is ‘alti-palti’, where you basically rotate your loan, borrow more to pay the
previous one, and then keep borrowing to pay smaller, older loans. This is usually resorted to for paying
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back bank loans. Some call it ‘khande-palat’, meaning switching the burden of a loan from one shoulder
to another. Another way to raise money to meet financial exigencies is to borrow someone else’s gold
and mortgage it with a jeweller, and then pay interest to both. Micro-finance is also popular. In rural
Vidarbha, farmers call it ‘Janlaxmi-Dhanlaxmi’ after the names of micro-finance companies. At least a
dozen such institutions lend small sums to women, who borrow simultaneously from multiple
companies.
Of late, rural housing finance has steadily been gaining popularity. Hundreds of farmers who have
pawned their farmlands and other assets with multiple sources have begun to mortgage their homes to
receive funds under the garb of home renovations, which they then funnel into their farms.
Then there are other creditors—teachers, revenue officials, relatives, inputs dealers, traders, doctors—
who lend money to farmers at exorbitant rates. 322

16.5.5 Not all loan waivers are the same: Corporates don’t have regulatory losses
In April 2014 Sharad Joshi explained why there is no equivalence between farmer loan waivers and
corporate loan waivers.
The Deputy Governor of RBI, K.C. Chakravarty, disclosed at a conference that the data collected by
RBI showed that in 2008 when the finance minister announced loan waivers of Rs.60,000 crores for the
farmers, certain big corporates complained and protested against this decision. Interestingly loans
amounting to Rs.11,000 crores overdue from the same Corporates were waived by the banks
subsequently!
One cannot compare the loans overdue from farmers with the ones overdue from Corporates….
Corporates do not have to bear the burden of negative market subsidy. Instead they get
concessions in the form of export subsidy from the government. Therefore it is incorrect to compare
the loan waiver of farmers with that of the Corporates. 323

16.5.6 Magnitude of credit subsidy is far greater than negative market subsidy
Sharad Joshi explained in 2014 how the negative market subsidy is far greater than the amounts of loan
due from farmers:
The government does provide loans to farmers, but by imposing negative market subsidy, it creates
a situation where the farmers are unable to pay even the electricity bills which constitute the major
expense in agriculture. Thus a situation is created where the contract of loan repayment becomes
impossible to honour. The Indian Contract Act provides that if a party to a contract creates a situation
which makes the performance of contract by other party impossible, then it is discharged and comes to
an end. Therefore, the loans due from the farmers are not only unlawful but also immoral. By this
definition the farmers’ loans and the overdue electricity bills both become illicit.
Due to the policy of negative market subsidy, the Government was liable to the extent of Rs.3 lac crores
to the farmers during the 20 year period 1981-2000. The overdue loans from the farmers were Rs.1.30
lac crores as reported by Radhakrishna Committee which are much less compared to the Government’s
liability towards the farmers because of negative market subsidy. The loan waiver of Rs.60,000 to
Rs.70,000 crore is also negligible. There is nothing illegitimate if a farmer refuses to repay this loan by
declaring himself bankrupt or by any other means. 324

As Shyam Ashtekar also added, on 14 January 2019:
Sharad Joshi, argued that farmers are no economic offenders and hence mafi (pardon) is an unethical
coinage. He argued for Karjamukti (freedom from indebtedness) because the Indian State with its
devious laws has inflicted chronic bankruptcy, suicides and forced migration on the farmer.
Hence farmers have huge dues from the government. This really makes a case for return of ill-gotten
wealth to farmers. …And there are complex issues within waivers.
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Most economists lose no time to state that the farm loan waivers are detrimental to the credit system;
but they hardly denounce governments targeting food prices as anti-inflationary measures or hefty hikes
by needless pay commissions. … The Shetkari Sanghatana … has argued for a paradigm shift from loan
waivers to real Karjamukti, because the socialist State has intentionally and systematically caused
farm bankruptcy. Any waiver must be embedded in liberal reforms of agrarian political
economy. 325

16.5.7 Farm loan waivers don’t help farmers for long
Shyam Ashtekar explained on 14 January 2019:
Often farm loan waivers help only some farmers (usually under ₹1-2 lakh loan limit) and for barely a
year or two. Besides, private lending continues to sap farmers. Farmers beyond a holding size and
term loans are excluded. In fact, the bigger the farm size and investment, the bigger is the loss. The one
time settlement (OTS) for bigger than exemptible loans is also flawed since these farmers cannot raise
money for settlement. The farm credit system actually calls for a forensic audit since many banks —
especially cooperative banks — impose penalties and interests flouting Reserve Bank of India rules.
Farmers need credit like any business but cannot pay back as farming is unremunerative. 326

16.5.8 Loan waivers lead to strategic defaults and harm the culture of repayment
The fact that loan waivers can be justified from the policy perspective as a counterbalance to the negative market
subsidy is not justification for this policy in the long run. Our Party does not like loan waivers: we support such
waivers only under the current special circumstances of negative market subsidy. Once the negative market
subsidy is removed, we would not want any loan waivers.
In recent years, India has seen a re-emergence of a culture of waiving debt around election time, a
phenomenon that had receded in the 1990s. The proponents of this practice argue that farmers often
face ‘debt overhang’ where any additional income, borrowed or earned, is invested in repayment of
debt. A clearing of such outstanding loans relieves farmers from this trap. Several researchers have
looked carefully to examine if this hypothesis holds out.
In 2008, the government offered one of the most massive debt waiver programme—accounting for 1%
of the GDP, 8% of tax revenue—to 40 million households. Farmers holding land smaller than 2
hectares received full relief and those with more than 2 hectares received partial relief. This difference
allowed researchers to have a counterfactual. The expectation was that the clearing of debt would
induce and enable farmers to borrow from formal institutes and increase productive investment.
However, even a significant stimulus such as this had no impact on agricultural productivity or
investment (Kanz 2016). The share of informal borrowing increased; more among those who received
full relief. Worse, those that received complete assistance were less bothered about the reputational
effects of default, confirming that it is difficult to ‘write off loans without also writing off a culture
of prudent borrowing and repayment’. 327
The harmful effects of the 2008 credit continued to surface in the years that followed. The proportion
of new debts in districts with higher exposure to the scheme reduced and defaults among those with a
good credit history increased. Besides, the bailout had no impact on economic activity (Gin’e and Kanz
2017). Similarly, a 2010 ordinance by the government of Andhra Pradesh banning loan recovery
practices led to an increase in defaults and a drop in credit availability to farmers.

Shyam Ashtekar: https://www.hindustantimes.com/analysis/farmers-need-their-dues-not-doles-from-the-treasury/storyWYhh65LDugNafNNOKibhqL.html
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In addition, institutional credit is sustainable only if lenders are able to profile borrowers, forecast
repayment and recoup lending costs. The subsidised credit and loan waiver programme precludes all
three. Over the years, bankers have naturally shied away from lending to small and marginal farmers. 328
Mukherjee, Subramanian, and Tantri (2018) find that distressed farmers—those who filed for and
received an insurance claim—in the 2008 bailout were less likely to default on loans after the program
compared to non-distressed farmers (2018). The authors argue that debt relief only helps distressed
farmers, for example, those affected by exogenous shocks. Otherwise, it fuels strategic defaulting,
negatively impacting the credit market. The Economic Survey of India 2019-20 suggests that ‘a waiver
can at best be an emergency medicine to be given in rare cases after a thorough diagnosis and
identification of illness and not a staple diet’. 329

A 2021 book that has looked at loan waivers notes:
Four features of loan waivers stand out.
a. These promises are generally made by political parties before elections.
b. These waivers are distributed in a phased manner between years; thus, the amounts are spread through
state budgets in subsequent years.
c. As in other government schemes, there are large inefficiencies in the programme. For one, there is a
very high exclusion error: the really needy, i.e. the poor and vulnerable farmer who does not have access
to credit from institutions. As per NABARD’s NAFIS, only 30.3% of Indian agricultural households
took loans from institutions; all others, i.e. about 70% of Indian peasantry did not take an institutional
loan and thus do not stand to benefit from a FLW.
d. A farm loan waiver has an adverse impact on the credit culture in the state as most people who take
loans do not return it in anticipation of a farm loan waiver.
Overall, this type of farmer support is not only economically inefficient but is also not likely to yield
much benefit to political parties because of the limited number of people it is likely to benefit 330.

Our Party would like to emphasise once again that we oppose loan waivers because these are not how a country
can grow. But the chaos created by the government’s anti-farmer laws and market restrictions must be stopped
before we try to reform the subsidy system.

16.5.9 Farm income tax exemption used by the corrupt to launder money
This is another program to allegedly ‘subsidise’ farmers. But farmers have practically no income worth declaring.
This exemption is mainly used by corrupt city dwellers including politicians, who buy farm land to launder black
money.
The myth that ‘agriculture is not taxed’ is perpetuated to mask the endless exploitation of
farmers. On the other hand, agriculture has become an avenue for some of the rich and
powerful people to claim agriculture income, just to launder their ill-gotten wealth.
The complex system of regressive indirect taxes, and the alphabet soup of schemes and
subsidies are all measures intended to disguise the injustice heaped on farmers.
A simple and equitable direct tax system that is applicable to all would be much more
transparent, and most importantly enable citizens, including the farmers, to hold the state
accountable for its many acts of commission and omission. 331

16.6 Compensation for negative market subsidy
On 5 May 2015, Sharad Joshi wrote about options for compensation for negative market subsidy:
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My judgment is that the balance of trade between India and Bharat was more devastating than the War
bombings. So, if at all, Rs. 300,000 crore is a slight underestimate of the losses suffered by Indian
agriculture to date. The estimated size of the ‘Marshall Plan’ investment for the Indian farmers would be
around that figure. There should be no difficulty for the government to raise that kind of a sum through
the issue of bonds to the public; it is frittering away much larger sums on purely eleemosynary
programmes like the National Food Security Act, etc.
The money so raised should be used primarily for two things. One, for creating rural infrastructure,
including cold storage houses and refrigerated transport of farm produce between farms and
market places. Two, to help farmers pay off their debts and waive off their electricity dues.
I don’t understand why people criticize farm loan waivers and have doubts about whether this will be
sustainable. The loan waiver is actually a reimbursement of the sums that the government owes to the
farmers. Last time the loans were waived, it was a pittance. The correct loan waiver would be at least of
the order of Rs 300,000 crore and not Rs 60,000 crore or Rs 78,000 crore. Besides, if farmers are unable
to repay their loans it is because of anti-farmer, price-depressing measures of the government.
My proposal to waive off electricity dues of farmers will also meet with a lot of criticism. I have
written amply on why the farm electricity charges need to be waived. The Task Force report points out
that agriculture receives residual supply of power, after industrial, commercial and residential consumers
are served. The voltage of this residual power fluctuates widely. ‘It is unreasonable to expect that
farmers should pay the average cost of production when they are really getting substandard supply,’ the
report had said. Apart from the poor quality of the electricity supply, the amount taken into
consideration on account of electricity charges in the calculation of cost of production of farm produce
by the Commission on Agricultural Costs and Prices is very much short of the actual expenditure of the
farmer on electricity tariff. 332

16.7 A Three Step process before subsidies are stopped
The bottomline is that subsidies are bad for India and for farmers. But also, we cannot possibly stop them till
negative subsidies are stopped first. That means first implementing the full suite of constitutional/ legal reforms
to bring back property rights and free markets. After that is done, then subsidies can be phased out.
Our Party considers a simple three step process to deal with negative and positive subsidies:
a) Stop all negative subsidies (by implementing all legislative and constitutional reforms) so there are only
positive subsidies left in the system. In the meantime, ensure a full-fledged social insurance system that will
eliminate poverty.
b) Compensate farmers for 7 decades of negative market subsidy by phasing out positive subsidies over 10 years.
c) Then stop all subsidies and switch the remaining 50% of subsidies to rural infrastructure.
The figure below outlines the transitional process schematically.
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16.8 Preliminary cost-benefit analysis
The idea of subsidies is simply unsustainable and unjustified. No CBA is needed to confirm that. What we do
need, however, is a process that will not stop these subsidies until basic reforms have been implemented.

16.9 Recommendations for the White Paper
RECOMMENDATION FOR THE WHITE PAPER
1. Provide a pathway to phase out subsidies after all negative subsidies are stopped (this will involve
implementing all property rights and market reforms outlined in this Discussion Paper) – then divert the
remaining 50% of the current level of subsidies to rural infrastructure.
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17 Social insurance for the poor

As detailed in chapter xx, our Party is committed to a direct-transfer social insurance program to ensure that no
one falls below the poverty line. Like all other entrepreneurs, India’s farmers must be assured at all times that if
they do their best the country will support them if end up in poverty.
Social insurance should have three main components:
a) A direct cash transfer component (social minimum)
b) A school voucher component for school education of the children of the poor
c) A health voucher component for health insurance of the poor.

17.1 Component 1: A social minimum based on the negative income-tax model
The current system of direct transfers is a patchwork of confusing, overlapping programs that miss out many
poor people. We need a system which eliminates poverty for all those who are below the poverty line. Box xx
contains an extract from the manifesto of Swarna Bharat Party (which will guide Swatantra Bharat Party until a
new manifesto is created for the combined party). Figure xx shows the concept of top-up of income.

Figure xx: Top up of income by government to assure every family a social minimum
There are two basic components of the model: (a) a bank account for each family, and (b) an annual selfdeclaration of income by each family. False self-declaration would be an offence.
Box xx:
The social minimum component of the social insurance program 333
Negative income tax (NIT-type) system
The main steps involved in delivering a social minimum, based on the concept of a negative income tax, are
outlined below:
1. Identify people who are desperately poor and may need such assistance during a given year;
2. Determine the top-up amount (the gap from the poverty line) needed to raise the income of these persons
above the poverty line;
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3. Identify funds to meet this top-up amount. These funds are likely to be far less than current subsidies and
poverty alleviation programmes; and
4. Transfer this money directly to the Aadhaar-linked bank account of these people.
To help in (1) identification, lodging income tax returns will be made compulsory for every Indian adult.
Private agencies will be hired to assist in this task, particularly in rural areas, where income tax returns have
hitherto not been required. The agencies will be required to use digital photography and videos of the
individuals’ assets and lifestyle (for instance) as partial proof of income assessment. There will an asset test,
whereby individuals with large assets but no income in a particular year will be required to sell down their
assets. Only after such assets reach below a minimum level, would they become eligible for the social minimum.
Anyone who is able bodied but chooses not to work, will be denied eligibility, even if otherwise qualified.
We will not allow the social minimum system to degenerate into a welfare system. The poverty line will be
linked to a very frugal level of existence, just a little above extreme poverty, and updated periodically for local
cost of living and inflation. There will be (a very minimal) additional top-up for disabled persons, noting that
caring for the disabled is the responsibility of the family, and an area for charities to play a significant role.
Recipients living in remote areas will need to travel to the nearest bank branch to collect their funds every
fortnight. We will, however, explore whether mobile phones can be linked with bank accounts and the Aadhaar
ID, so every person eligible for the social minimum can access their bank accounts through the mobile phone
network.
To ensure the efficient delivery of the NIT-type system, India’s largest IT companies with proven capability will
be invited to propose methodologies to implement this system. About half a dozen pilots will be rolled out by
the end of the first year and the most effective method would be selected for national implementation. It is
expected that India’s vast NGO/religious charity networks will also play a role in the identification of the poor
and audit/ validation of delivery to the right people. Additional checks will be ensured through private audit
agencies, with incentive contracts that punish agencies severely for wrong identification of ‘beneficiaries’.
These NIT-type payments will become fully operational in the fourth year across the country and, after one
year of implementation and evaluation, all subsidies and the public distribution system will be scrapped.
(It must be noted that UPA and Modi government efforts have been neither properly tested, nor well-targeted,
nor linked with a commitment to abolish all other programmes.)
At present the identification system (Aadhaar) and bank account system has largely been established. What is
needed is a mandatory income tax statement lodgement requirement for everyone. Those who do not wish to be
considered for such a top-up income level (the top up will be very small) do not need to lodge an income tax
return below a threshold. All others would need to do so. This will require significantly strengthening the income
tax machinery of India.
The tax model will illustratively look like Figure xx:

Figure xx: Lodging tax return is not needed if eligible people do not wish to receive a top-up
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17.2 Component 2: A school voucher for children of the poor
The second component of the social insurance program will be school vouchers for the children of the poor
(Box xx). All those below the social minimum (and who lodge their income tax return) will be eligible for a
school voucher that will be roughly in the amount that the government currently spends per child on school
education, except that this voucher will be eligible to be spent on any school, whether government or private. In
the longer run, we do not see any role for government in owning and running schools.
Box xx:
Child-based funding for children of the poor
We will provide digital vouchers to poor parents identified through the NIT-type process, which can be
encashed in any school. This method will ensure that choices made by parents are honoured. No one can be a
greater well-wisher of a child than his or her own parents. Only if both parents have a conclusive record of
neglecting their children should a government be allowed to make decisions on behalf of the child.
Identification of children
By the thirtieth month, we would ensure that an Aadhaar number is allocated to each child between the ages of
four and eighteen, in preparation for this programme. This number would be linked to a database which
records key biological features of the child, along with photographs and Aadhaar IDs of his/her parents, to
prevent potential falsification of records. (A new identification number would be allotted to each child who
subsequently reaches the age of four.)
Parents of poorest children will get a high value voucher
This database will be linked to the previous year’s income tax return of the child’s parents and would
automatically generate a voucher of a specific value, linked to that income and to the expected educational costs
for a child of that age. Vouchers will differ in value. Children of poor parents will get vouchers of a much
higher value than children of relatively better off (but still below poverty line) parents. This higher allocation of
funds for children of poorer parents is a crucial part of the model. It will make it very attractive to establish
schools in rural areas or slums, since children with predominantly high-value vouchers will attend such schools.
Schools in economically backward zones will be able to afford much higher salaries for teachers, and potentially
attract even better teachers than schools in urban areas. Thus, all schools will be able to provide a robust quality
education.
An annual adjustment would be applied to the value of a child’s voucher after the income of the child’s parents
is declared to the tax office. Excess payments made for the child to the school would be recouped through the
parent’s future taxes.
Parents to pay any top-up
Parents would pay the amount above what the government voucher reimburses the school.
Poor parents would not pay anything since they would have high-value vouchers. Children of slightly better off
parents (but still below the poverty line) may need to pay a top-up amount.
Management by private providers
The voucher system will be managed by a range of private service providers under strict conditions of
accountability. The education regulator will monitor the quality of these providers and ensure the overall
integrity of the voucher system. Stiff penalties will apply if preventable fraud is detected at any level.
The social infrastructure department, which will manage the overall budget for school education, will work with
the education regulator to ensure that minimum outcome standards of educational attainment are met by each
school, and that vouchers are administered properly.
Payment system to schools
Schools will bill the government for each child individually for the amount specified on the relevant voucher.
This will create an incentive for schools to go out and literally beg parents – such as parents of child labourers –
to send their children to school. How many times have we seen government school principals go out and beg
parents in such a manner?
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The more the children that these schools can enrol and pass out at an agreed, independently tested standard,
the greater the money they will receive from the government.
Schools would be required to report a child’s death or transfer from the school within one month to the
voucher service provider. Should it be found that a school has charged the government for a child who was no
longer studying there, the school will face penalties, including potential withdrawal of the school’s registration
and criminal prosecution of school owners.

17.3 Component 3: Automatic health insurance for the poor
The third component of social insurance is an automatic health insurance for those with income below the social
minimum (Box xx).
Box xx:
Government support for basic health and surgery for the poor
A government is not required to provide basic health care and elective surgery for everyone, since health is just
one of many requirements of daily life and health support at taxpayer expense can lead to people taking less
responsibility for their own health or going excessively to doctors.
For the poorest of the poor, who can’t afford basic care or elective surgery, there is some role for government,
while being mindful of the moral hazard.
We will automatically pay a premium for basic health insurance and elective surgery for those eligible for
negative income tax funding. A co-contribution will be required from those who are relatively less poor (but
still below the poverty line), on the pattern of school funding. Being a large purchaser, the government will be
able to achieve competitive prices for this service from the health insurance sector.
However, to ensure that insured poor individuals take adequate care of their own health, we will limit the
coverage for illnesses that typically arise from an unhealthy lifestyle e.g. chronic obstructive pulmonary disease
(mostly due to smoking), and alcoholic liver disease.
Universal trauma care, cost recovered from those who can pay
Each citizen can either take private insurance, or self-insure for health contingencies. However, if someone
turns up at the doorstep of a hospital in a gravely sick or injured condition that does not permit self-identification or
identification of insurance (including self-insurance) plans, such a person cannot be turned away.
It is the obligation of a government to protect the life of its citizens. To ensure that no life is lost under
traumatic circumstances only because funding could not be assessed in time, a government should universally
insure everyone (including foreign citizens) for immediate treatment for traumatic hospitalisation and
emergency care, with later recovery of costs. (Note: this excludes all chronic or other conditions for which selfidentification or advance payment is feasible by the patient or his/her family. Such insurance applies, therefore,
only to the rarest of cases).

Delivery of trauma care
Our government will not directly deliver trauma hospitalization, but procure it through private enterprise based
on models that keep competition high, and costs and moral hazard down. Options include (subject to further
modelling) tendering for long duration (say 30-year) contracts within specific geographical regions. The country
can be carved into reasonably sized regions which are put out for tender. Eligible private health consortiums
wishing to provide the prescribed trauma services (at prescribed standards to everyone in the region) will be
asked to bid a single, flat per-person annual price. This approach would take into account the local cost of
living, and any local difficulties in appointing doctors. The successful bidders would be awarded long-duration
contracts for these regions and paid in advance, on a monthly basis, based on the region’s estimated population.
This will create certainty in payments and allow appropriate investment.
The health regulator will monitor service quality and timeliness. Stiff penalties for non-compliance with service
standards will be imposed. This approach will:
•

significantly increase the competition in supply of emergency hospitalisation services; and

•

cap costs (providers will receive a fixed amount regardless of quantity). In general, fee-for-service payments
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create incentives to treat excessively, to undertake more tests, to prescribe more. A flat total cost creates
incentives to manage outcomes as efficiently as possible, while delivering service standards.

Reimbursement
Except for those eligible for the NIT-type system, citizens, upon their recovery from trauma, will be billed the
government-approved standard cost for their treatment. They could thereafter either bill their insurance
companies or pay directly, if they have chosen to self-insure. The government will bear the cost of
administering the scheme and any cost of being unable to recover from those who die, without being identified,
during the treatment.
Foreign citizens who do not pay costs immediately after they have recovered from the trauma will have a noting
made in their passport that permits them to leave India only after they provide proof of payment.
Other universal health programmes
In addition, we will support (deliverable through the private health system) general programmes to vaccinate
children against infectious diseases to help reduce infant mortality. We will also support civil society efforts to
educate people about sanitation, nutrition, obesity, diabetes, TB, malaria, leprosy, hypertension, drug abuse,
occupational hazards, cancers and other (often preventable) health issues.
Health regulation

Stringent regulation of private health insurance providers
To ensure that the private health industry operates competitively, we will regulate the health insurance market
to allow switching insurers without any loss of existing coverage. We will also regulate private health insurance
prices (to be approved by the Government after a detailed assessment by the health regulator).
To ensure that everyone is able to take insurance, if they so wish, we will mandate that no private insurance
provider can reject anyone’s application although they may, within reason, vary the premiums for certain
categories of patients (e.g. smokers). We will also allow some pre-existing conditions to be excluded for 12
months for new applicants, to prevent gaming by patients who fall badly sick and then try to take out insurance.
We will also allow health insurers to impose a penalty premium (at a flat rate, say one third higher than the
standard premium) for those who take out health insurance after age 35.

Compensation for death/injury in riots and natural calamities
We will review and identify various situations and risks, and options for insurance for such risks. Thereafter we
will legislate an entirely non-discretionary system for any compensation for deaths and injuries in riots or
natural calamities.

17.4 Shutting down all other anti-poverty programs
As soon as the social insurance program is rolled out, all other anti-poverty programs should be shut down.

17.5 Shutting down all unnecessary ‘agriculture programs’
No other country has so many agriculture programs as India does – in fact, farmers have been made poor
precisely because of these programs. The argument that farmers do not have the information they need is not
tenable in the world of cheap access to the internet. Given the miserable performance of government agriculture
regulators (such as for GM crops) there is no reason to believe that centralising information in a government
department is superior to the option of competitive information available to farmers from private sources.
Agriculture universities could set up their own information networks for farmers, if they wish.
Either way, the goal would be to shut down the plethora of agriculture programs and let government provide
security and justice.

17.6 Preliminary cost-benefit analysis
A cost-benefit analysis is essential for all these programs, since the goal is to identify the option that is most
effective at the least cost. Calculations of 1999 showed that it will cost around 1-2 per cent of GDP to eliminate
poverty entirely since the (desperately) poor earn barely 3-4% of the GDP, combined.
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17.7 Recommendations for the White Paper
RECOMMENDATION FOR THE WHITE PAPER
1. Provide a pathway to establish a full-blown social insurance program and then shut down all other programs.
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Part V: Failure of government to perfor m its core functions
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18 Electricity, road infrastr ucture, storage, food processing

Facilitating infrastructure (physical and non-physical, e.g. financial) is a second order function of the government,
i.e. a function to be performed only after it the government has competently delivered on its basic functions of
security and justice.

18.1 Theft of public funds by government is the core problem of India’s infrastructure
In India since the government does not perform its core functions competently, and since its own functionaries
are almost entirely corrupt, the funds earmarked for infrastructure are largely stolen by the government
itself, without any accountability of the functionaries. The failure to perform its core functions means that it is
next to impossible to punish theft by government Ministers and functionaries (Figure xx).

Figure xx: At least 40 per cent of the funds allocated to infrastructure in India are stolen by government Ministers and
officials. The government should first ensure first order functions.
Sanjeev Sabhlok was Project Director DRDA, Deputy Commissioner and Director of Rural Development in Assam. An
honest engineer told him how different rural projects (such as roads, community centres, school buildings) had different
formulas for theft. Misappropriation can be to the extent of 100 per cent. Inspections found that a large number of schools
built from public funds in remote rural areas simply don’t exist.

As Milton Friedman had noted, “very few people are careful about spending somebody else’s money on
somebody else”. India’s situation is not just about negligent expenditure but direct theft by the government.
PWD and Irrigation Departments, in particular, are renowned for corruption which is supported from the
highest level, including Chief Ministers and Chief Secretaries of the government. Any honest engineer in these
departments is hounded by others and forced to join the “system”.
So this is a fundamental rule, that a nation should not allocate public funds to infrastructure at the expense of the
core functions of the government. India’s justice system requires at least 10 times more funding, and police
system at least twice the funds we currently allocate to it. Once these two systems are functional we can think
about the government using public funds for infrastructure.

18.2 Government must facilitate and only rarely build/own infrastructure
But even if there is no government corruption in infrastructure funding, it is rarely the best placed to own and
build infrastructure. While Midas had the golden touch, governments invariably mess up everything: they have
the Touch of Incompetence – which Milton Friedman had pointed out. As Sanjeev Sabhlok notes in a
manuscript on public policy he’s working on:
The persistence of traffic congestion is, for instance, a classic instance of the way governments think
and operate. They simply have no capacity to understand the individual preferences of various users of
roads and they refuse to even consider the possibility that they are actually creating a terrible outcome
for society in this process. They have managed to create in this instance an outcome comparable with
the ‘bread queues’ of Soviet Russia – a complete and total failure of production, supply, distribution and
consumption. Some extraordinarily stupid assumptions underpin government intervention in roads, and
each of these assumptions leads to the denial of any role for markets or the price system.
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Virtually anywhere a government manages anything, one generally ends up with suboptimal outcomes
with undersupply in some cases, oversupply in others, high prices, high costs, huge losses for taxpayers,
unjustified subsidies, and an infinity of other distortions. The incentives and inevitable incompetence of
governments leads in most cases to what are best characterized as socialist outcomes.
The main functions that a government is expected to perform – security and justice – are themselves so
complex that governments invariably fail to deliver these functions effectively and efficiently. The idea
of handing over many other functions to government – such as the supply of infrastructure and schools
– surely must amount to borderline dementia.

There is a tendency among half-baked intellectuals who have never understood the extreme levels of corruption
that plague India’s infrastructure system and why no one manages other people’s money carefully, to argue that
infrastructure should be created, owned and maintained only by the government. Half-baked economists fresh
from university argue that “public goods” are the domain of the government. They are not. The history of
infrastructure confirms that most of it originated in private enterprise, and much of it is still within private
enterprise. Illustrations below:
•

•
•

•
•

Water: Even in areas of potential monopoly such as water, sanitation and laying internet cables, we must
advance private sector involvement under regulatory oversight. For hundreds of years, London has had
its water supply entirely in private hands. There is no reason why India’s incompetent and corrupt
governments should manage even water supply.
Trains: Japan’s famed train system is privately owned.
Electricity: Electricity generation, distribution and retail is entirely privatised in Victoria, Australia (in the
USA the idea that government would produce electricity never even came into question. Almost all
power plants in the USA, including nuclear plants, are privately owned (the Tennessee Valley Authority
is an exception).
Irrigation: A large number of private dams (with associated irrigation facilities) are co-owned by farmers
in Tasmania, Australia. In addition, the government sells in advance water entitlements from major
irrigation schemes to the private sector, thereby raising significant co-contribution for such projects.
Roads: Tens of thousands of kilometres of roads in France are in private hands.
The autoroute (highway or motorway) system in France consists largely of toll roads (76% of
the total). It is a network of 11,882 km (7,383 mi) of motorways as of 2014. 334

Even infrastructure should be subject to the laws of market and private initiative. Our railways, roads,
water and energy deficits are a serious bottleneck to economic activity. None of these need have been owned by
the government.

18.2.1 Property rights are the key to private infrastructure provision
The underlying free rider problem of public goods is easily resolved through allocation of private property rights.
That eliminates the free rider problem, and we are left with a monopoly problem. The monopoly problem can be
managed through good regulation. It will always be more efficient and effective to do so, than to give the
infrastructure to the government to manage.
Therefore, wherever possible, the government should hand over the ownership, creation and maintenance of
infrastructure to private initiative and subject it to the normal laws of markets. Except in the rarest of cases, the
direct construction and maintenance of infrastructure by government departments must be brought to an end.
Where competitive ownership and/or management of infrastructure by the private sector is simply not feasible,
the government should procure work from private vendors through competitive bids, with accountability of
relevant public sector managers to deliver results at competitive rates.

18.2.2 Shoddy rural infrastructure built for other objectives should stop
A lot of third-rate quality rural infrastructure has been built under emergency relief, food for work, or programs
like NREGA used to serve multiple objectives: food security for the poor, poverty alleviation and rural
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infrastructure. Most of this infrastructure has disappeared due to its low quality. With the first two of these
objectives being served through the direct transfer social insurance program outlined in Chapter xx, all local
roads and rural infrastructure should be built to global standards by local councils.

18.2.3 Public disclosure and consultation on costs and benefits
Significant amounts of money are spent on infrastructure projects in India but proper scrutiny is lacking. Even
where it is considered appropriate for the government to spend on infrastructure, the projects should be are
publicly scrutinised before being funded. We need a legislative requirement that requires (for large projects only
– to be defined based on a range of characteristics) the identification of the need and analysis of options to own,
build and manage infrastructure and to increase competition; as well as a social cost benefit analysis (CBA)
assessed by an independent body, to ensure that taxpayer money is spent only on viable projects. Such analysis
must be publicly disclosed and widely consulted to ensure everyone is clear about the issues involved before a
decision is taken.

18.3 The special case for additional funding of rural infrastructure
In the case of rural infrastructure a special argument exists for greater direct funding by the government: to
compensate for decades of negative market subsidy. Sharad Joshi said that to offset the immiseration of farmers
over the past 70 years, a Marshall Plan for rural infrastructure would be needed:
The farmers’ organisations know very well that the final solution can come through immediate freedom
of access to market and to technology. They also know that Bharat can be reconstructed rising above
the rot, wrought about by 50 years of economic aggression by India. Some sort of a Marshal Plan to
help upgradation of infrastructure and technology would be necessary. 335

Our Party’s position, as explained in Chapter xx, is that after positive subsidies are phased down to 50% and
then stopped, that remaining 50% should go towards supplementing rural and agricultural infrastructure – but it
will of course require a complete revamp of the governance system to ensure the money is not stolen by the
government itself.

18.3.1 Facilitating world-class rural infrastructure
It is crucially important to link farms with factories and foreign markets. The following illustrative infrastructure
issues are discussed in this chapter.
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

Electricity
Roads
Irrigation
Telecom and IT
Storage and processing
Insurance, laboratories and futures trading

18.4 (1) Rural electricity
Electricity is a core infrastructure for farmers. “The agriculture industry accounts for approximately 20% of all
electricity consumption (MOSPI 2018)” 336.
But the reality is that even after seven decades of independence, electricity supply remains a huge problem in
most parts of rural India. For instance, in Maharashtra, most villages get electricity only late at night to run
groundwater pumps - and the voltage never exceeds 180v, which ends up burning the pumps. Obviously, the
children in rural areas don’t get electricity to study, let alone access to the internet.
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18.4.1 Farmers’ willing to pay for quality electricity but not for defective supply
The mismanagement of electricity infrastructure in rural India has reached colossal proportions. Recently, power
supply to agricultural pumps was disrupted by the Maharashtra government and entire villages were blacked out.
The reason is that farmers were over-billed for electricity and then not given the legally required notice. Shetkari
Sanghatana is leading a movement in Maharashtra for farmers not to pay electricity dues. As per a newspaper
report 337:
According to Energy Minister Nitin Raut … farmers have not paid dues of ₹41,000 crore [to the
Maharashtra State Electricity Distribution Company Ltd (MSEDCL)]. The State Energy Department
has started a drive to stop power supply to defaulters. … Minister Raut said that the government has no
other option than to take stringent steps to recover the dues and streamline the functioning of
MSEDCL which is reeling under financial crisis.

The following arguments are made by farmers against paying for electricity:
First, the electricity supplied is of poor quality (low voltage), and only at night. And constantly interrupted.
Farmers don’t get to sleep. Shyam Ashtekar has said that “The poor quality power to farms is actually a leftover
surplus at night (otherwise a waste if not used), hence deserves no payment at all”. 338 There is a provision in the law that
power companies should compensate the farmers for the losses incurred due to this. The companies have not
paid such compensation.
Second, Anil Ghanwat argues that under Section 31 of the Food Security Act 2013 [a socialist Act that Swatantra
Bharat Party opposes], the government should make efforts to increase agricultural production for food security,
including through research, irrigation, electricity and credit supply. No action can be taken that reduces
agricultural production. He said that the rabi crop would be affected if the government continues to snap power
supply to water pumps 339.
Shetkari Sangathana is against free power:
Shetkari Sanghatana … holds that free power means poor quality and irregular supply, which is
detrimental to farmers. Free power gives a cover for leakages and corruption. 340

Farmers say that if the electricity of high quality is supplied 24/7, they will be happy to pay the market price, but
they are assured of subsidised electricity which doesn’t really do its job. As Anil Ghanwat has mentioned, the
Maharashtra government already pays a subsidy for electricity but the type and quality of electricity that farmers
receive is not worth even that in the open market. Instead, the electricity company has massively hiked its price.
Another issue is the 2020 amendment to the Electricity Act:
the proposed changes to the Electricity Act requires farmers to first pay their electricity bill, and then get
part of it reimbursed from the state governments that have a policy of subsidising electricity used for
agriculture. This may have significant and serious cash flow implications for farmers. The prospect of
implementing DBT (direct benefit transfer) for such an electricity subsidy for farmers can be extremely
complicated. For instance, a parcel of agriculture land may be held in a coparcenary, by a number of coowners, or joint heirs but the electricity meter may be in the name of only one of them. Besides, the
actual farming may be carried out by someone else, say in a tenant capacity. In the absence of a
congruence of relationship between the landowner, electricity meter, and the farmer – or at least a system
of recognising this complex web – operationalising DBT will be a herculean challenge. The current,
informal arrangements among these stakeholders to share the electricity cost work precisely because the
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people know each other and their context and any move towards DBT may completely disrupt these
working relationships, and sow doubts and mistrust. 341

In brief, the very supply of electricity is a problem, let alone its subsidisation. The solution lies in the overall
policy direction for infrastructure outlined above:
a) Get the government out of the ownership of electricity assets entirely, let there be private competition. This
should be ensured within 2-5 years.
b) After positive subsidies are phased out in 10 years, let electricity be charged at its market price – no subsidies;
but it should be guaranteed of high quality and not intermittent. The government does not need to do anything
about feeder separation. Private companies will organise the necessary technical solution, so long as private
companies are able to recover their costs.

18.5 (2) Road infrastructure
Farmers need high quality road infrastructure to enable them to fetch inputs and take their produce to markets.
Today a range of arbitrary standards are applied to road construction, traffic signals and traffic signage in India.
We need all roads to meet international standards. We need good roads including special corridors/ lanes for
public transport and high occupancy vehicles and overtaking turnouts on narrow roads.
Let private enterprise build roads and the government inspect and ensure that these meet international standards.
Governments do less damage to society as regulators than as direct managers of a business activity. While
advances in IT technology will allow the full privatisation of even smaller roads in the future, till that happens,
the government can maximise the involvement of the private sector as facilitator and allocator of property rights.
Local councils can take ownership of smaller, local roads.
Where possible, the larger roads can be sold to the highest bidder just like the spectrum is sold, under a
regulatory framework that requires delivery of international standards, with funding being ensured privately for
the most part (with subsidies for rural areas based on their distance from major commercial cities).
Such an approach to roads will require a significant change in mindset of for economists and town planners who
should understand the options by which roads can be charged. Not just tolling or turnpikes, there is also the
‘McDonald method’, in which major businesses adjoining a road pay an annual fee for access.
During construction of roads we must insist on capital intensity (e.g. the use of the best possible machines and
technology). While constructing infrastructure can create some jobs, that is not its primary goal. Its goal is to
facilitate economic activity. Our party opposes ‘hand-made’ roads in which vast amounts of labour are
inefficiently deployed to make third-rate roads that decompose with the slightest shower.

18.6 (3) Water (irrigation) infrastructure
We will not discuss drinking water supply in this section – which, too, as outlined above, can dramatically benefit
from private enterprise coupled with transparent, honest government regulation (the Water Services Regulation
Authority of the UK ensures high quality water and sewerage services without owning any of them).
Most of India’s irrigation infrastructure is failing. As Ashok Gulati said in 1998: ‘If you look at the canal
structures, they are collapsing’ 342. And the groundwater table is drying up, with more water drawn than is
replenished by nature.
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18.6.1 Key problems in irrigation
18.6.1.1 Corruption
The most fundamental problem in irrigation is corruption. The scale of corruption in government irrigation
programs exceeds corruption in virtually every other area of infrastructure. Not 40%, perhaps in this case even
50% of the allocated funds are stolen.

18.6.1.2 The problem of the commons
Water is harvested unscientifically today due to the problem of the commons: something commonly owned or
for which people do not pay an adequate price is likely to be treated carelessly. This applies both to irrigation
canals and to groundwater. Appropriate incentives are needed to promote local water harvesting, and there is no
better incentive than to get someone to pay for the service he gets.
a) Irrigation (canal) water costs are largely not recovered
Ashok Gulati has noted 343:
Water accounting in Israel is something exemplary. [W]hen I talk to Israeli experts, they categorically say
that until India breaks away from the policy of free power for agriculture, there would be no
incentive for farmers to save water.

Farmers refuse to pay because the system is broken, and because they have seen how extremely wealthy junior
engineers involved in irrigation have become. There is no trust in the system, and this breeds unwillingness to
pay. Also, since the system is government-owned, is it politically convenient for Ministers to keep costs of
recovery very low. After all, someone else is paying for the canals – even as the Minister is getting is political
benefit of freebies as well as pocketing corrupt money from the engineers. As Gulati et. al. pointed out in 2005:
what farmers pay directly as irrigation charges does not begin to cover the full cost of irrigation
development. The level of the fees has been kept low relative to both full cost recovery and
farmers’ incomes. Nominal water rates for canal irrigation in most states are revised only after long
intervals, and that too after considerable political interference. For example, the water rates prevailing in
1996 in several states in India are the same that prevailed in early 1980s. In Tamil Nadu, the rates are
the same since 1974, in West Bengal since 1977, and so on. In real terms, due to inflation, these rates
have become very low. In most of the states they form less than 2 percent of the value of output on
irrigated plots, compared to the recommendations of Irrigation Commission of 1972 (India 1972) to
charge 5 to 12 percent of the gross value of irrigated output.
Not only do irrigation charges not pay back the investment in infrastructure, in most states they do
not even cover existing O&M charges, and the recovery rate has been declining. By the mid1990s, the revenue collected from water charges at the all-India level was less than 10 percent of the
total O&M expenses, compared to 78 percent during 1974–76 (India 1996). There are states like Bihar
where the expenditure for collecting the water rates is higher than the revenue collected (Bhatia 1989)!
If revenue collected from water charges is to cover full O&M charges of irrigation projects, revenues
will have to be raised several times.’
There is also evidence that current levels of O&M funding are not adequate for sustained management
of the systems. As the irrigation systems expanded, providing sufficient money for the upkeep of the
larger infrastructure became more difficult and expensive. O&M budgets were stretched thin. Because
salaries remained fixed (or growing) costs, ‘establishment’ has consumed a larger share of the O&M
budget, leaving less for actual works. 344

Our party is clear: if the negative market subsidy for farmers is eliminated and obstacles in free and full
market pricing removed, farmers must pay for their irrigation water, including for their ground
water.
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b) Huge wastage of groundwater
The excess drawal of groundwater by farmers is the ultimate example of free riding. The resource belongs to the
entire nation but farmers extract unlimited quantities, far in excess of their needs, because of free electricity and
lack of any charges for the water. Instead of conserving water, the incentive is to waste it.
While some areas have excessive use of groundwater, there are many parts of India with underutilisation of subsoil water resources (e.g. North Bihar, Assam).
Remedy
The problem of the commons need not require the government to get involved. Elinor Ostrom’s work shows
that people, on their own initiative, can manage complex ‘commonly owned’ systems better than any
government can. Local monitoring is key for all common resources. And that is the reason why subsidiarity
works best. ‘Cheap talk’ or local communication and trust helps resolve complex problems. Her work drills
down into property rights and self-managing human institutions at a level of detail and provides crucial
justification for getting the government out of our hair as much as possible.
In 1994 Elinor Ostrom studied the success of Nepal community-created self-managed irrigation systems
compared with heavily funded, centralised irrigation systems and observed: 345
Current theories of development are predominantly based on the presumption that the obstacles and
temptations involved in the local collective-action problems related to the provision and maintenance of
common-pool resources are so substantial that only national governments have the capacity to surmount
them. The presumed inability of individuals to undertake their own collective action is used as the
foundation for a theory of governance that expounds the need for the State. And yet, farmer-managed
irrigation systems in Nepal tend to achieve average performance levels above those operated by the State.

Good water management requires the government to create relevant regulations, allocate property rights, build
relevant markets for trading water, regulate for safety and pricing, and enforce penalties for violations of the
laws. There is very little (if any) role for the government in owning any infrastructure assets.
The following actions can help fix India’s broken irrigation system.

18.6.2 Eliminating corruption
Governance reforms to ensure that corruption is entirely weeded out from the government. That will still leave
us with incompetence, which is incurable, but at least direct theft of public money invested in irrigation will stop.
Governance reforms are discussed in Chapter xx.

18.6.3 Solving the problem of the commons
1. Private small dams
We need to facilitate, through allocation of property rights – private investment in small and micro dams across
India. Private companies, cooperatives or water users associations can be regulated and even facilitated (with
appropriate subsidies), to develop such facilities. A hundred thousand check dams and farm ponds have built
through people’s participation in Saurashtra – such examples can be converted into more professional
businesses. All those who benefit must pay for the service. Based on a range of KPIs, the government could
subsidise such dams. A regulator would ensure the quality of the dams.
2. Privately co-owned large irrigation schemes
In Tasmania. “Since 2010, 15 irrigation schemes have been constructed with a total capital cost of $418 million,
funded by the Tasmanian and Australian Governments and the private sector”. 346 Ongoing water entitlements to
big farms assure advance funding for capital investment for such projects. 347
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Water is a renewable resource. How much water is available for use will depend primarily on how well this
resource is managed. Properly managed, this process of using water can continue indefinitely. 348 India’s water
production and distribution infrastructure is insufficiently is broken. If water is managed and harvested
scientifically, under an incentive-compatible framework, agriculture can easily become self-sufficient in irrigation,
even as the water table gets regularly recharged.
3. Linking rivers
As part of compensation for 7 decades of negative market subsidy we consider that the government should take
very large irrigation and drinking water projects, such as by linking rivers where feasible. Such projects must (a)
be subject to stringent cost-benefit test and (b) managed through a PPP or even a fully privatised framework.
Good regulation of these projects can address any concerns that may arise from private ownership.
4. Regulation of water pricing and creation of water markets
At the broadest level the government needs to:
a) Build a water market by allocating property rights in water and facilitating trade in these rights between
farmers and non-farmers. The price of water will then provide the incentive to ensure that it is used most
efficiently.
b) Additionally regulate for water conservation if required. Water pricing (and electricity pricing) will
automatically lead to incentives to conserve water in dryland areas. But if necessary, regulation for drip irrigation
should be used where these incentives are either not possible to implement (e.g. with solar pumps where
electricity pricing is not an option) or where pricing incentives do not seem to be leading to optimal levels of
water conservation.

18.7 (4) Telecom and IT infrastructure
Farmers have hugely benefited over the past decade with privatisation of telecom and IT infrastructure.
However, the quality of reception remains a problem both with mobile phones and internet.
Subsidisation of IT/telecom in rural areas (the more remote, the more the subsidy) is justified. However, the
subsidy needs to be based on strict KPIs calculated in such a manner that it does not benefit the shareholders of
the relevant telecom/IT company at the expense of farmers.

18.8 (5) Storage and processing infrastructure
Among the key infrastructure requirements of agriculture is storage (particularly of perishables) and food
processing. This can dramatically reduce wastage and increase food security and lower costs for consumers. In
the past many State governments have directly entered these areas through and as expected, have not only failed
to serve the needs, but caused huge additional losses to taxpayers. This is an area which does not require even
the slightest government ownership. All that is needed is a regulatory system that facilitates such investment.
Depending on the distance of these industries from the big cities, there is scope for the government to consider
subsidies, based on strictly measurable KPIs that confirm actual delivery of outcomes for agriculture. These
subsidies would form part of the compensation to farmers for seven decades of negative subisidy.

18.8.1 Storage of perishables & cold chains
The problem of recovering the costs of production by farmers is most acute in perishables.
An RBI (2019) survey of agricultural mandis across 16 states finds that farmers receive 28 to 78 percent
of the final retail price across 14 food items. While 62% of farmers believe they were able to cover costs
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of production, the proportion drops for perishable items. There are costs at all levels. Farmers pay
mandi and packing charges, traders pay for shop, labor, transportation and storage and retailers pay
taxes, rent, and labor costs. 349

Elsewhere, the share of farmers in consumers’ rupee has been estimated to be as low as 26.6 per cent for
potatoes, 29.1 per cent for onions, and 32.4 per cent for tomatoes. The prices of perishable produce rise during
the off-season and fall with the harvest. Storing the produce (generally in cold conditions) for the off-season
period can smoothen their availability throughout the year at a lower average price for consumers, even as famers
receive a higher price upfront.
All over the world the private sector competently manages such storage. Getting the government out of storage
business and letting storage markets free will dramatically increase the share of farmers’ income in the retail price
of agricultural produce, even as consumers experience a lower price. And as already discussed, the private sector
can readily manage a strategic food reserve, in addition.

18.8.2 Agro-processing
Agro-processing is a nightmare due to India’s regulatory environment in which the government intervenes at
every step, almost always against the interest of farmers and consumers. All kinds of absurd rules abound, such
as the minimum distance between farm and mills. All unnecessary obstructions to the establishment of agroprocessing industry must go.
Financial incentives for industry are a bad idea
Some states have attempted to attract investment by using wrong methods:
The present Industrial and Business Development Policy, 2017 of Punjab (notified in 2017) recognises
that agriculture, has limited potential to drive future economic growth of the State and it is the
secondary and tertiary sectors, which will play an important role in future economic growth of the State
and creation of jobs for its youth. Given the strong agricultural base of the State, it incentivizes setting
up food processing Units and exempts the purchase of raw material for food processing units up to 10
years for all categories of units from Market Fee, Rural Development Fee and other State taxes and fees
on raw material for food processing industries (clause 10.10.3). This implies that food processing units
are exempt from APMC provisions.
Subsequent to this policy, ITC set up a new integrated food manufacturing and logistics facility at
Kapurthala over 72 acres of land with an initial investment of Rs 1,500 crore. More of such projects
would facilitate the transition of the farming community from the traditional wheat-rice crop cycle to
more lucrative crops. This will not only save the underground water resources but also create jobs in the
food processing sector and help boost farmer incomes. 350

Our party opposes any financial incentives by government for any industry. This amounts to redistribution since
these are not people who are below the social minimum, but wealthy people who are risking their money to
establish a business. The taxpayer has no business to subsidise any generic business. Laws and taxes must be
uniform for all businesses and all people at all times. Creating exceptions is a bad idea. The exemption on the
purchase of raw material for food processing units up to 10 years for all categories of units from Market Fee,
Rural Development Fee and other State taxes and fees on raw material for food processing industries should go.
It should be uniformly available to everyone at all times.
Any rural subsidies must be honest, transparent and performance based
Any subsidy for rural infrastructure that is justified and based on stringent KPIs must be paid directly through a
regulator who assesses the performance of the industry. These subsidies should show up in the annual budget,
instead of being hidden in “non-receipts”.
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18.9 (6) Rural banking, crop insurance, laboratories and futures trading infrastructure
Apart from getting out of the way to facilitate infrastructure and industry, the government must play a
stewardship role in the farm sector.

18.9.1 Facilitate private banks and credit
The government can regulate and facilitate a private banking and credit market that provides farmers with
working capital loans, and agro-industry entrepreneurs with credit for capital. Banking regulation should include
a requirement for sufficient bank branches in rural areas – if necessary, a transparent and upfront subsidy should
be paid to banks to ensure sufficient depth of banking facilities across the country. This would form part of the
compensation to farmers for negative market subsidy.

18.9.2 Facilitate futures markets
The role of futures markets is to smoothen prices and motivate private investment in grain storage and cold
storage. The outline of Indian futures markets is provided in Box xx.
Box xx
Outline of the history of forward trading laws in India 351
In 1947, the Bombay forward Contracts Control Act was enacted by the Bombay State. The legal framework
for organising forward trading and the recognition of Exchanges was only provided after the adoption of the
Constitution by a central legislation called Forward Contracts (Regulation) Act 1952.
Through a notification issued on 27 June 1969, by exercising the powers conferred upon the Central
Government by the Securities Contracts Regulation Act 1956, forward trade was prohibited in a large number
of commodities, leaving only 7 commodities open for forward trade. The decline in traded volumes on stock
markets led to the evolution of an informal system of forward trading by the Bombay Stock Exchange in 1972,
but this created payment crises quite often.
In 1994, the Kabra Committee recommended the opening up of futures trading in 17 commodities, excluding
wheat, pulses, non-basmati, rice, tea, coffee, dry chilli, maize, vanaspati and sugar. There were a number of
other expert committees, including the Shroff Committee, Dantwalla Committee and the Khusro Committee,
which laid the foundation for the revival of futures trading. Many reports, notably a UNCTAD and World
Bank joint Mission Report - India: Managing Price Risk in India’s Liberalised Agriculture: Can Futures market
Help? (1996), advocated the repeal of the notification prohibiting forward trade.
After the Securities Laws (Amendment) Bill was passed in 1999, the Central Government lifted the prohibition
on forward trading in securities on 1 March, 2000.
The National Multi Commodity Exchange (NMCE) was the first exchange to be granted permanent
recognition by the Government, where futures trading commenced on 26 November, 2002 in 24 commodities.
The Multi Commodity Exchange of India (MCX) was established in November 2003 and the National
Commodity and Derivatives Exchange Limited (NCDEX) commenced operations in December 2003.
India already has private futures markets but the regulator (SEBI) is entirely captured. The 2019 Farmers
Manifesto notes:
Farmers plant crops based on the prices in the recent past, rather than future expectations.
This approach fuels sharp rise in prices when there is a shortfall in production, and then
collapse in prices as farmers respond by planting more in the hope of profiting from high
prices in the past. This boom and doom cycle triggers extreme uncertainty for farmers and
consumers alike.
Futures trading in agriculture commodities has had a roller coaster ride, with frequent
changes in government policy, and ad hoc interventions in the market. These disrupt the
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market functions, breed uncertainty and therefore mistrust, while fuelling cronies who seek
political patronage.
Unhindered futures trading will facilitate price discovery, moderate price volatility and mitigate
risks, introducing stability and predictability in the market, benefitting farmers, traders and
consumers. 352
The chaos created by SEBI – and remedy for these chaotic interventions – has already been discussed elsewhere
(in chapter xx).

18.9.3 Facilitate private crop insurance
Today, farmers do not have access to a competitive and reliable crop insurance system. This forces them to selfinsure, which is virtually impossible at the bottom of the economic ladder. The government needs to facilitate
the development of a well-regulated crop insurance market. Through honest disclosure of their circumstances,
Indian farmers will thereby get the opportunity to avoid significant losses from unforeseen contingencies.
The government has been operating the Pradhan Mantri Fasal Bima Yojana (PMFBY), a yield index based crop
insurance scheme launched in 2016. The Economic Survey 2019-20 provides details:
It provides comprehensive coverage of risks from pre-sowing to post harvest against natural nonpreventable risks. The insurance premium is paid to insurance companies on actuarial/on bidding basis,
with very low share contributed by the farmers across the country (2 per cent and 1.5 per cent of the
sum insured for food and oilseed crops for kharif and rabi seasons, respectively) and 5 per cent for
commercial/horticultural crops and balance premium to be paid upfront and shared equally between
Central and State Governments. It also provides better protection for the farmers in terms of sum
insured which has been made equal to the scale of finance.
PMFBY envisages increase in coverage from the existing 23 per cent to 50 per cent of Gross Cropped
Area (GCA) in the country. Target for 2016-17 was 30 per cent of GCA. The targets could not be
covered due to the announcement of Debt Waiver Scheme in two big States namely, Maharashtra and
Uttar Pradesh during 2017-18 and in Madhya Pradesh and Rajasthan in 2018-19. Direct Benefit
Transfer (DBT) was introduced by the Government in April 2017 to help farmers receive claims
directly in their bank accounts, which made registration through Aadhar number mandatory. This was a
deliberate step by the Government to weed out ghost/duplicate beneficiaries and help genuine farmers
through Aadhar based verification. Substantial progress with more ground coverage compared to
erstwhile crop insurance schemes has been made under PMFBY. The Government has also created a
National Crop Insurance Portal that provides interface among all stakeholders. The National Crop
Insurance Portal:(https://pmfby.gov.in) is a web-based integrated IT platform that provides interface
among all stakeholders to access/enter data relating to insured farmers under PMFBY and Restructured
Weather Based Crop Insurance Scheme (RWBCIS). For this purpose, all stakeholders, viz., States,
banks, insurance companies (ICs), farmers (for direct online enrollment) and the Common Service
Centre (CSC) involved in the enrolment process have been provided an interface on the NCIP through
which the enrolment process is executed. In this manner the data on enrolment for non-loanee farmers
through different sources is completely available on the NCIP.
Crop insurance portal envisages creation of demand for Government share of premium subsidy from
the portal itself, on the basis of which funds would be released to concerned ICs and as a next step the
portal would facilitate that the admissible claims could be settled directly to farmers bank accounts by
respective ICs through portal to avoid delay in credit of claim amount to farmers account and for
proper monitoring. 353
During 2018-19 season, 564.50 lakh farmer applications (tentatively) covering an area of 517.70 lakh ha have been insured
for a sum of about Rs. 2,35,642 crore. By October 2019, under PMFBY, total claims of Rs. 17,756 crore have been
approved and Rs. 16,763 crore have been paid.

There has been much criticism of this scheme, e.g.
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The BJP government … finance[d] the crop insurance scheme in which farmers are getting hot air while
a few private insurance companies are walking away with profits running into hundreds of
crores of rupees in every district. Banks are selling the insurance with the crop loan. Basically, there is
privatization of profits and socialization of losses. 354

P Sainath wrote in 2018:
‘Some 2.80 lakh farmers sowed soya in their farms. In a district, the farmers paid a premium of Rs 19.2
crore, the state government and the central governments paid Rs 77 crore each, amounting to a total of
Rs 173 crore, which was paid to Reliance insurance.
‘The entire crop failed and the insurance company paid out the claims. Reliance paid Rs 30 crore in one
district, giving it a total net profit of Rs 143 crore without investing a single rupee. Now multiply this
amount to each of the districts it has been entrusted,’ he said. 355

The scheme is also not available to small farmers who may have a developed a bad credit history due to
guaranteed loss-making agriculture in India.
No formal loans also meant he wouldn’t be able to subscribe to the Pradhan Mantri Fasal Beema
Yojana, a crop insurance scheme, which the government says is a farmer’s protection against going
broke. 356

It seems that the government has been attempting the right thing but has not delegated the full system to the
private sector, nor linked subsidies with KPIs. Too much government meddling is taking place the scheme that
will ensure its failure. The way out is to step back, allow international crop insurance companies to step in and to
only provide any subsidy based on overall KPIs, not on a case-by-case basis. Some regulation may be needed to
ensure that micro-farms are able to be insured as well, given the huge transaction costs involved 357. The job of
the government should also not pay the insurance premium: all it needs is to ensure that KPIs are achieved and
then release a subsidy which will flow through into lower rates for farmers.
Obviously, any such subsidy is only being discussed on account of the 70 years of negative market subsidy. We
would like all subsidies to be removed in the longer run.

18.9.4 Private laboratory networks for soil testing and crop certification
The government also has a role in facilitating (not owning or managing) a well-regulated private laboratory
network for soil testing and certification of produce, to validate compliance with relevant international
standards including various sanitary and phytosanitory requirements of importing nations. These labs need to
adopt internationally recognised quality management systems and establish a credible system of registration of
accredited laboratories for quality certification. 358
This means that it should not crowd these businesses through government activity but get out of the sector, and
instead, co-regulate such businesses to ensure that quality is assured. Competition will take care of any pricing
issues. No subsidies are required.

18.10 Preliminary cost-benefit analysis
For each of the options, the White Paper should conduct a cost-benefit analysis to ensure that the most efficient
option is recommended. Any subsidy costs should be clearly articulated and not hidden through tax or other
rebates, which then do not show up on the Budget.
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18.11 Recommendations for the White Paper
RECOMMENDATION FOR THE WHITE PAPER
1. Provide a pathway to ensure world class rural infrastructure along with appropriate allocation and increase in
subsidies (transparently paid, and based on KPIs) to compensate farmers for 70 years of negative market
subsidy.
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19 Environmental har ms by far mers and government policies

There is a saying that ‘We do not inherit the Earth from our ancestors, we borrow it from our children’. Our
future generations need sustainable agriculture.
Unfortunately, farmers have been forced by the kinds of policies implemented in socialist to contribute to
environmental degradation. Farmers are generally so desperately poor and so focused on their bare survival that
it is hard to fault them for the harms they might have caused during their pursuit of subsistence.
Having said that, with the full suite of reforms this Discussion Paper has outlined, farmers will be able to reduce,
if not stop, any negative externalities their occupation causes to the environment. In particular, environmental
protection requires the use of modern incentive-based regulation.

19.1 Ground water loss in many Indian states
The word “Punjab” originates in “the land of five rivers”. The water table of Punjab was built over hundreds of
thousands of years through Himalayan glaciers melting and through the monsoons. It was still tolerably full in
1985 but in just the past 35 years, it has been almost entirely depleted (Figure xx).

Figure xx: Panjab’s water table: 1985 and 2019 359

Other states are also affected (Figure xx).
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Source: The 2021 Report of Supreme Court Committee on Farm Laws (p. 31).
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Figure xx: Other states are also affected

19.1.1 MSP
Although the criticality of the water table is not correlated perfectly with the uptake of MSP, it does seem to be a
contributing factor by motivating farmers to take up water intensive crops.
A recent research study led by Professor Rajiv Sinha from IIT Kanpur and his PhD research scholar
Sunil Kumar Joshi reveals that Punjab and Haryana are the areas worst hit by groundwater depletion. …
It also finds that the area under paddy cultivation in these two states has grown roughly tenfold
in the last 50 years.... Wheat and paddy account for over three-quarters of sown area in Punjab, and
are responsible for the continuously declining groundwater level in most development blocks. 360

The 2021 Report of Supreme Court Committee on Farm Laws points to MSP as well, as a key cause for the
Panjab groundwater situation:
Excessive procurement beyond PDS requirements has not only led to wasteful locking of precious
money but also led to various negative environmental externalities including depletion of the most precious
water resources of the country in North Western part of India. This gets compounded by provision of free
power for agriculture in some States. A recent assessment of the groundwater table in 6,584 units (blocks),
across States in India by the Central Ground Water Board (CGWB) in 2017 revealed that Punjab and
Haryana have the most over-exploited blocks – implying that the withdrawal of water is much more than
the recharge (Figure 9). The policy of open-ended procurement, therefore, needs a revisit so that farmers in
these States can diversify away from rice – a water guzzling crop.

19.1.2 Free electricity
Associated with the incentive to grow water-guzzling paddy in Punjab is the policy of the Punjab government to
supply free electricity to farmers. An email quoted in the 2021 Report of Supreme Court Committee on Farm
Laws states:
‘MSP and free farm power have played havoc to the underground water and soil as well agro environment of Punjab and Haryana. … Water balance is deteriorating so fast that after few decades
our children will not be left with water to drink. We are heading towards handing over Punjab as a
desert to our future generations.

The remedy could be two-fold:
a) Phase out MSP and replace it with an alternative system for ensuring a strategic reserve (see separate chapter
for a discussion on this topic); and
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b) Create incentives to motivate water-saving technologies to sustain the water table – this will necessarily require
appropriate pricing of the ground water table.

19.2 Air pollution in north India
The 2019 Farmers Manifesto notes an additional environmental harm caused by these policies:
Water stress and environmental degradation are real challenges facing agriculture. A misguided
government policy on rice, procuring from non-traditional growing areas by people who don’t consume
rice, is among the critical factors contributing to water stress in Punjab and Haryana, for instance. This is
also fuelling the need to burn the paddy stock at the end of the Kharif season, in order to quickly
prepare the field for the Rabi crop, which is then adding to the burden of air pollution in north
India during winter months. 361

19.3 Biodiversity loss
India was covered with forests at one time but now the forests have almost entirely gone (except in the national
reserves and animal/bird sanctuaries) – mainly to increase cropland for food production.
Low productivity farming that is followed in many parts of the country due to farmers being unable to afford
modern technology, contributes severely to the loss of national biodiversity through conversion of forest land
into agricultural use. The remedy to this is to move towards more productive farming which necessarily includes
biotechnology. This issue is dealt with in the Feed India paper.

19.3.1 Pesticides and herbicides
Excessive pesticide use can kill good insects along with pests. A remedy is greater use of GM crops (e.g. Bt
based) that require less pesticide use.
The regulation of pesticides might also need to be strengthened to ensure that only the right quantities of
pesticides are applied to crops, in accordance with international best practice. This may increase the regulatory
burden on farmers but that cost would be offset by the benefit of reduced prevalence of cancer and other
avoidable diseases, as well as loss of biodiversity. However, banning pesticides and herbicides is not the answer
in most cases:
In May 2020, MoAFW issued a draft order proposing a ban on 27 pesticides. The ban, if implemented,
will impose restrictions on the import, manufacture, sale, transportation, distribution and use of these
insecticides (MoAFW 2020a). The sudden move received strong reactions from all stakeholders
including farmers, industry, and even the Ministry of Chemicals & Fertilizers (MCF). In a letter to
MoAFW, MCF Secretary, argued that the listed pesticides comprised 40% of India’s domestic pesticide
industry. He pointed that all the pesticides listed therein were registered with the Central Insecticide
Board and Registration Committee (CIB&RC) and met its requirements (The Indian Express 2020).
Many have criticised the order for the quality of evidence it used and the absence of rule of law. The
ban is based on the recommendations of the 2013 Anupam Verma Committee. The report of the
committee is not available publicly. There have been no stakeholder consultations in arriving at the
decision. Besides, the Ministry first allowed 45 days for comments and then extended it to three months
(Pandey 2020) Again, on 6 July, the Ministry proposed to ban the use of Glyphosate based on
recommendations from the from the Government of Kerala. This time the Ministry allowed for 30 days
for comments, eventually extending it to 60 days. The ban has received similar backlash from
stakeholders.
As an implication of the ban on manufacture, sale and distribution of the pesticides, the order would
have also put a stop to the export of these pesticides. However, following representation from the
pesticide industry, in a webinar, the Agricultural Minister Narendra Singh Tomar mentioned that the
Ministry will allow exports of these pesticides on a case by case basis (LiveMint 2020). 362
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19.4 Soil pollution
Modern farming is chemical-intensive.

19.4.1 Fertilisers
On 2 July 2019, the BJP Agriculture Minister Narendra Singh Tomar tabled a response in the Lok Sabha that
said:
Indian Council of Medical Research (ICMR) has informed that according to the Cancer Registry of
Punjab, the incidence of cancer cases was 100-110 for every 100,000 individuals which is almost equal
to the national average. The State Government of Punjab has also reported that the consumption of
fertilizer has no link with prevalence of cancer disease in Punjab. 363

If used as per the recommendations, fertilisers do not harm humans. Some scientists think that excessive nitrate
exposure could cause cancer, but India’s fertiliser use is near the global average; not excessive, so at this state
fertilisers do not seem to be harmful.
Excessive use of fertilizers could, however, damage the soil and environment. One option is the greater use of
GM crops which require reduced use of fertilisers. 364 The other is to ensure that farmers are educated adequately
about fertiliser use – particularly about the need to ensure adequate micro-nutrients, without which the NPK
nutrients are inadequately absorbed by plants.

19.5 Preliminary cost-benefit analysis
A detailed CBA is needed for every policy option discussed in this chapter. It is particularly important to for
specific chemicals such as fertilisers or pesticides/ herbicides, in the absence of which arbitrary and whimsical
policy is likely to emerge.

19.6 Recommendations for the White Paper
RECOMMENDATION FOR THE WHITE PAPER
1. Provide pathway to reduce environmental harms from agriculture while ensuring that social benefits of any
action are greater than social costs.
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PART VI: Essential related refor ms: governance
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20 Maximum governance: competent and accountable governance

There are two sections of the Mr Modi’s slogan: Minimum government, Maximum governance. The first is about
a night watchman states, a minimum government which does not dabble in matters which are not its business. It
does not engage, for instance, in business. The second is about a strong capacity of the government to deliver its
core functions of security, justice and property rights.
The bulk of this Discussion Paper has been focused on minimum government – which will liberate the farmer
from the yoke of government over-reach and excessive intervention. It will also get the government out of
business.
But without a capacity to govern – “maximum governance”, the reforms outlined in this Paper will not just
languish, some of them might even fail. In a 2021 book, Jaideep Hardikar has pointed out the fundamental
weakness and inability of the machinery of government to help farmers.
District cooperative banks are badly managed. Primary agriculture cooperative societies that once formed
the backbone of the rural farm economy are dead. Regional agriculture universities operate in their silos
and have no time to fix on-ground issues. Collectives or cooperatives don’t exist and the state
machinery is allegedly far too corrupt and inefficient to properly address the problems of
farmers. 365

Only when full-scale liberalisation is enacted along with governance reforms will the agriculture sector (and
other sectors of the economy too) become capable of achieving their highest potential.
A key element of governance is accountability. The government is the people’s servant – therefore we need
accountability for any failure to deliver the government’s core functions of security and justice. Imagine what can
happen if justice is delivered in time. Imagine what would happen if criminals and corrupt (many of them our
elected MPs and MLAs) were jailed. Imagine what would happen if schoolteachers who rarely attend school were
punished. At every step, those who are looting the public or in other ways failing to discharge their duties, are
not being held to account.

20.1 Shoddy governance will prevent India from ever becoming a developed nation
Three major obstacles need to be overcome if India has to have any chance of becoming a developed nation.
a) A hopelessly corrupt political system in which vast amounts of black money are spent during elections and
even more black money is generated after someone is elected to form government.
b) A largely corrupt and severely incompetent bureaucracy which is sheltered from accountability by India’s
Constitution.
c) A judiciary that is both overwhelmed with case load and has lost the trust of the public.
These three weaknesses mean that India cannot ever aspire to become a developed nation.
Underlying all failures of governance in India is a failure to understand the basic economic incentives of the
players who operate within the government. Anthony Downs, one of the founders of public choice theory wrote
in 1957:
Because every government is run by men, and because all men must be privately motivated to carry out
their social functions, the structural relation between the function of government and the motives of
those who run it is a crucial determinant of its behavior . . . Though explicit theories of government
behavior are rare in economics, the remarks of several normative theorists reveal a common supposition
that government’s proper function is the maximization of social welfare. However, these theorists do not
explain how the men who run governments are motivated to carry out this function. Thus they fail to
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apply the self-interest axiom to governments, although it is the foundation of analysis concerning private
economic agents.” 366

It is only through vigorous and diligent analysis of incentives of politicians, bureaucrats and judges, that we can
aspire to build a structure or institutional system which overcomes the colossal failures of India’s governance.

20.2 Electoral system reform
Criminals continue to enter our elected bodies even as the honest and competent are unable to afford to contest
– losing an election would cost them hard-earned money since there is no reimbursement from the government.
In order to motivate the truly talented to enter Parliament, our Party is committed to state funding on a per vote
basis. Taxpayer (state) funding of candidates on per-vote basis.
While electoral expenditure is never the only determinant of electoral success, good candidates – out-spent by
criminal candidates who use crores of rupees of black money – are often defeated even before they start. Some
people have objected to state funding of candidates, suggesting that politics is a social service. It is preposterous
to suggest that those who offer their service to us as electoral representatives should be required to lose their
lifetime’s savings for the thankless “privilege” of representing us.
A solution, used successfully in some countries, is for taxpayers to acknowledge the cost of contesting elections
and to reimburse a flat amount per vote polled to all candidates. A simple reimbursement of Rs.15 per valid vote
cast, up to a maximum of Rs. 70 lakhs per candidate (irrespective of any minimum number of votes received)
will ease the current impossible situation. Along with this, the security deposit should be increased to ensure that
only serious candidates contest elections.
With this system, good candidates could, if necessary, borrow funds to contest elections in anticipation of (at
least) partial recovery of their electoral costs. Even though corrupt candidates will still outspend honest
candidates, good candidates will at least not go personally bankrupt if they lose the election – hence they will
participate in greater numbers than they do today.
Today, we pay a far greater cost – through large-scale corruption – by saving this small amount of
reimbursement to candidates. Such a payment will be excellent value for taxpayers. This won’t throw up only
honest representatives in the first electoral cycle, but as the other reforms are embedded, the proportion of
honest representatives entering parliaments in India will increase.
A number of other electoral reforms are needed, including competitive salary for elected representatives, linked
with performance; no electoral limits on expenditure, subject to stringent disclosure of accounts and other
reforms are detailed in the Party’s manifesto: http://swarnabharat.in/manifesto. In this regard, electoral bonds
are a severely harmful “innovation”. They obfuscate any underlying crony capitalism and corruption. Political
parties that don’t make deals with corrupt businesses don’t (and can’t) receive such funding.

20.3 Reform of the bureaucracy
Governing well requires a high-quality machine, a top-notch bureaucracy. India’s bureaucracy is, however,
exceptionally incompetent by world standards and entirely unaccountable. This is not just confirmed by India’s
rankings as a corrupt nation in Transparency International comparisons, but by other independent comparisons
made across the world. For example, in 2010 a survey found that “India has the most inefficient bureaucracy in
Asia and red-tape is much worse than in China” 367.
India’s Constitution is perhaps one of the very few (if not the only one) to have an entire Part devoted to the
bureaucracy. In general, the bureaucracy of a nation is created and managed through Acts of Parliament since it
is merely an arm of the Executive.
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20.3.1 The IAS’s self-proclaimed role of keeping keep corrupt Ministers in check
A common argument given by people and IAS officers themselves is that since Ministers are corrupt, their role is
to check the Ministers. Almost all the people of India also believe that while the public considers the IAS are
largely incompetent, self-interested and arrogant, the political leaders are even less so. The problem boils down
to a lack of trust in politicians. Fixing that can’t be done by having the bureaucracy check the politicians. In
actual life, politicians are not much hindered in their corrupt activities by the bureaucracy. There are plenty of
willing (and themselves corrupt) bureaucrats to support corrupt politicians. The honest ones are easily shunted
out.
In any case, the fact that India has corrupt politicians requires a different approach to fix. We should not use the
existence of bad politicians to justify the world’s most powerful but incompetent bureaucracy.
The only balance to the Executive in a democracy is the Judiciary and Legislature. The idea that the unelected
machine of government (the bureaucracy) will itself check the Executive was never intended by any theorist of
political science. In all democracies, the Executive is supreme, with almost unlimited discretionary powers to hire
and fire public servants.
Not so in India. Part 14 of the Constitution and, in particular, Article 311 massively dilutes the power of the
Executive and makes it virtually impossible for the Executive to remove public servants.
The main puppet-master in the IAS is the Establishment Officer (EO) in the Ministry of Personnel. The EO’s
sole purpose is to defend (and expand – to the extent possible) the powers that Sardar Patel gave to the IAS. The
EO operates behind the scenes, manipulating and controlling (mainly frustrating) the elected government. He
dramatically reduces options for elected representatives on almost all major appointments: a tiny shortlist is
prepared instead of the best candidates being sought from the open market. Such is the clout of the EO that
Ministers and Chief Ministers need to send their emissary to the lowly EO to try to influence his decisions. This
shows where real power lies in India. Our elected politicians have no real powers to deliver their election
commitments. Our democracy is being choked from within – by the unaccountable and ultra-powerful IAS.
Of course, the idea that India has a bureaucrat Cabinet Secretary itself is a huge anomaly. In genuine
democracies, a bureaucrat must not have a seat at the political table.
The other absurdity is the overwhelming faith placed in the ability of IAS officers to manage every role they are
posted to. Even specialist roles such as the head of SEBI – which are only possible for highly trained economists
to manage – have long been managed by the IAS. The IAS’s core function is to operate the land, revenue and
law and order machinery of the government, in which it has failed colossally. Instead, IAS officers are constant
on the hunt for more exciting jobs in public sector undertakings or in international organisations.
In all other nations there is enormous specialisation and any inflow from the private sector generally limits itself
to those with relevant experience. But in India someone with not a single day’s training in basic science can
potentially be given charge of highly specialist departments like agriculture. Only the way out is to review the
entire All-India services system and the system of tenured civil service and replace it with a more effective and
honest (and much better paid) bureaucracy. We need the Executive to have the power to hold the bureaucracy
accountable and fire anyone who is not performing.

20.3.2 Constitutional protection for incompetence and corruption
The source of India’s third rate bureaucracy can be traced to the Constitution. The Government of India Act
1935 368, on the basis of which much of the Indian Constitution is designed, was intended for the governance of
India by an imperial power. It was not a Constitution but an Act of British Parliament. To the extent it had
provisions related to matters of administration, these were not binding on the British government in the manner
a Constitution is. Some of Part 14 is modelled on Part 10 of the Government of India Act 1935 369 except for the fact
that all-India services are introduced into the Constitution.
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A nation’s bureaucracy is an agent of the Executive. It is therefore inappropriate for India to have a Part in the
Constitution specifically focused on this matter. India’s babus seem to be so important that their “rights” have
been included in the Constitution and fully defended by the courts, even as the Fundamental Rights of citizens
have been wiped out.
India was in a unique situation in 1947 and as we look into its history, we cannot fault Sardar Patel for insisting
that the Imperial civil service continue in independent India. India had a genuine need to continue with the
institutions of justice, police and administration of the British government. For its time, continuing with the
British civil service model was a valuable decision. But that time has long passed.
In October 1946, Sardar Patel got a resolution adopted at a conference of Congress Chief Ministers authorizing
the setting up of two all-India services, the IAS and the IPS, to succeed the ICS and I.P. ‘The Sardar had a deep
understanding of the lessons of Indian history. Regional and other narrow loyalties, leading to chronic
divisiveness, had had free play in periods of absence of a central authority or its weakness. He was convinced
that all-India services for general and law and order administration would be valuable adjuncts of a strong
constitutional authority at the Centre, which however was to be consistent with the federalism of our
Constitution’ 370. Sardar Patel asked: ‘Is there any Premier in any province who is prepared to work without the
services? He will immediately resign. He cannot manage.’
What was clearly a right decision in 1947 long ago lost its relevance. Part 14 of the Constitution is not fit for
purpose any more. Part 14 of the Constitution is about the way the Indian machine of government works. This
Part not only creates all-India services but protects them to an extent that it is literally impossible to get any
accountability from any government employee. There are innumerable cases of corrupt officers holding on to
their job (and even getting paid by the taxpayer while on extended suspension). They are able to use Part 14
provisions to appeal any adverse decision against them. Babulal Agarwal of the IAS was identified as a corrupt
officer over ten years ago. There is innumerable evidence against him (including a 5000-page report). He was also
arrested and his assets frozen. The Modi government even discharged him from service in 2017. But he has
managed to get a stay order from the court. In any other country, he would have lost his job ten years ago.
This is the case with blatantly corrupt officers. Under these circumstances it is futile to even try to remove any of
the millions of India’s incompetent government employees. Any such fruitless attempt merely waste taxpayer’s
money.
Even if we were to have a Constitutional arrangement for government employees (our Party does not support
that idea), it should not provide for a greater standard of protection than for any employee in any other role in
India. We cannot have two sets of protections, one for private employees and one for government employees.
And at a minimum, the government should have the power to hire from the open market and to fire nonperforming and corrupt employees without extensive process, at least at the senior levels.
Even if a government does want to create specific protections for government employees, it should be done only
through legislation. Legislation can be amended whenever any error is found and it can be remade periodically
after careful review. Changing the Constitution is a mammoth undertaking, in comparison. Therefore, Part 14
should simply be repealed and replaced with appropriate legislation.

20.3.3 The quasi-federal nature of India doesn’t need all-India services
Our Party supports a quasi-federal structure for India’s Constitution, with a view to ultimately moving towards
more robust federalism. India’s history suggests, however, that full federalism (e.g. on the pattern of Australia)
should never be on the table, given the possibility of divisive tendences.
However, ensuring a quasi-federal form of government does not require all-India services with the
Establishment Officer controlling every main bureaucratic role in every part of India. The power of the Centre
to impose the President’s rule, dissolve State Assemblies if necessary and to send Advisers to run the State is
sufficient – in case a State deviates seriously from the straight path. The Centre also has over-whelming physical
power through the armed forces which can be deployed anywhere across the country, if required.
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20.3.4 Modern public management offers the way out
Modern public management led Australia to abandon its old civil service model (which arose first from India,
then was adopted by England and then by its other colonies like Australia) in the 1990s and adopt a model
where:
a) each role is recruited independently from the open market by the relevant manager and there is no promotion
to the next role.
b) relative junior roles are permanent and someone recruited in such a role will stay in that position for the rest
of their life unless they apply to move to a higher role and are successful in the competitive market in being
selected to that rank
c) all senior roles (executive) are contractual, from three to five years. These roles lapse after the contract unless
it is renewed. Senior roles can also be dismissed without any notice and paid a four week salary as compensation.
d) there are no pensions: everyone has access to a privately managed superannuation system in which employers
contribute a fixed amount under the law; the employees can also add some amounts, as well.
‘In Victoria, the Premier (Chief Minister) of Victoria is the unquestionable boss. He appoints Secretaries
(thought a committee that he chairs), who then appoint other officers down the line through the open market.
No one can tell the Premier that he can appoint officials only from a ‘shortlist’ prepared by a petty bureaucrat.
And if a Secretary doesn’t perform, he is fired without notice. The Premier is fully empowered to get the job
done. The link between the voter, his taxes and the performance of the government is direct and unambiguous.
An elected government cannot claim that it was blocked by bureaucrats in achieving its objectives.
In sum, the current model of civil services cannot be salvaged. We need an entirely new and modern bureaucracy
that is paid well but is fully accountable. The new model would require that the government of India would have
its own civil servants, and States their own. There would be no overlap between the two, no
transfers/deputations; each role would be individually advertised and would attract talent not just from across
India but most roles would allow the best people from across the world to apply.

20.3.5 Other civil services and police to be reformed
The bureaucratic reforms outlined above are not just about the IAS. The entire administrative machinery
including the police needs to be likewise reformed.

20.3.6 Shrinking the number of departments
“Minimum Government” also includes shrinking the number of Ministries and departments. We have a chaotic
system for agriculture.
While Government of India’s Ministry of Agriculture and Farmers’ Welfare (MAFW) remains the
primary driver of national agriculture policy, at least 12 other ministries at the central level hold
responsibilities for aspects of agriculture and food policy (OECD 2018). 371

As per our manifesto, apart from a Freedom Department, other departments are expected to be: ii) defence, iii)
justice and internal security (including police, consumer protection and support to the judiciary), iv) foreign
affairs, v) public finance, vi) free enterprise (including regulation of industries, agriculture and commerce), vii)
physical infrastructure (including transport, energy, water, telecom and internet), viii) social infrastructure (e.g.
public health, poverty elimination through negative income tax, and the regulation - not direct management - of
educational and medical facilities), ix) social capital and community (voluntarism and registration of charities,
conducive social relations in the community and national integration, including regulation of sports, archaeology,
museums, historical and cultural aspects), and x) sustainability (natural resources and the environment).
Agriculture would be looked after by one Agriculture Minister and served by the Free Enterprise department,
with infrastructure functions performed by the Physical infrastructure department, with perhaps a separate
Minister for Rural Infrastructure.
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20.4 Justice system reforms
As well, the justice system is in shambles and needs a radical transformation. Our Party’s manifesto has an
extensive discussion of the reforms needed in the justice system, which are not being reproduced here. (See
http://swarnabharat.in/manifesto).

20.5 Associated governance reforms for rural areas
With around 70 per cent of India’s population still living in villages, agriculture sector reforms will not be
enough. Our party’s manifesto details many such reforms. Illustratively, education sector reforms with a focus on
accountability and vocational education are urgently needed to allow millions of farm-related workers to move
into manufacturing, construction and services. Also, mining sector reforms can provide employment to lakhs of
people in locations close to their homes.

20.5.1 Illustration 1: school reforms
In most cases, India’s rural dwellers, including farmers, are unable to access decent quality education for
their children, which means the vicious cycle of poverty into which they are born, continues across generations.
After 70 years of socialism, most children in rural areas don’t get electricity to study, let alone access to the
internet. No wonder, farmers are in such a deplorable situation.
India’s government school system is almost totally corrupt – from the top downwards – with teacher posts and
transfers often being sold. Many government school teachers are inevitably incompetent as a result and a good
number of them do not even attend schools, particularly in villages and remote areas. School quality is pathetic:
Himachal Pradesh and Tamil Nadu children undertook the PISA test in 2009 and came out at the bottom of the
world.
The government also has a heavily skewed and iniquitous school funding model. It massively subsidises a few
chosen high-quality schools in big cities but funding is meagre for the majority of the schools – with most of it
being siphoned off on the way. Government school infrastructure is therefore in shambles. And there is
absolutely no government funding for such low-cost schools – the poor are entirely on their own, which defeats
the entire point of having government involvement in education.
The poorest parents are therefore most affected. Fortunately, India’s private sector has been running a superb
rear-guard action to educate our children. Hundreds of thousands of entrepreneurs have created a network of
low-cost for-profit schools in villages, towns and cities. Parents, particularly from the poorest strata of society,
send their children to these schools since the government system is not up to the mark.
As a result, the poor parents have switched en-masse to private for-profit schools where fees are often as low as
Rs 200 per month. An example is the Presidency School in Ulubari, Guwahati. Presidency is located in a
ramshackle four-storeyed building with narrow, dark stairs and tiny rooms that are divided into multiple
classrooms by flimsy wooden partitions. Close by is the government’s Ulubari Higher Secondary School with its
large buildings, playground and free education. But many parents are choosing to spend Rs.600 per month in
fees to send their children to the Presidency, instead.
These parents are not stupid. They know that each day their child misses out on good education, its future
becomes more bleak. Education is a truly urgent matter for these parents and they pick the best that India has to
offer, namely these ramshackle private schools. Proudly written in chalk on a blackboard behind the principal’s
desk are the Presidency School’s HSLC board exam results. All 56 students who appeared since 2013 have
passed – over 90 per cent of them in the first division, many with ‘letter’ marks.
The fact is that instead of supporting these for-profit schools, government functionaries demand bribes from the
schools. Data are clear that students in such low cost for-profit private schools achieve, on average, higher
educational outcomes than students in comparable government schools. The owners of these schools are
focused on delivering high quality results so they can retain the custom of parents who will shift their child in the
blink of an eye to a competing school if they find any reasons to be dissatisfied.
Around a third of India’s children now attend such schools. This is a huge success story that must be celebrated.
Just imagine the wonders such schools could achieve if, instead of demanding bribes from them and harassing
them every day, the government actually funded them.
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Sadly, some ivory tower opponents of private enterprise in education claim that such schools ‘exploit’ poor
parents. That is absurd. No one can possibly become rich with such low fees. The fact is that government
schools cost taxpayers up to twenty times what these low-cost private schools charge. And much of the
government education expenditure is stolen by its Ministers and functionaries.
While the Party’s manifesto details the education sector reforms, the first stage will involve a competitive
neutrality model by which parents of children are given a voucher (depending on parental income, as detailed in
chapter xx) which can be put to use either in a private or government school. This is what the reforms will look
like:
First, the government will need to formally recognise the immense work that tiny, low-cost for-profit schools
have put into the education sector.
Second, the government will need to financially support children who are attending such schools. Vouchers to be
issued to all parents based on their income level, so they can choose to send their child to any school of their
choice. For this to be made operational, government schools will need to charge the true fee that reflects full
costs including the cost of land and infrastructure. Thereafter, poor parents would use these vouchers to set off
part of the fee. When poor parents are funded to choose their child’s school and schools compete for this
funding through better delivery of outcomes, a virtuous cycle will arise in which school quality keeps improving.
More detailed, and longer-term reforms are outlined in the Party’s manifesto
(http://swarnabharat.in/manifesto).

20.5.2 Illustration 2: Mining reforms
An area very closely related to agriculture is mining. Mining and agriculture should co-exist and can be potentially
symbiotic.
India is blessed with a geology that is similar to that of Western Australia and Antarctica – two areas with proven
mineral deposits. It is therefore almost certain that India possesses significant untapped mineral wealth, including
gold. Unfortunately, India continues to remain close to the word’s bottom on per capita mineral consumption,
which is one of the key indicators of prosperity.
As a result of gross mismanagement, while we have 60.6 billion tonnes of proven coal reserves, we produce only
around 600 m.t. and import around 150 m.t. Further, we produced a mere 190,000 m.t. of iron ore in 2017
compared with Australia’s 880,000 m.t. China produced as much as 1,450,000 m.t. of iron ore in 2013 (their
production has since reduced).
The key objective of the mining policy must be to extract as much quantity of minerals as possible, as soon as
possible. Such an approach would yield large-scale revenues at this stage of India’s development when the
country is poor, and provide low-cost raw minerals for use by domestic industry.
A good mining policy would start by allocating prospecting licenses at a very low cost on a first-come-firstserved basis so that virtually every inch of soil (and sea) in India is being prospected professionally. All licences
should comply with environmental regulations and require consultation with the community where any
disturbance occurs to a site. Further, all prospecting companies should be required to list on the stock exchange
so that any unethical companies can be driven out. And any unused licenses should lapse quickly, say, within five
years.
Prospectors would need the assurance that they can liquidate their investment quickly to either cut losses or
book profits. These prospecting licences would need to be fully tradeable. Tradability would allow the most
efficient prospector or producer to quickly get his hands on the licence. Further, the prospecting license must be
readily convertible into a mining licence at a nominal cost after demonstrating compliance with a few
straightforward environmental and related requirements. All bureaucratic discretion must be eliminated, with an
independently assessed, objective checklist approach.
Royalties should be set on a progressive scale, with higher rates for higher gross output value. This would act as a
resource rent tax and also put less of a burden on small producers and marginal mines. That is because small
mines significantly boost employment and spread technical skills across the country. Small-scale mining and
agriculture are complementary, with technical and human infrastructure for mining supporting local
agriculture and cold chains. For instance, the boost provided by the local availability of world-class technical
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expertise can kickstart numerous new agro-processing enterprises in rural areas. India therefore urgently needs
thousands of small mines across the length and breadth of the country.

20.6 Preliminary cost-benefit analysis
Governance reforms need to consider incentives of the bureaucracy and politicians. A simple calculation can
show why our politicians are one of the most corrupt in the world – they need to recover the vast amounts of
money they spend during elections. For each reform policy outlined above, a cost effectiveness analysis should
be carried out in the White Paper.

20.7 Recommendations for the White Paper
RECOMMENDATION FOR THE WHITE PAPER
1. Provide a pathway to replace Part 14 of the Constitution with ordinary legislation – and replace tenured
senior civil services with contractual, highly paid bureaucracy hired from the open market.
2. Provide a pathway to reforms of sectors associated with agriculture, so the rural areas can start transforming
within as short a time as possible.
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21 Sequencing of refor ms

This Discussion Paper has been issued because of the government’s failure to contextualise its farm laws
reforms. No one knows what the Modi government was thinking when it imposed the farm law ordinances from
the blue.
Good policy practice requires deliberative consultation with the people. For reforms to be sustainable, the whole
nation has to get the chance to think about the issues. Even setting right the wrongs of seventy years can’t always
be done in a hurry.
While the liberalisation of industry was largely about removing administrative controls (e.g. quotas, tariffs),
agriculture liberalisation will require a serious legislative program, including a large number of Constitutional
changes.
Even industrial reforms have failed to deliver on their promise because associated governance reforms were not
even considered, let alone being implemented.
In a proper world, this Discussion Paper would be re-done by the government by applying a very strong team of
analysts to drill down into details, and a marketing team to communicate the discussions with the people of India
in all languages. Townhall type meetings should be held all over the country and video recordings published, so
that all people have a chance to think about and understand the policy issues.
The Discussion Paper should be the responsibility of a Committee that has representation from all different
viewpoints. The Discussion Paper would lead, after consultation, to a White Paper which would lay out (a) the
precise justification for reforms, (b) the cost-benefit of selected options and (c) the precise reforms and timetable
for reforms. Where possible, a draft Bill should also be provided.
For reforms to be sustainable, the whole nation has to get the chance to think about the issues

21.1 Outline of the sequence of reforms
This Discussion Paper has outlined a range of reforms each with its own timeline. A Gantt chart can bring all the
reforms together. The general principles of the sequencing of reforms are outlined below.

21.1.1 Immediate reforms
The first phase of reforms could start with returning the Ambedkar Fundamental Rights. It will only take a
simple cut-and-paste from the original Constitution to revert these Rights. This would automatically abolish the
Ninth Schedule, forcing state governments to repeal all anti-farmer laws. The government of India would repeal
the Essential Commodities Act.
A short one paragraph Constitutional requirement for all governments to follow a stringent policy process, with
details of the policy process (including a cost benefit analysis) prescribed in legislation which can be made in the
medium term.

21.1.2 Medium term reforms
Some reforms will take 2-3 years to implement. These include:
All actions necessary to eliminate the negative market subsidy.
Further reforms of the Constitution (to clean up all unnecessary changes made since 1951 and retain only any
procedural changes)
Legislating banking sector reforms and clarifying the powers of regulators such as SEBI and Director-General of
Trade to force them to provide detailed justification for deviating from the free trade position. Also, any other
legislative changes outlined in this Discussion Paper.
Putting into place a full-fledged social insurance system
Legislating for a new bureaucracy and repealing Part 14 of the Constitution
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Legislating electoral reforms

21.1.3 Longer term reforms
Upon elimination of the last vestiges of the negative market subsidy, start tapering positive subsidy at 5 per cent
per year till it reaches 50% of the current level.
After the 50% level is reached, supplement rural infrastructure with that amount.

21.2 Employees of public sector undertakings to be taken care of
Our Party is committed to undertaking changes to policy in a manner by which everyone involved is enabled to
understand the rationale for the change and through which no one becomes financially worse off, or experiences
distress. No employees should experience either financial or psychological distress in consequence to this change
programme, for that would violate the principles of justice. These employees were not responsible for the policy
mess and culture of incompetence created by politicians who adopted Nehruvian socialism. Therefore, the
government owes them a duty of care to ensure that they are given a reasonable time to rebuild their life where
their departure becomes necessary.
The government must always be a model employer and set the highest standards of behaviour and people
management. Ensuring the health and safety of employees will be a major duty of managers of this change
programme.
This commitment would be on a sliding scale, from one year for staff with less than five years service, up to five
years for staff with greater than 15 years service.
Managers will be empowered to make relatively small adjustments to the speed of the change to humanely
manage employee well-being. Throughout this process, collective bargaining will also be encouraged, without
sacrificing decisiveness. Collective representation is an opportunity to understand the concerns of employees and
to engage them actively in the change process. We definitely don’t want the current styles of authoritarian
management to continue.
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22 Attachment A: High level statistics regarding Indian agriculture

22.1 Amount of cropland and proportion irrigated
Largest cropland area in the world
‘India ranks first, with 179.8 Mha (9.6 percent of the global net cropland area) of net cropland area according to
United States Geological Survey 2017’ 372.
Proportion of irrigated cropland
’The all India percentage of net irrigated area to total cropped area was 34.5 per cent, which makes a large
segment of cultivation dependent on rainfall’. 373

Source of the above chart: Economic Survey 2017-18
Groundwater use
In India, according to the Asian Water Development Outlook, 2016, almost 89 per cent of groundwater extracted is for
irrigation. There is a major concern whether the present practice of groundwater use can be sustained as the depth of the
groundwater level continues to drop. By 2050, India will be in the global hot spot for ‘water insecurity’.374

22.2 Food production has increased but children remain malnourished
The Farmers’ Manifesto for Freedom (2019) notes that:
Between 1950 and now, India’s population increased four times, while the food grain production
increased nearly six fold. Over the past 15 years, India has emerged as a major agriculture exporter, with
US$ 36 billion worth of produce exported last year.
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https://mofapp.nic.in/economicsurvey/economicsurvey/pdf/099-119_Chapter_07_Economic_Survey_2017-18.pdf
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https://mofapp.nic.in/economicsurvey/economicsurvey/pdf/099-119_Chapter_07_Economic_Survey_2017-18.pdf
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https://www.indiabudget.gov.in/budget2019-20/economicsurvey/doc/vol2chapter/echap07_vol2.pdf
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Nearly 15% of the population are malnourished, including 40% of children under-5 years. 375

22.3 Workforce and GDP share
Workforce:
In 2016, 59% of the country’s total workforce was directly or indirectly dependent on agriculture, but
the sector only contributed 23% of GDP (Food and Agricultural Organisation 2019). One of every three
Indian farmers is below the poverty line1. About 85% of farmers hold less than two hectares of land
(PIB 2019b). In 2018, National Bank for Agriculture and Rural Bank Development (NABARD)
estimated an income of Rs 8,931 for an average agricultural household in 2015-16. At the same time, the
average debt per agricultural household was Rs. 1,07,083. Niti Aayog estimated it took 22 years (1993 to
2015) for farmers’ income to double (Dalwai 2017). 376

Economic Survey
The sector, which is the largest employer of workforce, accounted for a sizeable 18.8 per cent (2021-22)
in Gross Value Added (GVA) of the country.

Further:
The share of agriculture in India’s GDP has been declining over the years to around one-fifth but it
continues to employ nearly 42.3 percent of the country’s workforce in 2019-20. The two diverging
shares is a matter of concern because it keeps the labour productivity in agriculture low. … Further,
within the agriculture workforce, for the first time in 2011, the share of cultivators in the total
agriculture workforce reduced to 45.2 percent, while those of agricultural labourers increased to 54.8
percent pointing to unviable size of land holdings. 377

Source: Report of the Supreme Court Committee on Farm Laws

375

https://www.farmersmanifesto.info/farmers-manifesto-for-freedom-eng/
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Report of the Supreme Court Committee on Farm Laws.
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22.4 Average size of land holding
The average size of land holdings has halved from 2.28 ha in 1970-71 to 1.08 ha in 2015-16. 378

22.5 Increasing relative poverty of farmers
Sharad Joshi noted:
The ratio of agricultural per capita income to the non-agricultural per capita income in 1951 was 1 to 1.4.
So if the farmer’s per capita income was Rs 10 then, it was Rs 14 for the non-farmer. Today it is Rs 10 to
Rs 104. 379

22.6 Farmers want to quit farming
While farmers are routinely hailed as heroes, as annadata, yet, 40% of farmers want to quit agriculture,
and around two-thirds wouldn’t like their children to engage in farming. 380
‘On being asked whether they would leave farming if they get an employment opportunity in the city, 61% of the
farmers answered in the affirmative’, finds the Centre for the Study of Developing Societies’ State of Indian
Farmers, 2014. ’When farmers were asked whether they want their children to settle in the city, as many as 60 per
cent said they want their children to settle in the city.’ 381

22.7 Low productivity
Farms in India yield less produce per hectare than competitor economies. The green revolution of the
1960s helped solve the early productivity issues that plagued Indian agriculture. This trend has not
continued. The agricultural value added per worker rose from $769 in 1991 to only $1,621 in 2017. This
is a 110.7% increase in 26 years. In the same time frame, the global increase was 151%, from $1,411 to
$3,542 (The World Bank 2020). Take for example India’s yield rates for rice and wheat—tonnes
produced per hectare. In the case of rice, productivity is approximately half of China and a third of the
United States (Deshpande 2017). In 2019, India’s yield per hectare for wheat was 3.2 tonnes and for rice
was 2.6 tonnes compared to the EU’s 5.5 tonnes and 4.0 tonnes (OECD 2020). 382

Comparative Yield of Select Crops in Various Countries (Kg/ha)
Country

Crop
Paddy

Wheat

Maize

Groundnut

Sugarcane

India

2929

2583

1667

913

68012

China

6321

3969

4880

2799

85294

Japan

6414

-

-

2336

-

SA

6622

2872

8398

3038

80787

Indonesia

4261

-

2646

1523

-

378

Report of the Supreme Court Committee on Farm Laws.
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https://www.rediff.com/business/1998/dec/18xfire.htm

380

https://www.farmersmanifesto.info/farmers-manifesto-for-freedom-eng/

381

https://krishi.outlookindia.com/story/an-agenda-for-agricultural-reforms/376641
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Canada

-

2591

7974

-

-

Vietnam

3845

2711

4313

1336

65689

Source: Table 3 of the Fifth NCF Report based on Agriculture At a Glance [2002] Ministry of Agriculture 383

383

https://prsindia.org/policy/report-summaries/swaminathan-report-national-commission-farmers
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23 Attachment B: The 2006 Swaminathan report worsens the negative
market subsidy

This attachment considers the 2006 Report of the National Farm Commission on Farmers (NCF) under the
chairmanship of Dr. M. S. Swaminathan. 384 The Committee’s analysis of the problems is reasonable, but its
analytical approach is informed by the same socialist principles of state intervention which created these
problems in the first place, and therefore its final results merely end up exacerbating the problems.
Our Party has the highest possible regard for Mr M.S. Swaminathan as one of India’s foremost agritechnologists. Unfortunately, he is not an agro-economist which means he has absolutely no understanding of
markets and the price system, a failing which comes through in virtually all aspects of the Report of the
Commission. Worse, Mr Swaminathan did not even bother to consult Sharad Joshi, which further confirms that
the NCF was ideologically driven.
The Report’s recommendations are anti-market and aggravate the negative market subsidy in the farm sector,
instead of reducing it. The Report’s recommendations also create an even more interventionist bureaucratic state
and increase farmer dependence on subsidies, even as nothing is done to eliminate the property rights and
market restrictions on farmers (the negative market subsidy). For everything it has a “solution” in the form of
more government organisations, corporations, boards. The report does not represent the fundamental shift in
thinking or policy direction that is urgently needed. The report treats farmers as children who can’t find out (and
do) what is in their own interest and so must be perennially dependent on government bureaucracy.
Our Party has demonstrated in this Discussion Paper that the goals the NCF Report seeks to achieve can be best
delivered through a suite of market-based reforms. Indeed, most things the Report wants the government to do
will readily happen on their own – and in a much better way – if the government gets out of the farmers’
way. It is hard to teach technologists basic economics, but for this purpose Sanjeev Sabhlok has written a short
book, Seeing the Invisible, which might benefit some of these technologists. 385

23.1 The Commission’s identification of problems
23.1.1 Problems identified correctly
The problems identified correctly include:
•

during the past ten years, production and productivity have remained stagnant or even tended to go down

•

Some areas in the States of Maharashtra, Andhra, Karnataka and Kerala have been affected by a serious
agrarian crisis, leading occasionally to farmers’ suicides.

•

A major problem confronting the rural areas is the lack of employment opportunities.

•

over 60% of the rural households owning less than one hectare: fragmentation of holdings leading to a much
larger incidence of very small operational holdings.

•

the majority of farmers depend on groundwater for irrigating their crops: considerable scope for improving
the efficiency of water use.

•

The productivity of our livestock is low
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https://agricoop.nic.in/sites/default/files/draftNPFNCF%20%281%29.pdf
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The book is freely available at: http://efc.sabhlokcity.com/
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•

In intensively cultivated mono-crop areas, crop diversification may be beneficial from the points of view of
ecology, economics and employment generation.

•

An important area of conflict between people and protected areas is the problem of compensation for
damage caused to livestock, crop or life by animals.

•

pests, pathogens and weeds causes crop losses ranging from 10 to 30 per cent every year.

•

Agriculture is a high-risk economic activity. Credit without insurance is an added risk factor.

•

Scheduled Tribes account for 8.6% of the total population of the country. A majority of tribal communities
across the country are dependent on forests and animal husbandry for their livelihoods. These include
cultivation (shifting cultivation in many cases), collection of fuel, fodder and a range of non-timber forest
produce. Tribal farmers are among the most disadvantaged category of farmers. These communities have
customary norms for ownership of the forest areas and also have community-based mechanisms for
protection and rejuvenation. At the same time, the responsibility for the protection and conservation of
forests area has been under the control and administration of the State Forest Departments. There has been
no systematic effort to demarcate areas that are used and managed by forest dwelling communities, or to
provide legal rights and titles to these communities. The relation between the Forest Department and forest
dwelling communities has largely been one of conflict and confrontation, with the latter being labelled
‘encroachers’. Forest communities are often forced to eke out their livelihoods through a pattern of bribes
and fines.

•

Large development projects, including dams and mines, have encroached upon vast tracts of forest areas and
displaced several thousand forest dwelling communities who are still struggling to survive in the absence of
human-centred rehabilitation efforts. In most instances, in the absence of land titles, their very existence is
not acknowledged.

•

Vesting of land in the community, absence of alienable rights with the farmers and the problems in creation
of charge/mortgage on land in certain tribal areas constrain flow of institutional credit.

•

With regard to fishing it states “there is considerable scope for improving the income of fisher families”

23.1.2 Problems identified incorrectly
•

With livestock, the report states that “resource poor farmer families own a majority of cattle, buffalo, sheep
and goats”
SBP view: This does not even go near the main problem with owning cattle and buffalo: the impossibility of getting value for
these animals after their economic life is over. Instead, the Commission thinks that feed and fodder is the real problem.

•

Climate change leading to adverse changes in temperature, precipitation and sea level is no longer just a
theoretical possibility. Most experts agree that we are already beginning to experience the impact of global
warming as evident from the melting of glaciers and Antarctic and Arctic ice caps. Coastal storms and
cyclones are also increasing in frequency and intensity. Droughts and floods are likely to be more frequent.
SBP view: This claim is false and not based on science. All climate change claims to date are based on models which have grossly
over-exaggerated/ over-predicted temperatures. And claims of an increase in extreme events have been entirely incorrect.

•

Free grazing of cattle during the rabi season is a major bottleneck to farmers for the taking of a second crop
and should be curtailed by the Gram Panchayat.
SBP view: The Commission doesn’t ask why this is happening: it is happening because animals are economically unviable and
there is no option to get rid of them: expecting panchayats to enforce this is nothing short of delusional.
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23.1.3 Negative market subsidy and attack on property rights ignored entirely
The Commission ignores the negative Aggregate Measure of Subsidy entirely and does not even remotely
consider the attacks on farmers’ property rights. The Report does not even refer even once to the report of the
2000 Task Force that was chaired by Sharad Joshi. It is clear that it is an ideological, socialist “Commission”, not
an honest commission that reflects all relevant perspectives.
Not just that, the Swaminathan report wants to continue the ceiling system and thus worsen the fragmentation
of land and destruction of agriculture. Under the title, ‘Land Reforms’, the Swaminathan report recommends:
‘Distribute ceiling-surplus and waste lands’. As we have seen elsewhere, there is no ‘reform’ involved in the
ceiling system – it was nothing but theft. As noted in this Paper, ceilings should be abolished immediately.
The Commission wants to restrict the use of agricultural land for non-agricultural purposes. This is one more
ongoing attack on property rights of famers. Growing urbanisation make it necessary for land owners to put
their land to the highest and best use, and that is in many cases a non-agricultural use. Any concerns about the
impacts of such sale on food security are entirely frivolous, as explained in this Discussion Paper.

23.1.4 Problems of corruption and misgovernance ignored
The Commission ignores completely the huge losses of food from lack of cold chain logistics and deplorable
management of foodgrains by FCI.
The Commission ignores the massive corruption in virtually all aspects of agriculture and rural infrastructure
management and has not a single suggestion for governance reforms.

23.1.5 Self-contradictions in the report
Observant commentators have pointed out the self-contradictory tenor of the Report:

Further:

In one point the report complains lack of farm mechanisation in India and it is important for global
competitiveness. But in another point it stress increase labour utilization to reduce unemployment. It is
a major contradiction. 386
‘Assured remunerative marketing opportunities’ is the title of paragraph 1.5.10. And it is the most
important paragraph of NPF because fixing the minimum support price (MSP) with 50 per cent profit
above cost of production is proposed. NPF talks about food security in this section but does not talk
about leakages in the present public distribution system. Without plugging the holes in the present
system, how can any security be provided to poor people? 387

23.2 The Commission’s correct solutions
Areas in which the Commission has provided valid solutions include:
GM technology
•
•

“It is important that priority is given in genetic modification to the incorporation of genes, which can help
impart resistance to drought, salinity and other stresses. Water use efficiency as well as improvement of both
nutritive and processing quality should also be accorded priority in the research agenda”.
“Genetic engineers working in public good institutions should perform the role of pre-breeding, i.e.,
development of novel genetic combinations for important economic traits, such as resistance to biotic and
abiotic stresses. They should then work with farmers in participatory breeding programmes, so that genetic
efficiency and genetic diversity can be integrated in an effective manner.”

Integrated Pest management

386 Biswajit Hota and Shyam Prakash Singh, “Swaminathan Committee Report: An Overview”, Indian Farmer 6(9): 626-633; September2019
387

https://swarajyamag.com/politics/swaminathan-commission-has-all-but-ignored-the-root-cause-of-farmers-plight
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•

“There is need for incorporating the use of chemical pesticides in an Integrated Pest Management (IPM)
system”. We have detailed this in the Party’s Feed India paper.

Allowing wild animals to be killed where crops are under attack
•

“The Wildlife Protection Act, 1972, should permit the right of farmers to protect their crops by killing wild
boars and nilgai, whenever there is no other option for saving crops.”

Managing tribal areas and community land
•
•

“Management of forest areas in the country will have to balance the demands for ecological conservation
with protecting the livelihoods of forest dwelling communities”.
“Restoration of traditional grazing rights and camping rights in forest areas including wildlife sanctuaries and
national parks, and also those areas earmarked for grazing purpose in village common lands”.

Unclear what tenancy etc. reforms mean
•

With regard to reforms in tenancy laws, land leasing, and consolidation of holdings the Commission is on
the right track but in the absence of details it is impossible to confirm whether their approach was correct or
would worsen the situation. What did the Commission mean by “reforms” in these areas?

23.3 The Commission’s wrong solutions
In most areas the Commission has a single answer: create a new government program or organisation and start
pumping money into a bigger bureaucracy to somehow magically solve the identified problem.
Pie in the sky recommendation
•

Perhaps the most absurd recommendation of the Commission is that the “net take home income’ of farmers
should be comparable to those of civil servants”. Our Party considers that the income of farmers can, and
should be even much higher, but the way to do that is through the reforms detailed in this Paper, not
through the socialist policies of the Swaminathan Commission, which will only further impoverish farmers.

Anti-market solutions to aggravate the negative market subsidy
•

The Commission recommends a Market Intervention Schemes (MIS) in the case of life-saving crops such as
cumin in arid areas, and a Price Stabilisation Fund in place to protect the farmers from price fluctuations.
Further, it talks about swift action on import duties to protect farmers from international price.

•

So also, “There is need for an Indian Trade Organisation (ITO), that will safeguard the interests of farmer
families by establishing a Livelihood Security Box to ensure fair trade. The Livelihood Security Box should
have provision to impose quantitative restrictions on imports and or/increases in import tariffs, under
conditions where imports of certain commodities will be detrimental to the work and income security of
large numbers of farming families”.
SBP view: These kinds of a recommendation reflect the complete ignorance of the Commission about basic economics and how it
is impossible for the bureaucracy to substitute the markets. The futures markets will fix any of the “problems” that the ITO
will attempt to solve: the ITO, however, will only worsen the negative market subsidy for farmers.

•

The Commission wants to modernise APMCs. That, as this paper has already discussed, is not the answer.
APMCs should go.

Aggravation of attack on farmers’ property rights
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•

The land use recommendations of the Swaminathan Report are extremely onerous. We don’t need ‘a
National Land Use Advisory Service, which would have the capacity to link land use decisions with
ecological meteorological and marketing factors on a location and season specific basis’. We need the least
interventionist (non-discretionary), market based methods to allow rezoning of farm land to alternative uses.
We need subsidiarity (decentralisation) in such decisions and market-based approaches that reduce
discretion. (Centralisation of land records is a different issue.)

•

The Commission notes that “Wherever feasible, landless labour households should be provided with at least
1 acre per household, which will give them space for home gardens and animal rearing”. This seems noncontroversial, except that it fails to note that there is virtually nothing left today but non-productive desert or
wasteland: such lands will merely lock in poverty, instead of solving any problem.

•

When the Commission notes that Rainwater harvesting and aquifer recharge “should be mandatory”, there is
a further attack involve on their property rights. As mentioned in this Discussion Paper, what is needed is
clearly allocation of property rights, so professional private enterprise will enter this area and build water
harvesting structures that are cost-effective and sustainable.

Ignorance about incentive regulation
•

Re: fishing families, the problem is correctly identified but the Report thereafter displays no knowledge of
the incentive constraints which need to be resolved in order to ensure sustainable fishery. It superficially
suggests that “provide landless labour families access to village ponds and other water bodies in the public
domain for aquaculture”. That cannot work without an accompanying system to auction fishing rights and a
mechanism to monitor the amount of fish caught; as well as mechanisms to ensure that fish seedlings are
“planted” and cared for through private initiative. Leaving such a complex task to the bureaucracy is a sure
recipe for failure.

Solutions for government to disseminate commercially valuable information
•

“Satellite imagery and agro-climatic analyses can play a significant role in evaluating the extent of crop losses
and thus speed up the process of settling claims.”
SBP view: This is not the job of government to organise. Industry will figure this out on its own. By trying to imagine all
“solutions” to every problem the Commission ignores that the expertise lies outside the government, not within the government.

•

“Established technologies such as baling and ensiling, need to be disseminated widely”.
SBP view: No, the Commission doesn’t understand that entrepreneurs are motivated by profit-generating opportunities and will
disseminate any necessary information themselves – we don’t need bureaucrats doing this “work” – if they have this valuable
information let them set up their own private businesses.]

•

A nightmare increase in government interventions and programs - examples include:
- ‘Million Wells Recharge’
- an Agriculture Risk Fund
- Kisan Credit Cards to women
- a universal public distribution system
- Women Self-help Groups (SHG), based on the principle ‘Store Grain and Water everywhere’
- Community Food and Water Banks
- Rural Non-Farm Livelihood Initiative
- National Food Guarantee Act continuing the useful features of the Food for Work and Employment
Guarantee programmes
- State level Farmers’ Commission
- Set up Village Knowledge Centres (VKCs) or Gyan Chaupals
- Ensure availability of quality seed and other inputs at affordable costs and at the right time and place.
- Market Intervention Schemes (MIS)
- Price Stabilisation Fund
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-

Promotion of commodity-based farmers’ organisations such as Small Cotton Farmers’ Estates

Thus:
In 1.4.4, it proposes to set up a corporation for livestock feed and fodder. …Many such corporations
have been set up by the centre as well as several state governments for various purposes and none has
done its job successfully and none has a clean record vis-à-vis corruption. Most corporations have
provided for rehabilitation of cronies of political parties in power. Instead, there is a need to make
rearing of farm animals more remunerative by removing restrictions and allowing free trade. 388

23.4 The MSP recommendation (1.5 times cost of production) is harmful but we will not
disturb it at this stage
The report’s MSP recommendations include:
•
•

Improvement in implementation of Minimum Support Price (MSP). Arrangements for MSP need to be put
in place for crops other than paddy and wheat. Also, millets and other nutritious cereals should be
permanently included in the PDS.
MSP should be at least 50% more than the weighted average cost of production.

The idea of MSP has been explored in this paper and it is clear that it needs to be ultimately phased out, with its
relevant objectives achieved through different means. However, due to the nature of compensation to farmers
for 70 years of negative market subsidy, our Party is not going to disturb this recommendation – instead, we
would hope for refinements of the MSP to reduce its harms.
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24 Attachment C: The repealed Far m Laws of 2020: SC Committee Report
extracts

Had they not been repealed, the three farm laws of 2020 would have been brought in a significant loosening of
the chains that bind farmers. Of course, the biggest chains relate to land itself, as pointed out in the previous
chapters.
The three laws were the Farmers’ Produce Trade and Commerce (Promotion and Facilitation) Act, The Farmers’
(Empowerment and Protection) Agreement of Price Assurance and Farm Services Act, and The Essential
Commodities (Amendment) Act. The laws come into effect after the President gave his assent on September 27,
2020. They were repealed on 29 November 2021 389.
This attachment extracts key sections from the Report of the Supreme Court Committee on farm laws 390.
Yellow highlighter has been added to emphasise key statements. The recommendations of the Committee are
not included here, since the purpose of this Discussion Paper is problem identification and definition, not
discussing how the farm laws can be better implemented.

24.1 Farmers’ Produce Trade and Commerce (Promotion and Facilitation) Act
24.1.1 Act in Brief
38. The Act provides an ecosystem where the farmers and traders enjoy the freedom of choice relating to sale
and purchase of farmers’ produce; to promote efficient, transparent and barrier-free inter-state and intra-state
trade and commerce of farmers’ produce outside the physical premises of markets or deemed markets notified
under various State agricultural produce market legislations; to provide a facilitative framework for electronic
trading and for matters connected therewith or incidental thereto. It specifically provides for
(i) Any farmer or trader or electronic trading and transaction platform shall have the freedom to carry on
the inter-State or intra-State trade and commerce in farmers’ produce in a trade area (Section 3);
(ii) Trade area is defined as any area or location, place of production, collection and aggregation
including--(a) farm gates; (b) factory premises; (c) warehouses; (d) silos; (e) cold storages; or (f) any other
structures or places, from where trade of farmers’ produce may be undertaken in the territory of India
but does not include the premises, enclosures and structures covered under the State APMC Acts
(Section 2(m));
(iii) No market fee or cess or levy, by whatever name called, under any State APMC Act or any other
State law, shall be levied on any farmer or trader or electronic trading and transaction platform for trade
and commerce in scheduled farmers’ produce in a trade area (Section 6);
(iv) Any trader may engage in the inter-State trade or intra-State trade of scheduled farmers’ produce
with a farmer or another trader in a trade area: provided that no trader except the farmer producer
organisations or agricultural co-operative society, shall trade in any scheduled farmers’ produce unless
such a trader has a permanent account number allotted under the Income-tax Act, 1961 or such other
document as may be notified by the Central Government (Section 40));
(v) Every trader who transacts with farmers shall make payment for the traded scheduled farmers’
produce on the same day or within the maximum three working days if procedurally so required subject
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to the condition that the receipt of delivery mentioning the due payment amount shall be given to the
farmer on the same day (Section 4(3));
(vi) It lays a three stage Dispute Settlement process of Conciliation Board, concerned Sub-Divisional
Magistrate, Collector or Additional Collector nominated by the Collector and lays down fines as
penalties (Chapter III).

24.1.2 Purpose of the Act
39. As is evident from Table 1, the attempt to redesign policies towards developing effective markets was an
ongoing process. In continuation of the policy reforms towards enhancing farmer incomes by deregulating
access to markets, the Model Agricultural Produce and Livestock Marketing (Promotion & Facilitation) (APLM)
Act, 2017 was shared with all States and UTs. This Model Act intended to provide freedom of choice of sale
and purchase of agricultural produce, as against the erstwhile setup in which farmers could only sell to
licensed traders in the APMC mandis. It aimed at fostering more competition among potential buyers, reduce
scope for middlemen and cartelisation, reduce the transaction costs in sale of agri-produce thereby increasing the
share of farmer’s realisation in overall price of the agri-produce. Many States have already initiated various
aspects of marketing reforms in alignment with this Model Act but the adoption has not been uniform across the
States. In total, 103 private mandis have already come up in the country with Maharashtra (60), Gujarat (28),
Rajasthan (10), Telangana (3) and Karnataka (2). Some States that do not have private mandis have given special
incentives to food processors/private traders to buy outside APMC mandi without paying any mandi charges
(Box IV). States/UTs of Bihar, Kerala, Manipur, Mizoram, Sikkim, A&N Islands, Daman& Diu and D&N
Haveli, Lakshadweep and Ladakh do not have APMC Acts.
Box IV: Exemption from APMC Provisions
The present Industrial and Business Development Policy, 2017 of Punjab (notified in 2017) recognises that
agriculture, has limited potential to drive future economic growth of the State and it is the secondary and
tertiary sectors, which will play an important role in future economic growth of the State and creation of jobs
for its youth. Given the strong agricultural base of the State, it incentivizes setting up food processing Units and
exempts the purchase of raw material for food processing units up to 10 years for all categories of units from
Market Fee, Rural Development Fee and other State taxes and fees on raw material for food processing
industries (clause 10.10.3). This implies that food processing units are exempt from APMC provisions.
Subsequent to this policy, ITC set up a new integrated food manufacturing and logistics facility at Kapurthala
over 72 acres of land with an initial investment of Rs 1,500 crore. More of such projects would facilitate the
transition of the farming community from the traditional wheat-rice crop cycle to more lucrative crops. This
will not only save the underground water resources but also create jobs in the food processing sector and help
boost farmer incomes.
40. The country faced an unprecedented and most stringent lockdown owing to the COVID-19 pandemic during
the months of April-May, 2020. To facilitate sale and purchase of farm produce, States and UTs were requested
by the Central Government to facilitate direct marketing for farmers/group of farmers, FPOs and Cooperatives
outside the APMC areas. 12 States (Uttar Pradesh, Himachal Pradesh, Goa, Tripura, Nagaland, Meghalaya,
Uttarakhand, Karnataka, Tamil Nadu, Odisha, Gujarat & MP) issued Ordinances in their State APMC Act in line
with Model APLM Act, 2017 to facilitate such a mechanism. Six States (State of Goa, Tripura, Meghalaya, Tamil
Nadu, Uttar Pradesh and Uttarakhand), through the Ordinance/Bill route, deregulated marketing of fruits &
vegetables (direct marketing for F&V) taking the total number of States doing so to 23 across India. The country
did not face any disruption of supply chains in foodstuffs and achieved record procurement of wheat during the
lockdown. This experience could be one of the reasons that may have encouraged the Central Government to
issue ordinances in favour of direct markets outside the APMCs.

24.1.3 Observations of the Committee
42. The Committee, after careful analysis of the concerns, makes the following observations:
(i) The aim of the Central Act is to provide greater freedom to farmers towards a ‘one-nation, one
market’. The need for this was realized during the Covid-19 situation and the experience during that
time encouraged the issue of ordinances. State APMC Acts will continue to govern the
APMCs/regulated markets under that Act. The Central Acts would provide alternative marketing
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channels to farmers. It is, however, recognized that every State has its own unique features which
demand certain flexibilities in implementation.
(ii) The consultative process towards marketing reforms was already under process during the last two
decades. Even during the lockdown period, the Committee was informed that the Department of
Agriculture, Cooperation and Farmers’ Welfare (DAC&FW) was in continuous dialogue with the
stakeholders. The ordinances were in public domain and discussions were held for any
modifications/suggestions in the subsequent Acts.
(iii) Livestock and fishery form 40 percent of the GVO in agriculture (Figure 5) - these sectors are
outside the purview of transaction through APMC mandis or procurement support via the MSP.
Further, horticulture constitutes another 20 percent share in GVO in agriculture - this sector is outside
the procurement support through MSP. These sectors are also growing much faster than other crops.
An analysis from data available from AGMARKNET evinced that only 8 percent of total fruits
production arrived at APMC mandis while one-fourth of vegetable production was transacted through
APMC mandis in 2018-19. Even for commodities that come under the purview of MSP, only around
25-30 percent of the production is transacted through the APMCs/regulated mandis - 23 percent for
cereals, 31 percent for pulses and 39 percent for oilseeds (Figure 12). Most of the agri-produce is,
therefore, transacted outside the purview of the mandi system and there are no records of who it is
transacted with and at what price. Overall procurement at of wheat and rice, pulses and oilseeds and
cotton does not constitute more than 10 percent of the total value of agri-produce.
Figure 12: Mandi Arrivals as a Share of Production in Major Crops (2018-19)

(iv) There is a well-established system of procurement of wheat and rice under the MSP. Around 90
percent of rice production and 70 percent of wheat production is procured in Punjab and Haryana
through the APMCs - still the total national arrivals in APMCs are only one-fifth of the total production
in India. The share of Punjab and Haryana in all-India procurement is much higher than their share in
all-India production (Figure 13). This indicates that in other States, for rice and wheat too, most of the
production is sold through non-mandi transactions and there is no information at what price it is
transacted.
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Figure 13: Disparity in States’ Share in Production and Procurement

(v) Further, data shows that sales in mandis do not imply that all the farmers necessarily receive the MSP
for all crops. At all-India level, the prevailing weighted average prices in many crops the mandis were,
sometimes, below MSP as is evident from Figure 14.
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Figure 14: Mandi Transactions are not always at MSP

(vi) Given that a majority of transactions of agri-produce are already happening outside the APMC
mandis, the perception that APMC price leads to efficient price discovery is overstated. Various
mechanisms for price discovery are already in practice — the need is to aggregate this information and
make it transparent and easily available to farmers. That would strengthen farmers’ bargaining power in
the market to negotiate a better price— be it in APMC or outside APMC.
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(vii) It may be noted that some States charge very high mandi fees and commission charges, especially
on rice and wheat (Table 2). More importantly, these mandi fees are transaction based which creates an
incentive to under-report transactions. The need is to create a level playing field for APMCs and ‘trade
area’ as defined in the Act so that competitive markets for agri-produce develop.

(viii) In the year 2019-20, the total mandi revenues from mandi fees was around Rs 9,000 crore. Many
States like Punjab, Haryana, UP, MP, Andhra Pradesh, Chhattisgarh etc., get a substantial amount of
revenue from mandi transactions (Figure 15). The perception is that, if transactions start moving out of
APMC markets as a result of these new Laws, many State APMC markets may lose revenue which, in
turn, may impact their operation and maintenance.
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(ix) The Act attempts to provide security of payment to farmers via Section (3) that lays down — ‘Every
trader who transacts with farmers shall make payment for the traded scheduled farmers’ produce on the
same day or within the maximum three working days if procedurally so required subject to the condition
that the receipt of delivery mentioning the due payment amount shall be given to the farmer on the
same day. Provided that the Central Government may prescribe a different procedure of payment by
farmer produce organization or agriculture co-operative society, by whatever name called, linked with
the receipt of payment from the buyers.
However, there are concerns of delay in payments or reneging on payment dues by traders. This is a
genuine concern and Committee has deliberated on it.
(x) The Committee noted that the proviso to Section 4(1) provides for a list of documents, in addition to
PAN, to be notified by the Central Government.

24.2 Farmers (Empowerment and Protection) Agreement on Price Assurance and Farm
Services Act, 2020
24.2.1 Act in Brief
43. This Act provides for a national framework on farming agreements between farmers and other stakeholders
such as agri-business firms, processors, wholesalers, exporters or large retailers for farm services and sale of
future farming produce at a mutually agreed remunerative price framework in a fair and transparent manner. It
specifically provides for
(i) A written farming agreement in respect of any farming produce with— (a) the terms and conditions
for supply of such produce, including the time of supply, quality, grade, standards, price and such other
matters; and (b) the terms related to supply of farm services (Section 3(1));
(ii) The minimum period of the farming agreement shall be for one crop season or one production cycle
of livestock and the maximum period shall be five years (Section 1(3));
(iii) The price to be paid for the purchase of a farming produce may be determined and mentioned in
the farming agreement itself and in case, such price is subject to variation, then, such agreement shall
explicitly provide for— (a) a guaranteed price to be paid for such produce; (b) a clear price reference for
any additional amount over and above the guaranteed price, including bonus or premium, to ensure best
value to the farmer and such price reference may be linked to the prevailing prices in specified APMC
yard or electronic trading and transaction platform or any other suitable benchmark prices (Section 5);
(iv) No farming agreement shall be entered into for the purpose of—(a) any transfer, including sale,
lease and mortgage of the land or premises of the farmer; or(b) raising any permanent structure or
making any modification on the land or premises of the farmer, unless the Sponsor agrees to remove
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such structure or restore the land to its original condition, at his cost, on the conclusion of the
agreement or expiry of the agreement period, as the case may be (Section 8);
(v) A State Government may notify a Registration Authority to provide for electronic registry for that
State that provides facilitative framework for registration of farming agreements (Section 12);
(vi) Three stage Dispute Settlement process of Conciliation Board, concerned Sub-Divisional Magistrate,
Collector or Additional Collector nominated by the Collector (Chapter III);
(vii) No action for recovery of any amount due in pursuance of an order passed under that section, shall
be initiated against the agricultural land of the farmer (Section 15).

24.2.2 Purpose of the Act
44. In line with providing enhanced markets for agri-produce, the Model Agriculture Produce Marketing
Committee (APMC) Act, 2003, suggested that States promote contract farming. Under the Model APMC Act,
2003, the APMCs were given the responsibility to record the contracts and were also mandated to resolve the
disputes in such contracts. However, market fee and other levies/charges were payable to APMCs. Union
Budget, 2017-18 announced preparation of a ‘Model Contract Farming Act’ and circulation of the same to the
States for its adoption. The Model Act ‘The ... State/UT Agricultural Produce and Livestock Contract Farming
and Services (Promotion & Facilitation) Act 2018’ was, accordingly, shared with States and UTs.
45. A total of 19 States provide contract farming provision in their APMC Acts while Punjab and Tamil Nadu
have legislated a separate Contract Farming Act in 2013 and 2019 respectively. Out of these, 14 States have
notified the Rules to actualize the contract farming on the ground level and States of Maharashtra, Haryana,
Punjab, Karnataka, Gujarat, M.P and Chhattisgarh have registered companies/ firms for undertaking contract
farming in their States. The provisions under these Acts of State Governments of Punjab, Goa, Himachal
Pradesh, Mizoram, Nagaland and Sikkim provide for punitive provision (imprisonment) to both the contracting
parties, including the farmer, on default.
46. With a view to provide a national framework for contract farming by bringing uniformity in provisions of
contract farming under state regulation, the Farmers (Empowerment and Protection) Agreement on Price
Assurance and Farm Services Act, 2020 has been enacted by the Central Government.

24.2.3 Observations by the Committee
48. The Committee carefully analyzed the issues and makes the following observations.
(i) All States except Arunachal Pradesh, Meghalaya, Uttar Pradesh, West Bengal, Delhi, Chandigarh and
Puducherry have legal provisions for contract farming in their APMC Acts. Punjab and Tamil Nadu
have separate contract farming Acts.
(ii) Contract farming is not new in India and various variants exist in several sectors (Box V). The
vertical integration of poultry operations and contract farming model between large integrators and
small farmers, has transformed the poultry sector from a mere backyard activity into a major organized
commercial one with almost 80 percent production coming from organized commercial
Box V: Some Variants of Contract Farming Already in Existence
•
•

•

Mother Dairy Fruits and Vegetables Limited (MDFVL) procures fresh fruit and vegetables from about 300
producer associations that include more than 18,000 farmers. Most producer associations are informal
cooperatives or self-help groups managed by the producers themselves and connected with MDFVL.
A 300-acre model farm (the FieldFresh Agriculture Center of Excellence) in Ladhowal, Punjab near
Ludhiana has facilities to promote modern farming practices and provide demonstration sessions to
farmers, as well as advanced pack house. The farms were leased out by Government of Punjab to
FieldFresh Foods in 2004 on a 90-year lease. Field Fresh Limited (FFL) marketing operations are directed
to the export market for fresh produce, such as bitter gourd, okra, baby corn, bell peppers, french beans,
and snow peas. FFL also links with farmers through production contracts and by encouraging state-of-theart cultivation and handling practices. This is way beyond what the current Laws envisage as this is a case of
leasing of land while the current Act allows an agreement only for farm produce.
Sahyadri Farmer Producer Company Limited (SFPCL): Established in 2010 with a primary focus on grapes, the
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•

company today boasts operations in 40 fresh and processed F&V products sold in 42 countries with a
turnover of Rs. 465 crores. SFPCL manufactures ketchups for the Kissan brand of HUL and has a ‘soft
contractual arrangement’ for procurement of tomatoes with 4 FPCs. To the extent that SFPCL always buys
processing grade tomatoes at Re.1 premium over the APMC prices, the farmer gets the benefit of the
contract. The contract also increases the yield of the tomato farmer under treatment and allows him to
access inputs at a lower cost. Further, the minimum price guaranteed by the contract shields the farmer
from very low prices during the glut season.
Poultry till 2000 was broadly operated in open system (all operations like purchase, sales and managing the
farm was carried out by single player leading to the farmers bearing the risk of uncertainty related to market
vagaries. From year 2001 onwards contract farming/integration system developed firms provide day-old
chicks, feed, vaccines and services to farmers at no cost to them and lift entire output by paying fixed
growing charges (per kilogram of body weight of bird) in lieu of their contribution to cost (labor, water and
electricity charges, litter and rent for poultry shed and equipment). The live birds are then either purchased
by the integrators for slaughter and further processing or by a wholesaler who distributes them via live
markets. Farmers are thus insured against market risks and working capital uncertainties. In addition, the
integrator brings good manufacturing practices and technical know-how which leads to higher productivity.
Almost 90 percent of the Indian poultry farming is dominated by small & marginal farmers who benefited
with the contract farming model & Indian poultry could expand at 7-9 percent annually. More than 80
percent of India’s poultry output is now produced by organized commercial farms. The popularity of this
model is influenced by the fact that the integrator takes most of the risks as opposed to an independent
farmer.

Source: Respective Websites, inputs from Venkateshwara Hatcheries

(iii) Chapter III in the Act deals with the dispute settlement procedure with clear laid down timelines.
The first stage is a Conciliation Board consisting of representatives of parties to the agreement. If the
parties to the farming agreement fail to settle their dispute under that section within a period of thirty
days, then, any such party may approach the concerned Sub-Divisional Magistrate who shall be the SubDivisional Authority for deciding the disputes under farming agreements. The Sub-Divisional Authority
may, decide the dispute in a summary manner within thirty days from the date of receipt of such dispute.
Any party aggrieved by the order of the Sub-Divisional Authority may prefer an appeal to the Appellate
Authority, which shall be presided over by the Collector or Additional Collector nominated by the
Collector, within thirty days from the date of such order. However, there are concerns that the revenue
authorities may not give due attention to the fair resolution of the disputes due to lack of time and other
priorities.
(iv) Irrespective of the output and whatever the nature of agreement or dispute, the law prohibits
sponsors (companies, processors, wholesalers) from acquiring ownership rights, lease of farmers’ land or
making permanent modifications on farmer’s land or premises (Chapter II, Section 8), thereby
protecting the farmer’s land. Section 15, further, provides that no action for recovery of any amount due
in pursuance of an order passed under that section, shall be initiated against the agricultural land of the
farmer.
(v) The Act has certain safeguards for the farmers wherein it is laid down in Section 14(2)(b)(I) where
the Sponsor fails to make payment of the amount due to the farmer such penalty may extend to one and
half times the amount due; (ii) where the order is against the farmer for recovery of the amount due to
the Sponsor on account of any advance payment or cost of inputs, as per terms of farming agreement,
such amount shall not exceed the actual cost incurred by the Sponsor; (iii) where the farming agreement
in dispute is in contravention of the provisions of this Act, or default by the farmer is due to force
majeure, then, no order for recovery of amount shall be passed against the farmer There is no fine on
the farmers as is currently laid down in many State Acts. However, Contract farming arrangements are
often perceived as being biased in favor of firms or large farmers, while exploiting the poor bargaining
power of small farmers.
(vi) Section 12 of the Act provides for that ‘A State Government may notify a Registration Authority to
provide for electronic registry for that State that provides facilitative framework for registration of
farming agreements. (2) The constitution, composition, powers and functions of the Registration
Authority and the procedure for registration shall be such as may be prescribed by the State
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Government.’ Thus, the Act provides for registration of the contracts which will enable regulation both
the parties to the agreement.
(vii) The Act provides for clear determination of a guaranteed price and a bonus or a premium linked to
a clear price reference - which should be laid down clearly in the farming agreement.
(viii) It is important to conceive agriculture as a complete agri-food system that incorporates farming,
logistics, wholesaling, warehousing, processing and retailing. In this framework, contract farming can be
perceived as an institutional arrangement that can facilitate firm-farm linkages - with adequate
safeguards. Development of backward linkages could be instrumental in providing the farmers much
more than assured markets and fair prices, but also support in the form of risk mitigation, access to
information on cultivation, technology, markets, and access to credit and other inputs. The dairy sector
in India is a classic example of how clustering of small milk producers through cooperatives brought
about a revolution through ‘Operation Flood’.
(ix) To make contract farming politically acceptable and socially desirable, it is important to adopt
innovative approaches while framing contracts. This would help growers’ associations, self-help groups,
FPOs etc., to participate in contract farming more fruitfully and to reduce their transaction costs.
(x) However, it may be noted that no contract can be perfect. A contractual relationship needs to be
evolved between the contracting parties based on mutual trust over medium to long term. There would
be multiple models of such a relationship - some may fail, and many others may succeed. The Act is a
step in the right direction and facilitates optimal division of market risks.

24.3 The Essential Commodities (Amendment) Act
24.3.1 Act in brief
The Amendment Act inserts a Section 3(1A), in the Essential Commodities Act (ECA), 1955. It provides for
(i) Regulation of supply of such food stuffs including cereals, pulses, potato, onions, edible oil seeds and
oils only under extra ordinary circumstances such as war, famine, extra ordinary price rise, and natural
calamity of grave nature (Section 2 (1A)(a));
(ii) Any action on imposing stock limits on any agricultural produce to be based on price rise - triggered
at 100 percent increase in retail price for horticulture products or 50 percent increase in retail price in
case of non-perishable agri products; over the price prevailing immediately preceding 12 months, or
average retail price of last five years, whichever is lower (Section 2 (1A)(b));
(iii) Stock limit order under the Act would not apply to processor and value chain participants of
agricultural product subject to ceiling of installed processing capacity in case of processor or export
demand in case of exporter (Proviso to Section 2);
(iv) Not applicable to orders relating to Public Distribution System (PDS) or Targeted Public
Distribution System (TPDS) (Proviso to Section 2).

24.3.2 Purpose of the Amendment Act
50. Essential Commodities Act (ECA), 1955 was enacted under Entry 33 of Concurrent List of the Constitution
to control the production, supply and distribution of, and trade and commerce in, certain goods considered as
essential commodities. This was in continuation of Essential Supplies (Temporary Powers) Act 1946 enacted
against the background of scarcity and shortages in the immediate post Second World War period and the
Bengal Famine of 1943.
51. The ECA Act, 1955 empowers the central government to control the production, supply, distribution, trade,
and commerce of any commodity deemed ‘essential’. The underlying objective of the ECA Act had been to
prevent hoarding and black marketing of ‘essential’ commodities and, thereby, to secure the affordability and
equitable distribution of these commodities to the population at large.
52. The threat of frequent and unpredictable imposition of stock limits under the Act, however, acts as a
disincentive to large-scale investments in warehousing, storage, processing and distribution facilities. By
restricting inter-state and intra-state movements, the Act also inhibits creation of a national competitive
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agricultural market of agri-products that smoothens the price fluctuations. As India attained self-sufficiency in
most agri-food commodities, various reforms were, therefore, undertaken in the ECA Act (Table 3).
Table 3: Reforms undertaken in the ECA
Period

Reforms

1989-2006

List of essential commodities brought down from 70 to 16

2002-2003

Allowed dealers to freely acquire, use or consume any quantity of wheat, paddy, rice coarse grains,
sugar, edible oilseeds and oils without requiring permit or licenses.

2006

All essential commodities removed from EC Act and brought into Schedule. Number of essential
commodities reduced from 16 to 7.

2016

Permitted wholesaler or retailer or producer or manufacturer or importer or exporter to freely buy,
stock, sell, transport, distribute, dispose, acquire, use or consume agricultural food stuffs

2019

Stock Limits not to apply to the quantity purchased under contract farming and Stocks kept in
warehouses accredited by commodity derivatives exchanges and registered with WDRA

53. The 2020 Amendment attempts to alleviate the fears of ‘excessive regulatory interference’ in agri-trade by
retaining the powers for regulation only under certain extraordinary circumstances. It lays down an objective
criterion of price rise for imposition of stock limits. Removal of restrictive provisions on trade of agricommodities would enable harnessing of economies of scale in agricultural sector and attract private
sector/foreign direct investment in modernization of food supply chain. The effective participation of all
stakeholders will integrate agricultural markets and drive the realization of remunerative prices for farmers, stable
prices for consumers and value addition at all levels in the agricultural supply chain.

24.3.3 Observations of the Committee
55. The Committee makes the following observations:
(i) The Amendment attempts to balance the interests of all stakeholders — farmers, traders, food
processors, exporters and consumers — to enable agri-produce to move up the value chain.
(ii) Analysis of recent trends in prices of onion, tomato and potato show that the price triggers, as
envisaged in the Act, have been touched 1-3 times in the last five years. (Figure 16). The existing price
triggers of 100 percent for perishable and 50 percent for non-perishables do not entail an ‘extraordinary
price rise’ as seen by the price trends in last five years. If the triggers for perishable commodities is
increased beyond 100 percent to say 200 percent, the stock limits would have to be imposed only once
in five years for onion and none in tomato and potato.
Figure 16: Price trends vis-à-vis the triggers in ECA (Amendment) Act
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(iii) Studies show that the share of farmers in consumers’ rupee is as low as 26.6 per cent for potatoes,
29.1 per cent in the case of onions, and 32.4 per cent for tomatoes. With a price trigger of increase of
100 percent in a perishable commodity, the recovery of costs for the farmer, who stores for the offseason, is not possible. To increase the share of the farmer in one rupee of consumers expenditure,
investments are needed for storage and warehousing infrastructure and marketing reforms are needed to
reduce the intermediation costs.
(iv) As agriculture is a seasonal activity, prices of perishable commodities are volatile - prices rise in the
off-season and prices fall when fresh harvest arrives in the market. It is, therefore, essential to store
produce for the off-season to ensure smoothened availability of a product at stable prices throughout
the year.
(v) The reference period for price rise is average retail prices for last five years -a period of five years
may see major changes in the technology used and resultant production and price trends.
(vi) The perceived risk of hoarding is not well-founded as fresh produce in most perishable commodities
comes within a quarter. The need is to ensure smoothened availability of a product to consumers at
stable prices throughout the year - especially in the off-season. This can be achieved only if proper
storage and processing facilities are available.
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(vii) Investment in cold storage and post-harvest facilities by private sector without fear of undue and
discretionary controls will mitigate the farmers’ risk of price crash during bumper production. This
becomes more important in case of perishable commodities where the price risk for farmers is high.
(viii) The Amendment Act, 2020 inserts only an additional provision of regulating imposition of stock
limits and does not repeal any other clause of the original ECA, 1955. Other provisions of the Act such
as issuance of license/ permit {Section 3(2)(a)}, controlling the price at which the commodity can be
sold {Section 3(2)(c)}, prohibiting the withholding from sale any essential commodity ordinarily kept for
sale {Section 3(2)(e)}, directing any person holding in stock or engaged in production or in the business
of buying or selling of any commodity to sell the whole or a specified part of the commodity held in
stock at present or to be received in future {Section 3(2)(f)} collecting information or statistics for
regulating/prohibiting any of the activities {Section 3 (2)(h)} etc., are still applicable and can be invoked
for regulating agricultural trade as an when the situation demands. The provisions of Prevention of
Black-marketing and Maintenance of Supplies of Essential Commodities Act, 1980 have not been
amended.
(ix) Stock limits were imposed in October, 2020 in case of price rise in onions - which signifies that the
Act retains its regulatory powers. However, when the exports were also banned, it sent signals that
consumers’ interest overrides farmers’ interest and there is an inherent bias towards consumers.
(x) The anti-hoarding provisions of ECA discouraged open reporting of stock holdings, storage
capacities, trading and carry forward positions. The amendment would, therefore, facilitate a true
assessment of the storage and warehousing capacity in the country and attract investments to move up
the value chain in agri-foodstuffs.
(xi) Price Stabilization Fund (PSF) set up in 2014-15 provides for regulation of the price volatility of
essential agricultural commodities. It also provides for maintaining a strategic buffer of such
commodities for subsequent calibrated release of such stocks in the open market operations to moderate
price volatility and discourage hoarding and unscrupulous speculation.
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